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Preface

As candlestick signals become more indoctrinated into the invesonent arenas.
the information conveyed in the signals is being better understood. Candlestick
analysis is becoming a very powerful invesnnent technique. Up until recently,
it's under-use was a function of not fully understanding how candlestick sig
nals truly worked. As more investors become acquainted with the benefits that
candlestick signals provide, an additional benefit is developing. Candlestick
signals, developed over the last few cennuies, makes it the oldest investment
technique in existence. The information and implications that are revealed, by
centuries of observations, is now being enhanced with computer related tech·
niques. Overlaying the information derived from candlestick signals on tOp of
technical analysis that has been dramatically improved with computer gener
ated programs makes for a very powerful trading platfoml.

There have been a number of books written about candlestick signals. At
the time they were written, they conveyed the best possible knowledge atrrib·
tired to candlestick signals at that time. As computer generated scanning pro·
grams and research techniques improve with the development of computer
software programming, the utilization of candlestick analysis constantly im
proves.

This book was written to educate invesrors on how to use Japanese candle·
stick analysis profitably. The easy-to-follow procedures detailed in this book
provide the reader with profit-making techniques that can be leamed quickly.
More importantly; learning of the principles detailed in this book will provide
the reader with invesonem techniques they can use immediately. As candle
stick signals become better understood, their applications to high profit pat
terns allows investors to exploit profits from high profit situations.

Candlestick signals produced gocxl remms in their own right. Investment
patterns, the reoccurring psychology found in all trading markets goose by
investor sentiment, also are capable of producing good returns. Combining the
two techniques produces an investment platfonn that dramatically improves
high profit probabilities. This is not a difficult process.

Having the ability to recognize what candlestick ~ignals are conveying
creates a tremendous investment advantage. Wimessing those signals appear
ing as potential trading patterns are fanning creates a fonnat for establishing
potentially high profit trades as well as common sense stop loss procedures.
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Not only does the knowledge of what a signal looks like benefit the candle
stick educated investor, but learning the common sense psychology that formed
a signal provides the investor with a whole new perspective into successful
investing. Somebody is making huge profits in the markets. It is those that have
established successful trading methods for interpreting when to buy and when
to sell. Reading this book should and enhance your investmem abilities forever.
The improved perspective of what dictates low risk, high profit situations cre
ates a very positive investment srruchlre. Utilize the infOlmation that hundreds
of years of profitable obselvations have produced. Utilize the capabilities found
in computer related sorting techniques. The probabilities of producing signifi
cant profits will always be in your favor when visually identifying signals and
panems that have worked a high percentage of the time in the past. Learn
candJestick signals and patterns and reap the benefit of that knowledge put
into a very simple graphic fonn.

Stephen W Bigalow
Houston. Texas
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Chapter 1

Altering Your Investment
Perspectives

Bring ideas in and entertain them royally, for one of them may be the
king.

Mark Van Doren

Japanese candlestick investing has inherent aspects that cannot be ignored.
This book was written based on one major assumption. If you are reading this,
you are looking for a better investment program than what you have been
experiencing. You have come to the right place. Candlestick analysis has some
very compelUng aspects. It will completely alter your investment perspec
tives. This book was wrinen to educate investors on how w use the Japanese
Candlestick technique profitably. The easy-to-follow ptactices described will
provide the teader with profit-making techniques that can be quickly learned.
More importantly, learning the principles of market psychology underly
ing the Candlestick methodology will revolutionize your overall invest
ment psyche forever. This statement can be made because candlestick signals
have already proven themselves. Fortunes have been made using the Japanese
Candlestick techniqu"".

Knowing "how" to use the candlesticks and "why" they work will immedi
ately improve the reader's investment profitability and permanently alter over
all invesunent perceptions. This newly acquired perception will produce con
sistent profits along with an associated mental re·programming designed to
maximize investment returns. Once one becomes convinced of the reliability of
the Candlestick methodology, one also acquires a pre-programmed invesonent
discipline. As a result, Candlesticks add a whole new dimension to enhancing
the investor's profit-making capabilities.
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You will be exposed to an investment philosophy that will immediately jar
you out of your current investment viewpoints. The information that you glean
from this reading will not be something new or provocative. All the investment
concepts incorporated into candlestick signals are derived from commonsense
applications. Additionally; the signals are easy to visualize. Do not be surprised
to see smatterings of information directly out of "Profitable Candlestick Trad
ing," the previous book and the basis for the writing of this book. There are
many aspects of candlestick analysis that bear repeating.

In learning and using Candlestick analysis effectively, a few assumptions
need to be made up front. The signals have been developed through hundreds
of years of actual usage. Japanese traders started charting the price movement
of rice, utilizing the application of the open, close, high and low. Much the
same as western bar charting but with the addition of boxing in the open and
close. This method of charting created a new analysis rool, a rool that was used
as a statistical analysis centuries before the advent of the computer. The details
of how candlesticks were developed will not be illustrated in this book. That
information is better studied in previously written books. (See suggested read

ing list.)
Japanese Candlestick signals possess one major attribute that is not present

in other technical systems. The signals are created by the CHANGE in inves
tor sentiment. This point is the crux of the success of Candlestick analysis.
Again, ro emphasize the importance of what you have just read. THE SIGNALS
ARE CREATED BY mE CHANGE IN INVESTOR SENTIMENT. Understanding
tins truism will make it easy for your investment psychology to become accli
mated to this successful rrading discipline.

The secrets of the effectiveness of the signals can be learned in a fast and
easy process. An invesror does not need ro be highly knowledgeable about
technical charting ro take immediate advantage of the signals. A signal's graphic
fonnation makes it visibly easy ro identify reversals. A Candlestick formation
provides a visual graphic of investor psychology during a specific time period.
For the purpose of illustration in this book, the standard time frame will be one
day. The trading entity will be srock, equity as opposed to commodity. Invest
ment strategies can be structured, of course, for whatever time period is suited
for your rrading style: miome-ro-minute all the way through monthly. Appli
cable trading instruments include any vehicle that has the key elements of
investor jeal" and greed.
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Forming the Candlesticks

3

Horizomallines represent the open and the close. Once both lines are added to
the chart, they are boxed. This box is called the BODY. If the close is higher
than the open, the body is white or empty. If the close is lower than the open,
the body is black or filled. Keep in mind. this does not necessarily mean that a
white body represents that the price was up for the day or that a black body
represents that the price was down for the day.

BarChart

HIGH
CLOSE

OPEN
LOW

HIGH
OPEN

CLOSE
LOW

Candlestick

The body color only illustrates where the close was as compared to the
open. The contrasting colors of the bodies provides for rapid visual interpreta
tions. Adeclining column of dark candles is obviously interrupted when a white
candle appears. This attracts the attention of the eye immediately. This is some
thing that would not occur when viewing conventional bar chans. The lines
extending from the body represent the extremes of the price movement during
the day. These are known as the SHADOWS. The shadow above the body is
known as the upper shadow. In some Japanese analytical circles, the upper
shadow is also described as the HAIR.. The shadow below the body is known as



the lower shadow or the TAIL. The length of the shadows has irnportam impli
cations to the strength of reversal moves.

The bodies with shadows look very much like candles, thus the name
'Candlesticks.' But don't let the unsophisticated name throw you. The infonna
tion provided by the formations puts the Candlestick analyst giant leaps ahead

of other technical analysts.
The colors of the boxes are not important. For visual darity, white and

black easily show contrast. Some computer software may have green for up
and red for down. The purpose of the chart is to provide a clear indication of
what signals are being fornled. Once you have become accustomed to the candle
stick charts, the visual aspects to the candlestick charts will make all adler
charting techniques obsolete.

However, the important facts that should be considered about the history
of candlestick signals are first they made Japanese rice traders immensely
wealthy. Not just wealthy, but legendmily wealthy. Songs were written about
the wealth that the Homma family acquired through their rice trading exploits,
using candlestick signals. Second, the signals are still here after hundreds of
years of use. It can safely be assumed that if candlestick signals did not work
effectively, we would not be looking at them today.

Candlestick signals work! Not because a computer generates back-tested
facsim.ile showed hypothetical positive results, but results produced from ac
tual n'ading and real live profits. More so, real live f0l1W1es.

Assumption, if the signals are interpreted and used correctly, they can
produce inordinate rates of return for the investor. This is already proven by
the Homma trading family, making a huge fOlume from trading rice.

Taking that point of view, the purpose of this book is to cut to the crux of
using Candlesticks to maximize your profit potential! Background infonnation
about the history of candlestick investing in this book will be minimal. That
infOlmation is better found in excellent books that have been written about
Candlesticks. "Profitable Candlestick Trading" provides a more general over
view of how to use the signals profitably. Steve Nison is credited with introduc
ing Candlestick investing into the U.S. markets. Greg Morris also has written
excellent books describing the candlestick signals. The serious candlestick in
vestor should make obligatory reads of their books during the road to master

ing the signals.
Some of the information found in this book will also been seen in "Profit

able Candlestick Trading" Some duplication will be witnessed, but only for
preparing the further development of investment strategies and pattern cmaly
sis of high profit trading patterns.

4

- --- - ---

High Profit Candlestick Patterns
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In staying with the purpose of this book, analyzing and implementing
high profit srraregies, the background information about the signals and their
history will be sparse. The direction will be towards educating the investor on
how and why the signals, along with the psychology behind the signals, can be
utilized for increasing invesrment profits. Fear not, you will not be inundated
with invesrment theory, or new mvesmlent concepts. When learning candle
stick analysis. the predominant reaction will be "yeah, I knew that. ... The com
mon sense aspects will be evident constantly. No formulas. No preconceived
deep- rooted psychological visions. Just plain commonsense put into a graphic
depiction.

Misconceptions about candlesticks will be erased. An often asked question
is "If Candlestick signals are so effective, then why isn't evetybody using them?"
When using the signals correctly, and realizing the ease and simplicity of using
the signals, it will become a rhetorical question from all those who correctly
use the signals. Please note the term "correctly." For the uneducated user of
candlesticks, those nor using the proper tools to analyze the signals, there are
many reasons that an uneducated investor could perceive that the signals are
not accurate. The same analogy of a golfer never improving his game, thinking
he/she will always be a 24 handicap, until they get proper lessons, correcting
what they may have been doing wrong for many years.

In reading this book, you will be exposed to the proper methods of inter
preting the signals. Additional, the pitfalls will be laid out so you need not learn
them through experience. More imponantly, high profit patterns will be illus
trated for the sole pUfIX)se of cutting to the chase, maximizing the use of invest
ment funds.

Never tell people how to do things. Tell them what to do and they will
surprise you with their ingenuity.

General George S. Patton

The purpose of these writings will have a dual intention. Educating the
investor in using potential high profit patterns and altering the moderated
invesrmenr programming espoused by so-called investment professionals! These
professionals, of an industry that dictate an extremely low threshold of returns,
making the incompetent capable of looking good!

Learning how to use the candlestick signals correctly will elevate the seri
ous investor so they will never have to rely on professionals again. Especially
from an investment indusay that recently has been exposed for not having the
investors' interest anyvvhere near the top of the list.
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Where Do We Learn to Invest?

Consider this question. Where do we learn to invest? Where did you Ieam to
invest? Did you take a semester of "The Coneer rnvestment Methods for Mak
ing Money in the Market" when yOll were in high school or college? No way. At
best, maybe we got an invesnnent course, which consisted of stocks were equi
ties, bonds were debt, and preferred stock was a combination. Were you taught
on how (Q analyze the movements of stock prices or index directions? Were
you taught how to recognize panic selling and tile indications that the bottom
had been hit? Very doubtful. Who was going (0 teach you?

Most investors learn how (Q invest solely through unguided experience.
The process of investing usually consists of asking friends, family, or invest
ment broker what should be bought with your ulitial inveSilllent funds. Little
thought is put into learning ulVestment programs or techniques. We hear about
a good story stock. We buy it. No buying plan, no selling plan.

The two most important areas of our lives where we should all have men
tors are sex and investing. But we have to muddle through both, learning as we
go, hoping that we eventually become good at it.

Until recently, candlestick investing fit into that category; trying to learn it
on our own. Wanting to learn how to use the signals correctly was a lonely
road. There have been books written on what candlesticks are. This book will
show you how to use candlestick signals profitably. There were very few people
that could talk intelligently about how to use candlestick signals. Because of
the proficiency of candlestick chartulg, many professional UlVestors have taken
to USUlg candlestick graphics. The difference between bar charts and candle
stick charts is that tlle candlestick charts are dramatically more revealing as far
as conveying information. They visually tell a complete story.

Today the learning process is not a solo endeavor. That problem has been
eliminated in the past few yecrrs. Websites, such as www.candlestickforum.com
have been established exclusively for the education of those who want to learn
about candlestick analysis. Having somebody to provide clarification on vari
ous interpretations of the signal fonnations greatly enhance the learning curve.

Learning an investment method should be the responsibility of every per
son. This should be the thitd ieg of the three-legged stool. The first leg, we
spend becoming educated so we can go out and have an occupation. The sec
ond leg, we spend the majority of our lives earning income to support our
families and ourselves. Consider that, we work most of our lives to earn money,
not a frivolous endeavor. Yet, after all that time and effort, we take those hard
earned bucks and hand them over to a "professional" that wants to earn us a
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moderate rerum, mostly concerned about protecting capital. Not a program
that maximizes the use of the funds to be invested. That is like kissing your
sister. Those assets should be put to work with just as much energy and dedica·
tion as what it took to earn them.

Learning candlestick analysis is the third leg of that stool. It is an invest·
ment technique, imbedded with common sense investment conception, for the
sole purpose of maximizing invesunent returns with the control of investment
risk. Where do you learn to invest? You learn to invest by making it your re
sponsibility to educate yourself in the techniques of extracting the best returns
from your invesnnents.

Learning High Profit Patterns

High profit patterns, patterns that put the probability of extracting gains from
the markets, dramatically in your favor. Investor psychology, how do most in
vestors think? Those that do not have a trading program! Those that do not
have the correct mental investment rraining! That is the basis for the success
produced by candlestick analysis. It visually depicts the flaws in the human
emotions of the average investor. It will be no surprise when FEAR and GREED
are mentioned.

An immense advantage is created when one understands those emotions.
Most of us have experienced them ourselves. Panic at the bottom! Mer a stock
continues its downrrend to the point that investors can not stand the pain of
owning that stock any longer, because all indications show that stock is going
to zero. They panic and want to get rid of the stock at any price, '3ust get me
out." Conversely, after a stock has steadily gone up for weeks on end, every
body finally realizes that stock is going to go up forever. They can't wait co get
in, at any price, exuberance. Completely opposite from rationale decision mak
ing . emotional decision making! Candlestick analysis easily interprets those
investor emotions. It allows an investor to exploit the "wrong·way'· thinking of
the majoriry of investors.

Recognizing the signals, that reveal the 'thinking" process of the masses,
creates huge profit potential. Realizing that those weaknesses can be graphi
cally illustrated allows investors to understand their own weaknesses and can·
vens them to being able to identify buying opportunities. Opportunities de
velop from what nonnally would have been our own loss4:ontributing in·
vestment behavior.
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Turning Your Weaknesses into Profits

Candlestick signals and Candlestick analysis benefit the investor in a twofold
manner. First, the graphic signals are the representation of what most investors
are doing wrong. Learning what the si6'llals represent, the fear and exuberance
of the majOlity of investors, prepares the candlestick investor for a profitable
trade situation. Secondly, knowing that the signals depict what the masses are
doing mong, allows the investor to alter their own emotional habits by being
ready to profit from the situation versus being part of the situation. This be
comes the first step in refonning your investment perceptions. You are now in
the position, knowing what to look for when the panic selling sets in, to be a
buyer, not one of the pank sellers. Conversely, when a position is showing great
exuberance, the media is proclaiming how great the company/industIy is do
ing and the future is more than rosy, you vvill recognize the signs for the pend
ing 'sell' signals.

This book will expose you to those signs. Becoming educated in what
occurs at the bottom of a trend and what occurs at the top of a trend becomes
a valuable tool for not jumping in or out of a position at the wrong times. More
so, it produces an easy-to-see format for getting investors in and out of posi
tions at the right times. The most revealing question, at the time everybody is
capitulating, selling out at any price, because the future prospects appear to be
so bad, should be "Who is buying this stock at these levels?" Also, when a stock
being promoted as having such a bright furure and evetybody can't buy fast
enough, who is selling the stock?

Understanding what makes people buy and sell investment positions cre
ates advantageous insights for extracting consistent profits from the market.
The Candlestick signals entail hundreds of years of actual experience. Wimess
ing the reaction of the majority of investors at the turns of trends has revealed
insightful results that can be utilized in any trading entity. Use this book to
become familiar with those signs of human investing weaknesses. More than
likely you will see the obvious weaknesses that you yourself exhibit. Having
those weaknesses illustrated as a profit opportunity blatantly suggests that we
should recognize them as our own weakness and revert from continuing them.
The candlestick signals provide that self-induced discipline.

How do you make money in the marker? Buy at the bottom and sell at the
rops. Easy! But do you remember the last time any of the so-called "Profession
als of Wall Street" recommended a srock at the bottom? Or shorting at the rop?
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Do Wall Street Professionals Make You
Money?

9

Consider the investment advice we are given from the Wall Street expens. If
you analyze aU their advisory statemems, you begin to ooderstand why you
seem not able to make more than a moderate rate of return at best.

As witnessed in the recent past, Wall Street may not have your best inter
ests as their main objective. A daunting revelation, isn't it? To understand why
altering your investment psychology should be imponam to you, we should
first illustrate why and how you have the investment perceptions that you have
already. Where did you leam the basic infonnation about investing? Mosuy
from the "professionals" of Wall So-eet is the logical answer. What are those
basic assumptions that Wall Street teaches the populous?

The market historically provides 10% return annually. That is the usual
guideline. The guideline repeated from Wall Street. The question should
not be what will the market give us, but what can we make from
the market. Year after year, it is drummed into our heads that the only way to
make money in the market is find good, well run companies and hold them
through the ups and downs. You will make out best that way. Great, but ask
those who saw their portfolio's drop 50%, 70%, 90% over the past four years.
Cisco Corporation is a well run company. Three years ago, it could be bought
for 565.00 a share, today it is near SI8.00. Not a buy-and-hold that is working.

You Can Not Time the Market

How many so-called investment experts have you heard on the T.V financial
stations, all professing that you can not time the market? If that is so, why do
the names Warren Buffet and George Soros stand our from the crowd? When
somelxxly says that you can not time the market, that is the person that you
should stay as far away from as possible. You cannot time the market? That is
usually the statement made by somebody that does not have the ability to
understand that prices do not move based ulxm the fundamentals of a com
pany, but prices move based upon the PERCENED results of the fundamentals
of a company. This is the most imponant aspect for making money in the mar
kets. The best run company in the world will not make you a cent jf it is not
perceived by investors to have potential. Conversely, the worst run company in
the world can make huge profits for you if it is perceived that they have a
positive furure. Case in point, it was clearly demonstrated in the last of the bull
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market of the 90's where fortunes were made in stocks that had not made a
single penny while the stalwarts of industry hardly moved.

Hold for Long Term

Another nied and Due axiom from investment counseling. The question should
be "why." Only tvvo reasons for being told to hold long term. First, it sure gives
the invesunent advisor more time to handle your investment funds before you
recognize that their recommendation was not working. Second, it probably
stems back to the original problem. They do not know how to time the mar
kets.

Of course, there is rationale that tax rates are better for the long term
hold. This mindset now rakes an investor completely away from the purpose of
buying the position in the first place. To maximize profits! How does one relate
to the other? Buying a position in a stock should be based upon maximizing
profits. Placing the arbitrary criteria of holding long term has nothing to do
with maximizing profits. If a stock goes up 40% in the next three months,
followed by dismal prospects of staying up at those levels, why would the
position continue to be held? To save on the tax bill? The markets do not give
a hoot what your investment criteria is.

CONSULT THE MARKET ABOUT THE
MARKET

When analyzing the market, attention should be paid to the market movement
itself. One has to follow the market movement like the cat that wishes to catch
the mouse. Charts reflect the past. Theoretically, it is nor possible to predict the
market's future. Yet, analyzing identifiable patterns, as a prelude to a "high
probability" result, is as close as an investor can get. Repeating patterns are not
100% accurate, but visually proven probabilities can adjust the odds immensely
in your favor. Identification of certain events provides a basis for an occurrence
happening. Otherwise, truisms such as "Red skies at night, sailor's delight"
would not be in existence. Hundreds of years of weather observations have
produced a reliable result the next day. The same observations have made
Candlestick signals highly accurate.

Bottom line, the name Sokyu Homma, in Japan, through Candlestick rec
ognition, is associated with successful investing, as Bill Gates' name is associ
ated with successful computer program marketing in the United States. Leam-
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ing to "consult" the market, as Honuna did hundred of years ago, will greatly
enhance your investing probabilities in the markets today.

The market is going to move in whatever manner it needs to, The process
for maximizing profits is to exploit the profits that the market is producing. The
Japanese traders say, "Let the market tell you what the market is doing. "Candle·
stick analysis is oriented towards reacting to the signals that the prices are
revealing. This makes available much higher profits versus Dying to fit a pre·
structured investment philosophy to a trading program. The market does not
care what you are doing. You have to develop the best srrategy for what the
market is doing.

That is one of the immense advantages of candlestick signals. It is the
"cumulative knowledge all the investors chat parricipated in rhe buying and selling
of that trading entity during that time frame. 11 This statement is the ultimate
focal point for successful investing. Consider this statement very carefully and
use it as the underlying guide for the Candlestick technique, Prices move based
upon this knowledge. Candlestick signals clearly illustrate what is happening
to investor sentiment during the course of that time frame. The combination of
one, two, three, and four day candlestick foonations have been thoroughly
analyzed through hundreds of years of observations. Use that infonnation to
put your invesnnenr probabilities in your favor.

How does that benefit you in reversing some of the years of indoctrination
to the theories put forth buy Wall Street professionals? The signals tell you
exactly what investors are thinking now. It allows the Candlestick investor to
create strategies using that knowledge. It brings the concept of making the best
use of your money in to sharp focus, moving away from the "sage???" counsel
of most invesnnent professionals.

Diversify

Diversify, the conservative advice that most investors should heed. So we are
led ro believe. What is the definition of 'diversify?' In invesnnent language, it is
the process of having your funds in different fonns of investments. This is ro
protect the assets, if something is not working well, it does not affect the whole
asset base dramatically. In simple terms, it usually means if something is going
down, the rest of the assets, placed in other investments will help offset the
losing position. Aren't we advised to separate investment funds in this man
ner? However, doesn't this also imply that not everything is going to go up? We
need to protect ourselves by being in different invesnnents?
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Isn't that a vanilla way to use your investment funds? Shouldn't the pur
pose of having investments is too maximize returns? Wouldn't it make more
sense to monitor positions so that the ones that do not look promising can be
liquidated and those funds moved [Q better probabilities?

Again, this is the sage counsel of those that lack the knowledge to time
investments. They do nor have the skill to search for the investments that indi
cate thar investors are moving money to those stocks/sectors. Candlestick analy
sis concentrates investment funds to the areas that are working, intensifying
that criteria for investing in the first place. Maximization of profits!

One T.Y. investment 'guru' advocates having no more than 4% of your
investment funds in anyone position. Yet, there are many highly paid Wall
Street research analysts, being paid seven figure incomes, to follow eight or ten
companies. And they can't do that all that well. But the average Joe is supposed
to have 25 positions. They are expected to produce successful results following
that many positions while having careers and other activities in their life.

Diversify if you can not analyze the direction of the trends. But if you are
serious about enhancing your returns, then the process of creating high profit
strategies using candlestick signals will change the mundane investment re
turn syndrome.

He who cannot change the veryfabric ofhis thought will never be able to
change reality.

Anwar el-Sadat

How about this for an investment strategy. Your broker recommends sell
ing a profitable position and at the same time recommends selling a position
with a big loss to offset the tax gains. What a progressive investment strategy
that is! Not a bit of concern for what is the potential for the losing position, such
as, is it time to be buying at these lower ptices. What name should be given to
that type of investing? Running is quicksand sounds good.

Hopefully, to this point. this has been preaching to the choir. If you are
reading this book, it is assumed that the standard Wall Screet investment prac
tices are not satisfying you. The third leg of the life cycle, learn to put your
assets to the best return applications. Learning the candlestick method fine
tunes the use of your investment strategies. It should be clear to most everyone
that the business of Wall Screet brokerage finns is to make money. Not neces
sarily to make you money, but for them to make money. The average investor,
being happy to make moderate returns, is the fodder for the brokerage busi
ness.
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The following chapters will be oriented towards developing your invest
ment arsenal. You will be given in-depth description of the major signals. The
major signals will produce more high profit (fades than most investors will ever
be able to employ. The advantage will be dearly evident. Not too many years
ago, most investors had to rely on their brokers to be able to do any research.
The availability of investment data was very limited. Now the Internet provides
loads of invesunent services. Investors have the capability to do any amount of
research and testing thar they can imagine. With easy to use stock screening
software, investors are able to find the best candlestick trades everyday in the
maner of minutes. The supply and demand ratio is now where an investor can
fine rune the investment search, cultivating an overabundance of high profit
potentials, right down to the cream of the crop.

The remaining signals do not have to be aggressively learned. Knowing
what they look like is helpful. They will show up occasionally, but not enough
to spend any great amounts of time srudying.

Option strategies will be described, best utilizing the aspect of having a
high probability for detecting the direction of price. Knowing the direction with
reasonable certainty, at least a beneficial probability, easy to learn option strat
egies can be incorporated. Bill Johnson, one of the nations leading writers in
option strategies, has wrinen a chapter for identifying undervalued options.

David Ellion, of www.Wallstreetteachers.com. is one of the leading techni
cal experts for identifying panerns and waves in price movements. The appli
cation of his research techniques dramaeically enhances the probabilities of
being in a correct trade. His chapter will illustrate how to use current computer
techniques to improve candlestick analysis.

Protecting assets can be enhanced using common sense stop loss proce
dures. This peace of mind program allows the nervous to sleep comfortably at
night. As introduced in "Profitable Candlestick Trading" the explanation of an
emotion free money management strategy will be discussed. It will be further
enhanced with some very simple variations for completely eliminating emo
tions in the investment decisions. Techniques, using the basic characteristic of
candlestick analysis, will consistently reven back to one factor, common sense.

Tina Logan, well respected for her analytical capabilities, has written a
chapter demonstrating stop loss techniques. Her input brings to light simple
stop loss techniques.

Candlestick signals are excellent reversal indicators on their own. How·
ever, utilizing expenise in other forms of technical analysis and trading pro
grams can only enhance the potential trading results.
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Utilize This Information

Infonnation is pretty thin stuff unless it is mixed with experience.
Clarence Day

The major signal explanations will be more descriptive into the psychology that
fanned the signals. Understanding what the mindset of investors in the fanna
tion of the signals will furnish revealing perspectives on how prices move. This
knowledge becomes invaluable for the rest of your investment career. That is

why you are here!
Illustrations of high profit candlestick patterns will be described. Having

the foreknowledge of what can occur dwing a specific pattern allows investors
to maximize the profit potential. Additionally, knowing immediately when to
liquidate the rrade, if it is not working, becomes a practiced procedille. Ex
panding your experience to profitable situations prepares investors for acting
when the time is right. When the masses are panic selling, who is buying? As
evidenced time and again, the smart money is buying. YOli can be trading with
the professionals, be with the smart money.
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Chapter 2

The Major Signals

They teach in academies far too many things, and far too much that is
u.seless.

Goethe

Candlestick signals have gained popularity in the recent years. Why, if the
signals demonstrate SLICh a high degree of accuracy; have they not been ac
tively used until recently? The conmlon answer has been that there were too
many of them to learn expeditiously and they did not alway'S seem ro work. It
was a common assumption that becoming proficienr at candlestick analysis
required. a long and steep learning curve.

Fortunately, the producti\"e utilization of candlestick signals has revealed
an important factor. Of the SO or 60 candlestick signals, only a dozen signals
need to be learned. These are considered the 12 major signals. What consti
rutes these signals being considered the major signals? Most importantly, the
frequency in which they occur during rrend analysis!

Although the other signals are effective for analyzing reversals or continu
ations of trends, the frequency in which they occur is very smaiL The mental
effon, to Jearn and remember the majority of candlestick signals, is not worth
wllile. Do not disregard them! It is suggested that the remaining signals be
recognized. This means visually reviewing the secondary signals and rhe con
tinuation panerns. If the eye can be rrained to recognize what appears to be a
signal, it becomes more time-effective to go to a reference to verify that a
candlestick signal is occuning. References would include other candlestick books
that have a full description of those signals. The Candlestick Fonun site pro
vides a set of flash cards that have all the signals graphically illusrrated. A
description of the signal is on the reverse side. Keep these near your computer
screen for quick reference.
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The reason for downplaying the secondary signals is simple. For every 100
occurrences of a major signal, a secondary signal or continuations signal may
occur once. The occurrence of a secondary signal does not cany as much pre
dictability as a major signal. There are better trading opportunities available
containing the major signals. Simply stated, the major signals will provide more
trade opportunities and rrend analysis situations than most investors require.
The major signals incorporate an extensive amount of information relating to
investor psychology. Your rime is best spent concenrrating on learning the ma
jor signals. It will develop an immense amount of insight info why and where
reversals occur.

Because of the frequent appearance of the major signals, investors are
provided with more opportunities to make profits once the significance of these
signals is understood. For example, a Doji represems indecision. It is a signifi
cant signal when viewed in overbought or oversold conditions. However, Doji
appear quite often during a trend or during a flat trading period. Understand
ing the relationship berween the Doji signal and its meaning, depending upon
where it appears in a trend, produces a great advantage fOf an invesmf.

The purpose of evaluating each of the major signals in depth is for the
preparation of exploiting profitable situations. When the eye recognizes a po
tential pattern, the mind can be prepared to implement the correct trading
strategy. The following U1ustrations of the major signals should help investors
sPO' high probabiliry simations.

Western charring has patterns that indicate reversals of major trends. Head
and shoulders. double tops or double bottoms, island reversals, are a few for
mations that have exhibited high degrees of accuracy for identifying change in
the current trends.

Candlestick analysis enhances an investor's ability to prepare for trend
changes. Being familiar with the psychology behind specific candle fonnations
provides immense advantages. Candle signals can identify a rrend reversal in
one day. More often, the Candlestick signals can forewarn when a trend is
preparing to change.

A major trend will probably nOt have a one·day reversal. It may take a few
days or weeks for the force (psychology of invesrors) to expend itself and re
verse direction. The appearance of a reversal signal alerts the investor {hat a
change of investor senriment has or is about to occur.
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Viewing a 'sell' signal at the top of a long up-trend should infonn an investor
that the trend might now be losing stream. Will the trend continue up from
here? Maybe, but not with the same potential as putting your investment funds
elsewhere! The rrend is starting to lose steam. Quite often, a reversal of a rrend
can be dearly ilIusrrated with a candlestick signal at the ultimate reversal point.
Other instances may see a rrend reversing slowly with me appearance of major
signals occuning during the fe\'ersal pattern. In either case, being able to iden
tify a major signal in overbought or Q\"ersold conditions provides an alert sys
tem for the candlestick investor.

With these principles in mind, re\iew the rest of this chapter. Learn to

visually recognize these major signals as they will provide more trading oppor
tunities than most investors can use in a single day. Keep in mind; these Signals
are the results of hundreds of years of cultivation. The most important aspect
of this cultivation being PROFITS! Additionally, utilizing other indicators along
with candlestick signals provides a fom1at for identifying not only profitable
trades, but also the high profit trades.

The signal would have indicated that sellers were stepping in at these
levels.

The force of the trend may still take prices higher. However. with the
indications that the sellers may be stepping in, the srrength of the up-trend
should be greatly diminished. The investor can now prepare for the appear
ance of the next sell signal. or all trends reverse immediately. Candlestick
signals can illustrate when a trend is starting to lose strength.
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Before going into the descriptions of the major signals, let us do a quick
review of the basic candlestick formations. Japanese candlestick charting dra
matically increases the information conveyed by visual analysis. Each forma
tion, or series of fomlations, clearly illustrates the change of investor senti
ment. This interpretation process is nor apparent in standard bar chans. Each
candle formation has a unique name. Some have Japanese names, others have
English names. When possible in this book, the English name and Japanese
name are ,given. The Japanese names are illustrated in Romanji, writing so that
English-speaking people can say the names.

Single candles are often referred to as YIN and YANG lines. These terms
are actually Chinese, but are used by Western analysts to accOlmt for opposites;
in/out, up/down, and over/w1der. INN and YOH are the Japanese equivalents.
YIN is bearish. YANG is bullish. There are nine basic YIN and YANG lines in
Candlestick analysis. These are expanded to fifteen {Q cover all possibilities.
The combination of most patterns can be reduced to one of these.

Long days

Fig. 2-2

A long day represents a large price move from open to close. 'Long' represents
the length of the candle body. What qualifies a candle body to be considered
long? That question has to be answered relative to the d1art being analyzed.
The recent price action of a stock will determine whether a "long" candle has
been fanned. Analysis of the previous two or three weeks of o·ading should be
a current representative sample of the price action.

Short Days

¢ •
Fig. 2-3
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The same analytical proces~ of the long candles can interpret shon days. There
are a large percentdgl of lC Hading d<l~::> that CIa not fall into either of these
two categones.

Maruboza
In Japanese, Marubozu means close cropped or dose-cut. BaJd or Sha\'en Head
are more conunonl~ used in candlestick analysis. Its meaning retlects the fact
that there are no shadows extending from either end of the body

Black Marubozu

I
Fig. 2-4

A long black body with no shadows at either end is known as a Black \1arubozu.
It is considered a weak indicator. It is often identified in a bearish continuation
or bullish re\'ersal pattern. especially if it occurs during a downtrend. A long
black candle could represent the final sell off, making it an alert to a bullish
reversal setting up. The Japanese often call it the Major Yin or Marubozu of
Yin.

White Marubozu

o
Fig. 2-5

The White Marubozu is a long white lxxJy with no shadows on either end. This
is an extremely strong panern. Consider how it is formed. It opens on the low
and immediately hcad~ up. It continues upward until it clost,S, on its high.
Counter to the BlilCk !\larubozu, it is often the first part of a bullish continua
tion pattern or bearish fe\ ersa1 pattern. It is called a Major Yang or Marubozu
of Yang.
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Closing Marubozu

Fig. 2-6

A Closing Mambozu has no shadow at its closing end. A white body will not
have a shadow at the top. A black body will not have a shadow at the bottom.
In both cases, these are strong signals corresponding to the direction that they
each represent.

Opening Marubozu

Fig. 2-7

The Opening Marubozu has no shadows extending from the open price end of
the body. A white body would not have a shadow at the bottom end; the black
candle would not have a shadow at its top end. Though these are strong sig
nals, they are not as srrong as the Closing Marubozu.

Spinning Top

Fig. 2-8

Spinning Tops are depicted with small bodies relative to the shadows. This
demonstrates some indecision on the part of the bulls and the bears. They are
considered neutral when trading in a sideways market. However, in a trending
or oscillating market, a relatively good mle of thumb is that the next day's
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trading will probably move in the direction of the opening price. The size of the
shadow is not as important as the size of the body for forming a Spinning Top.

Doji

Fig. 2-9

The Doji is one of the most important signals in candlestick analysis. It is formed
when the open and the close are the same or very near the same. The lengths of
the shadows can vary. The longer the shadows, the more significant the Doji
becomes. More will be explained about the Doji in the next few pages. ALWAYS
pay attention to the Doji.

Being able to recognize the basic formations creates a visual awareness of
potential changes in a trend. Fot example, the formation of a long candle dem
onstrates more buying or selling sentiment than a normal candle. It may be
simplistic but being able to recognize what the formations represent provides
valuable information. A long black. candle or a series of long black candles after
an extended downtrend reveals imponant information regarding investor sen
timem.

A long black candle at the bottom of an extended downtrend should be a
forewarning that the panic selling is coming into the price. It becomes time to
watch for a candlestick buy signal. The same is true when long white candles
start forming at the top of a trend. That reveals exuberant buying at the top.
Watching for a candlestick sell signal becomes prudent.

The mainstay of candlestick analysis comes from centuries of observing
what occurs when specific candlestick fonnations appear. The process of box
ing in the open and the close provides an immense amount of information not
found in other charting techniques.

The following illustrations demonstrate where the major signals work most
effectively. It will incorporate the analysis of candlestick formations leading up
to a potential teversal. 1his is depicted by purely visual observations. The candle
stick investot has the huge advantage of visually identifying the weaknesses of
human narure.

The utilization of the 12 major signals is greatly enhanced when the sur
rounding investor sentiment can be visually identified prior to a major reversal.
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High Profit Candlestick Patterns

THE DOJI
BUllISH ENGULFING
BEARISH ENGULFING

HAMMER

HANGING MAN
PIERCING PATTERN

DARK CLOUD
HARAMI - BULLISH
HARAMI - BEARISH

SHOOTING STAR
INVERTED HAMMER

MORNING STAR
EVENING STAR
KICKER SIGNAL

The remainder of this book will concentrate on how and when the major sig
nals work most effectively. That will include identifying trend formations that
warn a reversal signal is potentially fonning. Also, high profit patterns will be
demonstrated when utilizing candlestick signals. There will not be formulas;
there will not be heavy interpretations. Candlestick analysis is purely a visual
evaluation. The following major signals will be explained in depth. Being able
to recognize chart patterns that have high a profit potential prepares an inves
tor to take advantage of profitable rrades from their inception. Learning these
major signals will greatly simplify the formation of a consistently profitable
trading program.

Scanning for candlestick signals makes for finding the potential of a rever
sal. However, the final analysis reverts back the visual analysis.

The following illustrations will be of the major signals. The description of
these signals will be done in much greater depth than the descriptions found in
Profitable Candlestick Trading. You may find some of the explanations repeti
tive. The important features of the will be repeated to insure that their rel
evance is fully understood.
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THE DYNAMIC DOJI
(Doji Bike)

Fig.2-10
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Description
The Doji it is the most recognized candlestick signal. Its fonnation, essentially
kx>k:ing like a cross, has relevant implications. It illustrates indecision during a
specific time period between the Bulls and the Bears. The Doji is also com
prised of one candle. The Japanese say when a Doji occurs, one should always
take notice. It is one of the most important Candlestick signals. The formation
is created when the opening price and closing price are the same or nearly the
same. This forms a horizontal line. It is an important alert at both the top and
bot:rom of trends. At the top of a trend, the Doji signals a reversal withoU{
needing confirmation. The rule of thumb is that you should close a long or go
shorr immediately.

However, the Doji occWTing during the downtrend requires a bullish day
ro confirm the trend reversal. The Japanese explanation is that the weight of
the marker can still force the trend downward. The Doji is an excellent ex
ample of the Candlestick method having superior attributes compared to the
Western bar chalting method. The deterioration of a trend is not going to be as
apparent when viewing standard bar chalts.

Criteria

1. The open and the close are the same or very near the same.
2. The length of the shadow should not be excessively long, especially

when viewed at the end of a bullish trend.
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Signal Enhancements

1. A gap, away from the previous days close, sets up for a stronger reversal

move.
2. Large volume on the signal day increases the chances that a blow-off day

has occurred although it is not a necessity.
3. It is more effective after a long candle body, usually an exaggerated daily

move compared to the Donnal daily trading range seen in the majority of

the trend.

A Doji at the Top

>1"** Illustrations in the following chapters will not have explanations of
every indicator. The stochastic settings for all the charts are 12,3,3. The
moving averages are the 50 day and 200 day simple moving averages. If a
question of which is which, the 50 day MA will be the more volatile of the
two.

The Doji becomes an extremely significant reversal signal when viewed at the
top of a trend. The definition of a top of a trend is a function of the stochastic's
in an overbought condition. The Japanese rice trader's scenario is easy-to-un
derstand. After an extensive uptrend, the appearance of a Doji is an illustration
the Bulls and the Bears have reached a point of equilibrium. The price has
finally reached a level where the bullish buying pressure is being equalized by
the Bears selling into them. A Doji at the top becomes an immediate sell signal.
The Japanese Rice traders say to start taking your profit'i. A Doji in the over
bought condition becomes more relevant following a large white candle or a
gap-up. A large white candle or a gap-up signifies the exuberant buying com
ing in at the top of a trend. That exuberance, followed by a Doji, becomes a
very strong signal that a reversal is about to occur.

In early 2004, Fig.2-11, TASER International Inc. was the stock that just
would not quit. It moved from the low single-digit price range up to the mid
30s in just a few months. Of course it was well-publicized on the financial news
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Fig. 2-11 TASER International Inc. - early 2004
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stations. The higher it moved, the more it became debated as to whether it still
had huge upside potential or was way over-priced.

If you were long, where did you take profits? If you are looking to short
the stock, where did you want to get in? The Doji at the top in mid-April
provided a very clear answer. Notice how the price of TASER stock started
moving exuberantly in the first part of April, 2004. The long bullish candle,
after a small gap-up, with stochastics in the overbought condition, should have
been an alert to start watching for a candlestick 'sell' signal. That signal became
dearly apparent the following day with a large Dejl signal.

-

\\tIen a stock IS acting like a runaway freight train, what "oi ~.... .... ... ... ~!
a troe to sell? The gap up allhe top, followed by a long _
buiIish candle"is evidence of exuberant buying, A gap"up
C'le followlng·day becomes further evidence, The
bmahon of a DOli-signal clearly indicates it is lime 10 take ~"I !"""", .. . . . . ~ ~ ." .
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The Doji became the sell signal. The evidence of exuberant buying, fol
lowed by a Doji formation, would have allowed an invesror to take profits near
the very top of the trend. Could the price have continued higher? Certainly!
However, remember that the Japanese Rice traders have analyzed these cir
cumstances for hundreds of years. The probabilities of a top reversal signal
aecuning is a function of wi01essing exuberant buying followed by a gap up
Doji signaL The Japanese Rice traders have recognized that this is time (Q sell.
The gap-down open, the following day, clearly illustrates that the sellers have
stepped into this trade.

If it is assumed that the signals have significance, then we would not be
looking at them today if they did not work. Selling upon the appearance of a
Doji is a high-probability profitable result. Exuberant buying followed by a Doji
equals 'sell'!

Learning is a treasure that will follow its owner everywhere.
Chinese proverb

When the greed sets in. and the exuberant buying becomes visually appar
em, be prepared to take profits. Viewing big price moves at the top of a rrend,
followed by a Doji, especially when that Doji gaps up at the top, take the prof
its. What is occurring when these formations occm? Investor sentiment decid
ing that everything is apparently so rosy for the future, they want to get in at
any price. The question always needs to be raised "If everything is so great,
who is selling?" The answer is usually the smart money.



For the investor that does not have access to the markets during the day, the
"sell stop' can be placed for the next days trading. A logical stop loss point
would be at the low of the trading of the previous days Doji signal. If the selling
came back down through that point, that would be a clear indication that the
sellers had now started coming into the trade.

The price of TASER International Inc. Fig.2~ 12, illustrated again the Doji
at the top creating the reversal at the end of 2004. A long bullish candle, in the
overbought condition, followed by a gap up Doji illustrates that the uptrend
should be over. How do you exit the trade? Investors that have access to com
puter screens during the final 30 minutes of trading will be able to witness a
Doji forming near the end of the day. They can close out their position on the
close

•
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Fig. 2-13 Photonics Inc.
As seen in this chart, a better price could have been obtained approximately a
week later. However, what is the main point of investing? To maximize your
returns and to do so with the least amount of risk! Holding onto this position
for another week would not have produced the percentage returns to make the
risk of holding that position worth while. As can be seen, the majority of the
profits were made when the price gapped up and fonned a Doji.

The point of investing is not to maximize your profits on each individual
rrade. It is to maximize your profits for your account. The majority of the prof
its were extracted from this rrade at the gap up Doji. Those funds now should

The majority 01 the profits were
made if the position was closed ------....
during the gap-up DOJi day

w," ~,.1 alOO'i lJ JlJ1

$loch

The gap-up at the top of a trend can have many conclusions. A gap-up followed
by a long bullish candle has different implications than a gap-up that forms a
Doji. As illustrated in the Photonics Inc. chart, Fig. 2-13, a gap-up Doji indi
cated the top of the trading. Profits should have been taken at the close of the
Doji day or on the lower open the following day. Could a higher price been
achieved?

28



Wimessing a Doji, at what evetybody else might be anticipating as a resistance
b-el. provides an immediate confinnation that the buyers and sellers have
participated in indecisive trading. The Doji illustrates that the trend-line has
become resistance once again. It is further confirmed by seeing the selling the
Den day when prices gap to the downside.
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Fig. 2-14 Cadence Design Systems Inc.
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be moved to a lower risk trade, one that would have the upside potential as
was seen at the beginning of this trade in mid to late January.

The appearance of a Doji at an important resistance level such as a trend
line also has significance. Notice in Fig.2-14, the Cadence Design Systems Inc.
chart, how a Doji, in the overbought, condition forms right at a trend line. The
major advantage of candlestick signals is that they indicate immediately what
the investor sentiment is doing at important levels.
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An Indecisive DOji, 'Nhen the
stochasllcs are well in the overbought
area starting to cun down, will indicate

,_ thaI the maJollly of the trend is over
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Fig. 2-15 Hannonic Inc.

A Series of Doji

If one Doji represents indecision, a series of Doji represents a lot of indecision.
Finding a series of Doji is the set up for some powerful trades. Observing a
series of Doji should alert investors that the Bulls and the Bears are having a
hard time deciding which direction the trend should be moving. The more
extensive the series, (the longer the indecision time frame) the more convinc
ing the trend will be once it breaks out.

A series of Doji is an excellent warning device. It illustrates that something
is about to happen. Logically, if a series of Doji occur in oversold condition,
what should occur is a move to the upside. Conversely; a string of Doji, seen in
the overbought condition, usually indicates the trend is about to turn down.
The caveat to witnessing a large number of Doji forming is analyzing the previ
ous chart formations. A trading entity that has Doji forming a high percentage



of the time will not be as significantly influenced by more Doji. A series of Doji
becomes more significant when found in a nonnal trading chart.

As illustrated in Fig. 2-16, the Frontier Oil chart, after a mild sell-off the
investors became very indecisive. This indecision occurred as the stochastics
carne into the oversold condition. One Doji, in an oversold condition, calls to
the attention of an investor to watch for a reversal. Watching a series of Doji
develop allows an investor to take advantage of a strong trend developing right
from the very start.
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Fig.2-16 Frontier Oil Corp.

What does a series of Doji represent? Indecision! What does the bullish candle
illustrate after the series of Doji? The investors have now made up their mind
which direction to take the trend. With that knowledge, it becomes an easy
process to watch which direction the trading will move from that indecisive
period. The candlestick investor can stan putting on the trade as soon as the
price movement has indicated that the indecision is over. A strong move, from
an indecisive trading range, is an extremely high probability indicator. It can be
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acted upon immediately. An indecisive trading range can have many configura
tions. As wimessed in Fig. 2-17, the SIRF Technology Holdings Inc. chan, the
indecision after the slight pullback could be viewed. The Doji illustrated that
the downward trajectOl}' was running into indecisive trading.
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Fig.2-17 SIRF Technology Holdings Inc.

Although the stochastics were in mid-range, the series of Doji illustrated that
the selling was waning, giving time for the stochastics to stan curling to the
upside. When the trading becomes indecisive at imJX>rtant moving averages,
the investor should become aware of a potential trend change.
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That scenario becomes relatively dear in Fig.2·1B, the Champion Enter
prises Inc. chart. Doji/Spinning Tops occuning at a major moving average while
stochastics are starring to move up should be watched. The appearance of a
Long-legged Doji at the end of the series creates additional relevance. The
indecisiveness is growing.
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The numerous DoJis occurnng nght on
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Fig.2-1B Champion Enterprises Inc.

Being prepared for a major consequence to occur allows an investor to make a
purchase decision quickly. What is expected after a series of Doji? A significant
move! If that is the case, a gap-up or a gap-down inunediately illustrates what
has been decided.
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High Profit Candlestick Patterns

Two series of DOlis forming a major
movl'1g average and forming a double
bottom pattern, S'lOLl,d be a definite
watch ior an ,nves:or

In the case of the Champion Enterprises Inc.chart, Fig. 2-18, a gap up above
the SO day moving average, followed by the immediate buying, should have
activated a purchase immediately.

Allow your eyes to evaluate what the major signals are doing. Keep it
simple. As seen in Fig. 2-19, the Alamosa Holdings Inc. chart, a series of Doji
indicated a bottom in early September. Another series of Doji occurred at the
same level at the end of a month. The Bulli and the Bears were indecisive the
first time the trend pulled back. The Bulls and the Bears were just as indecisive
the second time the trend pulled back to that level.
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Fig.2-19 Alamosa Holdings Inc.

Both times the series of Doji were revealing valuable infonnation. Something
should happen from these levels. The first rally failed. Is this not contrary to the
implication mat a series of Doji, followed by a strong move out of that trading
range, should produce a strong rally? The key word is "probabilities". Not all
series of Doji are going to be followed by high profit trend. However, an ex
rrernely high percentage of the trends will be strong.
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Fig. 2-20 Dic/C; Sporting Goods Inc.

The fact that the first trend failed does not negate the probabilities that
the second series of Doji will have any less likelihood of being followed by a
strong rrend. Realistically, the second time the series of Doji indicated that
there was great indecision at approximately the $7.50 level. A new buying
indicator appeared. The gap up from the 50 day Ma and the stochasties curling
back up. The sellers recognize the persistency of the Bulls.

A series of Doji occuning near a major moving average has significant
implications. Two series of Doji at the same level, creating a double bottom
fonnation, creates srronger implications. Will a series of Doji in the oversold
condition always preclude a bullish trend? Will any series of Doji in the over
bought condition always preclude a bearish rrend? No! The Doji indicate a
major move is about to occur. The ''probabilities'' point to a bullish trend after
Doji have fonned in the oversold condition. The "probabilities" point to a bear
ish rrend when Doji are viewed in an overbought condition. The important
factor that the Doji pomay is that a major move is likely to occur. As illustrated
in Fig. 2-20, the Dick's Sporting Goods Inc. chart, the series of Doji was just an
indecisive congestion area in a strong up trend.



Series of Doji Observations

4. The initiation of the trend will be illustrated by a strong
candle moving away from the indecision area.

1. The bigger the series of Doji, the more powerful the result
ing move from that level will be.

High Profit CandleMick Patterns

3. A series of Doji forming in an overbought condition repre
sents an extremely high probability that a major downtrend
is about to start.

2. A series of Doji, forming in an oversold condition, repre
sents an extremely high probability that a major uptrend is
about to start.

One Doji, be prepared. Two Doji, be more prepared. Three Doji, definitely start
looking for something major to happen Doe way or the other. This can be ap
plied to any trading entity. Whether you are analyzing the long-tenn trends in
the indexes or trading minute-by-minute in E-mini S&P trades, the appearance
of a large number of Doji becomes an excellent trade enny warning.
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Description
The Bullish Engulfing pattern is a very easy signal to identify. Ar the end of a
down trend, it becomes evident that the Bulls are now involved. The Bullish
Engulfing pattern is a major reversal pattern comprised of two op!X>site col
ored bodies. It opens lower than the previous day's close and closes higher than
the previous day's open. Thus, the whire candle complerely engulfs the previ·
ous day's black candle body. This produces a clear visual graphic thar in the
early part of the trading. the Bears were still in control. As the time frame
moves on, the Bulls staned stepping in and continue to buy all the way past the
open of the previous day. The graphic itself illustrates that there is now strong
bullish sentiment in the price at these levels. The Engulfing Signal can be fonned
with the open and the close of one end of the pattern being equal but not open
and close of both days being equal.

Engulfing panerns are considered major signals for two reasons. First,
they occur often and second, they produce a high probability thar the trend has
reversed. Not only has the trend reversed, but the buyers have come in with
enthusiasm. The most obvious element of the engulfing signal is a candle body
color that is completely opposite of the previous trend.

The Major Signals

ENGULFING PATTERNS

(Tsutsumi)

BULLISH
ENGULFING

Fig. 2-21
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Criteria

High Profit Candlestick PattenlS

The body of the second day completely engulfs the body of the first day. Shad
ows are not a consideration. Prices have been in a definable down trend, even
if only for a short term. The body of the second candle is the opposite color of
the first candle, and the first candle is the color of the previous trend. The
exception to this rule is when the engulfed body is a Doji or an extremely small
body.

Signal Enhancements

1. A large body engulfing a small body. The small body shows the trend is
running out ofsteam. The large body indicates the new direction has started
with good force.

2. When the engulfing pattern occurs after a fast move down, there is less
supply of stock to slow down the reversal move. A fast move makes a stock
price over-extended and increases the potential for profit taking. Large
volume on the engulfing day increases the chances that a blow-off day has
occurred.

3. An engulfing body which engulfs more than one previous body demon
srrares power in the reversal. If the engulfing body engulfs the body and
the shadows of the previous day, the reversal has a greater probability of
working.

4. The greater the open price gaps down from the previous close, the greater
the probability of a strong reversal.

The appearance of a Bullish Engulfing signal when stochastics are in an over
sold condition produces an extremely high probability that the rrend will move
to the upside. Some fearures of the engulfing body can make it more convinc
ing. The bigger the engulfing body is compared to the last down rrending body,
the more likely the uprrend will move with significant force.

The Alliance Gaming Corp. chart Fig. 2-22 (following page), is a prime
example of a reversal signal. A large bullish engulfing signal occurring with
oversold stochastics and an inordinate amount of volume. This clearly repre
sents that the existing negative sentiment of the rrend has been completely
altered.
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Fig.2-22 Alliance Gaming Corp.

The funher the engulfing body opens below the close and/or the trading range
of the previous day, and then closes above the previous days open, the higher
the probability and the more forceful the uptrend wiH be. This incorporates the
common sense aspects that candlestick analysis conveys. Where do most inves
tors sell? Panic selling at the bottom! That is where the Bullish Engulfing signal
stans its fonnation. The deeper the selling, starring the Bullish Engulfmg for
mation, the more convincing that all the weak stock has finally been sold into
the strong hands. The funher a Bullish Engulfing signal closes above the previ
ous day's candle, engulfing one, twO, three or more previous candles, the more
compelling the reversal signal.



High Profit Candlestick Patterns

Stochastics are Excellent Indicators for
Overbought and Oversold Conditions

When are you near a bottom? When you're indicators, such as stochastics, tell
you the rrend is in an oversold condition. Also, when you can identify selling at
the bonom. Keep in mind, the oversold condition can last for a long period of
time as shown in the Alliance Gaming Corp. chan. A gap down at the bonom,
then the formation of a strong bullish engulfing signal bringing the srochastics
of the oversold condition becomes a very relevant reversal signal.

Ifyou have an apple and I have an apple, and we exchange these app!£s,
then you and I will still each have an apple. But ifyou have an idea and
I have an idea and we exchange ideas} each of us will have two ideas.

George Bernard Shaw
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Fig. 2-23, the Digene Corp. chart illustrates the classic reversal signal. The
last day of the downtrend shows aggressive selling. This should be the first
alert for watching for a candlestick "buy" signal. The following day forms a
Bullish Engulfing signal. A Bullish Engulfing signal has more significant
ramifications when both candles have "long days".

The large black candle at the
bottom of the trend should have
been the first indication to start
watching for a candlestick reversal
signal
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Fig. 2-23 Digene Corp.

(Long days are identified when the size of the candle is larger compared to the
majority of the other candles within the immediate preceding area on the chart.
Generally, two or three weeks of previous candle formations are sufficient to
judge the average candle size.) Simply stated, the sellers were in a hurry to get
out of the trade. The next day, the Bulls clearly demonstrated that they were
getting into the trade
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The Taro Phannaceuticallndustries Ltd. chart Fig. 2·24, is an example of in
vestors wanting to get out, no matter what. After nearly a month of selling, the
fInal gap-down demonstrates the extensive desire for investors to get out of the
position. The fact that once the price opened, started moving up, and finished
above the previous day's trading, clearly signifies the Bulls had stepped into
this position. The previous day was not a black candle and therefore, techni
cally not a Bullish Engulfing signal, nonetheless the fact that you had a huge
Bullish Enb'1l1fing signal that actually engulfed the previous four days of trading
provides a significant message. The buyers had stepped in at the bottom.
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Fig 2-24 Taro Pham1Qceutical IndtLmies Ltd.

Does identifying a candlestick reversal signal always foretell that a new trend
is starting? Not all the time! But the "probabilities" are extremely high a rever
sal will occur. Will that new trend start up immediately? Not necessarily, but
the signal oecuning in the correct conditions increases the likelihood a new
trend should be starting. If not immediately, very soon.
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Wimessing a bullish signal in oversold condition conveys the infonnation an
investor should be looking for. The buyers have started moving into the posi
tion. The upo-end may not start immediately. As wirnessed in Fig. 2-25, the
IXY5 Corp. chan, the first Bullish Engulfing signal occurred with stochasties in
the oversold condition. The uptrend fizzled.. However, that did nor negate the
fact that a bullish signal formed in an oversold condition. Even though that
uptrend did nor get starred, the oversold condition was still in existence.
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Fig. 2-25 IXYS Corp.

If the first Bullish Engulfing signal failed, the second Bullish Engulfing signal
will be more significant. The Bears see the buying from the first bullish signal.
They are relieved when there is no follow-through buying. However, when
they see the second Bullish Engulfing signal, the Bears realize that the Bulls are
back again. They finally step out of the way. If one Bullish Engulfing signal
indicates the buyers are stepping in, then two Bullish Engulfing signals indicate
the buyers are serious.
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It makes good sense that when a Bullish Engulfing signal is witnessed in
an oversold condition, a rrend reversal is likely to occur. But what happens if
you see a bullish engulfing signal occurring in an overbought condition? As a
Bull, that would be a comforting event. However, the Japanese Rice rraders
used a Bullish Engulfing signal in overbought condition as an 'alert' to start
watching for candlestick "sell" signals. The rationale is that the Bullish Engulf
ing signal, at the top of a trend, is usually the last gasp buying.

Learning is like rowing upstream: not to advance is to drop back.
Japanese proverb

How can this information be used to the candlestick investor's advantage?
First, if long a position and you observe some toppiness with a Bullish Engulf
ing signal, be prepared to close out the position. If short a position, based upon
a candlestick sell signal, such as a Bearish Harami, followed by a Bullish En
gulfing signal, you should be less inclined to cover the short position. The trend
would require further buying after the Bullish Engulfing signaJ to indicate the
uptrend is still in force. Otherwise, be prepared for the price to starr heading
down.
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Fig. 2-26 Wyeth

The Bullish Engulfing signal has graphic characteristics that make it easily iden
tified. As a major signal, a Bullish Engulfing signal will be viewed often during
scans. They will appear every single day somewhere. They work very effec
tively when stochastics are in oversold conditions. They also work effectively at
important support levels such as a trend lines or major moving averages.

The information conveyed in a Bullish Engulfing signal is very simple. The
Bulls have come into a position with reasonable force. That buying force more
than negated the previous days trading. Use that knowledge to your advan
tage.

The Bullish Engulfing signal
usually represents the last gasp
buying at the top. It allows the
candleshck Investor to prepare
an eXit strategy
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Fig. 2-26, The Wyeth chan ilIusrrates the Bullish Engulfing signal occurring in
the overbought condition acting as the last gasp buying. The logical stop loss in
this rrade, if long, would have been at the low of the Bullish Engulfing signal
day. The logic being; that if this stock was still in an upcrend, it should not be
coming back down through the low of the last bullish candle.
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ENGULFING PATTERNS
(tsursumi)

BEARISH

ENGULFING

Fig. 2 - 27

Description

The Bearish Engulfing signal is exactly opposite the Bullish Engulfing signaL
The Bearish Engulfing pattern is a major reversal pattern comprised of two
opposite colored bodies.. The BeaJish Engulfing Pattern (Figure 2-23) is fanned
after an up trend. It opens higher that the previous day's close and closes lower
than the previous day's open. Thus, the black candle completely engulfs the
previous day's white candle. Engulfing can include either the open or the close
being equal to the open or close of the previous day but not both.
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Criteria
1. The body of <he second day completely engulfs <he body of <he first day.

Shadows are not a consideration.
2. Prices have been in a definable uptrend, even if it has been short term.
3. The body of the second candle is opposite color of the first candle, the first

candle being the color of the previous trend. The exception to this rule is
when <he engulfed body is a Doji or an ememely small body.

Signal Enhancements

1. A large body engulfing a small body. The previolls day was showing the
trend was running Out of steam. The large body shows that the new direc
rion has started with good. force.

2. When <he engulfing pattern occurs after a fast spike up, <here will less
supply of stock to slow down the reversal move. A fast move makes a stock
price over-extended and increases the potential for profit taking and a
meaningful pullback.

3. Large volume on the engulfing day increases the chances thar a blow-off
day has occurred.

4. The engulfing body engulfing more than one previous lxxiy demonstrates
JXlwer in the reversal.

5. If the engulfing body engulfs <he body and the shadows of the previous day,
the reversal has a greater probability of working.

6. The greater the open price gaps up from the previous close, the greater the
probability of a strong reversal.

The Bearish Engulfing signal is created with the same investor psychology as
<he Bullish Engulfing signal. After an uptrend, the open of the Bearish Engulf
ing signal is above the close of dle previous day's bullish body. Once again, the
investor psychology that illustrates exuberance, began the fonnation. A Bear
ish Engulfing signal requires only to have an open above the previous days
close. The demonstration of exuberant buying, an open price much higher
than the previous day's close and/or above the previolls day's trading range is
more significant. Where do mosr investors buy? Exuberantly at the top!

The futther to the upside <hat the Bearish Engulfing signal opens, the
more convincing the Bearish Engulfing signal becomes. It clearly illustrates
that me Bears have now taken over conITOI of the trend. As with the Bullish
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Fig.2-28 NovQtel Wireless Inc.

A gap-up in price, followed the DojVSpinning Top fonnation of the previous
day. The bearish rrading of that day confirms the indecision that was develop
ing in the previous day's signal. As with all the major signals, the signal itself is
the most important factor. Confinning indicators, such as stochastics, are just
that, confirming indicators.

The Bearish Engulfing signal wimessed in Fig. 2-29 (following page), the
Abgenix chart, occurred at a significant level. Although the stochastics were
not near an overbought condition, a Bearish Engulfing signal occurring exacdy
at the 200 day moving average is meaningful.

'

The selling becomes obvious

\

' ~. with the dark candle. The fact
T that the Bearish Engulfing

I signal followed a doji, an

!j Iij !III ~~~:~s~fn day confirms the

Il\~ .

Engulfing signal, the Bearish Engulfing signal is visually clear to identify. It is a

dark candle after an upn-end of bullish candles.
A Bearish Engulfing signal following another candlestick sell signal adds

more conviction to a downside move. As illustrated in Fig. 2-28 the Novatel
Wireless Inc. chart, the Bearish Engulfing signal is initially created with a gap

up in overbought conditions..
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Fig. 2-29 Abgenix Inc,

It clearly illustrated that the sellers made their presence known once an impor
tant resistance level had been touched

A Bearish Engulfing signal gains more credibility after witnessing the ob
vious topping signals of a trend. Notice in fig. 2-30, the Sonic Solutions chart
(following page), the uptrend shows topping signals with a gap lip in the over,
bought condition. This would be the area to start looking for a candlestick sell
signal. The fonmation of the Bearish Engulfing signal, the following day, is
more relevant after the gap-up, The second Bearish Engulfing signal fOUf days
later reaffums that the sellers have come into this price. Both long dark candles
provide more evidence mat the sellers are now in control.
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If one Bearish Engulfing
~ signal is convincing. two
...... Bearish Engulfing signals

are more convincing

A Bearish Engulfing Signal is more
meamngful after the lasl gasp
bullish move of a trend, Note the
gap-up at the lop followed by a
Bearish Engulfing signal

The Bearish Engulfing signal can be cremed by opening higher than the previ
ous day's close. If the open is higher than the previous days trading range, stop
loss procedures can easily be implemented. Stop-loss procedures will be fur
ther discussed in the Entry and Exit Strategy chapter. The completion of a
Bearish Engulftng signal, in an overbought condition, allows investors to pre

pare for shon trade potentials.

Fig. 2-30 Sonic Solutions, Inc.
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Fig. 2-31 Millicom International Cellular

"..

The gap-up at the lop was a set up for a
potential Beansh Engulfing signal to form This
should allow an Investor to set up a slop loss
strategy as well as preparing 10 short the
poSliion

The Bearish Engulfing signal portrays the same characteristics as found in the
Bullish Engulfing signal. A Bearish Engulfing signal viewed in an overbought
condition projects an extremely high probability of the trend turning down.
What happens when a Bearish Engulfing signal is seen in an oversold condi
tion? As with the Bullish Engulfing signal viewed in the overbought condition,
representing last gasp buying, a Bearish Engulfing signal provides the same
alert. A Bearish Engulfing signal in an oversold condition demonstrates the
final selling.

Fn ~.,.17lO(l~ 1Ilog~,

Notice in Fig. 2-31, the Millicom International Cellular chart, the gap up in the
overbought condition was the first indication of a bearish signal being fonned.
A'close' below the previous days open, as well as the open on the candle two
days prior, made for a strong Bearish Engulfing signal. Nor only should this
have dosed out any long positions. it should have set the stage for shorting the
stock.
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The Bullish and the Bearish Engulfing signals are both highly effective candle
stick signals.

They can easily be recognized visually on a chan. Incorporating investor
psychology that is built into those signals allows the candlestick investor to
take advantage of tread reversals at the most opportune times. The signals,
occurring in overbought or oversold conditions, make their effectiveness that
much greater. The engulfing patterns reveal a significant change in investor
sentiment. They should always be addressed. The Bullish and the Bearish En
gulfing signal, occurring at other major technical levels, provide a significant
meaning. Do not ignore these signals.

,.

Fig. 2-32 Google

When viewing a Bearish Engulfing signal in oversold condition, an investor
should be prepared for a bullish signal to occur very soon. As an alert for the
bull to stan watching for a buy signal, it should also forewarn the investor with
a short position to be prepared to cover as seen in Fig. 2-32, the Google chan

A Bearish Engulfing
~,"',,"()(:"""--- signal at the bottom -::- ...1

is usually the last r - -"\;

gasp seiling.
-,,/
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HAMMER

Description

The Major Signals

HAMMER
(TAKURI)

D

Figure 2-33
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The Hammer signal is aptly named, It looks like a hammer, The Hammer is
axnprised of one candle. It has one defining feature. The extensive shadow or

to the downside!
R>und at the bottom of a downtrend, this signal shows evidence the Bulls

'5I:3rted to step in. The signal is usually formed after an extensive downrrend
has been in effect. The price opens and continues to head down. However,
before the end of the day, the Bulls start moving in,

One of the few formulas that an investor has to learn when analyzing
ca;>dIesc'ick signals is the length of the "shadow" or "tail." In the case of a Ham

signal, the lower shadow or tail should be ar least two times greater than
~ The lx>dy can be either black or white. When viewed in the oversold

aJIlODon, one should watch for a bullish confirmation the following day.
The importanr aspect of a Hammer signal illusrrates that the Bears were

;eob!Ilg rile prices down. Then the Bulls starred entering the trade. The Japa·
~ 1be Bears were hammering out the bottom." The term "rakuri" in

~:~ is defined as "searching or probing for the depths," testing for the



1. The lower shadow should be at least two times tile length of the body.

3. There should be no upper shadow or a very small upper shadow.

Signal Enhancements

High Profit CandleSlick Patter/IS

3. Large volume on the Hammer day increases the chances that a blow-off
day has occurred. (Blow-off day - see glossary)

2. A gap down from the previous day's close sets lip for a stronger reversal
move, provided the day after the Hammer signal opens higher.

2. The real body is at the upper end of the trading range. The color of the
body is not important although a white body should have slightly more
bullish irnplication.s.

4. The following day needs to confIrm the Hammer signal with a strong bull

ish day.

1. The longer the lower shadow, the higher the potential of a reversal oc
curnng.

Criteria

The strength in which the Bulls started coming into the position is de
picted by the color of the body. The buyers stepping in at the bottom of a trend,
bringing the price back up into the (Op third of the trading range for tile day is
illustrated as a hammer signal with a black body. The significance of this signal
is that the Bulls have moved in.
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The Major Signals 55

The signal gains more strength if the Bulls bring the price back up through the
open and close at or above that price, creating a white body. This illustrates
more strength coming from the buyers than a black body.

j \ The body of a Hammer
____________~ signal can be either black

or white The significant
factor of a Hammer signal
is the lower shadow

iLI1",.j
~2 :29 ~5

10iJOO

20000

10000..
Fig. 2·34 Airtran Holdings Inc.

\\11ado investors want to see after a Hammer signal? Continued buying! Does
continued buying need to come in the next day? Not necessarily. As will be
~ with many candlestick reversal signals appearing at the end of a

"TiU'ef1d, residual selling may occur for another day or two before a trend
""''''' its move. The reversal signal indicates a change of investor sentiment.

rrend, from that point, has a high probability of moving in an upward
m:mn. However, it may take another few days to soak up the remainder of

seIleIs. As illustrated in Fig. 2·35 (following page), the AMB Properties
c!:;a::~ the large shadow to the downside is the clear reversal of the trend.



A man with little learning is like the fmg who thinks its pond is an ocean.
Japanese provel"b
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Higll Profit Candlestick Patterns

Fig. 2-35 AMB Property Corp.
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I
~.t ~ t\ Bemg able to visualize an

extensive shadow to the
+- downside illustrates that

the Bulls are now coming
into a position
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The Major Signals 57

Fig. 2-36, the Celgene Corp. chan shows how one signal might have mul
tiple names. The hammer signal could also be considered a Bullish Harami.
The length of the shadow is an important indicator in itself. The further the
prices were knocked down and then bought back, the more convincing the
reversal.

The name of the signal is less important than being able to idenrify that
a reversal signal has formed. The long lower-shadow, fanning a Hammer
signal, at a major moving average, while the stochastics are in an oversold
condition, are the parameters aligning for a high probability trade.

. I00',' •

•
The defining faclor for a potential
reversal is the long tails to the
downside The close in the higher
end of the tradmg range indicates
bUying

..
Fig. 2-36 edgene Corp.

The O1.Ie Hammer signal is depicted with no upper shadow or a very small
upper shadow aoove the body. The evaluation of whether a Hammer signal is a
nue Hammer signal, a Spinning Top, or a Dragonfly Doji is not highly relevant.

The importance of evaluating the signal is to discern whether the signal
demonstrates a reversal possibility.
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The defining factor for a potential
reversal is the long tails 10 the
downside. The close in the higher
end of the trading range Indicates
buying

High Profit Candlestick Parten15

Fig. 2-37 Golden West Financial Co/po

•

The actual description of the signal is much less important than evaluating
what the formation is conveying. In addition, the analysis should include the
condition of the stochastics and the presence of a major moving average. How
ever, the most foretelling attribute, the long lower shadow, should be the main

consideration.

As witnessed in Fig. 2-37, the Golden West Financial Corp. chart, a long
shadow to the downside provides the indication that a reversal possibility is in

the making.
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The defining element of a Hammer signal is the shadow to the downside.
It illustrates that when the Bears knocked the price down, the Bulls stepped in.
That same analysis can be better defined when witnessing a series of Hammer
signals. Those signals produce a visual scenario that demonsrrates the Bears
are nmning out of steam. As illustrated in Fig. 2-38 the Black & Decker Corp.
chart, a number of Hammers occuning as stochastics start rising illustrates that
the Bulls are buying each time the Bears are trying to sell. The shadows to the
downside make it clear for the candlestick investor to visualize buying support.
An uptrend should be anticipated. A bullish candle, coming out of this type of
trading area, should reveal inunediately dlat the Bears have given up.

111~!
urr1t'

~I!ll~-_

,
•

The numerous tails to the
downSide provide eVidence
that the Bulls are finally
counterading the Bears

'0

Fig. 2-38 Black & Decker Corp.

..



The Hanging Man is comprised of one candle. It requires a lower tail two times
greater than the bod)~ Its name is derived by the Japanese; explaining it looks
like a hanging man. The body is the head and the rail is the dangling feet. The
Hanging-Man and the Hammer signal have the same characteristics but the
Hanging Man is found at the top of a trend while the Hammer is found at the
bottom of a trend.

After a strong up-trend has been in effect, the atmosphere is bullish. The
price opens higher but starts to move lower. The Bears take control. Before the
end of the day, the Bulls step in and take the price back up to the higher end of
the trading range, creating a small body for the day. This could indicate the
bulls still have control when analyzing a Western bar chart. However, the long
lower sharlow represents d13t the sellers started stepping in at these levels.
Even though the Bulls may have been able to keep the price positive by the end
of the day, the evidence of the selling was apparent. A lower open or a black
candle the next day reinforces the fact that selling is starting.

60

HANGING MAN

Description

High Profit Candlesrick Patterns

HANGING MAN
Paper Umbrella (Karakasa)

Fig. 2 -39
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The Hanging Man signal has a deeper analysis applied CO its message. An
investor, being in a bullish frame of mind, will be a little bit nervous lIpon
seeing the selling during the day. However, by the end of tlle day the price has
moved back up toward the top of the trading range. Although a little bit ner
vous during the day, the Bulls are relieved that the buying still seems to be
around.

What the Japanese have wlO1essed is the nervousness that the Hanging
Man signal creates. If prices opened lower the following day, the nervous Bulls
from the previous day start saying" shoot, the Bears are back again, get me out
of tllis trade." Essentially, the Hanging Man signal is the first sign that the
sellers might be coming in. A lower open, or more selling the following day
convinces the Bulls that is time to get out of the position.

Criteria

1. The upper shadow should be at least twO times the length of the body.
2. The real body is at the upper end of the trading range. The color of the

body is not imponant although a black body should have slightly more
bearish implications.

3. There should be no upper shadow or a very small upper shadow
4. The following day needs to confirm the Hanging Man signal with a black

candle or better yet, a gap down followed by a lower close.

Signal Enhancements
1. The longer the lower shadow, the higher the potential of a reversal OCCUf

nng.
2. A gap-up from the previous day's close sets up for a srronger reversal move

provided the day after the Hanging Man signal trades lower.
3. Change Large volume on the signal day increases the chances that a blow

off day has occurred although it is not a necessity.

The Hanging Man, followed by continued selling the next day, is a rela
tively high probability 'sell' signal. When a rrend is in the overbought condition,
the hanging man signal definitely needs to be addressed. As with the Hanuner
signal, the longer the lower shadow in a Hanging Man signal, the more likely
the Bulls will be nervous upon seeing a lower open the next day.

A gap-up at the top, followed by selling also signifies the sellers were
showing up immediately after the opening price. This is in keeping with the
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High Profit CandleMick PalLerns

Fig. 2-40 PMC Siena Inc.
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candlestick analysis of where to stan looking for candlestick sell signals, the
exuberant buying indications at the top. As viewed in Fig. 2-40, the PMC Sierra
chart, the gaps up in the overbought condition provided a forewarning that a
top was near.

The immediate sell-off indicated there was no new buying after the open. Al
though some buying occurs before the close, the Hanging Man signal now
becomes an alert. This is a signal that would definitely not show up in Western
charts. The gap down in price the following day would have been an immedi
ate indication that the sellers were now controlling the trend.
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The Major Signals

Fig, 2-41 Micrellnc.
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Understanding what should occur after a Hanging Man signal, with a high
probability that a downtrend is in the making, allows an investor to close out a
position more quickly and confidently than other investors waiting for better
confinnaoon.

~: .
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A Hanging Man Signal appeanng
at a wheal resistance level gains
that much more credence
Especially jf it followed the next
day by evident selling

Identifying a Hanging Man signal, along with other candlestick signals at
major potential resistance levels, adds more credence to a reversal signal oc
curring. Illustrated in Fig. 2-41, the Micrel Inc. chart, the Hanging Man signal
occulTed right on a major moving average. This allows the candlestick investor
to immediately evaluate what might be happening at an important technical
level that other investors are watching.
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The ultimate Hanging Man is the "Dragonfly Doji", which has an open and
close near or at the very top of the trading range. As illustrated in Fig. 2-42, the
Brighrpoint Inc. chan, a Hanging Man/Doji formation creates a visual alert.
Wimessing a much lower open the next day provides confinnation that the
uptrend is over.

..

The Hanging ManlDoji formallon should be
an immediate alert to walch for a reversal
indication The fact that the open Price gap
down the following day made it very clear
Ihallhe sellers were now in control
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Fig. 2-42 Brightpoint Inc.
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The Hanging Man signal, in an overbought condition, requires immediate at
tentioo. The lower trading during the day made the Bulls nervous. More selling
the following day convinces the Bulls to be out of a trade. Remember, centuries
of obselVations have revealed this to be a major signal.



PIERCING

PATTERN

Description

The Major Signals

PIERCING PATTERN
(Kirikomi)

Fig. 2-43

65

The Piercing Pattern, a bullish signal, is composed of a two-candle fonnation in
a down·trending market. The first candle is black, a continuation of the exist
ing trend. The second candle is formed by opening below the low of the previ
ous day. It closes more than midway up the black candle, near or at the high for
the day. The Piercing pattern has almost the same elements as the Bullish En
gulfing signal. The differences are that the open, unlike the Bullish Engulfing
signal, opens well below the previous day's trading range. The Bullish Engulf
ing signal only requires the open below the previous day's close. This lower
open is now a gap down in an oversold condition. Again, this incorporates the
aspect that most sellers "panic sell" at the bottom. The remainder of the day
shows buying. That buying continues into the close, closing more than half way
into the previous day's black candle. Closing above the halfway point of the
previous black candle is the most important factor. A close below the halfway
point produces other candlestick evaluations.
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As with other candlestick 'buy' signals, the magnitude in which the lower
open occurs is important. The lower the Piercing signal opens, the further down
the gap dovvn open occurs, the stronger the probabilities of a reversal occurring
as well as the implied strength of the new upn-end. Additionally, the higher the
close occurs in the previous day's black candle, the better the probabilities of a
strong reversal. It is not unusual to see a large volume day occurring in a severe
Piercing signal pattern. The increase in volume implies that the weak have sold
their shares to the smart money.

Criteria

1. The body of the fIrst candle is black; the body of the second candle is white.
2. The downrrend has been evident for a good period. A long black candle

occurs at the end of the trend.
3. The second day opens lower than the trading of the prior day.
4. The white candle closes more than half-way up the black candle.

Signal Enhancements

1. The longer the black candle and the white candle, the more forceful the
reversal.

2. The greater the gap-down from the previous day's close, the more pro-
nounced the reversal.

3. The higher the white candle closes into the black candle, the stronger the
reversal potential.

4. Large volume dUling these tW"Q trading days is a significant confiImation.
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The gap-down in an oversold condition becomes the first indication that a
candlestick reversal signal might occur. The open price, occurring below the
previous day's low, followed by a close more than halfway up the previous
black candle, makes this a viable buy signal. Additional parameters such as the
stochastics being in the oversold condition lend more credibility to the signal.
Although not as strong a candlestick signal as the Bullish Engulfing signal, the
Piercing signal conveys the same infonnation. Once the sellers capitulated at
the bottom, the buyers came back into the price trend. As can be seen in Fig. 2
44, the Marathon Oil Corp. chart, the downtrend was reversed with the ap
pearance of the Piercing pattern.

-----The gap-down open produces

'~ ::::>-<:: the set up for a candlestick buy
signal to occur. With the close of 1
the bullish candle coming more 1
than halfway into the prevIous 1
day's black candle provides a 1
reason to start buying ,

Fig.2-44 Marathon Oil Corp.

A gap-down at the bottom of the trend, followed by obvious buying, reveals
that there has been a change of investor sentiment. What confilmation is needed
after a Piercing signal? A positive open the following day demonstrating the
buying revealed in the signal is still present. This provides evidence that the
buyers are still involved.
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Fig. 2-45 Perroleum Development Corp.
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~ The Plercmg signailltusirates thai the smart

--..... money has started bUying

The evidence of buyers stepping in after the open reveals that the selling
was the last gasp sales of the weak investors. The large bullish candle clearly
demonstrates that once the last of the selling occurred, me buyers started com
ing in wim force. The additional buying strength of me following day added
further confirmation that the uptrend was now in progress.

Fig. 2-45, The Petroleum Development Corp. chart illustrates the characteris
tics found in a Piercing signal. After observing a lengthy downtrend, prices gap
down below the previous day's trading range. The previous day illustrated a
somewhat indecisive day, a Spinning Top.
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Fig. 2-46, The Home Depot chart illustrates a Piercing signal after the apparent
exuberant selling at the bottom. The previous day gapped down on hefty vol
ume. The gap down on the day of the formation of the Piercing signal, with
stochastics in the oversold condition, would have alerted the candlestick inves
tor to get ready for a candlestick buy signal to fom1 soon.
Watching the buyers move the price well above the halfway point of the gap
down black candle would have infonned the candlestick investor that the buy·
ers were now back in the trade. ll1e visibility of this large white candle against
the black candle downtrend makes it obvious that something has changed in
investor sentiment.

~------
The gap-down In price pnor to the Piercing
signal should have prepared the candlestick
investor for a potential buy signal to form.
The dose, more than halfway up Into thaI
black candle confirmed that the buyers had
come back in
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Fig. 2-46 Home Depot Inc.



DARK CLOUD

COVER

Fig. 2-47

H(e,h Profit Candlestick Pattern5

DARK CLOUD COVER
(Kabuse)

The Dark Cloud Cover is the bearish counterpart to the Piercing pattern. It gets
its name from the ominous dark candle that is formed after a nice bright uptrend.
The first day of the pattern is a long white candle at the top end of a tt"end. The
second day's open price is higher than the high of the previous day. It closes at
least one-half the way down the previous day's candle. The further down the
white candle, the more convincing the reversal. 'Kabuse' means to get covered

or to hang over.
The Piercing Pattern has almost the same characteristics as a bullish en

gulfing signal. Likewise, the Dark Cloud signal has almost the same charactei"
istics as the Bearish Engulfing signal. The difference is that a Dark Cloud is
fomled as it opens higher than not only the previous day's close of the white
candle, but it gaps up above any of the previous days trading range.

The gap up becomes the frrst alert indicating that a candlestick sell signal
is in the making. The exuberant buying at the top should be viewed with suspi
cion. Once the selling has occurred, it continues into the close. As the Piercing
Signal requires a close more than halfway up into the previous day's black
candle, a Dark Cloud signal requires a close below the halfway point of the last

Description
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Criteria

Signal Enhancements

A Dark Cloud signal is not difficult to spot. Keep in mind the very simple
rules that established a Datk Cloud signal. A gap up above the previous days
rrading and closing well into the last bullish candle forms a signal that clearly
indicates an up rrend is over.

71The Major Signals

1. The longer the white candle and the black candle, the more forceful the
reversal.

2. The higher the gap up from the previous day's close, the more pronounced
the reversal.

3. The lower the black candle closes into the white candle, the stronger the
reversal.

4. Increased volume during these twn trading days is a significant confirma
tion

1. The body of the first candle is white; the body of the second candle is black.
2. The up-trend has been evident for a good period. A long white candle

occurs at the top of the rrend.
3. The second day opens highet than the trading of ,he prior day.
4. The black candle doses mote than half-way down the white candle.

white candle. The same parameters enhance the credibility of a Dark Cloud as
seen in the Piercing signal. The higher the gap-up open, the higher the prob
ability a downtrend is in progress and the greater the potential force of the
downtrend. The further the close comes below the midway point of the previ
ous day's candle, the stronger the downward trend should be. Once again, like
the Piercing Signal parameter, a Dark Cloud signal requires a close below more
than the midway point of the previous bullish candle.
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Opportunity doesn't travel on any schedule - you just have to watch for

it.
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Fig. 2-47 American Tower Corp.
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Fig. 2-47, The American Tower Corp. chart has a nice uptrend in progress for a
month and a half. It started at a major moving average with a Moming Star
signal. The top was clearly illusrrated with a dark candle that showed a change

of investor sentiment.
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The trend in Fig. 2-48, the Brightpoint Inc. chan showed signs of weakness in
mid June with a bearish candle. However, that bearish candle was not a rever
sal signal. When the Dark Cloud signal was fanned a couple days later, the fact
that some weakness had occurred a few days prior made the Dark Cloud signal
that much more significant. Although all candle fomlations are not signals, the
interpretation of surrounding candles in overbought or oversold conditions
can add credibility to the actual candlestick signal when it is fonned.

The Dark Candle two days
prior was nOI a sell signal
but it added credibility to
the Dark Cloud sIQnal a
few days later
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Fig. 2-4S Brightpoint Inc.
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Fig. 2-49 Air T Inc.

Use the dark candle signal to prepare to take profits or be ready to estab
lish shoTt positions. The Dark Cloud signal lives up to its name. It does cast a
dark cloud over nice up-trends. What other investors are 'hoping' for, a contin
ued upward move in prices, the candlestick investor can visually evaluate. The
probabilities an uptrend is over when a Dark Cloud signal forms, takes the
emotion out of an investment decision.

... - Where was thiS huge breakout In price gOing to end?l~.--- The Dark Cloud signals gave the candlestick investorI the ficst doe
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Notice how the Dark Cloud formed twice in Fig. 2-49, the mrT Inc. chart. The
first Dark Cloud signal produced a very good indication that the breakout in
price was now over. A few days later the second attempt to rake the price of the
stock back up was also stifled by the appearance of a second Dark Cloud. Simple
visual observation, observing twO Dark Cloud signals, in close proximity of
each other, should have made it apparent that the sellers had stopped the

uptrend.
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BULLISH

HARAMI

The Major SignaL~

HARAMI
(Harami)

75

Description

Fig. 2-50

The Japanese definition for Harami is "pregnant woman" or "body within".
Western terminology would call the Hammi an inside trading day_ It is com
prised of two candles. The first candle is black, a continuation of the existing
trend. The second candle, the little belly sticking out, is usually white, but that
is nOt always the case (See Homing Pigeon, Profitable Candlestick Trading, p.
96). The location and size of the second candle will influence the magnitude of
the reversal.

The Harami signal conveys some important informarion. It says that the
previous trend is over. The appearance of a Harami signal will convey the same
information after an extended downtrend or one or two days of a pullback.

After a saong down aend has been in effect and after a 'long candle'
selling day, the bulls open the price higher than the previous close. The shorr's
become concerned and start covering. The price finishes higher for the day.
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1. The longer the black candle and the white candle, the more forceful tile

reversal.
2. The higher the white candle closes up on the black candle, the more con-

vincing that a reversal has occurred despite the size of the white candle.

Signal Enhancements

Criteria

This is enough support to have the short sellers take notice that the u"end has
been violated. A bullish day after d1at would convince everybody that the trend
was reversing. Usually the volume is above the recent norm due to the unwind
ing of short positions. One of the visual benefits provided by the Harami signal
is the indication of how srrcng the potential of the new trend will be. It acts as
a barometer. The signal works most effectively after an extended downtrend
concluded with the large bl<lck candle at the banom of the trend or a gap down
black candle. The appearance of a Harami signal the fOUOvvlllg day reveals that
the selling has stopped. The size of the Harami or where it is fonned in the

previous days black candle is signjficanl.

A Harami fanning at the very lower end of the last bearish candle of a
downtrend provides some insights. Although it illustrates that the selling has
stopped, it also illustrates that there is not much buyi.ng impems. The potential

uptrend may not be immediatc or very strong.

1. The body of the first candle is black; the body of the second candle is white.
2. The downtrend has been evident for a good period. A long black candle

occurs at the end of the tTend.
3. The second day opens higher than the close of the previous day and closes

lower than the open of thc prior day.
4. Unlike the Westem "Inside Day", just the body needs to remain in the

previous day's body, where as the "Inside Day" requires both the body and

the shadows (0 remain inside the previous day's body.
5. For a reversal signal, further confinnation is required to indicate that the

trend is noW moving up.
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As seen in Fig. 2~51, the EchoStar Communication Corp. chan, the Bullish
Harami was \'ery small and stayed near the bottom of the previous black
candle's trading range. The subsequent buying took a while ro get starred.
not showing any great immediate strength.
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Fig. 2-51 EchoStar COnl111til1ication Corp.

..

The higher the close of Harami into the previous days black candle, the
stronger the rrajeclOry of the new uptrend. The Harami requires bullish confir
mation the following day. The Haramj signal itself indicates the downtrend has
stopped. Continued buying the next day reveals the uptrend is now in progress.



Fig.2-51A Television Azteca

High Profit Candlestick Pattems

The Harami works very well for indicating whether important support
levels are going to hold. As seen in Fig. 2-52 (following page), the Standard
Pacific Corp. chart, a bullish Harami revealed that the uptrend was going to
continue after the pullback A pullback moving very near to the SO-day moving
average. Although the stochastics were not in the oversold condition, it could
be deduced that dle pullback was over, dle price stayed above the moving
average, in the process of continuing the uptrend. Remembering that the Harami
indicates selling has stopped, it becomes an effective visual indicator when
trying to analyze existing trends.

As viewed in Fig.2-51A, the Television Azteca chart, the Harami closing just
above the bottom third of the previous black candle, followed by a bullish open
the following day, started a decent up trend. The stochastics are an additional

confirming parameter.
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Fig. 2-52 Standard Pacific Corp
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The Bearish Harami is the exact opposite of the Bullish Harami. The pattern is
composed of a two candle fom1ation. The body of the first candle is the same
color as the current trend. The first body of the pattern is a long body, the
second body is smaller. The open and the close of the second body occurs inside
the open and the close of the previolLs day. The appearance of a Bearish Harami
indicates that the uptrend has stopped. The up trend can be extensive or a arre
ar wo-day trend. The Bearish Harami becomes more significant if it occurs at
important resistance levels. After a strong up trend has been in effect and after
a long white candle day, the appearance of a Harami is more significant. Bears
open the price lower than the previous close. The longs get concerned and start
profit taking. The price finishes lower for the day. The Bulls are now concerned
as the price closes lovvet: It is becoming evident that the rrend has been vio
lated. A weak day after that would convince everybody that the trend was
reversing. Volume increases due to the profit taking and the addition of short
sales.
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BEARISH

HARAMI

Description

High Profit Candlestick PaHerns

HARAMI
(Harami)

Fig. 2-54



Criteria
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1. The body of the first candle is white, the body of the second candle is
black.

2. The up rrend has been apparem. A long white candle occurs at the end of
the trend.

3. The second day opens lower than the close of the previous day and
closes higher than the open of the prior day.

4. For a reversal signal, confirmation is needed. The next day should show
weakness.

Signal Enhancements

1. The longer the white candle and the black candle, the more forceful the
reversal.

2. The lower the black candle closes down on the white candle, the more
convincing that a reversal has occurred, despite the size of the black
candle.

If you break down the aspects of the Bearish Harami, it makes understanding
why the signal works much easier. Consider what occurs in the fonnation of a
Bearish Harami. After an uptrend has been in progress, the fonnation of a
Harami is inconsistent with the expectations of the uptrend. The first day of the
two-day Harami signal is a bullish candle. The bullish candle coincides with the
expectations of the price move in an upward trend. The price opens and con
tinues to move highel: The following day, the price opens lower than the previ
OliS day's close. That in itself does not stifle an uptrend.

The factor, nor congruent with an up~rrending price, is that no nlrther
strength is seen in the price move. The lower open mayor may not see addi
tional buying during the day. The prices moving lower by the end of the day
become the relevant indicator. It becomes obvious that the buying has started
waning, especiaUy when stochastics are in an overbought condition. This should
be an indication that investor sentiment has taken an obvious tum. Prices opening
lower than the previous days close and then continuing to close below the
opening price reveals selling pressure.



Fig. 2-55 Cross Counoy Healthcare Inc.

A common Bearish Harami signal involves a Doji. An upward price move fol
lowed by a DojVHarami signal is easy to interpret, especially when the trading
has moved into the overbought condition. ADoji represents indecision. A Harami

indicates the buying has stopped.

Fig.2-55, The Cross Country Healthcare chart illustrates a Harami signaL
The probabilities become exrremely high that the uprrend is over. Will the
Harami signal identify the absolute top in all trends? Definitely not! However
the signal will suggest that the majority of the move is over.

High Profit Candlestick Patterns
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What is expected after a Doji/Harami? A high likelihood that the sellers
may be coming in, as indicated in Fig. 2-56, the Aspen Corporation chan. A
lower open following a Doji/Harami confinns the signal. The probabilities are
now extremely high that the uptrend has stopped and a downtrend may be
starting. The Bearish Harami followed by additional candlestick 'sell' signals,
such as a Shooting Star and/or Doji should be analyzed as a group scenario.
The Bearish Harami provides the initial infonnation. The buying has stopped.
The following candlestick signals produce additional conflrmation to what the
Harami is revealing.
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High Profit Candlestick Pattems
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If one Bearish Hararni signal reveals a potential reversal of a trend, then wit
nessing two Bearish Harami's in close proximity should be more clear conftr
mation. The M-Systems Flash Disk Pioneers Ltd. chart reveals simple logic in
viewing two Bearish Harami's at the top.

The first signal illustrates that the buying stopped. After pulling back, the
Bulls make another attempt to move the plice up, followed by another Bearish
Harami. This should become obvious that the Bears knock the prices back down
when the bulls tTy to advance.

Fig. 2-57, The FuelCell Energy Corporation chart provides a clear Harami indi
cator. The uptrend, now shovvn to be stopped, is experiencing more indications
of indecision at these levels. When the stochastics start turning down, it further
confinns the buying forces have disappeared.

Fig. 2-57 FuelCeli Energy
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Bearish signals were occurring right near a major moving average. The
smchastics were starting to roll over, making for an easy analysis. The sellers
are starting to take control. This is illustrated in Fig. 2-58, the M-Systems Flash
Disk Pioneers Ltd. Chart.
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Fig. 2·58 M-Systems Flash Disk Pioneers Ltd.
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A Hanging ManlHarami IS a powerful indication
that a downtrend IS about to slart
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Fig. 2-59 Landrys Seafood Rest. Inc
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The Bemish HaraIDi has one basic informative fact. The uptrend has ended.
Observing the Bearish Harami signal at major teclmical levels, and appearing
when the stochastics indicate an overbought situation, produces a high prob
ability factor. The uptrend has stopped. Now start watching for further selling
to confirm that a downtrend is starting.

,

As illustrated in Fig. 2-59, rhe Landrys Seafood Resr. chan, like rhe Doji acting
as a combination signal with the Bearish Harami, the same can be seen with
the Hanging Man signaL The analysis should be the same. The Harami indi
cates that the selling has stopped. The bearish implication the Hanging Man
signal conveys, added to the implication a Bearish Harami conveys, produces a
strong argument that any further weakness should start a downtrend.
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SHOOTING STAR

SHOOTING STAR
(Nagare Boshi)

Fig. 2-60

Description

87

The Japanese named this pattern because it looks like a shooting star falling
from the sky with the tail trailing it. As with the shooting star, the trend should
now be falling to the grmmd. The Shooting Star is comprised of one candle. It
is fanned completely opposite the Hammer signal at the bottom. It is easily
identified by the presence of a small body with an upper shadow at least MO

times greater than the body. The Shooting Star is found at the top of an up
trend.

The predominant identifying aspect to the Shooting Star signal is the "tail"
sticking into the air. The longer the tail, the stronger the evidence that after the
Bulls pushed prices up, the Bears knocked it back down. The body of a Shoot
ing Star can be either black or white. The main feature of the signal is that the
tail is at least MO times greater than the body. After a strong up-trend has been
in effect, the atmosphere is Bullish. The price opens and trades higher. The
Bulls are in control. But before the end of the day, the Bears step in and take the
price back down to the lower end of the trading range, creating a small body
for the day. The smaller the body, the more convincing the signal becomes. The
fact that the Bears push the price back dovvn to the lower end of the trading
range, although fanning a white body, still reveals the presence of the sellers. If
the sellers pushed the price down through the opening price and closes lower,
creating a black body, that is more evidence the sellers have taken control.



Criteria

Signal Enhancements

The facets built into candlestick signals provide an immense amount of
infonnation that would not be fOlUlct in conventional bar charts. Even though
the Bulls may have been able to keep the price positive by the end of the day,
the evidence of the selling was apparent. A lower open or a black candle the
next day reinforces the fact that selling is going on.

High Profit Candleslick Patterns

1. The longer the upper shadow, the higher the potential of a reversal occur

ring.
2. A gap up from the previous days close sets up for a stronger reversal move,

provided the day after the Shooting Star signal opens lower.
3. Large volume on the Shoaring Star day increases the chances that a blow

off day has occurred, although it is not a necessity.

1. The upper shadow should be at least MO times the length of the body.
2. The real body is at the lower end of the rrading range. The color of the body

is not imponant although a black body has implications that are slightly

more Bearish.
3. There should be no lower shadow or a very small lower shadow.
4. The following day needs to confirm the Shooting Star signal with a black

candle or better yet, a gap down with a lower close.
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The Shooting Smr signal indicates failure, the failure of the Bulls to continue
the trend. When wiOlessing an upper shadow that appears to be stretching up
to nowhere, start anticipating the change of investor sentiment. The Hammer
signal illustrates the failure of the Bears to continue the downtrend. The shoot
ing star signal reveals the same failure of the Bulls at the top. It is not uncom
mon to see other candlestick sell signals in conjunction with the shooting star
signal. Note in Fig. 2-61, the lmmtech International chan how a Hanging Man
formed prior to the Shooting Star. The stochastics are in the over bought area.
The Hanging Man signal indicated the starting weakness of the trend.
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Fig. 2-61 Immtech International



The Shooting Star signal iJlusttares the Bears started taking action. The
Bearish Engulfing signal following the Shooting Star confirms that the sellers
have entered the trade. ViSually the Shooting Star illustrates that the new heights
in price were pushed back down. The Shooting Star signal can also indicate the
failure of the trend at important resistance levels. A combination of signals
creates that much greater evidence that a reversal is occurring.

As illustrated a in Fig. 2-62, the PMC Sierra Inc. chart, the uptrend became
indecisive at a major moving average. The scenario of this trend may have been
completely different had the Bulls been able to maintain the price up through
an important resistance level.

..

High Profit Candlestick PatterllS

Fig. 2-62 PMC Sierra Inc.
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INVERTED

HAMMER

(Tohba)

Description

The Major SignaL..

INVERTED HAMMER

Fig. 2-63

91

The Inverted Hammer incorporates the reverse interpretation of the Hanging
Man signal. Found at the bottom of a downtrend. this shows evidence the Bulls
started to step in, but that selling was still going on. After a dowoLTend has
been in effect, the atmosphere is very bearish. The price opens and starts to
LTade higher. The Bulls have stepped in. But they can't maintain the strength.
The existing sellers knock the price back down to the lower end of the rrading
range. The Bears appear to still be in control. It has the aspects of being a
bearish signal.

The mental effect of the Inverted Hammer creates cause for concern for
the bear.;. Alrhough the price closes back down near the low of rhe day, the
buying thar day had the Bear.; worried. The next day, if prices open higher, the
Bears are thinking, "dam, the Bulls are still at it." If the Bear.; see that the Bulls
are being persistent. they stan getting out of the way. The higher the price
moves up before being pushed back down, the more consternation it will have
caused for the Bears.



Criteria

Signal Enhancements

1. The longer the upper shadow, the higher the potential of a reversal occur
ring.

2. A gap down from the previous day's close sets up for a srronger reversal
move provided the day after, the Hammer signal opens lower.

3. Large volume on the Inverted Hammer day increases the chances that a
blow off day has occurred.

Rigll Profit Candlestick Patterns

1. The upper shadow should be at least two times the length of the body.
2. The real body is at the lower end of the trading range. The color of the body

is not important although a white body should have slightly more bullish
implications

3. There should be no lower shadow or a velY small lower shadow.
4. The following day needs to confirm the Inverted Hammer signal with a

strong Bullish day.

The Inverted Hammer is comprised of one candle. It is easily identified by
the presence of a small body with a shadow at least two times greater than the
body. The color of the small body is not imponant bur a white candle has
slightly more bullish implications than the black body. A bullish candle is re
quired the following day to confirm this signal.

The signal is also a very high probability signal. It does not occur as often
as most of the other major signals, but when it does, it will usually produce
positive crade results. It also provides an excellent stop loss fannat. Purchasing
a position on a positive open on the following day is the correct entry process.
However, if the price would then close below the low point of the Inverted
Hammer, a simple deduction can be made. The Bulls were not in control. Close
it out immediately.
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The most infonnative factor conveyed in an Inverted Hammer signal is me fact
mar the buying started. Although me sellers appeared (Q have maintained con
trol by the end of the day, the Bears had noticed that some buyers had gained
confidence in this price area. This may have caused a tinge of doubt (Q come
into the Bear's thinking. The bearish sentiment mat may have been stronger in
me earlier pans of the downtrend should now create some questions.

Agap up in price clearly indicates mat the bullish sentiment is definitely in
control. The probabilities become extremely high that an uptrend is in process
when the prices gap up following the signa1. The definition of a gap up in the
case of me Invened Hammer would be a price opening above the body of me
signal. That could mean the price opening up in the upper shadow area or
above the high of the Inverted Hammer trading range. Of course, the higher
the next days open, the greater the probability that the uptrend will show
srrength. Fig. 2-64, me Nextel Communications chart reveals a {X)sitive open,
although a doji day, it still revealed the buyers coming into the price again.

I

- ,,.,-

The first indication of buying starts getting the Bears nervous Seeing the buying
continue the next day gets the Bears moving out-of-the-way
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Fig. 2-64 Nextel Communications Inc.
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An inverted hammer/Haraml signal
conveys two messages'
l}The seiling stopped and
2) buying pressure had been seen

Fig. 2-65 Arvinmeritor Inc.
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The candlestick investor, understanding what this sit,'l1al is doing to the psy
chology of the Bears, can now be prepared. If the bearish sentiment is waning,
as indicated by an Inverted Hammer signal, then the bearish sentiment should
become less pronounced upon seeing more buying. A position entry strategy
becomes simple. If the price appears to be opening positive following the In
verted Hammer, the candlestick investor can start buying immediately.

If the eye becomes trained to recognize the signals, then it produces a
format for entering trades at the optimal entry areas. The key word in this
statement is areas. Most investors allow ego to dictate an entry srraregy. The
sense of pride for entering a trade at the absolute lowest point becomes an
overriding factor. What most investors forget is that investing is for the purpose
of maximizing profits. The challenge of getting into a trade at the lowest pos
sible entry level diminishes the effectiveness of a good investing program

Fig. 2-65 the Arvinmeritor Inc. chart demonstrates an Inverted Hammer
acting as a Harami signal also.
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The candlestick signals are a function of a change in investor sentiment. Not a
function of anticipating where the absolute bonom will be. The Health Net Inc.
chart illustrates what an Inverted Hammer foretells. The appearance of the
signal implies that the buyers have stepped in at what could be perceived as the
bottom. Will that necessarily mean the uptrend will start immediately? Some
times it does. sometimes it doesn't. But what it does demonsrrate is that buying
Started. probably putting an end to the downtrend.

The candlestick investor is anticipating strong buying indications. Even
though the buying may not appear immediately, the fact that the Invened Ham
mer appeared indicates a change in investor sentiment should be experienced
soon. Fig. 2-66 the Health Net chat illustrates that the Inverted Hammer signal
was the first signs of the buyers stepping in. It rook a few days for the remain
ing selling to be finished.
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A major signal In oversold concllbons
does not need to immediately serve
as a reversal point It reveals that
the probabilIties of a reversal are
near at hand
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Fig,2-67 BroadcomCOIp,

The same illustration can be seen in Fig. 2-67, the Broadcorn Corp. chart. Al
though the trading following the Inverted Hammer signal did not reveal dra
matic strength immediately, it eventually acted as the bottom. The shadows to
the upside indicate buying, which needs to be included into the visual analysis.
Something in investor sentiment is changing. That knowledge gives the candle
stick investor an advantage. The Japanese Rice traders viewed this signal for
centuries. Understanding the psychology that creates a signal aids an investor
to understanding what is expected in the trend results.
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MORNING

STAR

The Major Signals

MORNING STAR
(Sankawa Ake No Myojyol

97

Description

Fig. 2-69

The Morning Star signal is easy to recognize due to its symmetrical elements. It
is visually apparent to the eye. The description of the signal in layman's terms
makes it easy to understand. It forms after an obvious downtrend. It is made by
a long black body, usually fear induced at the bottom of a long decline. The
following day gaps down. Howevet, the magnitude of the trading range re
mains small for the day. This is the star of the formation. The third day is a
white candle day representing the fact that d1e Bulls have now stepped in and
seized control. [f there is big volume during these days, it shows that the own
ership has dramatically changed hands The optimal Morning Star signal would
have a gap before and after the star day.

Essentially, the Morning Star signal consists of the sellers wanting to get
our at the bottom of a downrrend. The following day, the Bulls and the Bears
get into an indecisive trading mode. The third day. the reversal of the previous
bearish sentiment becomes obvious. A bullish candle, closing more than half
way up into the previous long black candle, reveals that the Bulls are now
dominating.



Signal Enhancements

Criteria

The Morning Star pattern is named appropriately. Like the planet Mer
cury, the morning star, the Japanese say it foretells that brighter things, sumise,
is about to occur. Or, prices are going to go higher. The make up of the star, an
indecision fOlmation, can consist of a number of candle fonnations. The impor
tant factor is to witness the confirmation of the Bulls taking over the next day.
That candle should consist of a closing that is at least halfv..ray up the black
candle of two days prior.

High Profit Calldk'itick Patterns

1. The longer the black candle and the white candle, the more forceful the
reversal.

2. The more indecision that the star day illusttares, the higher the
probabilities of a reversal.

3. A gap betvveen the first day and the second day adds to the probability
a reversal is occurring.

4. A gap before and after the star day is even more desirable.
5. The magnitude, that the third day comes up into the black candle of the
first day, indicates the sttengrh of the reversal.

1. The down-trend has been apparent.
2. The body of the first candle is black, continuing the current trend. The
second candle is an indecision fonnation.
3. The third day shows evidence that the bulls have stepped in. That candle
should close at least halfvvay up the black candle.
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MORNING STAR DERIVATIVES
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A Morning Star signal makes trend analysis easy. It clearly denotes a change in
investor sentiment. Illustrated in the Dow Jones chart are a number of Morning
Star signals. Occurring when stochastics, indicating oversold conditions, pro
duces a high probability result. An uptrend is about to occur. As with most
candlestick "buy" signals, confirmation is usually required after the signal. What
do we want to see after a candlestick buy signal? We want to see that the
buyers are still participating. Notice the Morning Star signal that occurred in
early August. The analysis of the signal is simplified when tmderstanding what
all the parameters are doing. Notice the first Morning Star signal that occurred
in early August had stochasrics not yet into the oversold condition. As men
tioned before, the signal is the most important factor. The stochastics are just a
confinning indicator.

The fact that the following day, after the Morning Star signal was formed,
did not reveal any follow-through buying will be analyzed different than if
there had been another bullish trading day after the signal. The lower trading
during the day would have revealed that the Bulls were not participating. This
should have inlmediately suggested that the uptrend was not going to start
immediately. The stochastics may have to get to a lower level.

100 High Profit Candlestick Patterns
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However, the Morning Star signal should have implied that the buyers were
coming in at these levels. The Ixmorn should be relatively near. The fact that
another Morning Star signal formed over the next three days set the scenario
for the same potential. There was a high probability that an uptrend may start.
The continued buying the following day confinned that the bullish sentiment
was now in the mix.
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Fig. 2-70 The Dow
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The Morning Star fom1ation merely requires the evidence of selling at the
bottom, followed by an indecisive day, followed by strong buying that closes
the trading more than halfway up the previous black candle.
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The more confinning indicators that can be added to the analysis, the
higher the probabilities that a reversal has occurred and the greater the upside
potential becomes. As viewed in fig. 2-72 (following page), the Renaissance RE
holdings Ltd. chatt, the Morning Star signal has a number of significant indica
tors. The large black candle, followed by a Beatish Engulfing signal, tells the
candlestick investor to start watching for a buy signal. The gap-down of the

As illustrated in Fig. 2-71, the AirTran Holdings Inc. chait, the third day was
not a large body. The fact that it gapped up and then closed well above the
black candle's midway point provided the same infonnation. The buyers had
come back into this position with force. The fact that the reversal was occurring
at a major moving average at the same time that the stochastics were in the
oversold condition also provided credibility for this trade.
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indecision day is another indicaror. Fol111ing indecisive trading, right on a ma
jor moving average, is an additional reason ro warch this trade. The gap-up and
continued buying above me midway point of me large black candle has more
credibility. And finally, all this occurring when the stochastics are in the over
sold condition makes this a very high probability trade.
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Fig. 2 M 72 Renaissance RE Holdings

Recognizing the Morning Star signal will produce substantial positive results
for investors. VISually it incorporates commonsense analysis, Investor senti
ment has complerely reversed. The implicarions reveal a Morning Star signal
should always be heeded. The selling has exhausted. The Bulls and me Bears
are in conflict. The buyers begin to contro1. Do not make it any more difficult
man mar.



The Evening Star pattern reveals a change of investor sentiment at the [Op of a
trend. It is exactly opposite the Morning Star signal. Like the planet Venus, the
Evening Star foretells that darkness is about to set or prices are going to go
lower. It is formed after an obvious up trend. It is made by a long white body
occurring at the end of an up trend, usually when the confidence has finally
built up. The following day shows indecision. Of course, the Doji is the most
apparent indecisive day. The same criteria involved for forming the Morning
Star can be applied to the Evening Star signal. The indecision day could be a
small star trading day, a Shooting Star signal, a Hanging Man signal, or any
other candlestick reversal 'sell' signaL

The third day is a black candle day, illustrating the fact that the Bears have
now seized control. That candle should close at least halfway down the white
candle ofrvvo days prior. AB experienced in the Morning Star signal, the Bears
closing the price, more than halfway down the previous long bullish candle,
would indicate they are now in control of the trend. The optimal Evening Star
signal would have a gap before and after the star day. The change of direction
is seen immediately in the color of the bodies. The symmeny in the reversal is
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EVENING

STAR

Description

High Profit CandlestiLk Pattern~

EVENING STAR
(Sankawa Yoi No Myojyo)

Fig. 2-73
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an obvious visual feature. When it occurs in overbought condition, the prob
abilities of seeing continued selling is very high. The Evening Star signal should
have investors dosing out long positions and consider establishing short posi
tions.

Criteria

1. The up trend has been apparent.
2. The body of the first candle is white, continuing the current trend. The

second candle is an indecision formation.
3. The third day shows evidence that the Bears have stepped in. That
candle should close at least halfway down the white candle.

Signal Enhancements

1. The longer the white candle and the black candle, the more forceful the
trend reversal.

2. The more indecision that the star day lIlustrates, the berrer probabilities a
reversal will occur.

3. A gap between the first day or the second day adds to the probability a
reversal is occurring.

4. A gap before and after the star day is even more desirable. The magnitude,
that the third day comes down into the white candle of the firSl day, indi
cates the strength of the reversal.

The Evening Star signal utilizes the nonnal investment psychology. Where do
people usually buy? That can be visually analyzed with the appearance of a
large bullish candle in overbought condition. As viewed in Fig. 2-74 (followmg
page), the Biomer Inc. chart, aftet an extended uprrend a large bullish candle
forewarned of the potential of a reversal signal. The Doji at the top becomes a
clear indication that a change of investor sentiment could be in the making.
The third day, a large black candle closing more than halfway down into the
bullish candle confinns the change of investor sentiment. VISually, the reversal
is very easy to see.



The symmetry of the Evening Star signal should be the important element in
the analysis. The indecision day, such as the Hanging Man signal or the Shoot
ing Star signal are added benefits. However, the fact that the final day of the
signal closes well into the previous white candle's body is the confirmation.
Will the downtrend occur immediately? Not necessarily! Nevertheless, impor
tant information has already been conveyed. The sellers staned taking contro1.

Fig. 2·74 Biomet Inc.
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As illustrated in Fig. 2-75, the Red Hat Inc. chan the Evening Star signal formed
and then was followed by two indecisive trading days, two Doji days. The
downtrend really got underway after the gap-down on the third Doji day, be
low the black candle of the Evening Star signal.

The 3-day pattem can have various .. !
IndecisNe tradIng days in lhe middle. The
thIrd day clOSIng more than halfway mto
the prevIous whJte candle provides the
bearish confirmation
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Fig. 2-75 Red Hat Inc.
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Fig. 2-76 Protein Design Labs Inc.
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A gap-up Doji after the bullish candle followed by a gap down in pJice after the
Doji indicates more power in the downward reversal. Fig. 2-76, The Protein
Design Labs chan reveals the beginning of a srrong downtrend coming off an
Evening Star signal.
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KICKER

Description

Tile Major Signals

KICKER SIGNAL
( Ken Ashi )

I
Bearish kicker

Fig. 2-77

I
Bullish kicker

Fig. 2-78
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The Kicker signal is the strongest signal of all the major signals. It demonstrates
a dramatic change in investor sentiment. Some occurrence caused a violent
change in the direction of price. Usually a surprise news item or a major world/
sector event is the cause of this type of move. The signal illustrmes such a
dramatic change in the current direction that the new direction will persist
with srrength for a good while. On a daily chart, that time frame is usually two
to duee weeks.

While the entry strategy, after most bullish or bearish signals requires con
flfmed buying or selling, the Kicker signal does not require confirmation. The
magnitude of the reversal resulting from a Kicker signal does not preclude
some immediate profit taking. Even on a pullback, after a Kicker signal has
altered the trend, it is usually safe to buy after a Bull Kicker or to sell into
buying strength after a Bear Kicker. The Kicker Signal works equally well in
both directions. The occurrence ofa Kicker Signal in an overbought or oversold
condition magnifies its relevance. It is formed by two candles. The first candle
opens and moves in the direction of the current trend. The second candle opens
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at the same open of me previous day, a gap open, and continues in the opposite
direction of the previous day's candle. The bodies of the candles are opposite
colors. This fomlation is indicative of a dramatic change in investor sentiment.
The candlesticks visually depict the magnitude of the change.

There is one caveat (Q this signal. Uthe next day prices gap back dIe other
way. liquidate the trade immediately. This does not happen very often. but
when it does, get out immediately. This usually means the event, which caused
the Kicket signal. has been corrected.

A Kicker signal can also be created by a change of recommendation by a
major brokerage firm. Although the announcement has created the signal, llSll

ally the strength in that scenario may not be as relevant. Be more diligent in
watching for selling indicators to occur. "M1e up rrend may not possess as much
strength as a signal created by announcements or events that would change
the fundamental oudook.

Criteria

1. The first day's open and the second day's open are the same or gaps beyond
the previous open.. The price movemem is in opposite directions from the
opening pnce.

2. The trend has no relevance in a kicker siruarian.
3. The signal is usually formed by surprise news before or after market hours.
4. The price never rerraces imo the previous days trading range.

Signal Enhancements

1. The longer the candles, the more dramatic the price reversal.
2. Opening from yestetdays close to yestetday's open already is a gap. Addi

tionally, gapping away from the previous day's open further enhances the
reversal.
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Wimessing a Kicker signal in an index provides valuable infOlmation. Some
thing has happened in an industry/sector that is going to affect a number of
stocks participating in that index. Whatever news or event causing the Kicker
signal wiD make bullish signals in individual stocks in that sector that much
more effective. As viewed in Fig. 2-79, the Menill Lynch Internet Holdings
index (HHH), a Kicker signal in oversold condition indicated the entire sector
had information that will affect a number of stocks.

The true Kicker signal does not have shadows on the body. The gap in
price. going in the op(XJsite direction, should open and immediately move away
from the previous candle. However, the presence of a shadow should not ne
gate the overall analysis of the signal.
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Fig. 2-79 HHH
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Even when a shadow appears on the new candle, such as in Fig. 2·80, the
Alamosa Holdings Inc. chart, the result should still be obvious. The investor
sentiment has changed dramatically. The shadow at the bottom of rhe bullish
candle should not deter from the analysis that an uprrend should be starting
with force.
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Fig. 2-80 Alamosa Holding, Inc.

The signal is considered more effective when the bodies are both long roclies.
A long lxxty formation to the downside illustrates strong investOr sentiment in
the bearish direcnon. A long body bullish candle now has double connotation.
First, the price had to gap up the full length of the black body candle. Secondly,
once that gap up occurred, the buying force was shown to have continued with
strength.

The affect of a Kicker signal should not be disregarded if one of the two
bodie~ forming a signaJ is smaller man the other. The result remains the same.
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The investor sentiment made the price gap in me other direction and
proceeded in that opposite direction.

Technically, a Spinning Top or a Doji with black bodies, followed by a gap
up long bullish body could be considered a Kicker signal. While that pattern is
just as effective for identifying a strong reversal it would not necessarily fit into
the description of a Kicker signal. The long bodies better define the Kicker
signal.

Fig. 2-81, The Alkennes Inc. chait shows the downrrend was progressing
with reasonable strength. Whatever news announcement or event that occurred
made the new sentiment very bullish.

The dramatic change of Investor

I
~.----- sentlment is stronger when both

candles are considered long days
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Fig. 2-81 Alkemles Inc.
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Fig. 2-82, the Zales Corp. chan demonstrates that both candles do nOt have to
be large candles, the kicker signal still reveals a definite change of the [rend.
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Fig. 2-82 Zales Corp.

The magnimde of the gap. above the previous days open, in a bullish candle
has great relevance. The gap up in price, followed immediately by added buy
ing, clearly reveals the strength in which buyers wanted to get into a position.
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illustrated in Fig. 2-83, the Macromedia Inc. chart, is a price trend that clearly
had no upward bias until the gap up Kicker signal occurred. As mentioned
previously, buying ar any price during the nexr few days should be profirable.
Some profit taking is likely to occur after a big move to the upside. However,
the signal itselfillusrrates a dramatic change in investor sentimem. That change
will not disappear very soon. It can be anticipated that there will be a few
weeks to the uptrend.
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Fig. 2-83 Macromcdia Inc.
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The Kicker signal works equally as well to the downside as it does to the up
side. As illustrated in Fig. 2-84, the Motorola Inc. chart, the uptrend was imme
diately terminated with a gap down in price beJow the previous days open. The
continuation of the selling revealed that the downrrend was going to persist.
Understanding the elements forming a Kicker signal allows the candlestick
invesLOr to make immediate decisions. An investor that may have been long
Motorola Inc., seeing the gap-down open well below the previolls days open
should have the insight to close the long position immediately. Rarely will a
news annOW1cement produce a dramatic gap down open, then see the resum
ing of the currem trend, The results of that dramatic gap-down will usually be
a continuation of selling.
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Kicker signals produce powerful moves as well as high probability moves. They
do not occur very often. When they do occur, they should be analyzed irnmedj
ately and exploited. They will produce a high percentage of not only correct
trades btl[ also vel)' profitable trades.
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Concentrate Your Knowledge
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Why learn the 12 major signals? Because they incorporate cemuries of invest
ment knowledge! Understanding the psychology that forms each signal is an
imegral part of understanding why prices move. When this knowledge is ex
panded to the analysis of trend movemems, it provides a format for developing
profi£able invesonent strategies. How? Because the statistical results of the
observations, when viewing a major candlestick signal, is already a high prob
ability outcome. That alone produces the basis for a positive trading program.

Applying candlestick signals to other technical trading factors, that appear
to have favorable probabilities, is a vital component for producing confidence.
The basic elements of an investment program should produce profitable re
sults. Improving ulxm the results, utilizing additional technical analysis, be
comes much more achievable.

Are the remaining candlestick signals walth while? Definitely, however
the frequency in which secondary signals and continuation signals occur does
not warram extensive time spem for learning them. Additionally, the compre
hensive investor-psychology revelations are not found in the other signals. Quite
often, the other signals are comprised of some derivative of the major signals.

The following chapters will involve the aspects of major signals. High
profit patterns will be better and faster identified utilizing the major signals.
The information conveyed in these signals heighten the awareness that a high
profit pattern is forming. Stop-loss procedures are better understood when
comprehending the information conveyed in a candlestick signal. Use this knowl
edge to your advantage.
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Chapter 3

Moving Averages

Emotions are your worst enemy in the stock market.
Don Hays

Moving averages provide important infonnation regarding the direction of a
market. They were created to provide directional information, smoothing out
the zigs and zags of a trend. Their use has become much more predominant
with the advance of computer software. The automatic calculations for MAs
(moving averages) have greatly simplified their applications. They can now be
calculated and utilized up to the very second/minute in a trading chait. Their
applications, along \v1th candlestick signals, provide a very strong profitable
trading fannat. As with all orner technical indicarors, MAs have a relevance
when correlated to price movement. How the moving averages are milized can
make a big difference between moderate returns and highly profitable returns.

Trading techniques, using moving averages, provide improved entry and
exit strategies. The most common use is when the relevant moving averages
cross. The feasibility of using MAs "crossing" apparently has some relevance or
it would not be widely known as one of their useful aspects. However, the
benefits of moving averages become greatly diminished if "crossings" are the
only application used. The accuracy of the crossing analysis is moderately suc
cessful. However, there are many technical evaluations that are moderately
successful. Applying Candlestick analysis in relation to the MAs provides a
higher function.

Candlestick signals, along with the moving averages, create a trading pro
gram that produces highly profitable trades. Using the important moving aver
ages as support and resistance areas, in conjunction with candlestick analysis,
advances the probabilities of participating in a correct trade. Trades are pro
duced with a much greater frequency. The point of investing is to find addi
tional processes for using technical indicators that provide a very high ratio of
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successful trades. Fortunately, the use of moving averages is very simple. Once
applied to candlestick chans, it makes the trend analysis, of probable support
or resistance, a very simple, visual process.

The question always arises whether to use the simple moving average
(SMA), the exponential moving average (EMA), or the weighted moving aver
age (WMA). The simple moving average is the easiest to calculate; therefore,
the reason it was well used before the presence of computers. The exponential
moving average has become more popular in recent years due to the quicker
calculations computer softvvare provides. it incorporates the latest data in its
calculations, allows the older data to fade out, making the current data more
pertinent. Weighted moving averages put more importance on current data
versus older data. Simple moving averages work very well, providing the infor
mation required to successfully trading candlestick signals. Money managers,
as well as a majority of technical investors, use the simple moving average.

The moving averages provide a simple visual indicator that shows the
direction of a trend's slope. When the moving averages are rising, it indicates
an uptrend. When the moving averages are falling, it indicates a downtrend. If
the moving averages are trading sideways, it reveals a sideways market.

Traders that use the moving average method for indicating trends follow
some very basic rules.

1. If the SMA is trending up, trade the market on the long side. Buy when
prices pullback to, or slightly below, the moving average. After a long
position is established. use the recent low as your stop.

2. If the SMA is trending down, trade the market to the short side. Short
(sell) when prices rally to or slightly above, the SMA. Once a short
position is established use the recent high as your stop.

3. When the SMA is trading flat or oscillating sideways, it illustrates a
sideways market. Most traders, utilizing the moving average to deter
mine trends, will not trade in tllis market

Simply stated, traders that use the SMA as a trend go long (buy) when prices
are trending above the moving average. They will go short (sell) when prices
are trending below the moving average. The candlestick trader has an im
mense advantage of being able to see what the candlestick signals are telling
them at these important moving average levels.
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There are numerous timeframes mat appear to have relevance when us
ing the moving averages. The 3, 5, 10, 15,20,30, SO, 80, 100, 200, 400, 500,
1000 moving averages are all used. Through extensive studies, by David Elliott
of www.WallSrreerreachers.com. it has been revealed that the SO-day moving
average and the 200-day moving average are the most important moving aver
ages. There seems to be a great tendency for prices to support or resist at those
averages. Therefore, the SO-day and 200-day moving averages are considered
major moving averages. The 20-day and the 80-day moving average are also
imjX>rtant but should be considered Secondary moving averages. Are there
other moving averages that work effectively? Probably, but the major and sec
ondary MAs discussed here seem to have a statistical relevance.

Technical indicators provide important information. An indicatOr gains
importance because of the reoccurring significance of major invesonent con
siderations happening at those jX>ims. This explanation is put forth so that each
investor can become convinced, in their own minds, that moving averages,
especially the ones being recommended in this chapter, have some relevance.
The major moving averages act like magnets. They attract the price from one
moving average to the next moving average.

Give me six hours to chop down a tree and I will spend the first four
sharpening the axe.

Abraham Lincoln

Through the following chart evaluations and one's own chan studying,
relevance of these moving averages should become apparent. This does not
. an investor from constantly being aware that other moving averages may

stan gaining importance in the eyes of other technical investors. The point of
using these moving averages, along with candlestick signals, is that historically
many investors are watching to see what price movements do at these levels.
The advantage of the candlestick signals is that the signals tell you exactly
what investors are doing at those levels.



When witnessing a downtrend, how do we tell when a bottom is getting near?
As described in other chapters of this book, it could be witnessing the panic
selling coming into a price trend, as the stochastics are getting toward the
oversold area. That is a helpful alen but does not give us a roadrnap to where
panic selling might end. Utilizing the 50-day moving average and the 200-day
moving average as important support/resistance areas, a target can be estab
lished. Being able to evaluate the potential target makes analysis preparation
easier. It prepares the investor to anticipate candlestick fomlations. For ex
ample, if a sustained dovmtrend is now showing large dark candles and is
approaching one of the major moving averages, it is evidently indicating the
panic bottom may be near. Panic selling with stochastics approaching the over
sold area, at or near a major moving average, has a probability of a candlestick
reversal signal. This pattern alerts the trader to prepare for a candlestick "buy"
signal.

Do all chans work well with moving averages? Definitely not! However, a
large majority appear to. The purpose of candlestick analysis is to provide an
advantage for the investor to see what is happening at important technical
levels. The candlestick signals provide that clarity. If a chan is not providing
clear pattems for indicating price movement, then move onto another chan.
There are many from which to choose, especially with the availability of easy
to-lise computer scanning programs.

Combining technical methods with candlestick signals puts the probabili
ties in favor of the investor. How do you discover whether the major moving
averages are a positive correlation when anticipating price moves? Easy! Inves
tigate what has happened at those moving averages previously in the price
trend. This can be done very quickly. Expand the chart. Take a quick visual
analysis of what happened in the past.

Fig. 3-1, The United Defense lndusnies Inc. chan illusrrates an example of
using past trading patterns to anticipate what might happen. As seen in the
chan illustration, the 50-day moving average seems to have importance during
May and June.
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Moving Averages as Support
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Fig. 3-1 United Defen.se Industries Inc.

In addition, the pullback in late July stopped right on the SO-day moving aver
age with a Meeting Line signal ( a secondary candlestick signal), a couple of
Doji, then a Bullish Engulfing Signal that came up off the 50-day moving aver
age. That started the next strong run up. As it consolidated through September
and OCtober, the SO-day moving average came up to meet the price. Srochastics
are back in the oversold area when a very strong bullish engulfing signal fanTIs
again right on the SO-day moving average.
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A longer-term analysis of the historic price action
reveals that the MA has had significant influence in
the past. This makes evaluating a candlestick buy
signal nght on the MA more convincing as a potential
trade.

The analysis of the previous
action at the MAs makes this
bullish engulfing signal that
much more compelling.
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Fig. 3-2 United Defense Industries Inc. LT

To further analyze whether the moving averages are important in this stock
price move, the charts can be taken back further. It can be clearly seen that
back in Febmary and March, the 50-day moving average acted as resistance
while the 200-day moving average acted as support. Once the price broke out
of the pennant fonnation from that timefrarne, it moved out away from the 50
day moving average before coming back and finding support on it. Bottom
line, even without all the verbal description of what happened, it only takes an
instant to visually analyze that the price of this stock is greatly influenced by
the major moving averages.

The decision to buy, upon seeing the Bullish Engulfing pattern, is that
much easier when the signal occurs at the SO-day moving average. TIlls analy
sis is putting as many factors as possible into making a trade decision. A Bullish
Engulfmg Signal occuning when the stochastics are in the oversold area, start
ing to curl up, and doing so right on the 50-day moving average, make a com
pelling reason to be buying on strength.
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50MA

When a Resistance Level is Breached, It
Becomes a Support Level

In technical analysis, there are some simple basic rules. One is that when a
resistance level has been breached during an uptrend; it will now act as sup
port upon any pullbacks. Anued with that little tidbit of knowledge, analyzing
price movements becomes a little clearer. Fig. 3-3, The NetGear, Inc. chan
illustrates the support concept as well as a few other simple rules when using
movrng averages.
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Another rule can be applied a majority of the rime. When a price tests an
imponam technical level the fim time, it will usually fail. However, if it comes
back up to test thar level again, it will often go through. Notice in the NetGear
Inc. chan the last day of July showed a gap up. It fonned a Dojl just above the
50-day moving average. The uptrend had a hard time continuing the first time
it tested the SO-day moving average. As can be seen with the pullback into mid
August. It was then followed by a second test of the 50·day moving average.
The advantage of me candlestick signals is that they reveal whar the investor
sentiment is doing right at those important levels. The second test of the 50
day moving average occurred when the strong bullish candle wenr through.
That revealed the moving average was not going to be a resistance point. If the
50-day moving average is no longer a resistance point, what becomes the next
target? The 200-day moving average!

Notice how the 200-day moving average was first tested on September 1.
The failure at that level was indicated by a DojVHarami showing the buying
had stopped. This occuningJ with the stochastics in the overbought area start
ing to tum back down, becomes a dear indication [he sentiment failed [Q take
prices up through the ZOO-day moving average. That would be an excellent
time to rake profits. The next push went through bur failed just above the 200
day moving average with the appearance of a Bearish Engulfing signal.

When a moving average fails, what is the next target? The other major
moving average! The so-day moving average now becomes a likely target. This
eirher provides a good sholt siruation or allows an investor to take profits and
wait to see what signals will form once the sO·day moving average is couched.
As illustrated in this case, when prices got back to the SD-day moving average,
a Bullish Hararni formed as the stochastics reach the oversold area and sraned
to curl back up. Now what becomes the next target? The 20D-day moving
average again.

The congestion area from that point remains fairly close to the 200-day
moving average. The Piercing Pattern occurring when the 50-day MA crossed
the 2DD-day MA produces imponam information. As can be seen, that signal,
occurring at the intersection of the two major moving averages, was a signifi
cant factor in the next sO'ong move upwards. After the initial buying, note how
rhe pullback, with the Doji signal just touching the 50-day moving avetage,
was followed by a Bullish Engulfing panem that starred the strong buying. The
analysis of this chan provides a fonnat for when to be looking for significant
candlestick signals.
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Fig. 3-3a, Cabot Microelectronics Corp. also reveals a failure of the 50-day
moving average on July 1, only to come back up through the SO-day moving
average with force in the latter part of July. After the initial run up, coming up
through the 50-day moving average it pulled back. Notice how it supponed
exacdyon the moving average line before the Bullish Engulfing signal revealed
that buying was nor going to take the price any lower.
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The Evening Star signal showed
the failure of the first attempt, the
gap through revealed no more
resistance

The 50-day MA becomes
support. bullish engulfing
signals illustrate.
The 200-day becomes the
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Fig 3-3a Cabot Microelectronics CCMP

Where did the first major resistance come into play? At the 200·day moving
average in mid-September! When it fails the 200-day moving average, where is
the potential puliback target? The 50·day moving average! The Bullish Engulf·
ing signal at that level indicates the next target is the 200-day moving average
again. Once there, the evening star signal reveals another failure of the 200
day moving average.

Notice there is a definite candlestick signal right at the major averages.
Once again, it does not take too long to realize that the moving averages are
imponant targets. It was also easy to evaluate what was happening at those
targets with the identification of candlestick signals.
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Fig. 3-4 Alamosa Holdings APes

A strong candlestick signal, the r
Morning Star SIgnal, becomes
more credible when viewing eoo
thai the MA was a prevIous
factor in the price

The indecisive dojis at the 50
day MA reveal the MA as a
support. This becomes
evidence in later decisions
that the MA is an important
factor

The gap up at the 50-day moving average becomes a signal that strong buying
is coming into the trend, as discussed in the chapter on GAPS. As seen in the
early part of January; the moving average once again acts as a support level, as
indicated by the Doji followed by the Bullish Engulfing signal. Price moves
occurring at these major moving averages is not happenstance. Many technical
traders watch for these indicators. They are waiting to see what happens at
these levels. The advantage provided to the candlestick investor is being able to
visually wirness what is happening at these levels immediately. Other teclmi
cal investors may require a few trading days of confirmation before they com
mit funds.

Fig. 3-4, the Alamosa Holding Inc. chan also reveals the importance of a major
moving average acting as a substantial indicator affecting prices. September
revealed two time-periods of great indecision. The series of Doji and Hammer
formations were signals that investor sentiment was not able to push the price
away from the moving average.
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Prices Migrate to the Moving Averages

We cannot hold a torch to light another's path without brightening our
own.

Ben Sweetland

An observation made when doing candlestick analysis is that prices tend to stay
near a major moving average. If prices move too far away too fast, they have a
tendency to come back toward the moving average. It is advisable to start
looking for candlestick signals near the moving averages, in conjunction with
stochastics. It also becomes obvious to start watching for candlestick signals as
the distance of the price becomes eAtended in moving away from a moving
average. The stochastics are also confirming!

As can be seen in Fig. 3-5, the TR.M Corp. chan, me signals are me impor
tant factor. The moving average is an important secondary target consider
ation. The Doji at the bonom in late August, followed by bullish candles, indi
cated where the potential resistance areas were going to be. The bullish candle,
moving up through the 2oo-day moving average, all the way to the SO-day
moving average, produces the first resistance level. Selling anywhere in that
area produced a reasonably good profit. What will the trend do from there? As
seen,just after mid-September, prices came back and just touched the 2OG-day
moving average. The evaluation becomes easy at that point. Continued selling,
bringing prices down through the 200-day moving average, would have been a
good indication to start shorting the stock. This would have been the time to be
observing what was going to happen at these important levels.
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Fig.3-S TRM Corp.

The "probabilities" indkare a downtrend was likely to stalt if the 200 MA was
breached to the downside .. Being alen, to watch for something major to hap
pen at the moving average, creates an advantage. A watchful candlestick ana
lyst can take advamage of a powerful signal as it is fanning. Upon seeing the
gap up from the moving m'erages and the potential of a kicker signal forming,
and knowing that this is the scenario for dramatic moves, the candlestick inves·
tor has a map for getting into this rrade set up immediately. Would the big price
move of the Kicker signal been anticipared? Definitely not! However, having
the knowledge thar moving averages have a significant influence on price trend
is valuable. Seeing a Kicker signal forming produces the opportunity [Q be in a
big move as it happens.
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As noted, the indecisive signals over the next few days, the Doji, Hanging
Man and Shooting Star fonnations indicated that the buying pressure had dis
appeared. The next major opportunity for a good price move occurred on an
Inverted Hammer signal occurring right at the SO-day moving average at the
end of November. This move would have been exploited by having the knowl
edge that a candlestick signal, occurring at the SO-day moving average, should
have more substantial potential than when occurring without a major average
involved. This is not rocket science. This is the accumulation of observations,
having positive results an inordinate percentage of the rime in the past. Major
moves seem to coindde with candlestick signals at the major moving averages.
Use this knowledge to your advantage.

The aim of education should be to tench us rather holV to think, than
what to think - rather to improve our minds, so as to enable us to think
for ourselves, than to load the memory with thoughts ofother meIL

BiU Benttie

Whether a trend gets to the next moving average or not, it at least pro
vides a target. It can be seen in Fig. 3-6 the Brightpoint Inc. chart, if price
breaks through an important level, such as we see in late July, and starts pull
ing back, at least it can be anticipated the moving average might act as a sup
port level. The pullbacks of early August and early September clearly reveal the
50-day moving average acted as an important support level. The Bullish En
gulfing pattern in early September, followed by strong buying now makes the
200-day moving average the new potential target.
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That target is demonstrating not to be a resistance level as the large bullish
candle pushed right through it in mid-September. The crossing of the two aver
ages in mid-October once again acted as a significant reversal indicator. The
quick drop in late October in bet\veen the two major averages immediately
revealed candlestick "buy" signals starting the next leg up. Most investors do
not know what to do with this chart pattern. Candlestick investors have the
knowledge ro take advantage of this pattern. The gap down in late October, the
strong hammer signal followed by a small hammer signal, followed by a bullish
engulfing pattern in the proximity of the moving averages are all strong candle
stick signals of an ensuing reversal.

When an investor can recognize that a price trend of a srock, or any trad
ing entity, is very closely related ro the moving averages, implementing high
profit strategies becomes easy. It also decreases the elements of human emo
tions involved in the invesnnent decisions. Nore in Fig. 3-7, Borland Software
Corp.'s dlart, the moving averages act as a definite influence on the price trend.
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Fig_3·7 Borland Software Cow

Notice that the SO-day moving average acted as a resistance level on the prices
first acrempt, around the 1st of August. The second attempt in mid-August
succeeded as the stochastics were in the oversold area, starting to come up.
The success of the second attempt now makes the 200-day moving average the
next target. The Evening Star signal was a clear indicarion that dle sellers had
stepped in during the mid-September arrempt at the 200-day moving average.
Once it failed, where was the next target? The 50-day moving average! Notice
that the Piercing pattern, at the end of September, occurred by opening right
on the SO-day moving average_ The additional confirmation is stochastics be·
ing in the oversold condition. This starred the second attempt at the 200--day
moving average, The bullish candle, that breached the 2oo-day moving aver
age, clearly indicated that level was nor going to be a resistance area anymore.
This now puts a completely new dynamic into the potential uptrend. The candle~

stick analyst realizes there may be a new dynamic to the uptrend. That allows
the investor to start making investment decisions based upon that knowledge.
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Simple Rules for Moving Average Analysis

2. The first attempt at a moving average will usually fail; the next approach
will often succeed.

High Profit Candlestick Parterns134

1. A moving average that acted as resistance but now has been breached has
a strong tendency to act as support on pullbacks as the uptrend proceeds.

The same characteristics that are found in an up-trending srock are also found
in stocks that are in a downtrend. For example, a price that breaks down through
a major moving average could evennlally bounce back lip to test that moving
average. If it fails, then the trend will be taken lower. The continued downtrend
will usually breach the recent low. If the other major moving average is below
the failed moving average, it now becomes the potential target. Understanding
these basic movements in prices, it does not take more than a few seconds to
analyze whether a price will be affected by the moving averages.

A downtrend in price can be easily monitored when a major moving aver
age is recognized as being a resistance leveL Adding another analytical ele
ment, when analyzing a trend, increases the probabilities of being in a high
probability trade. Logic dictates that if a price does not seem to be able to push
through an observed resistance level, the more often that occurs, the higher the
probability that it will continue its downtrend. AB can be observed in Fig. 3-8
(opposite), the KUC chart, from the peak in price in January, of 2004, every
time the price climbed lip towards the 50-day moving average, sell signals
would appear.

3. If the SMA is (fending up, trade the market on the long side. Buy when the
prices pull bad< to or slightly below the moving average. After a long posi~

rion has been established, use the recent low as your stop.
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This observation should not have taken too much analysis. If the stock was
bought when candlestick signals and stochastics dictated, there should be the
preconceived awareness that the uptrend has a high probability of running into
resistance near the SO-day moving average. Being prepared for that occurrence
makes viewing the candlestick sell signals. at those levels. that much more
credible.

Knowing moving averages are important technical levels for many inves
tors, it becomes important to understand what is happening at those levels.
The candlestick. signals provide that information. If a moving average acts as
support, there should be the anticipation of a candlestick buy signal fonnation.
Conversely, if the candlestick formations do not reveal any buying strength at
those levels, it becomes apparent that the important support level was not
having an effect on the downtrend. This is just simple logic. Nothing more than
analyzing what is happening at supposedly important technical levels.
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Fig. 3-9 MPS Group Inc.
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The uptrend did not stop at the 50-day moving average. A large bullish candle
at the 50-day moving average indicated this to be a support level until prices
topped out on the first of July. What was the first logical support area? Of
course the SO-day moving average.

However, as can be seen, there were no confIrmed buy signals at the 50
day moving average in early July. That should have given the indication the
next support level would be the 200-day moving average. The large dark candle
that came down through the 200-day moving average, in mid-July revealed
that the 200-day moving average was not going to act as a support level either.

Illustrated in Fig. 3-9, the MPS Group Inc. chart in late May, spinning tops
formed on the 200-day moving average, confinned with a bullish candle and
srochastics.
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The failure of the 200-day moving average did not show any confirmed
buy signals until the bullish Harami down in the $8.00 range. If the investor
had been short during this downtrend or an investor was waiting to go long at
important support levels, it became obvious that those support levels were not
going to act as support. Simply stated, if a technical level has the potential of
acting as support, it is logical a candlestick buy signal will confirm that. The
lack of a candlestick buy signal will demonso'ate that it is not.

Moving Averages Become Target Levels

The downrrend in MPS was finally ended with the confinnation of the Bullish
Harami in early August. What becomes a logical upside target? Obviously, the
50-day moving average! As can be seen at that level, the Evening Star signal
illustrated that the sellers had stopped the upn-end right on the 50-day moving
average in the early pan of September. The first attempt failed. The second
attempt was confirmed with a sa-ong bullish candle on the 1st of October. What
is the next target? The 200-day moving average!

The more often a price fails at a particular moving average, the more
confident the candlestick investor should be for finding the "sell" signals at that
level. As illustrated in the Kemet Corp. chart, it had become obvious during
March and April that every time this price approached the 50-day moving aver
age, candlestick sell signals would stan to appear. Take advantage of the obvi
ous, especially when the candlestick sell signals confiml.



Fig. 3-10 Kernet Corp KEM

Fig. 3-10, The Kerner Corp. chart reveals what price reaction occur as it nears
the 50-day moving average. Observing the historical tendency of a buy price
move adds additional information to the chart analysis.

High Profit Candlestick Pattem,

Observe the obvious! Simple observations are easily made when using candle
stick charts. Prices move in patterns. Resistance at a declining moving average
is an important pattern to add when making your investment decisions. If you
arc able to clearly observe what happens at those levels, assume everybody else
can also. The advantage for tile candlestick investor is the candlestick "sell"
signals provide inunediate confirmation for what is happening in the trend as it
is occurring. This allows early entry and exit strategies into the trading deci

sions.
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When the same indicators are appearing as they have been a few times
before, it becomes logical that the results have a likely probability of resem·
bling the past results. VlSual analysis can be done in a matter of seconds. Once
you have nained. your eye to recognize what a trend has been doing at specific
pointS, making an analysis of what should be the next future move becomes
that much easier.
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Fig. 3·lOA Advanced Energy Industries AEIS

Keep in mind, the candlestick signals are the foremost consideration. Adding
stochastics and moving averages to the analysis enhances me probabilities of
being in a high probability ""de.



Fig.3-ll Deluxe Corp. DLX
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Fig. 3-11, The Deluxe Corp. chart provides a very simple scenario. Selling,
coming in after a Spinning Top, right near the SO-day moving average. This
would imply that that moving average was the resistance area once again. On
the other hand, witnessing additional strength would imply that the downtrend
had finally been broken and the 200-day moving average could possibly be the

next target.
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Blue Ice Failure

141

It is impossible for a man to learn what he thinks he already knows.
Epictetus

Prices move in patterns. Recognizing simple patterns, where moving averages
act as pivotal points, is an easy mental process. The three-wave pattern: first
wave breaches a moving average to the downside. The second-wave bounces
back to the moving average. The third-wave fails and moves down below the
previous low. This three4 wave pattern has been aptly named, by David Elliott of
WallSrreetteachers.com as the "Blue Ice Failure." His description is that ofsome
body falling through the ice, bobbing back up to find the hole they fell through,
cannot locate it, (thus failing the moving average), and then sinking to lower
depths.

Fig. 3-12, The Cree Inc. chan illustrates a three-wave pattern, the Blue Ice
Failure. The decline from the January peak down ro the mid-March low came
through the 50-day moving average. A bounce or the uprrend failed the first
time it approached the SO-day moving average. Upon that failure, it should be
anticipated that it will head for a new low.

The first target is below the mid 4 March bottom. The next target is prob
ably a test of the 200-day moving average, Notice how the engulfing signal
confirmed the failure of the wave-two uptrend at the 1st of April. The Morning
Star signal, with the stochastics in the oversold area in the proximity of the
200-day moving average, ended down trend. Does this pattern materialize
often? Often enough that it should be registered in the minds of investors to
anticipate the Blue Ice Failure {X)ssibility.



The same pattern is illusrrated at the beginning of 2004 in Fig. 3-13 (opposite),
the Micrel Inc. chaIt. The downrrend beginning in January broke through the
50-day moving average on the 1st of February. The candle formation defmitely
revealed no "buying" presence at that level.
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The downtrend showed no bUying at
all as It went through the potential
support area The next uptrend saw
sell signals. indicating weakness at
the resIstance level
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Fig. 3-13 Micrellnc.

The confirmed Harami brought the rrend back up to the 50-day moving aver
age where a Dark Cloud signal indicated the sellers had taken over again. The
target now becomes a new low, below the $14.50 early February low, and
probably at least targeting the 200-day moving average.



Fig. 3-14 Ventiv Health [nco

Should that deter an investor from making this trade? Probably not! A pur
chase at approximately $14.00 with the potential move to $16.50 still repre
sents a reasonable profit. With that in mind, at least the investor realizes what
the first potential target should be and be prepared for expecting some resis
tance to occur at that level.

Seeing candlestick "sell" signals occurring at that level makes a selling
decision at the optimal time that much easier.

High Profit Candlestick Patterns
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Fig. 3-14 The Ventiv Health Inc. chart provides a simple illustration for this
analysis. Where the SO-day moving average acted as support during the past
few months of this chait's uptrend: in late June, the moving average did not act
as SUpp0l1. The pullback continued until a bullish engulfing signal appeared at
a price in the $14 area. Stochastics indicate that this is a time to buy. But what
should the target be? Obviously; what had been a support level for months now
might become a resistance area.
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As the price moves up to the 50-day moving average, the Hanging Man
signal illustrated that the 50-day moving average was not going to be breached.
Upon the failure of going up through that moving average, two assumptions
can be made. The downtrend will continue and breach the recent low and/or
test the 200-day moving average. In this illustration, both of those parameters
could be accomplished at approximately the same level. Being able to visualize
where to sell and when to buy provides a format for shorting stocks or buying
Puts, inducing an investor to open and close trades at the optimal points.

Fig. 3-15, The Aspect Telecommunication Inc. cl1art illustrates a clear Blue
Ice Failure pattern. It also demonstrates the effectiveness of being able to ana
lyze what is happening to a trend based on the results of candlestick signals.
Notice how the price traded relatively flat through February and the first few
days of March. The Doji, appearing right at the SO-day moving average, be
comes an alert, especially for the candlestick analyst. A period of indecision, as
the Doji indicate, provides the "alert" of the possibility of something major
happening to the price movement at this important juncture.

1So"

-The first breach
of the 50-day MA
Doji signal as the
indicator

Fig. 3-15 Aspect Telecomm Inc.
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Fig. 3-16 Crane Company CR

Familiarity of a Blue lee Failure allows a candlestick investor to pinpoint targets
for putting on or taking off trades. Fig. 3-16. The Crane Co. chart illustrates dle
Long-legged Doji at Point A as a high probability trade for shoning the stock or
buying the puts. The first target becomes the recent low. In this case, the 200
day moving average is above the 50-day moving average. A candlestick buy
signal should be the expected tennination of the downtrend. The first major
candlestick buy signal appears when the stochastics are in the oversold area
becomes a signal to cover the shorr trade.

This is the state of investor sentiment aflef two months of indecisive action.
The first wave of the downtrend becomes obvious. The wave two tends to
move up, stall oU[ exactly where the candlestick "sell" signals appear. The over
bought stochastics and the 50-day moving average would indicate the prob
able end of that move. The failure at that level provides us with two likely
assumptions, the lows of mid-March should be breached. The 200-day moving
average becomes the potential target.
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Patterns for Daytraders
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The ability to recognize high probability chart patterns is highly productive for
the daytrader. Trading the index futures, which requires much greater accu
racy for entering and exiting trades, is better forn1t1lated when knowing if a
high probability pattern is forming. Successful intraday trading can be accom
plished with a few simple analytical steps. Being able to analyze the trend of
the general market provides a bias to the trading, analyzing market direction
should dictate a heavier bias for the long side or the short side during any given
day. That analysis may be formulated when analyzing the daily charts, then
extrapolating that information into the intraday chart analysis.
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Fig 3-17 S&P one-minute chart

Simple logic dictates that the analysis for the market in general is in a downtrend,
then the one-minute, five-minute, and fifteen~ minute chart analysis should be
viewed with more emphasis on the moving averages acting as resistance. As
illustrated in the S&P one-minute chart, if a downtrend is the predominant bias
for the day, the candlestick investor's eyes should be oriented toward failures at
specific moving averages. This is not high-tech analysis. This is using
commonsense and then applying the candlestick signals, along with stochastics
and moving averages, to enhance your entry and exit decisions.
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Resistance, then Support

Moving averages that have shown ro be resistance previously and are breached
will now become suppon in a new uptrend. This basic rule works very well
with the moving averages. The candleslick signals help with a visualization of
that phenomenon. The analysis of what is happening at a moving average
becomes a function of which signals are occurring at those levels. This makes
trading in the moving average area very simple to analyze visually.

Another conunon technical analysis nile is that the first time a resistance
level is [Quched, it "viII lIsually fail. The only subjective word in that mle is
"usually". If this first attempt failure is a general mle, then being able to visu
ally see what is happening at that resistance level produces a benee insight. A
candlestick signal that shows weakness at the point where crossing a moving
average i" first anempted t:reates a much different analysis than if the candle
stick formation is a strong bullish candle that blasts through the moving aver
age. Although this may seem simplistic, the signals reveal what the investor
sentiment is at those levels. Improving the probability factor of this pattem can
be easily applied by knowing the signals that occur at that level.
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The probabilities are greatly enhanced when an investor can anticipate
where candlestick signals should occur: For the aggressive trader, selling all or
part of a position when a price encounters one of the major moving averages,
anticipating that a candlestick signal could occur, creates a higWy profitable
low-risk trading program. HigWy profitable in the sense that an investor is
buying or selling right at a major support or resistance level. If the trade works
as expected from that level, an optimal enny price was probably obtained. For
the option trader, buying on an extended move down that just barely touches
the lower major moving average aUows oprions to be bought at a low price and
probably with a minimal amount of option premium built into the price. The
risk of this aggressive approach is that the downward trend does not stop at
that support level. However, the point of the trade was that a downtrend stretch
ing to that supporr level had the probabilities of acting as a supporr. If the price
does not hold at thar level, then the trade would be closed immediately, limit
ing the loss.

On the other hand, whether buying the stock or the option. it may have
been bought at the most optimal price before the reversal signal appeared.
Again, in the case of an option trade, this aggressive approach would have a
double benefit. The price of the option will be low and the premium will have
diminished. As the price starts to move back up, the premium will expand as
confidence builds back up.

If moving averages are used as SUp~rt and resistance levels, they will be
quickly confim1cd upon viewing a candlestick buy signal at supporr or a candle·
stick sell signal at resistance. The possibility of a moving average becoming a
target becomes enhanced when analyzing candle fonnations as price approaches
a target. For example, viewing candlestick bodies getting bigger, creating large
black candles after a downtrend has been in existence for a good while, or
seeing a gap dmvn in price when the stochastics are in the oversold area would
he good indicators that a trend is getting near the bottom. If this is all oecuning
when a moving average is within striking distance, then entering at a price
right at that moving average becomes a bener-ealculated enny point.

Whether this analysis is done after an extended downtrend or after a pull
back. after a recent breakthrough of a moving average in uptrend, it provides a
logical targel for a when a trade should be entered. The more conseTVative
approach is to wait and see if a candleslick "buy" signal is formed after the
moving average has been touched and the time-frame has ended. Although the
latter approach is more conservative, the candlestick signal analysis will usu
ally put an invesror into a trade well before the conventional technical analyst
feels the suppon level has been confirmed.
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The shooting star indicated
the first attempt the
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very bullish candle.
indicating that the 50 SMA
was not a resistance
anymore.

Fig. 3-19 Apartment investment & Management Co. AN

Fig. 3~19, The Apartment Investment & Management Co. chart reveals a strong
buy signal after the gap up from the Bullish Harami in the beginning of the
second week of July. As illustrated, the gap up bullish canelie after the Hm"ami
demonstrated that there was no resistance at the 50-day moving average as
seen one week prior. At that time, the Shooting Star sib'Tlal just touched dIe
moving average for the first time. The gap up from the Harami was a very
strong bullish signal. The up-move remains strong until the first week of Au
gust when dIe Hanging Man signal was followed by a DojilHarami. The gap
down the following day was confinnation that the uptrend was over. A pull
back should be occurring.

The combination of visually being able to identify the candlestick signals
and understanding which moving averages produces high probability support
and resistance levels provides a powerful trading format. Through simple scan
techniques, an increased number of highly proficable trade potemials can be
found on a constant basis.
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What would be the target for the pullback? Obviously, the moving aver
ages! In this case, when both the 50-day and dle 200-day moving average are
close together, either one or both could have been the suppon level. The Bull
ish Harami confinned this suppon and prices gapped up the next day.
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We cannot seek or attain hea1t~ wealth, leuming, justice or kindness in
general. Action is always specific, concrete, individualized, unique.

Benjamin Jowett

Candlestick signals are a valuable tool for identifying reversals. Additional indi
cators that <':Qnfirm support and resistance levels add that much more confir
mation that a reversal has occurred. The moving averages act as excellent sup
port and resistance levels. The fact that the large money managers use the 50
day and 2QO-day moving averages for their ana1y~is makes those moving aver
ages important. Identifying candlestick buy and sell signals at levels where
other investors are watching for important reversal occurrences allows the
candlestick investor to confirm immediately what the investor sentiment was
doing at those levels.

The candlestick signals are valuable reversal signals. The moving averages
are valuable support and resistance levels. Witnessing candlestick signals at the
moving averages produces a velY strong investment format. 1\ candlestick sig
nal demonstrates that a new rrend has sfaned. Having an understanding of
where that trend could move is valuable information. The moving averages
provide the target. Does that necessarily mean the moving averages will be the
target? No, but it does give a probability of where a trend could move roo The
rrend will end when a candlestick reversal signal appears.

However, understanding that prices move from one major technical level
to another major technical level adds valuable infonnation to a decision-mak
ing process. When prices start moving near the next moving average, it be
comes time to start watching to see what the price will do at that important
level. The visual analysis becomes much easier when a price is approaching a
major moving average and the stochastics are in an overbought or oversold
condition. Witnessing a candlestick reversal signal in those conditions creates
d1at much more credibility that the previous trend has stopped. Use this infor
mation to your advantage.
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Chapter 4

High Profits
Using Gaps

Combining Candlestick Signals and Gaps

He who fears something gives it power over him.
Chinese Proverb

Gaps occurring at different locations in a rrend have different meanings. Tak
ing advantage of what they reveal becomes highly profitable. Dissecting the
implications ofa gap/window makes its appearance easy to understand. Where
a gap occurs is imponanr. The ramification they reveal in a chaIt pattern is an
important aspect to Japanese Candlestick analysis. Some traders make a living
trading strictly from gap trading.

Gaps (ku) are coiled windows (Mado) in Japanese Candlestick analysis. A
gap or window is one of the most misunderstood technical messages. It is
usually advised by a g<XXI perL"entage of investment advisors not to buy after a
gap. The explanation being that it is too dangerous to predict what will happen
next. That advice usually comes from somebody that does nor know how [Q use
gaps successfully. Gaps reveal powerful high profit trades. Candlestick signals,
correlated with the appearance of a gap, provide high-probability profitable
trade set-ups. The unique built-in forces, encompassed in the candlestick sig
nals, and me srrength of a move revealed by the existence of a gap produce
IX>werful rrading factors. The knowledge of what this combination of signals
reveal will produce consistent and srrong profits.

These are nor "hidden" secret signals or newly discovered fonnulas that
are just now being exposed to the investment world. These are a combination
of widely known, but little used, investment techniques. Candlestick signals
obviously have a statistical basis to them or they would not still be in existence
after many centuries. Gaps have very powerful implications. Combining the
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infonnation of these two elements produces investment strategies that very
few investors take the time to exploit.

Consider what a window or gap represenrs. In a rising marker, it illus
trntes prices opening higher than any of the previous days trading range. What
does this mean in reality'? During the non-market hours, something made own
ing a stock, or any other trading enrity, tremendou:sly desirable. $0 desirable
that the order imbalance opens the price well above the prior day's body as
well as the high of the previous day's trading range. As seen in Figure 4·1A,
note the space between the high of the previous day and the low of rhe follow
ing day.

GaP ......
a

Fig. 4-1A

Witnessing a gap or window at the beginning of a new rrend produces profit
able opporTUnities. Gaps formed at the beginning of the trend reveal the buyers
have stepped in with a great amount of zeaL A conunon scenario is witnessing
a prolonged downtrend. A Candlestick signal appears; a Doji, Harami, Ham
mer. or any other signal that would indicate that the investor sentiment is
changing. What is required to verify a candlestick reversal signal at the bot
tom? More buying the next day! A bullish candle indicates a reversal has oc
curred. A "gap up" bullish candle indicates that a reversal has occurred with
extraordinary force.

Many investors are apprehensive about buying a stock that has popped up
from the previous days close. A risky siruation! The hesitancy is caused by the
percentage move. When most investors are happy with a 10% return annually,
it is hard for an investor to conunit funds to a position that has moved 12% in
one day. Understanding what that gap up represents eliminates fear.
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A Candlestick investor has been forewarned that the trend is going to
d13nge, viewing the candlestick sit,'11al as an alert. A gap up. illustrating buyer
enthusiasm, reveals excessive strength. Use the gap as a strength indicator. The
fact that the initial move is substantial should act as an indication that the
remaining move of this new trend could be more substantial.

Always keep in mind, the markets do not care what an investors' fears and
perceptions are. A price that has moved dramatically in one day is usually
cause for fear. Entering a trade for most investors becomes forbidding. They do
not have the knowledge to understand what that strength illustrates for the
future.

Gaps form in many different places and formations. Some are easy to see,
some need to be recognized. This book will walk you through the different
siruations where a gap has significance. Each situation will be explained in
detail, (1) to give you a full understanding of what is occurring during the
move and (2) to provide a visual illustration to become familiar wim the for
mation, making it easy to recognize. This allows the Candlestick investor to
visually spot an investment situation as it is developing. The signals also make
clear when to be playing the gap or trading the other side. Gaps tell when it is
time to buy and time to sell. The illustrations of this chaptet will clarify each
situation.

A Gap up at the Bottom

A gap, appearing after a candlestick "'buy" signal, has powerful implications.
Knowing that a gap represents enthusiasm, getting in or out of a srock position
becomes an easy identification process. The forewarning that a strong profit
potential situation is about to or has occurred is established. Where is the best
place to see rampant enthusiasm? At the point you are buying, near the bot~

tom. Obviously, seeing a potential Candlestick "buy" signal, at the lxmorn of an
extended downtrend is a great place to buy. In keeping with the concepts taught
in candlestick analysis, we want to be buying stocks that are already oversold,
to reduce the downside risk. Evidence that buyers are very anxious to get into
the srock is all that much better.

Reiterating the basics of finding the perfect trades, as found in the lxx>k
"Profitable Candlestick Trading," having alJ the stars in alignment makes for
better probabilities of producing a profit. The beSt scenario for a high-profit
trade is a candlestick "buy" signal, in oversold condition, confinned with a gap
up the following day. llIusrrated in Fig. 4-1, the Bombay Company, Inc. chan,
the uptrend was obviously instigated aftet a gap up and large bullish candle
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following a Doji. The fact that prices gapped up was clear illustration that
buyers wanted to get into this stock with great fervor.
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Fig.4-1 Bombay Company ll1c.

Unofficially, statistics illustrate an 80% or better probability that a trade will be
successful when stochastics are oversold, a Candlestick "buy" signal appears,
and prices gap up. {The Candlestick Forum will offer our years of statistical
fib'Ures as "unofficial." Even though over fifteen years of observations and stud
ies have been involved, no formal dma gathering programs have been fully
operated. However, currently the Candlestick rOturn is involved with two uni
versity studies to quantify signal results. This is an extensive program endeavor.
Results of these studies will be released to Candlestick Forum subscribers upon
completion. This study has been long and difficult, bur results are expected
sometime in the near future.}



Having this statistic as part of an investor's arsenal of knowledge creates
opportunities to extract large gains out of the markets. The risk factor remains
extremely low when participating in these trade set-ups.

Many investors are afraid to buy after a gap up. The rationale being that
they don't like paying up for a stock that may have already moved 3%, 8%,
10%, or 20% already mat day. WiOlessing a Candlestick "buy" signal prior to

the gap up provides a basis for aggressively buying the stock. If it is at the
bottom of a trend, the 3%, 8%, 10% or 20% initial gap move may just be the
beginning of a 500/0 move or a major trend that can last for months.

The strength of an uptrend can be better verified when the gap in price
moves up past pOlential resistance levels. As illustrated in Fig. 4 4 2, the Merid
ian Gold Inc. chart, the price gapped up over the 50-day moving average, what
had previously been acting as a resistance area. The strength of the buyers is
dearly represented. The faet that the price breached the moving average, while
still fonning a bullish candle after the open price, illustrates that the buying
sentiment did not diminish after the dramatic increase in price.

Candlestick sIgnals followed by a gap
through important potential resIstance
levels proVIdes more eVIdence that the
buying IS so strong that It is d.sregarding
anything that could stop the uptrend I ,:'

I

Fig. 4-2 Meridian Gold Inc.
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The more parameters in place, confinning an uptrend, the higher the prob
ability of being in a correct trade. Add to that the confil111ation of excessive
buying strength, a gap up in pIice, the higher the probabilities that a strong
upo"end is occurring.

FigA-3, The Cleveland Cliffs Inc. chart reveals a Bullish Harami fanning
right on the SO-day moving average followed by a gap up in price. First, the
Bullish Harami fanning on the 50-day moving average became a good indica
tion that the moving average was going to act as support. The gap up the
following day made it evident that many buyers felt the same way. If one gap
shows enthusiastic buying, two gaps reveal that much more strength. The trend
is your friend, an often the spoken adage. Gaps. when used correctly, are your
best friends.
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Fig. 4-3 Cleveland Cliffs Inc.

This is not a difficult analysis. Witnessing a candlestick buy signal fol
lowed by exuberant buying is exactly the type of trade an investor should be
looking for.
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Fig. 4--4, The Pride International Inc. chart iIlusITates how the enthusiastic buy
ing, after a candlestick signal, provides the confinnation that a so-ong uptrend
is in progress. Notice how the Kicker type signal, a strong bullish indication in
itself, precludes the strong uptrend. The next day it gaps up on a strong bullish
candle. The gap up, followed by strong continued buying, reveals a number of
bullish observations.

The gap occurs at what could be considered a mild resistance level. The
price appeared to have trouble closing above the $16 level. When the price
gapped up through that area, it revealed that the $16 area was not acting as
resistance any more. Next, the so-ong bullish candle went through the 50-day
moving average. That average acted as a resistance level earlier. Witnessing
price moving out of a o-ading range and through potential resistance should
indicate that a new dynamic has come into the price trend.
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Candlestick analysis can also be applied to what a price was doing before
a significant buy situation. As seen in Fig. 4*5, the Premcor Inc. chan, August
was a period of lndecisive trading. There would not have been anything in the
trading, during that time, that provided any reason to get excited about getting
into that stock jX)Sition. The gap up, out of the congestion area, now becomes
a clear indication that new investor sentiment has entered this stock trend.

It is not enough to have knowledge, one mlLSt also apply it. It is not
enough to have wishes, one must also accomplish.

Johan Woijgang von Goethe

Once the gap up, followed by a strong bullish candle was observed, candlestick
analysis of the prior month of trading becomes u.seful. Although the daily trad
ing ranges were relatively insignificant, they were showing small bullish candle
stick signals. Upon reviewing the rrading during that time, it becomes obvious
that it was forming a basing range. That information now becomes useful for
analyzing the gap up.

The congestion area formed a resistance level at the $34 price. Once the
price gapped up through that level, it became immediately obvious that the
$34 level was not acting as resistance any more. Next, the large bullish candle
went straight through the 50-day moving average withollt any problems. Obvi·
ously, the SO·day moving average was not going to act as resistance. Being able
to analyze what happened prior to the gap up allows the candlestick investor to
bener evaluate what was going on in investOr sentiment. Although stochastiC'S
were now nearing the overbought area when the gap up occurred, the strength
with which the buyers started entering into the swck price produces a different
scenario. A breakout from the congestion area meanr new enthusiasm was
coming inw the srock price.

A gap up occurring at a top of a trend, with stochastiC'S in the overbought
area, might have a much different conclusion. In this case, the gap up did not
occur at a top of a rrend. As observed, the trend was sideways prior to the gap
up. This observation would put a different imlXlrtanCe on the location of the
stochastics.
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Fig, 4-5 Premeor Inc.

Being able to analyze what the candlestick signals were doing prior to a gap up
produces valuable infom1arion for emering high-profir trades. Preparing one's
eyes for successful and powerful price-movement setups aids an investor in
being mentally ready to immediately exploit a high profit potential signal. This
is a simple process. Having a mental picture of how a high-profit potential
trade begins helps an investor enter that trade at a very early stage. This not
only benefits the profitability; it also reduces loss potential. Entering a gap up
situation in the very early stages of its development, provides more effective
time and price enny levels to get in and out of the rrade if it doesn't reach full
expectations.
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Doji Followed by a Gap Up

He who ignores discipline despises himself. bur whoever heeds correction
gains understanding.

Proverbs 15:32

The Doji is one of the most infOlmarive signals in candlestick analysis. It ap
pears at many significant points in a (fend. In addition to it being a reJevam
signal at tops or bottoms of trends, it also is an imponant alerr for gap up trade
situations. An inordinate number of times a Doji will be witnessed prior to a
breakout. The gap movements can occur at the rap of a rrend, bottom of a
trend, or after a flat rrading period.

One of the trading rules for a Doji is, "the trend will usually move in the
direction of how prices open after a Daji." The trend strength becomes more
enhanced if the open price gaps away from the DojL A Doji followed by a gap
usually produces a very srroog rrend.

The Japanese Rke traders say, ''Always take heed when a Doji appears." It
is even more imIX>rtam to take heed when prices gap away from a Doji. That
becomes strong evidence that after a day of indecision, a decision ha::; been
made very forcehilly.
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Fig. 4-6, The Ultratech Inc. chart reveals a relatively sloppy trading environ
ment in late July and early August. Srochastics are in mid-range. Notice the
Doji at the end of that sideways trading is the last signal prior [Q a definite
move to the upside. Although the gap up trading day did not show strength by
the end of the day, the fact that it gapped up away from the doji, revealed
important infonnation. For some reason the buyers were coming into the srock
with great strength. They did so the day after an indecision day, rhe Deji. As
observed, buying pressure continued after that gap up day.
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Fig. 4-6 Ultrarech Inc.

The gap up day does not necessarily need to show strength after the gap up. As
illustrated in Fig. 4-7, the Devon Energy Corp. chait in January of 2005, the
gap up day finished at the lower end of the trading range. What should be
analyzed is that when the smchastics were in the oversold condition, a Piercing
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Pattern appeared. Then a Doji appeared. The gap lip in plice, after those sig
nals becomes the relevam parameter for the evaluation. Would it have been
better to see a strong bullish candle after the gap up? Certainly, bur the fact that
investors were wanting to buy aggressively me day after the Doji should be [he
predominant evaluation.
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Fig. 4-7 Devon Energy Corp.
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Fig.4-8, The American Healthways Inc. chart also demonstrates a gap up from
a Doji after a relatively sloppy trading session. The strength of the initial gap up
candle, going through both the SO-day and the 2oo-day moving average, re
veals there should be more upside potential.
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Fig. 4-8 American Healthways Inc.

Should the percent move be a concern? Definitely not! A price,movement,
when the proper signals are presem, indicates strength coming into a trend.
The message conveyed by a 5%, 10%, 20%, or greater move may just be the
forewarning of a price movement that can continue up anomer 30%, 50%,
l()()%. or greater. Do not let percemages be a detening factor. If you're going to
buy with a candlestick buy signal, then sell when you see a candlestick sell
signal.
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Fig. 4-9, the Devon Energy Corporation chaIT also Wusrrates an indecisive trad
ing period ending with a Doji. The last day of indecision clearly exhibited what
the new decision process was on the foUowing day. The gap up from the Doji.
with trading opening above the 50 day moving average and closingwith strength,
provided valuable information. The buyers were sr~pping in and taking prices
higher. It continned that fact again. The following day exhibited another gap
up. [f one gap up illustrates strength, two gap ups illusITare thm much more
srrenglh.
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Fig. 4-9 Devon Energy Corp.

The 'rules' for gapping up, after a Doji. do not have {Q be ro the leITer. The
indication dlat the buyers are coming into a position with strength, opening
the price well above the closing price of the Doji day, does not require me true
gap definition. As seen in Fig. 4-10, the Magna Entenainment Corp. chan, the
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price gapped up the following day after a DojilSpinning Top, Although the
price did not quite open above the top of the trading range of lhe Doji signal, it
still indicated that the buyers had moved the price significantly. Buying contin
ued from that point.

If there is evidence of strong buying, gapping the price away from the
previous days close, the message should still be the same. The buyers are com
ing in with much more strength than what was being traded the previous day.
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Fig. 4-10 Magna Entertainment Corp.

The important factor in this scenario is the day of indecision was followed by a
clear statement of what the investors had decided. Analyzing candlestick sig
nals should be done with a conunonsense evaluation, not a stringent set of
rules! If you understand what each signal represents, the investment actions
that follow can be better interpreted.
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Logically, interpretation becomes much easier the stronger the indication
that the buyers are corning in with force. As illustrated in FigA-II, the SuperGen
Inc. chart, the Doji at the borrom, followed by a large gap up, produces a much
easier evaluation. Stochastics in the oversold area, a gap up from a Doji, and
the price going up through a major moving average, after an extended
downtrend, aligns a number of the stars. These are all parameters for a high
probability trade.
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Fig. 4-11 Supergen Inc.
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A strong trading pattern makes sitting through the day after the gap up less
stressful. The strong 'buy' signal becomes the predominant investment factor.
Although the selling during the day after a gap up might cause concern, know
ing that a strong buy signal has been created should induce more patience. The
strength of the 'buy' signal would allow sitting through the following day with·
out panicking.
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A large influx of buy orders, after a Doji, should become a clear indicawr
of which direction the trend will move. There is an easy method for confirming
this scenario in your own mind. Scan back through charts. As you are going
through the learning process, analyzing the peaks and valleys of price trends
will become highly educational. When you come upon a Doji at the bottom,
followed by a gap up, review what occurred in the trend if prices gapped up the
next day. You'll discover thar an inordinate number of strong rallies were started
with a Doji followed by a gap up.

Hammers, Haramis, and Inverted
Hammers with Gaps Up

If you are on the right track. if you have this inner knowledge, then
nobody can tum you off no matter what they say.

Barbara McClintock, Nobel Prize winner

Although the Doji illustrates indecision and creates a high-powered move fol
lowed by a gap up, do not disregard that same effect following the other major
candlestick buy signals at the bottom. The Hammer, Harami, and the Inverted
Hammer signify a potential reversal when seen in the oversold condition. Con
finnation of a reversal requires positive trading the following day. As with the
Doji, positive trading represented with a gap up is that much more compelling
evidence that the reversal has occurred. The force with which that new trend
may move is demonstrated by the gap up in price the following day.
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The candlestick signal is the alert that a potential change of investor sentiment
may be occurring, especially when it occurs in oversold condition. As iIIus~

trated in Fig.4-12, rhe Marathon Oil Corp. chart, the HammerlHarami signal
gave a good indication that the 200-day moving average should act as support.
This becomes better confirmed the following day when the price gaps up. It
becomes more obvious that the ZOO·day moving average acred as the support
when buyers showed great zeal to get into this position, causing the next day's
gap up.
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Fig. 4-12 Marathon Oil Corp.

Being able to use a visual analysis makes interpreting investor sentiment at

irnJX>rtant levels very easy. Utilizing the knowledge of what the signal conveys
and what a gap up conveys enhances strong ([end identification.
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A Gap Down at the Bottom

The basic premise of investing: buying at the bottom. candlestick analysis pro
vides the tools for exploiting human emotions. The fear that emers most inves
tors invesonenr decisions can usually be seen graphically on a candlestick dlart.
The evidence is usually illustrated with the candle bodies getting larger as the
price enters into the oversold conditions. This is ohen seen after an extended
decline. The further the downrrend moves, the more panic selling is observed.
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The panic selling is uSLlally fueled by the rhetoric put out by the talking
heads on the fmancial news stations or the financial publications. Most of the
time the financial news ngencies are reponing what has already happened.
After a srock or any other trading entiry ha!> been in an extended decline. it
starts getting discussed in rhe news media. The discussion for why that indus
try/sector is in such bad condition stans getting publicized, alter it has been in
a three-month downtrend.

Quite often when a trend, whether positive or negative, becomes recog
nized by the fmandal news reponing media. that is usually time to start watch
ing for reversal signals. Very rarely will you gee rcpotts from rhe news media
stating why an industry would likely be attract"i\'e after a se\'ere decline. They
always seem to report why things are bad after the plice decline has occurred.
This becomes a great indicmor for watching for a candlestick reversal situation.
When you hear constant doom and gloom predictions for an industry, prepare
for the panic selling. Then start \\'cw:hing for the buy signals.

An investment in knowledge always pays the best interest.
Benjamin Franklin

What is the ultimate indicator of the panic selling? The gap down at the bor
tom! A clear indication, illustrating investors wanting to get out of a position,
no matter what the price! The gap down illustrates the tremendolLS desire
(panic) to exit from that position. A gap down in o\'ersold conditions becomes
the cause for diligently wenching for a candlestick -buy" signaJ to occur. If most
investors panic at the bottom and a gap down represents the panic selling, then
the bottom is usually very near. This is purely common sense. Having this knowl
edge of investor psychology allows the candlestick investor 10 be prepared for
the "buy" signal.

Does that mean a buy signal will show up immediately? Not necessarily.
However It does indicate that the majority of the move in the downtrend is
probably over. This creates two benefits. First, if this position had been shorted.
it now reveals a time to stalt coveting the short position. Second, it alerts in
investor to stan watdling for a buy signal.
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As illustrated in Fig. 4-14 the Powerwave Technologies Inc. chart, after an ex·
tended downtrend the selling starts escalating. This is identified with a large
black candle followed by a gap down in price. That gap down forms a Doji/
Spinning Top. With the stochastics well in the oversold condition, the gap down
should have been the first inkling that the bottom was near. In the Powerwave
Technologies Inc. chart, the gap down Doji was the end of the majority of the
downside move. About a week later, a gap up after the Hammer signal indi·
cated the uptrend may haH! swn-ed.

A gap down after a large dark
candle showing e)(ceSSlve
sell ng with stochastlcs in the
oversold conditIOn becomes
a Sign that the downtrend has
ended
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Fig. 4-14 Fbl\'erwuve 1echnologies Inc.
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The point of this illustration is to show that the gap down at the bonom war·
ranted closing the short positions and watching to go long.
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As wiU1essed inFig. 4-15. dle Rc'1ymond James Financial Inc. chart, the stochastics
had indicated that the price of the stock was in the oversold condition through
out early July wltil early August. During that rime there were a number of
potential candlestick buy signals but the signals never got confirmed. Note how
the ultimate bottom occurred after a gap down.

[he gClp down <Jrh:r an c\tcndl.'d
dOwnlfl.'lld rneab the true bouolll
potential, the RlIllish llarami
confirmed the bottolll tht, ]1(,:.\[ d<lY.

j ,..
Fig. 4-15 Raymond James Financial Inc.

A big selling day, after a gap down when srochastics have been in the oversold
condition for a lengthy period of time, becomes the alert to start watching for a
candlestick buy signal. The Bullish Harami, the following day, becomes a dear
indication that the last gasp selling was over and buying was starting. A gap up
the following day, creating an island reversal, becomes a very strong reversal
indicator. This whole sequence would have been put on watch because of the
gap down.
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Fig. 4-16, rn.e Monster Worldwide Inc. chan, also illustrates me final borrom. It
is not unusual to see increased volume coming into trading after a gap dovvn.
This becomes an indication that the weak are selling to the strong. Although
the volume is nor a necessity, the presence of a large volume day during the
gap- down day, or a day or two to one side or the other, reveals that there has
been a large change ofownership in a stock. The weak sellers have relinquished
their stock to the strong.
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Fig. 4,16 Monster WorldlVide Inc.

The Spinning Top/Harami appearing during following day illustrates that the
selling had stopped. The upo-end may not start immediately. There always
exists me possibility of some follow-through selling from the previous down
trend. However, a gap down signifies that most of the selling occurred that day.
After a few days, the rest of the selling becomes acquired by the buyers. Then
the rrend can get started to the upside.
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The gap down at the bottom doesn't necessarily mean that a strOng uptrend
will occur, bur it does signify <hat <he downtrend has slOPped. Fig. 4-17, The
Everech Pharmaceuticals Inc. chan illustrates, after an extended downtrend,
the gap down at the bottom revealed that the downtrend had stOpped. At that
poinr, watching for candlestick 'buy' signals becomes <he strategy. Those 'buy'
signals may not show up for a few weeks, but the probabilities that the bottom
is near becomes extremely great when wiOlessing the gap down in the oversold
conditions. This may not be the time to buy. Howevel~ if an investor had been
shon dlis position, the gap dmvn would have been the signal (Q take profits.
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Keep in mind, a gap down near the oversold area indicates that a bottom is
near. That is why it becomes important to analyze the candlestick signals that
are fomring.

As in the case of Fig. 4-18, Sonic Solutions Inc., the gap down on large
volume was near the bottom. It took a few more days to wash out all the
sellers.
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Fig 4-18 Sonic Solutions

The DojilHarami, followed by the gap up bullish candle, became a 'buy' signal.
After an extended downtrend, all the selling sentiment will not disappear on
one major down day. likewise, the selling doesn't always immediately disap
pear after a strong bullish candlestick 'buy' signal. This knowledge pennits a
candlestick investor to sit through a residue selling day or two after seeing a
reversal situation occur.
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The subtle gap downs become more apparent when a candlestick signal fanns
on the gap down day. Notice in Gig. 4-19, the Cleveland Cliffs Inc. chart how
the gap down may not have been noticed had a Doji not fonmed that day. Of
course, a Doji at dle bottom should always be heeded. When the stochastics
have confirmed the oversold condition, the slight gap down on the open of the
Doji signal becomes more important.
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Fig. 4-19 Cleveland Cliffs lllc.

A gap down on big volume should become a weU recognized sign. It incorpo
rates all the mVesWf psychology required for identifying when mvesmrs are
getting am at the bottom. It usually occurs on bad news. That news probably
was known to the smart investors months before. More than likely. they were
selling at the top. The information was built into the decline of that stock price
months ahead of when the announcemem came ou[.
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Fundamental analysis should be used when exploiting the gap down at
the bonom. Whatever bad news was reponed, fundamental analysis assumes
that the management of the company was aware of the problem well before it
was announced. It also has to be assumed that a high percentage of manage
ment teams are relatively smart and effective
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FigA-20 Charlotte Rllsse Holding

This assumption is made based upon the fact that most management execu
tives rise to their positions based upon talent. With that in mind, then it can be
is assumed that by the time that a bad news annOlmcement is made, the prob
lem is being resolved. The management of that company had been working on
the solution to the problem for at least a few months. By the time the news
comes out, a resolution to the problem may already be in place.

That leads to one final question. If everybody is panic selling at the bot,
rom, and the circumstances looks bleak for that stock, then who is buying? If
you have ever found yourself selling at the bonoms because your emotions
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cannot stand the stress and the strain, then you should recognize where you
sold in the past. Use that knowledge and the Wlderstanding of what a gap
down at the bottom represents. Once you can visually identify indications of
bottoming action, an investor can now establish being mentally prepared to

buy when the rest of the world seems to be selling.

Gaps at the Top

New knowledge is the most valuable commodity on earth. The more truth
we have to work with, the richer we become.

Kurt Vonnegut

The gap up that appears at the top of an uptrend is the one that provides
ominous infOlmation. Remembering the mental state of most investors, the
enthusiasm builds as the trend continues over a period of time. Each day the
price continues up, the greater investors become convinced the price is going
to go through the roof. The "talking heads" on dIe financial news stations start
to show their prowess. They come up with a multicude of reasons why the price
had already moved and will continue to move into the rosy future. With all this
enthusiasm around, the srock price gaps up. Unfortunately, this is usually the
top. Fortunately; Candlestick investors recognize it. They can put on exit strat
egies that will capcure a good portion of the price move at the top. Consider the
different possibilities that can happen when willessing the gap up at the top of
a sustained upn"end. Most of the tinle, the gap will represent the exhaustion of
the trend, thus called an Exhaustion Gap. Or it could be the start of a Three
Rising Windows formation, or big news such as a buyout or a huge contract
announcement abom to be announced.

What are the best ways ro participate in any potential of higher prices, at
the same time knowing that the probabilities are that the top is near? A few
simple stop-loss procedures can allow you to comfonably let the price move
and benefit from the maximum potential.
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Hopefully, after a gap up is occurring, (the exuberance of an extended
trend), a substantial gain is already realized in rhe position. The gap up is
adding to an already big gain. Probabilities dictate that this is the top. However,
there is the possibility of more gains.

Upon a slight to medium gap up, the Candlestick investor should put their
SlOp at the close of the previous day. The thinking being that if the price gapped
up in overbought conditions, and prices came back down through me close of
the previous day, the buying was nO[ sustained. If so, the 'stop' closed the posi
tion at the level of the highest closing price of that rrend. The same rationale
applied to the psychology of a gap down at a bottom of a ttend can be applied
equally well to the gap up at the top of a trend. Where do most investors buy?
They buy when the confidence has finally built up, after the price has done
well. When most investors feel safe that a price is doing well, that is usually the
time to look for 'sell' signals.

What illustrates exuberant buying? large
candles at the top and a gap up When
both occur start watching for candlestIck
sell signals
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Fig. 4-21 Advanced AlltO Porn Inc.
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The gap up after a strong run up is clearly indicative of the exuberant
buying. When buying gets exuberant, the smart-money starts taking profits.
Fig, 4-21, The Advanced Auto Parts Inc. chart, reveals the exuberance. Large
candles, in the overbought stochastics conditions, reveal that investors are pil
ing into the stock. Finally a gap up becomes the first signal that the top may be
near. This becomes more evident the follow.ing day when a HaramVHanglng
Man signal appeared. Now there is the evidence of a gap up followed by a
potential cancUestick "sell" signal. The lower open the following day makes it
more convincing d1at the top is here. Does a gap up at the top necessarily mean
the ultimate top has occurred? Definitely not, however it produces a good
indication that a top may be very ncar. It provides rhe investor wirh an alert to
be ready to take profits and/or start shorting a position on the first signs of
weakness.
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Fig. 4·22 Plantfonics Inc.

Fig. +22, The Plantronics Inc. chart shows a Shooting Star after a gap up. The
Shooting Star at the top of a trend alone would signify that the bears are mak
ing their presence known. The fact that it occurred after a gap up is more
convincing. Exit strategies can be better formulated when knowing the prob·
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abilities indicate a reversal is occurring or about to occur. Each investor can
prepare exit strategies that comfortably fit their investment nature. For ex~

ample, upon seeing weakness the following day after the shooting star, half the
position may have been closed out. The other half might have been closed out
two or three days later as more candlestick sell signals appeared. A gap up at
the top has historical indications that the majority of the uptrend is over. Hav
ing that knowledge allows an investor to better analyze and shift funds from a
poor probability situation back into a high probability siruation.

Gaps at the Top Reveal Exuberance

Each problem that I solved became a rule, which served aftenvards to
solve other problems.

Rene Descartes

Exuberance at the top is depicted with the formation of long candles or a gap
up. When either or both of these situations occur, be prepared for a candlestick
sell signal to soon follow This becomes a simple visual analysis. Being able to
correctly interpret the investor sentiment conveyed in a gap up at the top be
comes an important decision making factor. Fig. 4-23 (following page), The
Nike Inc. chart reveals a gap up followed by strong buying when stocbastics are
well in the overbought area. The following four or five trading days indicate
indecisive movement between the Bulls and the Bears at those high levels. The
big trading day either revealed that something major was happening in the
stock price or it was the final exuberant buying. The fact that the next five days
showed indecisive trading, no bullish follow through, now provides a better
picture of what is happening to investor sentiment.
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Described in the "Swp Loss" chapter later in the book, effective stops can
be placed upon a gap up in overbought condition. Simple techniques allow for
reaping the majority of the potential returns from a trend.
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When prices gap up in overbought conditions the potential for fanning a candle
stick 'sell' signal becomes favorable. Prices backing off from those levels can
fonn a Dark Cloud or Bearish Engulfing signal if they continue weak for the
rest of the trading day. Even if prices come back up to the top of the trading
range, a signal such as the Hanging Man or a Doji could be fanned.

If prices continue higher, and pull back by the end of the day, then a Shoot
ing Star can be formed. Once a gap up occurs, the only possibility of a candle
stick sell signal not appearing is when prices open higher and then continue to
trade to the higher end of the trading range. If this is the case, the placement of
stop losses, as recommended in the "Stop Loss" chapter, will not be affected.
Profits will continue to be made. However, the point of being prepared for a
gap up at the top is based on probabilities. The "probabilities" a trend is over is
much greater than anticipating the trend going higher.
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Fig. 4-24, The XM Satellite Radio Holdings Inc. chart illustrates that the sellers
are ready to take over, after an extended uptrend that is followed by a gap up.
Unless something dramatic is about to occur, such as an announcement of
good news for the company, it is likely that the uptrend is over. This assumption
is based upon the visual observations over the past few centuries. Why invest
against the probabilities?
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Fig. 4-24 XM Satellite Radio Holdings Inc.

If the gap up is substantial, and it continues higher, put the stop at the open
price level. On any of the scenarios described, the price moving back to the
'stops' would more than likely create signals that warranted liquidating the
trade, fanning Shooting Stars, Dark Clouds, Meeting Lines or Bearish Engulf
ing patterns. In any case, sellers were making themselves known. It is time to
take profits in the high risk area and find low risk 'buy' signals at the bottom of
a trend.
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The candlestick invesror requires nothing more than the rraining of the
eye to recognize high probability patterns. A large gap up in an overbought
condition provides a definite decision-making process. As a rule, the appear
ance of exuberant buying is the rime to be prepared to take profits. The ques
tion that should always be asked, "'When prices are going through the roof,
when the accompanying news appears to make the future look very bright,
who is selling?"

Gaps Down at the Top

Ifyou want to know what's happening in the marke~ ask the market.
Japanese Proverb

The same zeal illustrated when prices gap at the bottom is just as relevant at
the top. A candlestick "sell" signal, when stochastics are in the overbought
condition, followed by a gap down, clearly illustrates the sellers wanting to get
Ollt of that position aggressively. For those investors that want to find strong
short positions, a gap down at the top provides strong shorting opportunities.
The same confirmation that is applied to a bullish signal can be applied to a
bearish signal. Prices, gapping away to the downside after a candlestick sell
signal, provide the additional confirmation that the downtrend will move with
good force.

Fig. 4-26 (following page), The Advanced Auto Parts Inc. chan demon
strates that investors are very anxious to get out of the stock. The appearance
of the Evening Star signal produces the first indication that the sellers were
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stepping in. The gap down makes it visually obviolls thar im'estors wanted out
of this position in a hurry. If you are planning to shun positions. you want to
find those positions that are demonstrating strong downside potential. A scc~

ond gap down moves prices significantly below the SO·day moving average,
clearly ilIustraled the downside selling force is reasonably strong.
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Doji at the bottom are powerful indicators when followed by a gap up. TIle
same is rrue when witnessing Doji at the top. Fig. 4-27 (following page). The
Placer Dome Inc. chart clearly demonstrates a period of indecision with a series
of Doji in the overbought condition. Norice how the gap up created the series of
Doji, a flat trading range of indecisive signals. The new trend starred to the
downside with a gap down bearish candle thar immediately breached the 50
day moving average.
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This chan pattern reveals an immense amount of infonnation. The gap down
bearish candle provides infonnation needed ro make an important short deci
sion. TIle sellers want out of this position with great vigor. The SO-day moving
average appears not to be a support level. The two weeks of Doji type trading
started after a gap up. The gap down created an island reversal which is a very
strong reversal signal. Numerous indecisive trading days foretell a strong
downtrend_ The bigger the number of indecisive signals, prior to a gap down in
a trend, the stronger the new trend will be.

A gap down after a series of
______ dojl's is going to be a prelude

...---- to a strong downtrend
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Fig 4-27 Placer Dome Inc.
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Fig.4-28, the Legg Mason Inc. chart has the downtrend confirmed, after the
Bearish Engulfing signal at the top. with the appearance of a gap down. Al
though the downtrend had temporary support at the SO-day moving average,
there was a gap down after the candlestick reversal signal. This should have
indicated the potential of additional selling. Until the stochastics had gonen
into the oversold condition, an extremely strong candlesrick 'buy' signal would
have been required to negate the implications of the gap down.
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A gap down following a
bearish engulfing signal

./ indicates a strong
/ downward selling pressure

Fig. 4-28 Legg Mason Inc.

A gap down informs the investor that there is a selling force that is usually
stronger than just a downward trend force. That information becomes built
into the analysis. What will a trend do if it hits a support level soon after the gap
down? As seen in the Legg Mason Inc. chart, what could be some consolida
tion, ar what would be considered a support level, does nor have any strength
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in the follow-through buying. A gap down indicates that the selling pressure
should be substantiaL

Fig, 4-29, The August Technology Corp, chart reveals the same type of
pattern, a Bearish Engulfing signal followed by a gap down the next day. As
illustrated in the previous chart describing a Doji, it is not unusual to see a Doji
day after a reversal signaL This is the Bears conflicting with the last of the Bun
buying after the signaL The fact that the open gaps down from the close of the
Bearish Engulfing signal should immediately reveal that the sellers are anxious
to get out of the stock.
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Fig. 4-29 August Technology Corp.

Being able to identify a candlestick reversal signal produces the visual advan
tage that the non-candlestick analyst do not have. Witnessing a gap dovvn from
a major signal formation provides much more confumation.
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Fig. 4-30, The Agnico-Eagle Mines Ltd. chart reveals the strength in which the
sellers want to get our of the stock. The large Doji signal, followed by a gap
down in price me next day, was a signal that the uptrend was over.
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Use a gap down at the top as a profitable indicator. A gap down indicates that
the seUers are moving the downtrend with force. Especially when seen In over
bought conditions, a gap down produces an exrremely high probability that the
existing uprrend has now been reversed. The downtrend is going to move with
significant srrength.
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Conclusion
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High-profit gap trades occur in four predominant scenarios. The gap up after a
bullish signal in oversold conditions! The gap up at the end of an uptrend! A
gap down after a candlestick sell signal in overbought conditions! A gap down
after an extended downtrend when stochastics are in an oversold condition!
Each one of these gap situations can be exploited for high profit potential utiliz
ing candlestick analysis. Simple scanning techniques as found on The candle
stick forums training CDs make identifying each gapping scenario easy to find.

Once an investor becomes acquainted with gapping patterns, analyzing
and implementing potentially high profit trades becomes an easy process. Ap
plying the knowledge that a gap is an indication of investors wanting to enter
or exit a trade with extraordinary force is the fOimat for finding high profit
situations. Utilize this knowledge to your advantage. When other investors
may be hesitant to enter a trade after a gap. the knowledgeable candlestick
investor can take advantage of the trade set up immediately. Utilize the statis
tical perlormance that is inferred when a candlestick signal is followed by a
gap.
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Chapter 5

Candlesticks with Technical
Patterns

To steal ideas from one person is plagiarism; to steal from many is re
search.

Wilson Mizner

The simplest technical indicators can become powerful tools. Applying candle
stick signals to the analysis of very simple indicators has beneficial ramifica
tions. The easier an indicator can be identified visually, the more likely a large
number of investors are watching what will happen at that level. The ability to

identify candlestick signals at those important levels gives the candlestick in
vestor immediate, valuable information.

A bullish candlestick signal forming right on a major trend line does not
require the additional confirmation that most technical investors are waiting
to see. Use simple patterns to your advantage. Use simple technical indicators
to your advantage.
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The Three-Wave Pattern

Prices move in patterns. This is a function of the multitude of invesanent crite
ria of the invesonent community. An invesror places money into a position,
based upon their individual investment goals. Whereas one invesror may be
buying for the long-term, the next investor may be in the position for a short
term trade. Whatever the reasoning for an investor to commit funds to a trade,
the price movement of any trading entity will be predicated upon the emo
tional sentiment of how that price movement reacts. Simply stated, the magni
tude in which a price moves \vill create changes in investor sentiment.

A price that moves up too fast for normal expectations will cause profit
taking to occur. A price that moves in a slower consistent fashion will have a
differem result in investor sentiment, causing a different pattern. The fact that
prices move in panems/waves is evident in the existence of technical analysis.
Stochastics, Fibonacci numbers, Elliot Wave theory, rrendlines and a host of
other technical methods have been developed as a result of prices moving in
predictable fashions.

The most predominant study ofwave patterns comes from the Elliott Wave
theory. Over 50 years ago, R.N. Elliott observed that price movements move in
a series of dramatic patterns. He analyzed d1at these patterns were based upon
the natural progression of the sentiment shift in mass investor psychology. These
parrerns or WAVES illustrated the oscillations between investor fear and greed.

Elliott observed various types of wave patterns. His research fOffi1ulared
two basic types of wave patterns. The impulse waves, waves which moved in
the direction of the predominant trend of me market consisted of five smaller
ways. The corrective waves, waves that moved counter to the main trend con
sisted of three smaller waves. Unfortunately, these two wave patterns arc just
the basic wave counts. The major difficulty of Elliot wave analysis is analyzing
and correctly labeling which wave count is currently occun·ing. It is always
difficult to define which wave count is in progress. Wave patterns can occur
inside other wave patterns.

The wave patterns in the Elliot Wave analysis can also have variations to
the basic wave patterns, having seven or nine wave counts. Even R.N. Elliott
admitted that with the numerous variations of wave counts that could be ap
plied to a trend, each trend could be analyzed differently, depending upon the
initial wave analysis. He admitted that the interpretacion of the wave counts
could nor always have a srri.ngently defined set of rules.
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Apparently there are srudents of the Elliot Wave analysis that have been
able to convert their knowledge of how the waves perform. They can produce
very good profits for their trading programs. The one consistent factor that
successful Elliot wave analysts reveal is that to become successful at analyzing
the waves profitably takes many years of experience. This is all well and good
for those that want to spend many years in learning how to invest successfully.

For those investors that want investment methods that can be learned and
used effectively in a much shaner period of time, there are aspects of waves
that are much easier to urilize. Using candlestick signals in a three-wave pat
tern becomes much more productive. A three-wave pattern can be defined as
any wave pattern that stmU from a point where a new wave or trend becomes
apparent. This approach makes the wave pattern a projection element versus
an anticipatory element.

The candlestick signals remained the main analytical tool for identifying a
rrend reversal. The three·way pattern becomes a projection tool for how that
new rrend may perform. A three-wave pattern has a few different identifiable
moves. As illustrated in Fig.5-1, a trend can move up and then pullback. The
third leg of the trend now moves back up to test or exceed the previous high.

WAVE 3

WAVE 1

WAVE 2

Fig 5-1
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A trend can also move up, with me following leg 2 moving sideways until leg
three begins the final leg of the pattern as seen in Fig. 5-2. This sideways
movement, once observed, can have some timing elements built into it. That
timing can be a result of the stochastics retracing to the oversold area and
curling back up. Then a candlestick 'buy' signal appears at the end of a flat
rrading period. The end of the flat rrading can also be correlated to the inter
secting of a major moving average. Most importantly, being able to visually
identify the three-wave pattern set-up allows the candlestick investor to exploit
the proper timing of getting back into a trade.

WAVE 3

WAVE 1
WAVE 2

Fig 5-2
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The same analysis can be made on rrends in a downward direction. A down
ward leg will be followed with a bounce upwards. Then the final leg conrinues
down to test or breach the recent low, fig. 5-3.

WAVE 1

WAVE 2

WAVE 3

Fig. 5-3

As in the upward trend, a three-wave pattern can be a down leg, a flat rrading
area, followed by the next leg to the downsideas shown in Fig. 5-4.

WAVE 1

WAVE 2
WAVE 3

Fig. 5- 4
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Anticipating how a wave pattern is developing provides the candlestick
investor with valuable infonnation. It allows for the potential viewing of candle
stick signals at specific times, knowing that a leg of a wave pattern is fonning.
This may seem very elementary. However, with the well-established knowl
edge that pl;ces move in waves; then being prepared for a candlestick signal
and a new leg of a wave pattern creates excellent timing characteristics.

Does a three-wave pattern aJways perform clearly? Not always, but often
enough to know to start looking for the next panern. Keep in mind, the candle
stick signals are the main parameter for entry or exiting a trade. The wave
pattern is to provide a game plan for when those signals could appear. The
advantage provided by candlestick signals is the more defined reversal points.
Whereas Elliot wave analysts may want to hold a position tluough wave one to
five, the candlestick investor has the advantage of selling at me top of wave
one, then buying back at the end of wave two, etc. This produces much better
use of the invested funds, not losing equity during the pullbacks.

"Think simple" as myoId master used to say- meaning reduce the whole
of Wi parts into the simplest term, getting back to first principles.

Frank Lloyd Wright

Keep your wave count simple. Profits are not made by being able to proficiently
count wave counts. Profits are made by effectively buying at the proper time
and selling at the proper time. Utilizing candlestick signals, then evaluating
what the wave movements might be, will greatly enhance YOll" profitability.
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Fig. 5-5, the Arch Coal Inc chart illustrates a three-wave pattern. Wave 2,
the pullixlck in early June has a dear support level proixlbility, the SO-day
moving average. The Bearish Engulfing signal fanning on June 2 becomes the
obviolls sell signal as the stochastics have finally climbed into the overbought
area.

The 50-day moving average becomes the obvious target. That target ex
periences some indecisive candlestick signals at mid-June. The DojVHarami, a
small hammer that goes below the 50-day moving average, then closes above
the 50-day moving average, and the Invened Hammer/DOjl, aLI trading at the
50-day moving average, provides a visual evaluation that the Bears are having

a difficult time pushing the price below that level. The buying confinna
tion the following day provides an excellent trade enuy indicator. The low for
that day also touched the SO-day moving average before revealing that the
Bulls had stepped in.

wave 2 had the obvious moving
average acting as a support level
potential
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Fig.S-S Arch Coal Inc.
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These signals, followed by a bullish trading day, caused rhe stochastics to rum
up, and provide a good visual picture of investor sentiment. This becomes a
'buy' area when analyzing that leg-three of a three-wave pattern could be de
veloping. The analysis becomes the anticipation that if there is no resistance at
the recent high, a good strong move could be occurring from these levels. The
upside potential is good. The downside risk is minimal. A dose below the 50
day mO\;ng average from this JX>int would be the ·scop.'

Fig. 5-6, The Biosanre Pharmaceuticals inc. chan demonstrates a three
wave pattern with a sideways movement. The series of Doji illustrate that al
though the buying had stopped, the selling pressure was not overwhelming.
An investOr may not want to sit through this penocl, having money exposed to
a possible pullback. However, the bullish candle after the final Doji reveals
whidl way i.nvestor sentiment wants to go after a flat trading period of indeci
sion. If the JX>sition had been closed during the Doji, then buying back upon
seeing the new buying strength, becomes a good decision anticipating that the
third-leg of a rhree-wa\e pattern is starring.

'Wave 1
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Fig. 5·6 BioSante Pharmaceuticals Inc.
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Being able to analyze a sideways movement, after viewing a series of Doji,
allows for an intelligent decision to be made. The end of the series of Doji was
going to either reveal investors selling, creating a top, or a bullish signal would
begin the formation of a three-wave pattern.

In either case, an invesnnent decision could be made with a high probabil
ity outcome. This analysis is nothing more than being mentally prepared for
what could occur. Having been mentally prepared creates the opportunity to
take advantage of the next price move. The execution of the next trade can be
done quickly and decisively.

Using Trendlines with Candlestick
Analysis

One of the most commonly used indicators is the trend line. Trend Lines are
visually apparent levels where support or resistance has been occurring. Tech
nical analysis is built upon the premise of identifying trends. They are one of
the most important tools for both identifying a trend and confirming the exist
ence of that trend. They are the simplest indicators to place on a chart. When
analyzing any chan, the eye can usually distint,'Uish an area where a line could
be dravvn across the bottoms or the tops.

The basis of a trendline is that it is fanned when connecting at least two
points. The more points that fall upon that line, whether actually dravvn or
visually evaluated, the greater the confimlation that the trend is being affected
by that trendline. Many of the principles that are applied to other support and
resistance indicators can also be applied to trendlines.

Many technical analysts require that a trend line be canfinned by at least
three points touching that line. A rising trend line is identified with successively
higher low price points. The rising slope is now considered a support level. The
Bulls are in control, providing demand every time prices come back to test the
trendline. As long as the prices remain above the up trending trendline, the
uptrend is considered intact.
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As illustrated in Fig. 5-7, the \1arch crude oil chait, a Bearish Engulfing signal
appeared when the stochastics still i.ndicated more upside potential. The rrendline
drawn frum the top of the October high through the recent top at the January
high can now be viewed as an important resistance. The candlestick "sell" sig
nal provides an 'alert' for selling to appear at this level when the srochasrics
indicated that there was still more upside (Q this trend.

A Beansh Engulfing signal occurs midway In the stochashcs uptrend
The Irendline might have an ,nfluence as an Important indicator
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Fig, 5-7 March enlde Oil

Had this trendline not been acknowledged prior to rhe Bearish Engulfing signal
appearing, going back to analyze the chan after rhe Bearish Engulfing signal
appeared provides an additional technical pammeter for evaluating what the
price of crude oil may do from dlis poim. This is a case of using me trend-line
to add credence to a candJes[ick signal.

This falling trendline acts as the resistance level. The Bears are in control,
stepping up their selling every time the price comes up ro me resistance area.
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As long as prices remain below the declining rrendline, me downtrend is con
sidered to be in affect.

The use of computers has refined the use of trendlines in recent years. The
accuracy of drawing rrendlines on a computer screen is much greater than
using a pencil and Cl mler on a primed chCln. The width of me pencil lead
\ersus a slight change of angle of a lTIanuCllly drawn line could dramatically
aher a trend lines relevance. Today's computer generated chans can establish a
trend line usi.ng the eXJet tops and bottoms of price moves. This would become
\'CIY important for those investors that were anticipating a breakout ofa trendHne
support or resistance level.

The srrength of a trend becomes a function of how many times prices
bounce back up above the rrendline. As mentioned, a trendline can start by
drawing a line between rvvo points and extending that line into the future. If
that trend is to continue, then future prices should support or resist at that line.
That becomes the primary basis for trend analysis. The candlestick signals dra
matically increase the evaluation potential at the suppon or resistance line.
Where most investors are "anticipating" a result at that trendline, the candle
stick analyst can get an immediately clear picture of what invesror sentiment is
doing at the rrendline. This not only provides valuable investment infonnation.
it provides that infonnation much earlier than what other investors are able ro
glean from the trading at that level.

The disadvantage of using trendline analysis on its own is the different
interpretations of which trendline is most relevCtnt. Establishing that (l trendline
can be fonned by two. three, and more points being used to develop a trendline,
there is the possibility that different combinations of those points can create a
short-term trend, mediutTI-telTIl trend, or long.term trend. The question now
becomes which trendline is providing the correct analysis for support and resis·
tance. Utilizing the candlestick signals assists in recognizing which trend· line is
the prominent trendline.

Developing a nading strategy utilizing the candlestick signals at the trend
lines becomes much more decisive. If a trendline is anticipated to be acting as
a support, and that is being confirmed by a candlestick buy signal, purchasing
the trading entity at that level pnx:luces a couple quick distinctions. The candle·
suck signal allows the investor to enter a trade at a highly oppomme time. It
aJ ...o provides a logical stop loss strategy If me buy signal occurs on a trendline.
implying mat me uptrend is going to continue from that point, then prices
immediately coming back down through the trendline. the support level, alens
the investor to dose out the position immediately. This should not be a difficult
concept. If the indicators that had been working previously appear to work
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once again but inunl'dimely reverse and fail, then a major support leyel has
lx-en breached, immediately indicating: the buying that shO\ved support is nor
present \vhere it is supposed to be "een.

Fig. 5-8. The Hansen Natural Corp. chart illusITate." an ascending trendline.
After rwo or three times of coming back to a leyel that appears LO be in a
straight line, the eye can start to visually detect whln would appear to be a
trendline forming.
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Viewmg candlestIck 'buy' signals each time
the ascendmg trendhne IS approached
confirms thai the uptrend IS stili in tact A
breach of that trendlme would now have
dIfferent ramificatIOns
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Fig. 5-8 Hansell Naruml COIl"

Drawing a line from those points now becomes a poremial target for each
pullback that occurs. Being that the visual analysis is em.y for most invesrors ro
perceive, a rrendline becomes an important technical facror. As viewed in the
Hansen Natural chan, any future pullbacks to the rrendline become an obvious
spot to watch for candlestick signals. Having the mema] image of where sup
Jxm might occur and being able to visually recognize candlestick buy signals
allows the candlestick analyst to make better decisions for emering a trade.
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..

Trendlines can be developed by using points in the past that all appear to

be lining up. If a number of points line up from two different time frames or
more, the chart might have different trend lines that could be relevant. Which
one of those trendlines should be heeded? The candlestick signals make the
answer very easy. If there is more than one trendline to be considered, then the
candlestick signals will help identify which trendline has impOltance. This is
just a simple function of seeing where a candlestick 'buy' signal has fanned.
Fig, 5-9, The General Cable Corp. chart illustrates a couple of trendlines thm
have been created from previolLs bottoms. Which rrendline will work effec
tively for the period we are looking at right now? The signals will teU you
which rrcndline should be currently considered.

As seen in the General Cable Corp. chart, during an expanded time frame,
there are two rrendlines that appear to act as support levels.
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Fig. 5-9 General Cable Corp. longer-lenn chart

Once the long-tenm chart. Fig.5-10, has established impol1ant trendlines, the
analysis ofwhat to do currently is better visualized by shortening the timeframe
of the chart. This better illustrntes what is currently occurring in the price pat
tern.
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The Bullish Harami had relevance
at one trend-line while the Inverted
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Fig. 5-10 General Cable Corp. shorHerm chan

Making the chart bigger for better visualization, it can be clearly seen which
trend line is affecting the current price. In this case, the Invened Hammer is
being confirmed at the upper trendline.

This may seem very elementary, but it is what is ocruning at rrendline
levels that are being observed by many investors. The candlestick signals con
firm immediately what is happening at an observed level.

Trend lines also become important factors when acting as resistance levels.
Fig. 5-11, The Magnwn Hunter Resources chart provides a simple illustration
of what occurs every time prices approached a specific rrendline. It became
app.:'lfent that every time a peek was reached in June, July, and August, candle
stick sell signals appeared. Mid-September revealed candlestick formations that
did not show weakness at the trendline. This becomes important infol111ation
for the candlestick investOr. The fact dlat a bullish candle formation breaches
what had obviously been a resistance rrendline reveals that there is new inves
tOr sentiment.
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Abullish breakthrough as revealed by the candle fonnations demonstrates
that the rreodline resistance has now become a non-factor. If this position was
purchased, based 00 bullish candle signals forming at important moving aver
ages, the decision process should be to take profits at the obvious resistance
level. That decision now becomes differenr once the resistance level is broken.
Simply stated, the lack of a candlestick 'sell' signal where a 'sell' signal is ex
pected provides a new evaluation.

What was obViously a resistance area was
finally breached. Notice that once the price
broke through, it initially did a pullback and
the resistance area became a support area
a few days later
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Fig. 5-11 Magnum Hunter ResOUfCes

If trendlines are creating obvious fonnations, such as pennant formations or
ascending triangles, etc., then a breakom from those patterns can be bener
analyzed when vie\ving the candlestick formations. This is not a complex prcr
cedure. This is using the simple visual analysis of investor sentiment at previ
ous levels that would indicate buying and selling.
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Fig. 5-12 The DJ Orthopedics Inc. dIan illusrrates a Triangle fonnarion that is
breached to the upside. When viewing the longer term chart, it becomes rela
tivelyclear that there is a triangle pattern forming. If those trendlines are brought
forward inro a shorter tenn chan, the analysis is easy to fonnulate once one of
those rrendlines is breached.
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Fig. 5-12 DJ Orthopedic." Inc. lorlg tenn chaIT

In the shon-tenn chart Fig. 5-13 (following page), it becomes apparent with
the large bullish candle that the rrendline is now no longer a resistance level.
The fact that the Bulls pushed through that rrendline with gteat force reveals
important infonnation. That information now creates a new evaluation ofwhat
the trend might be for the furure of this Stock. AJthough a sell signal was cre
ated the day after the break through, with a Bearish Hararni, a pullback stopped
at what had been the resistance trendhne, "....ith if now becoming a support
level. The fact that the trading was now above the descending trendline should
bring a different evaluation into this srock. The candlestick signals are still the
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most relevant facrors for rrading decisions, but the overall trend analysis wiU
have changed.
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The bullish candle through
the descending trend·hne
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Fig. 5-13 DJ Orthopedics [ne. short tenn chart

Keep in mind, when everybody is watching to see what will happen at impor
tant technical levels, the candlestick analyst has the advantage of immediately
seeing what the investor sentiment is doing at those levels.
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Fig.5-14, The Phelps Dodge Corp. chart reveals a bullish candle thaI broke out
through what had been a resistance rrendline. The bullish candle of the previ
ous day, followed by a bullish candle with a gap up becomes very revealing.
What is the future of the price of this stock? Who knows! But the evaluation of
this price move now becomes different, knowing that a trend line resistance
congestion area has now been broken.
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Fig. 5-14 Phelps Dudge Corp.

Trendlines can be used [Q analyze what candlestick signals "mighf' be occur
ring in the near furure. As seen in Fig. 5-15, me Wamaco Group Co. chan, me
price move has become extended up to one of the obvious trend lines. The
plice closed remarkably close ro that trendline on a big bullish candle day. This
alerts the candlestick investor to a couple of possibilities. Seeing strength the
following day should reveal that the next trendline might be the targer. Aweaker
open on the following day may reveal this rrendline as the resistance level. A
Bearish Harami would signify that the buying had stopped. This. occurring at
that rrendline, would be more confimlation to rake profits.
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Fig. 5-15 Wamaco Group Corp.

An ascending triangle chart, as seen in Fig. 5-16, the KCS Energy Inc. chart
provides important infonnation. The trendlines being drawn across the top
and the bottom of the trading pattern should reveal the simple patterns in
which that this stock characteristically trades. Once that trading pattern has
been breached, a new evaluation can be made for the price movement. Having
the advantage of knowing that the trend is now in a new stage of development,
in this case a bullish move, the use of candlestick signals becomes more effec
tive. They can be used knowing that an uprrend is in progress. The potential of
the rrend should continue until a definite candlestick 'sell' signal appears. Or a
pullback could occur, testing the recent resistance level. Having the knowledge
of what could potentially happen after a breakout allows the use of candlestick
signals to enhance the probabilities of being in the correct direction of the
rrade. This is nothing more than putting the probabilities more into the inves
tors favor.
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Witnessing a bullish candle, one with no
indecision, reveals a new investor sentiment
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Fibonacci Numbers

215

Leonardo de Pisa, Filxmacci to his friends, was a 12th century monk that dis
covered a fascinating reoccurring sequence that appeared in both mathemati
cal fonnulas and nature. While studying the Great Pyramid of Gizeh, he discov
ered a unique ratio of numbers. The series of numbers I, 1, 2, 3, 5, 8, 13, 21,
34,55,89,144,233,377,610 etc. is created a by adding the first rwo numbers
together to get the third and that process continuing in sequence.

For example: 1+1=2, 1+2~3, 2+3=5, 3+5=8, 5+8~13, 8+13=21,
13+21=34, etc. A very interesting ratio is produced with this numbered se
quence. If each number is divided by the number following it in the sequence,
it produces a remarkably constant ratio. That ratio value is 0.6180345. It has
been referred to as "the golden ratio". These ratios have been found in many
studies whether in mathematics or in nature's natural series of events. A large
majority of leaf panerns involve ratios of space that correlate exactly with the
Fibonacci numbers.

How these numbers are derived is not nearly as irnIXJItant as knowing
that they do work consistently in nature, which includes human nature. The
application of this number to tedmical analysis has become an imIXJrtant de
terminant of sUpIXJIt and resistance levels. The common Fibonacci numbers
are 38.2%, 50%, and 61.8%. The repetitious results that have become appar
em through centuries of investment habits indicate that these numbers are
significant when applied to human emotions.

These numbers have become important pivotal points when analyzing
retracement of a trend. How these numbers were derived is much less impor
tant in understanding that they do have great relevance to many technical
investors. The Fibonacci numbers are the crucial numbers for the Elliot wave
analysis. Realizing that many technical investors use these critical levels to
anticipate reversals, it makes sense to utilize these potential reversal levels
when applying candlestick signals.
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Fibonacci Retracements

• Fibonacci Retracements are based on a trendline drawn between a
sustained trough and peak.

• Ifa trend is rising, the retracement lines will descend from 100% to 0%
• If a trend is declining falling, the retracement lines will move up from

0% to 100%
• Horizontal lines can be drawn at the common Fibonacci levels of 38%,

500/0, & 62%
• As the price retraces, support and resistance occur at or near the Fi·

bonacci Retracement levels with a high degree of accuracy.

If the 38%, 50%, and 62% area are known to be retracement levels thar many
technical investors are watching, then it makes sense to analyze what candle
stick signals might be occulTing at anyone of those levels. The advamage of
being able to read the candlestick formations is very beneficiaL It allows an
investor to evaluate immediately which one of these levels is going [Q act as
support or resistance. That knowledge allows the candlestick investor [Q posi~

tion themselves ahead of other technical analysts that need confinnation that a
specific level has held. For the daytrader, utilizing this knowledge can be highly
profitable when trading the index furures. Being able [Q enter a trade at the
exact optimal level provides a very high·profit. low·risk trading platfonn. Uti·
lizing the Fibonacci number levels can be used as a primary (fade entry system
or it can be added as an additional enrry parameter. Where will a pullback
stOp? If a (fend pattern can be recognized, then watching for the candlestick
signals at suppon levels that other investors are watching can prepare the in
vestor for when a reversal should occur.
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As seen in Fig. 5-18, the PLX Technology chart, a strong uptrend was followed
by a pullback. To identify where rhar pullback should stop, applying rhe obvi
ous technical indicators increases the probabilities of being in a correct trade.
The PLX technology chart illustrates the effective use of candlestick signals
with the Fibonnacci numbers. After an extended uptrend, a pull back occurs.
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Fig. 5-18 PIX Technology Inc
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Where can a pull back be expected to stop? The moving average becomes a
possibility. Putting Fibonacci numbers on the chart becomes a logical target.

Witnessing a Dojijust barely touching the 38% retracement level becomes
the point to start watching for a reversal. A Doji, followed by a Bullish Engulf
ing signal, reveals that buying sraned right at an important technical leveL

Is the 38% Fibonacci retracement level a place to watch for a reversal? Not
necessarily! The candlestick reversal signals are the primary decision making
factors. Placing the Fibonacci retracement levels on the candlestick chart adds
another element for indicating that a reversal has occurred.
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Increase Your Probabilities

Utilizing the candlestick signals in conjunction "vith any other technical indica
ror increases the probabilities of being in a correct rrade. The simple and obvi
ous technical indicators are the most productive. When the least experienced
investor can identify imponant levels on a chart, it has to be obvious to every
body. Knowing that a candlestick reversal signal demonstrates immediate in
formation on investor sentiment, a candlestick lnvestor is provided with a very
efficient analytical tool. A major candlestick reversal signal, occurring right
where everybody is watching for a reversal, allows an investor to take immedi
ate advancage of a trend change. Observe the obvious.
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Chapter 6

High Profit Patterns
Enhanced with Candlestick

Signals
To him that waoches, everything is revealed.

Italian Proverb

The effectiveness of candlestick signals stem from one basic factor. Human
emotions! When applied to invesonent decisions, human emotions produce
signals. Technical analysis, in general, is the result of price patterns fanning
recuning patterns. The ebb and flow of investor decision-making processes
have produced a multitude of tedmical indicators. The utilization of these indi
catOrs is the result of recognizing statistically favorable price movements. Indi
cators, such as srochasrics, Fibonacci nwnbers, Elliot Wave, and many other
technical analytical tools exist because they identified recuning price patterns.

Most technical analysis is the anticipation of price behavior at specific
levels. The Fibonacci investor is expecting something to occur at the 38%
retracement, 50% retracement, or the 62% retracement level. The 'stochastics'
investor will buy when the slow stochastics and the fast stochastics cross each
other in the oversold condition. An investor, utilizing trend-lines, will buy or
sell when a price confinns a reversal at those levels.

A major benefit of candlestick signals is the illustration of what investors
are doing right at that time. Applying candlestick signals to other technical
methods dramatically increases the probabilities of being in a correct trade.
Instead of anticipating, then waiting for confumation of a trend reversal at a
major technical level, an investor can immediately analyze what investor senti
ment is doing right at that level. This allows for entry and exit strategies to be
implemented at opportune times or levels.

An additional benefit of the candlestick signals is the ability to recognize a
high-profit pattern in the process of forming. Having the ability to visually ana
lyze a high-profit pattern formation allows for the preparation of entering a
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trade at a low-risk level. Entering a trade in the early stages of a reversal pattern
makes the swp-Ioss srrategyeasier to implement. Afailure of the pattern permirs
an investor [Q dose out a trade with minimal losses.

Recognizing the components of a high-profit pattern allows an investor to

take profits when it is time to take profits. It also allows the investor to fe-emer
the trade when the pattern indicates further profitability. This ability greatly
reduces the risk factors.

J-Hook Pattern

A J-hook pattern (J-hook) is a variation of a wave 1 - 2 - 3 pattern. It be
comes an easy pattern to identify with the use of candlestick signals. The prob
lem most inveswrs have is understanding when to sell after a price has made a
srrong move. The J-hook pattern demonstrates some easily identifiable atoibutes.
First. it stans with a strong upn-end that usually produces "stronger than nOf

mal" returns in a very short period of time. This strong up move is significant
enough to create the nonnal wave pattern. A reversal caused by profit raking,
followed by a declining trajectory of the pullback, then the continuation of the
uptrend. The J-hook pattern is the description of the pullback that starts to
round out at a bottom and starts moving back up, thus forming a 'hook.'

This pattern provides the candlestick investor with some very simple prof
itable applications. The first upttend will usuaUy show dear candlestick 'seU'
signals when it comes to an end. The top may be formed with the stochastics in
the overbought.. or very close to the overbought area. Because of the strong
initial uptrend, the first evidence of'seU' signals should be acknowledged. Even
if it is suspected that the upn-end could be forming a J-hook pattern, why risk
remaining in the rrade? When a sell signal becomes evident take your profits.

What criteria makes a candlestick investor suspect a J-hook pattern will
fotm? The analysis of the market trends in general should provide that infor
mation. For example, if a stock price had a strong run up while the market
indexes had a steady uptrend, and the market indexes do not appear to be
ready for a significant pullback, then a strong stock move could warrant some
profit taking before the next move up. The benefit of being able to identify
candlestick signals is being prepared for some candlestick 'buy' signals after a
few days of pullback. These signals would also alter the trajectory of the
stochastics that will be pulling back.
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Witnessing Doji, Hammers, Inverted Hammers or Bullish Harami after a
few days of a pullback becomes an alert that the selling is starting to wane. If
the stochastics are flattening our during that same rimeframe, then a set·up for
a J·hook pattern is taking place. Taking profits when the first sell signals occur
in the initial uptrend eliminates the downside risk. Those candlestick 'sell' sig·
nals indicate that it is time to get out of the trade. Even though the srrengrh of
the initial move would warrant suspecting a J·hook pattern to fonn, there is no
guarantee that the pullback could not rerrace 200A>, 40%, 60%, or even greater
of the initial move up.

This creates a rrading strategy that allows an investor to utilize the com
mon sense built into tile candlestick signals. When it is time to get out, get out!
If after four days, small candlestick buy signals start fanning, there is nothing
wrong with buying back into the position. The second entry of this rrade now
has some targets that can be clearly defined. The first target should be the test
of the recent high. Although it may not be a huge percentage return moving to

that level, at least the probabilities indicate that it should be profitable.
The benefit of candlestick signals once again can be applied if and when

that recent high is tested. Witnessing another sell signal, as the price approaches
the recent high trading level, would be a clear indication that the recent high
was going to act as resistance. This would induce taking quick profits and
getting back out of the rrade. On the other hand, ifstrong signals are seen as the
recent high is breached, that would be a clear indication the high was nor going
to act as a resistance level. A new leg of the trend may be in progress.
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Note the J-hook pattern in Fig. 6-1, the Loews Corporation chart. Once the trend
sraned up, the pattern formed when the price pulled back for a few days.

The strong initial move up
was followed by a pull back
The J·hook pattern would
have been recognized WIth
the little candlestick SIgnals
showing the end of the selling
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Fig. 6-1 Loews Corporation

However. the srochastics never reached the oversold area and they came down
only part way before hooking back up. The signals indicated buying before ir
pulled back too much, showing the buyers were going to test the high of the
previous week. The gap above the recent high indicated that the buyers were
very anxious w see prices go [Q much higher prices. Recognizing this pauem
and the elements that fonn it allows an investor to move decisively at the right
points of a rrend. Being prep.-1Ied for the pacrem and knowing what signals ro
look for, creates opportunities to participate in a profitable trend while greatly
reducing risk.

Where will the pullback move to? Sometimes that is obvious, sometimes it
is nO[. Yet there are indicators that can at least provide a target for a J-hook
pullback.
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In the example of the Diamond Offshoce Drilling Inc. chart, Fig. 6-2, the 50-day
moving average becomes the obvious support level. Although the stochastics
have not moved back down to the oversold condition, it becomes apparent with
the Bullish Engulfing panem, followed a few days later by a Doji and a gap-up
day, the potential of a J-hook panem is starting.

Notice that the splnmng top_ the Doji, then the
Bullish Engulfing signal revealed that level as
support
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The DOJi started the uptrend of the J·hook 1
pattern The second DoJi could have ended it _
but was not confirmed the following day .-
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Fig. 6-2 Diamond Offshore Drilling Inc.

Some patterns become very easy to recognize and things do not have to be
made complicated. "Buy" signals, occuning at a major technical support level,
even though the stochastics are only part way down toward the oversold area,
should be recognized for their potential. Buying in the $35 area should be done
with the anticipation that the price could reasonably test the recent high at the
538 area. Once again, the benefit of candlestick signals is being able to deter
mine whether the $38 level will become a resiscance level or not. The Doji could
have been the resistance signal had the prices opened lower the foUowing day.
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Seeing prices move higher the following day would have been an indication that
there was no selling at the recent high level. More upside from that point now
became a good probability.

As a side-note, the uptrend, at 540 a share, indicated the potential pull·
back, but notice how the recent resistance level, the $38 area now becomes the
support level. The Spinning Top, the Doji, and then the Bullish Engulfing signal
provided the visual infonnation that the $38 area was now acting as suppon.

Fig.6·3, The Valero Energy Corp. Inc. chait is an il1us!r<llion ofa potential J
hook pattern move. As the candlestick buy signals appear, the Hammer, followed
a few days by later the Piercing signal, and the stochastics start curling up, the
recem high becomes the first potential target.
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Fig. 6-3 The Valero Ellergy Carp. Illc.

In this case, the candlestick sell signals make it apparent that the $44 area is not
guing to be broken, The Spinning Tops, Hanging Man, and Dark Cloud signals,
as stochastics are starting back. down, revealed that the buyers have run out of
strength. The evidence of buying strength would have been revealed with more
white candle bodies. The presence of the black candle signals becomes our mes
sage that the buying strength is waning at the $44 area.
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Fig. 6-4, The Excel Maritime carrier chart provides an opportunity to take ad
vantage of a J·hook pattern. Whether an investor was involved in the initial
move or not, the fact that a potential J-hook pattern could be fanning can pro
duce calculated profits in the next move. Buying into this stock at about the
$12.50 area still has a viable probability that the SIS area will be tested once
again.

BUYing here is wrth the antidpatlon of
testing the recent high level. Once that
level IS reached. the candlestick signals
will reveal whether that is going to act as
resistance or not
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Fig. 6-4 Excel Maritime Carriers

A$2.00 to $2.50 move is still worth the attempt. If prices gap back up to the $15
area and candlesticks sell signals started appearing, then it would be a logical
deduction that this move was not heading to new highs. However, a $2.00 move
on a $12.50 price is still a reasonable percemage rerum. But, as illustrated in the
EXM chart, the resistance level at the $15 area was breached with a large bullish
candle. This should reveal immediately that new high levels were going to be
attempted. This makes participating in a J-hook pattern very rewarding. Some
what rewarding, even if it fails at the recent highs, with additional explosive
retwn potential if the recent high is breached.
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Does the J-hook pattern always allow an investor to sell at one level and
buy back in lower? Not always! However, keep in mind mar the poimofinvesr
ing is to maintain the practice of maximizing your profits for your account, not
necessarily maximizing profits for each individual trade.

As illustrated in Fig.6·S, the Audible Inc. chan, the high·probability trade
was taking profits on the confinned selling after ti,e Bearish Engulfing signal.
Buying ba.cl<, upon the formation of the J-hook pattern being established, may
have been done at a higher price. Candlestick analysis does not attempt to buy
at the absolute lowest point and sell at the absolute highest point. Candlestick
analysis illustrates when it is time to buy and when it is time to sell. That
definitely eliminates the possibility, most of the time, of buying in at the abso
lute bottom. The 'buy' signals indicate a high-probability 'time to buy' in a
trend. The time to sell does not come at the absolute top. The time to sell comes
in the top "range".

Understanding the mechanics of a J·hook pattern allows an investor ro
take profits after the initial move. This has the investor out of a rrend that
"pO[entially" could pullback to much lower levels. When the signals indicate
the pullback is over, establishing a new position has the investor in a trend that
should be moving in the anticipated direction. NO[ participating in all of a
move that a rrend offers reduces investor risk dramatically. Selling at one level,
when the candlestick signals indicate that is time to sell and buying back when
the signals/pattern tells the investor it is time to buy, even if at a higher price, is
the cost of insuring that your investment funds are always panicipating in high
probability trades.

Why own Stock if the signals show a high·probability that it could be head·
ing back down? Sell it! If a J-hook pattern fanus, buy it back.
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Selling at one level, and buying ~ n~ t~ I
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The benefit of the candlestick signals is that they reveal when a pullback is not
occurring with great enthusiasm. When an uptrend moved with inordinate
force, a pullback with greater magnitude can be expected. Viewing small candle
stick "buy" signals, a few days after a pullback has occurred, at least provides
the inkling that the pullback may just be profit taking. As the downward trajec
tory of the pullback starts flattening out, watch for more buy signals. When the
trend starts moving up, a new position can be established.

Fig. 6-6 (following page), The Affiliated Managers Group Inc. chart dem
onstrated a good strong move to the upside, followed by a week of trading that
lacked decisiveness. The Bullish Engulfing signal, correlating with the stochastics
curling back up, would have been a signal that the sellers were getting out of the
way. The strength of the candle following the Bullish Engulfing sIgnal would
have revealed that the uptrend should now be continuing.
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Fig. 6-6 AjJiIiClted Managers Group Inc.

The J-hook panem should be analyzed in conjunction with what the markers
are doing in general. The market indexes can be analyzed by themselves. After
a srrong raUy, a profit-taking period is [Q be expected. Having the benefit of the
candlestick signals allows an investor to better decipher whether the raUy has
ended. A full·smle reversal may have occurred. However, seeing some candle
stick buy signals after a few days of pullback allows the candlestick investor to
fOllllulare a srralegy. That so-ategy should involve deciding whether to shorr
heavily in that market or be prepared to re-establish long positions.

Once candlestick buy signals start appearing in a market index chart, giving
the indication that a J-hook pattern could appear, prepares the investor mentally
to move one way or the other. If short positions were established at the first sell
signals in the trend, being prepared for the covering of those positions can be
beaer executed when a J·hook pattem fonnation is anticipated.
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Individual stock positions have the additional benefit of the market trend
itself in evaluating the potential J·hook pattern. If during the market uptrend,
a stock price has moved up with greater magnitude than the market trend in
general, that becomes the first alert. Simply, that stock trend is inordinately
strong. A pullback cx.:curring in that stock, when the market trend appears to be
continuing, also gives rise [Q watching for a J-hook pattern to occur.

Fig. 6-7 The camero Corp. chan illustrates a J-hook pattern that is con
firmed with a Bullish Engulfing signal. The continued buying, the following
day, provides a good indication that they are going [Q test the recent high.
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Fig 6-7 Cameco Carp.

This may not result in a very large percentage return if the sell signals appeared
at the recent high. However, the probabilities could be betterjustified if the mar
ket trend in general was moving in a slow bullish fashion. It makes entering a
trade more appealing when market conditions do nor show any severe selling
and a strong moving stock is about to break out to new levels on a J-hook pat
tern.
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This may seem very elementary, but this allows the candJestick analyst to

make some very simple, quick evaluations. The whole point of candlestick in
vesting is exactly that: making high-probability rrade evaluations in a very shon
timeframe. within minutes every afternoon.

J-Hook Summary

The J·hook pattern should be remembered as a high profit rrade potential. As
discussed during dle chart illusrrations, a J-hook pauern is going to occur after
witnessing a very strong move in price. Whether that price is in the indexes
themselves or in individual stocks, a strong move to the upside is usually going
ro be followed by some profit taking. Being able to analvze whether that pull
back is profit taking or a true reversal is easily analyzed when applying the
candlestick signals.

The J-hook pattern is more otten going to be found in market conditions
where the trend is moving steadily in one direction. The stronger than normal
percentage move is the first major criteria for a J-hook pmtem to occur. Once a
candlestick sell signal <tppears, after an extended strong move. the candlestick
investor wants to walch for candlestick 'buy' signals to begin appearing. The
signals do not necessarily need to be big, strong signals. Small volatility days of
Doji, Hammers, and Invened Hammers or Bullish Engulfmg signals provide
the indication that the selling is losing strength. As they occur, the stochasrics
should start showing a flattening of the downward rrajecrory.

Upon seeing the downward rrajecrOlY in the price flattening out, an inves
tor can now start watching for the next candlestick buy signal that stans mov
ing price in an upward direction. When that occurs, establishing a position is
based upon the price resting the recent high, prior to the pullback. At that level,
a decision can be made. If candlestick sell signals start appearing near the
recent high, it becomes obviolls that tJle recent high is going to act as resis
tance. The trade can be closed our immediately. On the other hand, if the
candles indicate buying. going through the recent high, it becomes a clear
indication that the recent high will not act as resistance. The move into a higher
ground can now be expected. This move will usually produce a move up with
the same magnitude as the first move up before the J-hook pullback. The likeli
hood of a

J·hook pattern is a function of the market conditions in general. The longer
and more steady an uptrend in the general markets, the more likely J-hook
patterns will become present.
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The Fry-Pan Bottom

The Fry-Pan Bottom pattern is aptly named. It does not take a high degree of
technical analysis to figure out the investor sentiment that fonus a Fry-Pan
Bottom. This pattern gets its name because it looks like a Fry-pan bottom. The
pattern is a slow curving pattern to the downside, flattening out at the bottom,
and then slowly coming up out of the other side of the pattern. The analysis for
the investor sentiment is very easy to understand. Initially after a downtrend,
the selling sentiment starts to wane, making the trajectory of the downtrend a
slow inactive bottom trading pattern.

After a lengthy period of time, the sentiment almost becomes neutral,
fanning a flat area. This lack of interest eventually starts to incorporate a very
slow change of investor sentiment to the plus side. The new positive outlook
shows the same lack of enthusiasm on the buy side as it did on the sell side.
However, the difference now becomes that the selling interest has disappeared.
The buying interest is slowly coming back into the price. This pattern, unlike
other patterns, utilizes the condition of the stochastics in an opposite manner.
It is when stochastics are approaching the overbought conditions that investor
sentiment can be gauged.

The alert for this pattern is activated when stochastics get up in the over
bought area. The price now shows that confidence has built back up into the
price in the form of a large bullish candle or a gap up coming out of the positive
side of the Fry-Pan Bottom pattern. This buying indicates that investor senti
ment has now produced confidence for being back in the position. A gap up
becomes a signal to buy even though the stochastics are approaching or are in
the overbought area. That enthusiasm, coming out of a long bottoming action,
will usually create a strong buy trend.

Notice the long four-month period of time in Fig. 6-8, the Isonics Corp.
chart that the investor confidence shifted. The telling factor for the potential
breakout was the subtle Fry-Pan Bottom fonnation. A couple of simple ele
ments can be added to Fty-Pan Bottom analysis. The first being the very bottom
of the Fry-Pan is approximately one-half the distance from the time the Fry-Pan
Bottom started until it will break out. This is not anything that is set in stone. A
simple observation is that the very bonom occurs in the middle of the Fty-Pan
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Bottom. Having this knowledge allows the investor to estimate when the breakout
might occur.

The very low pomt of a Fry-Pan Bottom IS usually the
halfway mark of the pattern. This allows an investor
to mentally gauge when it might be time to start
adding to a position

Fig. 6-8 Isonics Corp.

This calculation does not need to be exact. Visually the buying can be seen as the
confidence starts building back up. When the buying level starts approaching
the same level as when the pattern started to develop, that is when to start taking
action. In early October the lsomcs Corp. chart started revealing some bullish
candlestick fOl1l1ations. The volume started expanding. This now becomes evi
dence that the buyer's confidence could create a breakout situation.

The confirmation of the breakout, after the Fry-Pan Bottom, comes as a
large bullish candle or a gap up. This vviIl usually occur near the high point of
the beginning of the Fry-Pan Bottom formation. Whether you decided to buy
this stock in the fIrst few days ofOetober or after the breakout occurred, does not
really matter. After the extended period of time it takes to form this pattern,
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buyer confidence has built up a lot of steam. The percentage move out of the
pattern should be very large.

These patterns do not occur very often. Fortunately, when they do occur,
they can be found and then followed without too much difficulty. That allows an
investor to become well-prepared for raking advantage of the potential results.

Fig. 6-9, The W R. Grace & Co. chart illustrates a very slow decline, fol
lowed by a 'dimple' at the very bottom of the pattern. Once it was interpreted
that the buy signal was not creating the immediate buying one would hope for,
the slow build-up of confidence could be seen, The Fry-Pan Bottom pattern
creates a different analysis versus a stock price that is starting to get to the over
bought area, then seeing some exuberant buying, The breakout occurring after a
Fry-Pan Bottom formation reveals a completely different scenario,

The lack of strong buying after a slow
downtrend should prepare the candlestick
investor for the development of the second
half of the Fry-Pan Bottom
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Fig. 6-9 W R. Grace & Co.
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Training the eye to recognize how a pattern is setting up creares the oPPOmJ","~'

to participate in a big profit move. The slow downrrend, followed by a
uptrend, will have different resultS. When the trading gets close to compl
the Fry-Pan Bottom fonnation, funds can stan to be committed.
Because of the length of time the pattern takes to develop, they should not be.
primary source for a trading strategy. However. rbis panem can be used .....hee.
the riming becomes apparent. Although they do nor occur with great frequesxs
the percent return produced makes the pattern well worth being able to recog
nize the fannatian.

Fig.6-10, The Regeneron Phannaceutical, Inc. chan demonstrates ana1y
sis of a Fry-Pan Borrom pattern correctly: Whatever bad news generated the
sell-off in late March, the investor sentiment remained negative going into the
latter part of ApriL Although the sentiment was not severely negative, it
was negative. A small bullish signal occulTing approximately April 24 '''''as the
first sign of negative sentiment reversing.
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Fig. 6-10 Regenerol1 Phannaceutical Inc.
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This could have caused buying of that position. However, the lack of follow
through for the next few days would have revealed that no new extensive
buying was coming into the stock. That may have produced a decision to move
money elsewhere. The indecisive period continued. with very slow upward
movement. That is what visually revealed a Fry-Pan Bottom formation.

As we have learned, a basic rule of a Fry-Pan Bottom is mat the bottom
usuallyoccurs midway from the time the pattern startS to the time that a breakout
occurs. The little "dimple" occuning approximately April 24 now becomes a
timing factor. As the fonnanon approaches the same timeframe after that dimple,
it becomes time to look for a potential breakout. The second week of May
becomes a good time to start adding to this position. The breakout, on big
volume in mid-May, is definitely the time to be buying.

Every man who observes vigilantly and resolves steadfastly grmvs
unconsciously into genius.

Edward G. Bulwer-lytton

Although the breakout occurs with the stochastics in the overbought area, the
breakout dearly illustrates that investor sentiment has grovvn. Everyone is con
fident, once again, to be in the stock.

Fig. 6-11 (following page), The Dynamic Materials Corp. chart may not
clearly reveal a Fry-Pan Bortom until the latter stages of the fonnation. Buying
in the second week of January, upon the formation of a Morning Star signal, or
buying in mid- February after the three indecisive days formed right at the 50
day moving average pullback, may have been based on other factors. As the
chart pattern moves into late February, the gap up has a different connotation
to it, after being able to view the whole pattern, starting from the peak of late
November.
What might have been analyzed as a Shooting Star at the top of a trading

range in nonnal circumstances now should be analyzed as the potential breakout
from a Fry-Pan bottom formation. This analysis, along with the stochastics nOt
quite being in the overbought area, would provide more reason to hold the
position, expecting more buying.
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The Fry-Pan Bottom may not have
become as obvIOus until the end stage of
Its formation. but that still allows the'I candlestick Investor to plan accordmgly
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Fig. 6-11 D..vTlQmic Materials Corp.

The Fry-Pan Bottom formation is not a difficult fannation to analyze. It should
be kepi in your mental arsenal of potentially large trade results. Identifying its
fannarion changes the basic rules of how to use srochasrics with candlestick
signals. Where most buy signals work effectivel)~ when stochasties are in the
oversold area, that nile does not necessarily apply in a FlY-Pan Bottom forma
tion. The slow buildup of confidence, witnessed in the stow uptrend, should be
considered like the coUing of a spring. As it gets dose to the same level as the
beginning of the panern, the potential for that spring's energy to let loose
becomes greater.
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Ifa purchase of a position was nor made in the laner stages of the pattern,
the majority of the move can still be exploited once the breakout occurs.

A man has no ears for that to which experience has given him no access.
Nietzsche

The Scoop Pattern

The Scoop pattern works effectively and can be easily recognized. The candle
stick signals allow an investor to exploit it properly. The explanation of how
and why it works is subjective. The pattern is formed after a lengthy period of
flat trading, known as the 'handle.' The handle is usually comprised of small,
indecisive rrading days. After a recognized flat rrading timeframe, the price
stans to back down. The term "recognized" is visually detennining a flat trad
ing area. That flat trading will usually maintain for a longer length of time than
what is usually seen in the price movement of that trading entity. It becomes
obviously lengthy, to the point where it becomes boring to be in that position.

It may be the boredom that finally makes the price move down. Investors
get tired of waiting for it to do something. However, after a few days the small
buying signals start showing up. The price stans moving back up toward the
flat area creating the scoop. An inordinate percentage of the time when the
price comes back up to the flat rrading area, the trend continues in a strong
upward direction. This may be the result of everybody that was bored with the
trading sees it is finally moving and stan adding to their positions again.
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Fig. 6-12 The Scoop parrem

The visual recognition of the handle, being followed by the pullback should be
the 'alert.' Upon seeing new buying, afrer a few days a pullback is a set up for a
low l15k trade. Buying near the bottom of the scoop allows the scop-Ioss area to

be at the low of the scoop. The first test from there should be the flat trading
area. A breakout through that area indicates that a good. trend is in the making.
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5000

Fig. 6-13, The Affiliated Computer Services chart reveals a flat trading period,
followed by the price breaking down. After just a few days of pullback, bullish
candlestick signals start to appear. Being able to visualize the handle, followed
by a pullback, then witnessing candlestick buy signals should alert the candle
stick investor to the potential of a scoop pattern fonning.
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Fig. 6-13 Affiliated Computer Services

Additional technical indicators such as moving averages can help anticipate a
support level. The trading support at that level after a relatively long flat trad
ing area adds more visual credibility to the scoop pattern development.
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As seen in Fig. 6-14, the WeI Communications chart, the 50-day moving average
is a logical support level.

The 50-day moving average
adds another reason to
anticipate a Scoop pattern
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Fig. 6-14 WCl Communications Inc.

Half ofbeing smart is knowing what you're dumb at.

Solomon Short
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What is the key element forewarning a Scoop pattern? As can be seen in Fig. 6
15, the FuelCell Energy chan, the long flat trading area, the handle, followed
by a pullback has the makings for a Scoop pattern. Notice how the force of the
selling is depicted by the smaller candlestick bodies until a little star fonnation
appears. That should suggest watching for new buying.
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Fig. 6-15 FuelCell Energy

The trajectory of the downtrend, created by small trading days, is an alert to
expect bottoming action. Once buying is witnessed at this level anticipate the
first price test to be back at the 'handle' level. The appearance of a large bullish
candle after the StarjDoji provides a better visual confirmation that a Scoop
Pattern is about to fonn. The analysis from that point is anticipating a test of
the recent flat trading area. A successful scoop pattern will be the stimulus for
a long and steady uptrend.
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-- The large bullish candle. after
the small star formation AND
seemg that a handle' had
formed prepares mvestors for
a scoop pattern 10 form
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Fig 6-16 FlielCell Energy

The uptrend can continue for an extensive pericx:l of time, keeping the stochastics
waffling in the overbought area. It is not unusual ro see the uptrend coming out
of the scoop pattern last for four [Q six weeks. This makes identifying the scoop
panem in its early fomlarion an extremely profitable trade

Once the price has tested and then breached the previous flat trading
level, upside targets can be projected. FuelCell Energy hit its first target, the 50
day moving average. Once an uptrend comes through the handle area, the
srochastics become less of an influence.

The Scoop pattern. the same as the FlY-PaIl Bottom pattern, is gOlng to be
more effective when the stochastics are U1 the overbought area. Also, develop
ing a scan for a scoop panem is going to be difficult. The only recognition of the
pattern comes from reviewing the chan once a buy signal occurs at the end of
a pummck. Recognizing the flat trading period prior to the pullback prepares
the investor for a high profit ttade.
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As seen in Fig. 6-17, the Globallndusrries, Inc. chart, the buy signals fonning in
an oversold condition was the first alert. Those signals fanning right on the
moving averages added more credibility to the trade. Was this a worthwhile
rrade? That becomes an easier evaluation when understanding that a Scoop
pattern possibility should at least test the 'handle' area. If the handle area was
breached, then the likelihood of a strong trend after that was good.
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Fig. 6-17 Glaballndustries Inc.

The Scoop pattern can produce big profits. Buying at the bottom of the poten
tial scoop makes for a small stop-loss set-up. The first test is the handle. The
upside potential if breaching the handle will provide good profits.
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Breakouts

One of the most powerful investment teclmiques is to exploit the explosive
narure of a breakout. The term "breakout" should be relatively self- e>"'P1ana
tory. It signifies a price move thm is dramatically Ollt of the ordinary for the
nannal rrading pattern of a trading entity. How do candlestick signals and
fomlaoons benefit in breakout trading? Being able to evaluate what the con
tinuing move will be after a significant price move becomes veIY impoI1.e1nt. Is
the price move a one..<Jay fluke? Did severe shoft coveting affect the price? Will
the trend continue after a significant percentage price move? These are all
questions that can be answered by simple evaluation of the candlestick forma
tion at the end of a rrading day.

There is a significant difference of a breakout where the price starts low
and ends near the tOp of rhe trading range. This creares a large white candle. A
price that opens up significantly higher and closes at the lower end of the
trading range is a completely different scenatio. Although the price may be
dramatically up for the day; the type of candlestick fonnation produced on that
day provides significant invesnnent information.

Fig. 6-18, The INVN chan clearly illustrates a change in invesmr senti
ment when an outside event affects a stock price. Notice how the stock jumped
from $2.50 a share to $8.00 a share during the 9/11 acracks on the World Trade
Center. The large volume breakout, although impressive, did not have any
major significant price move for two months after the breakout. The fact that
the breakout day opened at around $11 a share and closed near $8.00 affected
the price rrend. The buying starred three days later after a small Morning Star
signal formed but overall the price of this stock was almost the same as where
it opened on the breakout day in mid-November
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change in Investor sentiment for thiS stock.
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However. the black candle of the breakout
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Fig. 6-18 fNVN

A$ seen, the price started moving significandy after the breakout. Blit the large
black candle on the breakout day indicated there was still some doubt in inves
tor sentiment at the end of the day. This was reflected in the stock price for a
few months.

The fact that a breakout has occurred in the first place reveals something.
That something may be a new dynamic coming into the stock price. That dy
namic may have been created by internal improvements of a company. The
new investor sentiment may also be caused by an external event that changes
the outlook for a company's fundamental potential or a conunodity supply or
demand potential. Whatever the cause for the breakout, an investor wants to
be able to analyze whed1er a dramatic price move is a one time shot or if ie's the
beginning of a huge price jump. candlestick analysis greatly enhances the abil
ity to evaluate the potential move.

The common sense that is incorporated into candlestick analysis makes in
terpreting a breakout siruation relatively easy. The signals are still the impor·
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tant criteria. The analysis of whal the signal represems, in correlation to the
trend, is greatly enhanced with simple explanatlons of what the candlestick
formations are illustrating. Fig. 6-]9, The Applied Digital Solutions Inc. chan
revealed important information. The breakout opened and continued to move
up, dosing on the high. It moved through the 200-day moving average with no
problems. This becomes a <;ignificant message.

A white candle pnce closing at the top
of the tradtng, produces a much
different indicator of how Investor
sentiment was al the end of that
breakout day Although the percentage
move was extensive. the buyers
appeared more confIdent going Into
the next few trading days
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Fig. 6~ 19 Applie.d Digital Solutions Inc.

The term breakout can be applied to stocks that have traded in a flat range for
an extended period of time. A giant move to the upside, based on any news
announcement or world event. becomes an important 'alen' system. Simple
logic dictates that if a substantial price move takes effect after a particular
event, the pnce move becomes a beacon for analyzing what a company's po
tential should be in view of that event.

The development of other fOimations, after a breakout, becomes very re
vealing as far as what the next potential move will be. The evaluation, of what
the reaction should be from investors after an extensive move, is easily ana·
Iyzed when understanding candlestick analysis.
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Fig. 6-20. The Air T, Inc. chart illustrates additional buying enthusiasm, even
after a 50% move in the price on the breakout day. The fact that the slight gap
up the following day was followed by continued buying indicated that the
buying pressure had not diminished. This creates a much different evaluation
versus seeing a gap open, followed immediately by selling, or an open that
occurred back down in the previous days rrading area.

A new investment perspective became
obvious. The buying was evident going
into the next day. revealing more upside
enthusiasm' exactly what IS wanted in a
breakout scenario
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Fig. 6-20 Air T II1C.

Having an immediate visual graphic of what investor sentiment is producing is
paramount when debating whether to hold a position or take profits. When
prices increase dramatically, percemage-wise, in very shan period of time, hu
man emotion factors have to be analyzed very quickly. The greed factor, the
fear factor, or the profit taking aspects have to be accounted for as quickly as
possible. Buying and selling decisions become quicker on the trigger. The fear
of not getting in fast enough or getting out fast enough becomes exaggerated
in the price movement.
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The elements of a breakout pattern can involve other technical indicators. As
seen in Fig. 6·21, the W R... Grace & Co. chart, the 50-day moving average
began acting as suppott. Witnessing a big price move becomes the alert.

The Breakout, seen commg off a moving
average and through a recent top, IS a
high profit Indicator
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Fig, 6-21 WR Grace & Co.

The fact that the price move was created on big volume is another indicator. A
large price move, accompanied with high volume trading and breaking through
the top of an established price range, is a significant message. It clearly ilIU$

[rates that a new dynamic has entered this stock price.
The combination of a gap up and a large candlestick body, with expanded

volume, and the price breaking out through a resistance level, is a clear mes
sage. The bullish candle formation left little doubt at the end of the day that the
bullish bias was still present. Had a significant shadow been viewed at the end
of the day, to the upside, then a different analysis would have been applied.

The question arises as to whether this may not be demonstrating exuber
ance at the LOp. That observation would have been more cmcial had this been
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a day of large buying at the end of an uprrend. In this case, this was a breakout
from a flat rrading area, definitely a different trading mode than \virnessed in
the prior month and a half.

Breakouts can also occur in an established trend. If they can clearly be
observed in a price pattern, such as a rrading channel, and a large-volume price
movement breaches that rrading area, that breakout now reveals new investor
sentiment coming into the price. How a price moves out of dle norm, in a
rrading pattern, is illustrated by the candlestick formation. The information
revealed in that formation can be used to great advantage for entering very
profitable rrades.

Does a breakout always immediately signify massive gains? Not always!
However, a breakout from an established trading area should at least be the
shot across the bow. Notice in Fig. 6-22, the Catalina Marketing Corp. chart, the
breakout was obvious. Yet the main tluust of the uptrend did not occur until
three weeks to a month later. The gap up from the breakout day now becomes
an important facror. The pullback, after the initial breakout, appeared to srop at
the bottom of the bullish breakout candle. The fact that the SO-day moving
average and the 200-day moving average crossed as the price came back to the
bottom of the breakout candle adds significance.

The Initial breakout did not continue with any
great magmtude but played a srgnificant factor
In analyZing when the next uptrend potentially
could start, acllng as support
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Fig, 6-22 Catali"a Markelillg Corp.
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The candlestick signals provide relevant information in a breakout situa
tion. Notice in Fig. 6-23, £be AVII chan how a breakout. that more than doubled
the price of the stock, was followed rhe next day by a Bearish Harami. That
information provides a completely different scenmio than if the buying was
still present the day after the breakout. This is nothing more than utilizing what
the Japanese Rice traders have observed for centuries.

Will the price of this stock eventually recover to the high of the breakout?
More than likely. That provides the candlestick investor with an alert system to
wmdl for new activity in this stock. Keep in mind, the basic element ofa breClkollt
situation is that a new dynamic has emered into the srock. The probabilities
indicme that the new dynamic will nor disappear after one day of trading.
Whatever news or event that affects the price greatly is probably going [Q be
revisited within a reasonable amount of time.

s nil ntll;#I'....... 1n< Dolll PO,","'" 1\...., ~ I~ L
-- - -

A 100% move in a stock price However the follOWing
day opens much lower and forms a bearish harami
This signal telling us that the buying has slopped "
creates a much different scenano The bUying may not 
come back for a month or two
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A huge move? What do the candlestick fonnations tell you is happening at the
end of the trading day? This infonnation is valuable. The proper evaluation of
a breakout candle can produce very large profits.
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A breakout involving gaps implies that the
buying pressure is very great Witnessing that
occurrence after an extended flat trading period
becomes an easy visual analysis that something
new has happened in this stock that will create
continued interest
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Fig. 6-24 Dynamic Materials Corp.

Breakout Summary

How do you find a breakout situation? This is a very simple scan. It involves
finding the stocks that have the biggest percent move during a given timeframe.
Breakouts are usually news-driven. They can be found in all-priced stocks.
Volume will have a great important also. Volume should be significantly greater
than a nonnal trading day. Some common sense still needs to be applied when
evaluating volume. A stock that normally trades 3200 shares a day that has a
big moves on 40,000 shares a day should not have as much relevance as a stock
that nonnally trades 200,000 shares a day and moves up to 4 million shares in
one day. Logic dictates that a low-volume stock can be moved around by one
purchaser.
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Breakoucs are the result of something significanrly different happening for
the furure pOlenLial of Cl (.'Olllpany (or any mher trading entiry). Thar result can
be visually analyzed in the candlestick bodies following the breakout move.
Simple analysis wants to identify whether the buyers are still involved. The
presence of more 'buy' signals. such as gaps up, acts as an efficient analytical
lool. The strength of an up move will be predicared upon the candlestick for
mations appearing during or very Sooll aflef a breakout candle appears. As
with all analysis of candlestick signals, a black mndle following a breakout
does not necessarily reveal a reversal if that black candle does not JX>Itray a
candlestick 'seU' signal,

The same rules for analY-l.ing candlestic.k signals in a normal rrend should
be applied in a fast-moving breakout situation, A Shooting Star on a second
day of a breakout still requires confinnation the f(lllowing day. A Bearish Harami
reveals a different Sl:enarlO,

The elements mal fonn a breakout situation can produl:e extremely large
profits for the investor that takes the time to anal~-ze what the candlestil:k
fonnations are revealing. Is it \Vorth chasing a stock that is already up 40% on
the day? Uyou can interpret what the chan pattern i" revealing, using candle
stick fOffilatlons, the fear of chasing can be eliminated. The confidence that
comes with understanding what that chan fomlmion can produce aJlows the
candlestick investor to participate i.n analyzed and calculated trades,

The Cradle Pattern

A variation of the series of Doji at rhe bottom is the Cradle patlern. The Cradle
pattern is aptly named, It looks like a cradle hanging at the bottom, This rever
sal pattern is easy to identify It begins with the sallie visllal alert as found in
IllOSt candlestick bonoming signals; a large bearish candle at the bottom of a
downtrend, This illustrates the extensive selling at the bottom_ The following
day shows a candlestick signal such as a Doji, Spinning Top, Hararni. Hammer
or Imerted Hammer, indicating that rhe selling had Stopped. \¥hat will a candle
stick invesror be watching for? Confirmation of the buy signal! However, for a
number of days, small indecisive rrading days OCCLIr. The indecisive trading
occurs in a relatively flat rrading area.
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Fig. 6-25 Cradle Pattern

The Cradle Pattern Description

After an extended downtrend, a large dark candle forms,
1. A candlestick signal such as a Harami, Hammer or Doji sib'llal indicates that

the selling has stopped.
2. The next three, four, five, or more days reveal indecisive trading.
3. The confinnation of the Cradle Pattern is a large bullish candle. The large

bearish candle acts as the headboard. The large bullish candle acts as the
footboard.

4. The indecision days in between become the 'sleepy' days.
5. The signal pattern is very symmetrical. It illustrates a definite change of

investor sentiment after an indecisive trading span. It is a derivative of the
series of Doji at the bottom

A bullish candle reveals what investor sentiment decided after the indeci
sive trading period. If the large dark candle is considered the headboard, the
bullish candle becomes the footboard. The cradle fonnation is now hanging at
the bottom, implying that the trend should move up from this level.
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Fig. 6-26. The Marchex Inc. chart reveals the indecision occurring at the end of
an extended dmvnrrend. Notice the stochastics remained in the oversold area
for a number of weeks prior to this pattern demonsrrating a change of investor
sentiment.
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Fig. 6-26 Marcher Inc.

Fig. 6·27 (following page), 111e JDA Software chan exhibits a Cradle pattem. It
should be noted that from the appearance of the long dark candle, a head
board, to the appearance of the long bullish candle, numerous candlestick sig
nals could be identified. Doji's and Spinning Tops illustrated the lack of comric
tion by both the Bulls and d1e Bears. The important visual aspect of the indeci
sive rrading was thal pri<..:e traded completely flat for approximmely a twO

week period.
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Recognizing there was no definitive direction, after the last large dark candle,
the candlestick investor can be prepared for the large bullish candle. Ifwatching
closely, a position could be established upon seeing strength coming in the day
the footboard was forming.
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Fig. 6-27 JDA Software

The Cradle pattern, the same as the series of Doji's at the bottom, demonstrate
that the Bulls and the Bears cannot figure out what to do with prices at the
bottom. A large bullish candle, completing the Cradle fonnation, immediately
declares where investor sentiment has moved. This is a high probability rever
sal pattern. Any time a series of indecisive trading signals can be identified, the
likelihood of a strong trend occurring afterwards is very strong. Once the direc
tion is disclosed, the price move will usually be significant. The elements for
making this a successful trade are already in place. After an extended downtrend,
the stochastics will be in the oversold condition. A bullish signal, fanning after
the indecisive signals, becomes your 'buy alert.'
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The Methods Rising Pattern

The Methods Rising Pattern is a derivative of the Three Methods Rising pat
tern. The Three Methods Rising pattern is a candlestick continuation pattern.
Although the continuation patterns are not addressed in this book, the Meth
ods Rising pattern occurs frequently enough to include it in the High Profit
Patterns chapter.

The Three Methods Rising pattern consists of a large bullish candle dUling
an uptrend. The following three days are indecisive bearish candles. The Meth
ods Rising Pattern consists of three or more indecisive bearish trading days.

Fig. 6-28 Methods Rising Pattern
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The Methods Rising Pattern

1. Usually considered the Three Methods Rising pattern, where once a bullish
candle is formed, three pullback days are seen before the next bullish candle.

2. The Me<hods Rising Pattern is an extension of a Three Methods Rising
pattern, having 3, 4. 5, or 6 indecisive pullback days before viewing the
next bullish candle.

3. The pullback days are usually indecisive days, Doji's or Spinning Tops,
demonstrating that the sellers are not acting forcefully.

4. The final pullback day does not close below <he open of the last bullish
candle. This discourages the Bears.

5. The final day opens higher than the close of the previous day and fmally
doses above the close of the last bullish candle. This illustrates that the
Bulls are now back in the trend. The trend should continue upwards.

An important aspect of the pattern is the 'pullback' days. Wimessing indecisive
bearish rrading days divulges crucial information. The selling is occurring with
our any great conviction. There will usually be Spinning Tops, Doji, small Ham
mers or small Inverted Hammer signals. Anorher important facror is that the
fmal bearish day does not close below the open price of the previous bullish
candle. The fact that the Bears could nor move the price below the open of the
last bullish candle makes them discouraged. Ir also gives the Bulls confidence.

The following day should open higher. The buying, seen from the confi
dence of the Bulls, will take the closing price above the closing price of the
previous bullish candle. This illustrates that the Bears have stepped out of the
W(Jy. The Bulls are back in control. The uptrend has an extremely high probabil
ity of continuing from these levels, provided the stochastics indicate more up
side.

Fig. 6-29 (following page), The Fs Networks Inc. chart demonsttates how
the Bulls overcame the Bears when they could not reverse the rrend after six
days. The Bulls, with new confidence, srart taking the trend up to much higher
levels. The significant falter was thar the Bears could nor close the price below
the open of the lasr bullish candle.
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11)

The Bulls stepped In wIth 
confidence when the Bears
could not breach the 'open'
of the last Bullish candle
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Fig. 6-29 FS Networks Inc.

Kicker Signals at Moving Averages

The Kicker signal, the most powerful candlestick signal! As described earlier,
the Kicker signal is fanned when something dramatic has changed the investor
sentiment. The Kicker signal should never be ignored. It has the capability of
producing extremely large profits, The news event or announcement. that cre
ates the signal, dlanges inveswf sentiment so gready that the trend will prob
ably move in the new direction for a lengthy period of time.

The Kicker signal does nO[ require rhe evaluation of the stochastics. How
ever, a Kicker signal, fomled m or near major moving averages, increases the
significance of the signal. Whm is the reasoning behind this phenomenon? It
could be the added implication that the price is not going to remain at the
nOlmal price area, the moving averages.
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Additionally, the gapping of the price movement up through a moving aver
age implies that the moving average will not act as resistance. As seen in the
Micromuse Inc. chan, a Kicker signal gaps up through the 50·day moving aver
age. This becomes relevant information. Massive buying strength at an impor
tant technical level!

What is the common reaction to a stock price that may have gapped up
10% to 20% in one day? Most investors \'\fill shy away after a price move of that
mat,'l1itude. That is unfortunate! The information conveyed in a Kicker signal
moving through or away from a moving average, will produce powerful re·
sults.

Recognize the signal. When you see it, take advantage of it. Technical
analysis is the utilization of previous price movements. Candlestick analysis
exploits patterns that have produced significant profits in the paSL Kicker sig.
nals, witnessed at major moving averages, will produce huge profits for your
account.

The Klck.er SIgnal. through the 50 day
moving average made it k.nown that the
movmg average was not gOing to be
resistance
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Fig. 6-30 Micromuse Inc.
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Whatever was announced, to create a Kicker
signal, started a long uptrend after the 50-day
moving average was breached
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Fig. 6-31 Legg Mason Inc.

The Kicker signal, breaking out
through the 50-day moving average
and above the prevIous tops makes a
strong declaration
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Fig. 6-32 Intcl7lec Initiati\'e Japan Inc.
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The continuatIOn of the uptrend,
coming up through the previous
resistance level with a Kicker
signal indicates strong buying
going into new high territory
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Fig, 6-33 Parlux Fragrances

Utilizing High Profit Patterns

•

Could everything be done twice everything would be done better.
Gennan proverb

The basis of tedmical analysis is utilizing past charr information. Prices move
in patterns. An investor that can recognize a pattern developing will achieve a
huge advantage. Candlestick signals increase the visual recognition of pattern
development. Ifa projected pattern requires cerrain buyinge1ement.., the candle
stick signals will confirm that information immediately.
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Creating inordinate profits is nothing more than recognizing when to take
advantage of recuning price movements, Applying the infonnation that candle
sUck signals convey expedites the recognition of potential patterns and early
execution of profitable trades.

If an investor knows what a specific pattern should produce, they can get
early confirmation when witnessing the right signals. Knowing what that pat
tern should do also provides exit strategies for when the signals demonstrate
non-confinning trend signals.

The candlestick signals and high-profit patterns are based upon the prob
abilities of expected results. Profitable trading is greatly simplified when iden
tifying whether the signals are perfonning in the manner they were supposed
to. Profitable investing involves exploiting the probable percentages of a trad
ing method. The combination of candlestick signals, incorporated into high
profit pattern potentials, puts investors' funds into trades that should work a
high percentage of the time. When they do not work, it will be revealed imme
diately by what the candlestick signals are telling. When they do work, the
upside results will be better than most investment results.
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Chapter 7

Option Trading With
Candlestick Signals

Goodjudgrnent comes from experience, experieru:e comes from badjudg
ment.

WUliam Saroyan

Huge profits can be made trading options. It is easy to do. At least that is what
a multimde of option trading services preach. "Use our program and warch
your profits soar," is promoted on option trading web sites over and over. Un·
fortunately, reality finds thar there are a fe\\' investors that have been made
wealthy from these sites.

Why shouldn't it be easy to make big profits with options? All you have to

do is find srocks that are going up and buy the calls. Find stocks that are going
down and buy the puts. The sires or programs that are doing well for demon·
strating how to use options successfully stand out like sore thumbs. Everybody
knows about them. When something is working well in investing, everybody
becomes instandyaware. Oops, you don't know about these easy-to-learn pro
grams for successful option trading? If they were out there, you would know
about it! Everybody would know about it. Option trading is like any other
investment program. If an investor wants to be successful at rrading options.
they need to learn their o\vn program.

Candlestick analysis becomes an integral pan of fonnularing a successful
option rrading program. Options strategies. just like any other mvesffi1em strat
egies. require proper application of correct strategies in differem market condi
tions. One rrading program that may work successfully in radays markets may
not work in the trading atmosphere 90 days from now.
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Understanding the different elements of successful option trades is the
first step. Options have many parameters involved in their successful applica
tions. Unlike most investments, where direction is the main criteria, options
require the analysis of a number of crileria.

What make options attractive to investors? Leverage!!! The following ex
planations may appear to be relatively elementary. However, most investors
approach trading options without realizing all the criteria thaI need to be ful
filled to make a successful option trade. Having a full understanding of what
makes for a successful option trade will make the utilization of candlestick
nn<llysis, for oprion trading, much more clear.

What is the intriguing element of trading options? A small amollnt of
invesunent funds in control of a large amount of assets. Essentially a small
arnowlt of money controlling a larger asset base, timed properly; can produce
huge profits. The dream of every investor!

Option Trading Criteria

Unlike investing in stocks, options have a time element involved. The infusion
of a timeframe to an investment creates dramatically different dynamics. The
rime factor creates three crucial criterion: DIRECDON, TIME, and MAGNI~

TUDE.
As has been experienced through the centuries, most investors have diffi

culty in mastering the direction of a price move. Implementing candlestick
analysis greatly increases the probabilities of analyzing price movement in the
proper direction. Knowing [he direction of a rrend's move, with a relatively
high degree of probability, allows an investor to produce high-profit option
strategies.

The direction of a price move is only one key element to a successful
option rrade. The amount of time available for that price to move is also an
important factor. The strategy for a trade will have a vast difference when
considering a rrade that will expire in one week versus a trade that will expire
in two months.
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Evaluating what the candlestick signals are demonstrating makes estab
lishing a veryshort-tenn option trade much more feasible. Establishing longer
tenn option trades can be implemented with more sophisticated risk! reward
strategies when the direction is visualized with the signals. The fact that the
candlestick signals illustrate what investor sentiment is doing right NOW per
mits an investor to incorporate the direction of a move for any time period.

Magnitude is a third key element. Magnitude or volatility! Just because a
price moves in the correct direction does not guaramee that an option will
make money. Bill Johnson author of "'An Investors Guide to Understanding and
Mastering Options Trading," "The Single-Stock Futures Revolution," and" 10
Biggest Mistakes in Option Trading" provides valuable instructions for inves
tors that want to master profitable option trading strategies.

Option trading usually implies high risk. Utilizing candlestick analysis can
eliminate a lot of the risk implication. The same analytical approach for putting
all the probabilities in your favor for a stock trade can easily be assembled into
a successful option trade. Stop-loss procedures can easily be incorporated. Evalu
ating price movement with candlestick signals at potential targets provide im
proved exit strategies.

Bill Johnson's 14 years of option trading background has helped with the
creation of many successful trading strategies. Applying that knowledge with
candlestick analysis makes for some high-probability, high-profit trade poten
tials while utilizing commonsense risk management procedures.

The following chapter, written by Bill Johnson, not only describes how
direction, time, magnitude/volatility are important factors, btl[ another major
criterion needs to be considered. The value of the option as measured by the
remaining rime and past volatility of the underlying rrading entity needs to be
evaluated. When putting all the probabilities in one's favor, evaluating whether
an option price is over valued or undervalued becomes part of a successful
option trade.
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Using Candlesticks with Options

In the mid-1700s, a man named Munehisa Honma had a prominent rice fam1
iog estate and. consequently, had considerable influence over the rice market.
Through years of trading the rice markers, Honma discovered that, while sup
ply and. demand. played a role in detennining price, the markets were also
strongly influenced. by the emotions of rraders. In other words, traders' emo
tions could cause significant changes in supply and demand. Honma found.
that traders could benefit from understanding emotions. Through his analysis,
Honma brought to us one of the most imponant insights to rrading: There can
be a vast difference betvveen the p,ice of rice and the value. Hundreds of years
later, the legendary investor Wanen Buffett came to the same realization when
he said, "Price is what you pay. Value is what you get."

While the words "price" and ''value'' are often used interchangeably in
everyday communication, there is a big difference betvveen them when it comes
to investing or trading - as Honma and Buffett have figured out. The pl1ce of a
financial asset can be found by looking at the current market quote but the
value is a subjective meastlfe. Value is something that exists in the trader's mind
and is an assessment of whether the price reflects a good deal.

Here is an example that demonstrates the difference betvveen price and
value. Assume you are a cUlTency trader and think the yen will rise against the
dollar and you wish to buy one million yen to capitalize on your outlook. An
other trader offers you one million yen in exchange for 7,000 British pounds.
Should you take the trade? Note that 7,000 pounds is the price for one million
yen - it is what you have to give up in order to buy the yen. However, it should
be evident from this example that it may not be a good deal since the value
betvveen the tvvo currencies could be vastly different. In order to check, we can
convert the tvvo currencies into dollars and then make comparisons. At the
time of this writing, 7,000 pounds were equal to $13,440 and one million yen
were equal to $9,615. Now it is easy to compare the tvvo cunoencies and we can
see that it is not a good deal to give up something worth $13,440 in exchange
for something worth $9,615. In other words. 7,000 pounds is too high of a
price to pay for one million yen since there is not an equal amount of value
betvveen the tvvo currencies.

Bur there is something more troubling about the trade than the fact that
price is higher than the value. Notice that if you pay 7.000 pounds for one
million yen yOLi could still end Lip losing money - even if your outlook is correct
and the yen rises against the dollar. You could lose on this trade because the
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rise in the yen may nor be enough to offset the high price paid to acquire the
yen.

When it comes to trading stocks. there is only one thing that a trader
needs to know to detennine if a particular stock is a gocxl value; that is, the
future direction of the srock's price. That is exactly what candlestick charting
helps a trader identify. Unforrunately, most option traders take this same ap
proach when it comes ro trading options. They see an option as nothing more
than a leverage substitute for stock. If they think the stock will rise, they buy
calls; if they think it will fall, they buy puts.

But option rrading cannot be reduced to this same simplistic approach.
The reason is, while an option's price is sensitive to the direction of the stock's
price, it is also sensitive to the volatility of the underlying stock. Volatility is
simply a mathematical measure of the price swings exhibited by the closing
prices. In mathematical cenns, volatility is the standard deviation of stock price
returns l

. If there are large price changes from day to day, we say that is a
volatile srock. If the price changes are relatively small then the srock is not
volatile. It is nor important to understand the mathematics involved in measur·
ing the volatility of a stock but the ability to interpret those numbers is of
utmost importance for an options trader.

As odd as it may sound, knowledge that a stock is moving higher is of little
use to an options trader. In order for that infonnation to become useful, we
must also know how quickly the stock will move.

Why Volatility Matters

Many option traders choose to ignore volatility and trade options based solely
on directional beliefs. However, this approach ignores the value of options in
terms of volatility and large losses can occur - even if you are right on the
direction - as the following real-life example shows.

1. -lechnically, the volatility is the annualized standard deviation of the logs or stock
price changes. But that definition clouds the imponanl concept in that volatility is
simply a type of standard deviation.
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On December 16, 2004, VimpelCom (VIP) was trading for $31.41 as shown by
the quotes in Figure 1:
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Figure 1 VIP Option Quotes
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Most Opt.iOD traders who were bullish on the srock might be tempted to buy a
call option to leverage their outlook. Figure 1 shows thaL the $31.625 calb
were asking $3.50, the $33.375 calls were asking $2.50. and the $35 calls were
asking $1.75.

On December 29, just thirteen days later, the stock rose significantly from
$31.41 to $34, which is a healthy 8% increase (over 200% on an annualized
basis). This certainly sounds like it should leave the trader with a nice profit on
the leveraged calls but Figure 2 tells a different story. The $31.625 call was
bidding only $2.90 thus leaving the trader with a 17% loss for being correct on
the direction of the stock.
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Fig. 2 VIP Option Quotes (13 Days Law)

What would have happened if you purchased either of the other calls? If you
had purchased the $33.375 calls, you would have a 28% loss (paid $2.50 and
sold for $1.80) and a massive 42% loss (paid $1.75 and sold for $1.00) had you
purchased the $35 calls. No matter which call you may have chosen in Figure
I, you were left with a sllbstantialloss in Figure 2 even though the stock's price
rose substantially. This example dearly shows that understanding stock price
direction is not enough to trade options profitably.
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Options are Two-Dimensional
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What happened? How did these VIP call options lose money even though the
stock's price went up? The reason the VIP options lost money is because op
tions have two main factors that affect their price: direction and speed. Because
of this, we say that options are two-dimensional. In order to be profitable, you
must correctly guess the direction of the underlying stock along with the speed
at which the srock's price will move. Option rraders must correctly guess the
direction (up or down) of the underlying srock as well as how quickly it will
move (will it move today or next week?). Stock traders, on the other hand,
only trade in one dimension. They only need to correctly guess whether the
stock's price will rise or fall. They do nor need to account for the speed.

It is the volatility of the underlying stock that detennines the speed com
ponent. If you are trading options on a highly volatile stock then that stock's
price must move quickly in order for that option to become profitable. The
reason has to do with the fact that there is a direct relationship between volatil
ity and option prices. Ifvolatility rises, so do call and put prices. But if volatility
falls, then call and put prices fall in response. Volatility, however, is a hidden
component to option prices. It is easy to see if the stock's price goes up or down
but it is not so easy ro get the same information about volatility. It is cenainly
possible for the srock's price ro rise but for volatility to fall enough so that there
is an overall decrease in the call option's value. This is exactly what happened
with the VIP calls in Fit,'Ures 1 and 2. In this example, the option trader got the
stock direction right but not the speed; it rook too long for the stock to rise. If
the stock had moved to $34 in a shaner time, say a day or two (rather than
thirteen), the calls would certainly have made money. It is this second dimen
sion of speed that makes options trading so much more difficult than stock
trading. Notice that a one-dimensional stock trader would have made money
by purchasing at $31.41 and selling for $34. The speed at which the stock rises
does not matter. Therefore, while a stock and option trader may both have
guessed that VIP was moving higher, only the stock trader made money since
he does not need to account for speed at which the stock gets to a certain price.

This example shows that call options are not necessarily a direct substitute
for stock. If you think a stock is moving higher, you cannot just buy a call in
place of the stock and expect to make money if you are correct. (Similarly, put
options are not a direct substitute for shorting stock.) Yet most option traders
mistakenly apply this one-dimensional stock trading technique to options and,
consequently, end up losing money.
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Understanding candlestick charts will take care of the directional aspect.
Understanding volatility will take care of the speed aspect. Only when we have
correctly identified both direction and speed can we expect to make money
with options.

You must be convinced that the speed of movement in the srock's price
matters. So before we get into the details of how to identify both direction and
speed, let's look at a quick analogy to convince you that speed matters.

The Need for Speed

What causes an option to have a speed component to its price? The quick
answer is that it has to do with the fact that options have a time premium. The
bigger the time premium, the further the stock must move to recoup the cost.
But that begs rIle question why do options have a time premium? In order to

understand why options have a time premium, consider the following similar
ity of a football bet.

Imagine that you are betting on this year's Superbowl betvveen the New
England Patriots and Philadelphia Eagles. You do your homework and find that
all of the analysts are predicting that New England will win. To the unwary, this
high probability outlook sOW1ds like it is too easy to make money; all you have
to do is bet big on New England and you'll walk away richer. But ifyou attempt
this, you'll quickly find it is not that easy. The reason is that everybody is reading
and acting on tlle sanle infonnation and the crowd will want to bet on New
England too. That means you now have a problem since you carmot fmd any
body to rake the other side of the bet.

How can you entice someone to take the other side; that is, to bet on the
Eagles? One of the easiest is to offer a point spread. While nobody is willing to

bet on the Eagles in actual points (or "even up"), people will take the bet ifyou
create a point spread. For instance, if you offer someone a 7-point spread that
means you must subrract seven points from the Parriots' score before compar
ing it to the Eagles' score (or, equivalently, anybody betting on the Eagles gets
to add seven points to their score). This acts as a handicapping system thus
making it more difficult for the Paniot bettors to win. If the Paoiots win 21-14,
there is exactly a 7-point spread (the difference in scores) and no money is won
or lost. A bigger difference in scores results in a win for the person betting on
the Patriots while a smaller spread results in a win for the one betting on the
Eagles.
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How is the spread detennined? It is determined by the market. If a bookie
posts too low of a point spread then nobody will be swayed to betting on the
Eagles. If the point spread is tao latge, then everybody will wish to bel on the
Eagles. It's only when the point spread is just right - the market price - that
bookies will find an equal number of buyers and seUers and aU betS can be
placed. Only when you have a balanced number of buyers and sellers can the
bet be viewed as fair; the crowd is indifferem between bening on one side or
the other.

Now, ifyou just think of an option as a directional bet on the stock, let's see
how this football analogy relates to the options market. If everybody thinks
that VIP stock's price will rise, then everybody would want to buy call options.
In other words, nobody would be willing to sell those calls. That is, nobody will
sell the calls unless you offer a point spread on the ber. The spread on an option
is somewhat hidden but it is easy to show that it is there. Figure 1 shows that
the $31.625 caU was asking 53.50. Any trader who buys this option and exer·
cises it will have a cost basis of $31.625 + $3.50 ~ $35.125 on the stock.
However, the trader could have elected to buy the stock at the current price,
which gives him a cost basis of $31.41. So the trader who buys the call needs
the srock price to move to $35.125 just to break even at expiration.

In essence, anybody buying this call is really betting on something mote
than that the stock will rise. The buyer of this call is reaUy betting that the
stock's price will be above $35.125 by expiration since that is the breakeven
point on the option. The stock buyer is really betting that the stock's price will
be above its current pril't' of $31.41 whereas [he call buyer is betting that the
<:tock's price will be above $35.125. And those are two very different bets.

Since the current stock price is $31.41, there is effectively a $35.l25 
$31.41 = $3.71 spread on the "bet" at this time. This spread acts in the same
way a point spread does for our earlier football example het. It is only because
of this $3.71 point spread that a market between buyers and sellers could be
created. If the time premium was higher than $3.50 on that call then we would
have tao many people wanting to sell the bet and the price would faU. If the
premium were less man $3.50 tilen we have too many people wanting to buy
the bet and the price would rise. At a price of exactly $3.50, me number of
buyers and sellers is balanced at that point in time and the bet can be viewed as
fair.

Notice that, at expiration, if the stock. rises to $35.125 0'- less, any trader
who paid $3.50 for the $31.625 call loses the bet - even though the stock's
price rose. Using the football analogy, you would lose the bet if the Paniots win
by less than the spread. Even though you picked the correct team to win, you
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still lost the bet since they did nor win by a big enough spread. And this is
exactly what happened to the traders who bought any of the VIP calls in Figure
1 and tried to sell thirteen days later. Although traders buying the call were
correct on dIe $(Qck price direction, they accepted too big of a point spread on
the bet.

Hopefully, you are now convinced that volatility matters. Yet most option
rraders do nor rake it into account when assessing the value of a trade. So how
does a trader account for the volatility? That is where dle Black-Scholes Model
comes into play

The Black-Scholes Model -
A Scientific way to Value an Option

When we value a football bet, there is no way to say for cerrain if it is valued
other than by the fact that the crowd seems to think so. The spread we end up
with is a result of broadcasting different point spreads until all bets have been
made. Prior to 1973, this is exactly how the options market worked. Traders
had to throw out bids and offers based on what they felt a trade was worth.
Because nobody really had a means to quantify the numbers, traders tended to
bid low and offer high, which creates very large bid-ask spreads. Large spreads
mean low volume so the market became very inefficient and never quite got off
the ground.

Fortunately, thar all changed in 1973 when Fisher Black and Myron Scholes
created the Black-Scholes Option Pricing Model, which allowed traders to get a
more scientific idea of what an option's price should be. It is no surprise that
this was the very year that the Chicago Board Options Exchange (CBOE) was
created since there was now an objective way to readily determine the fair
price of an option. And with this knowledge, rraders were willing to bid higher
and sell for less.

Despite the imponance of the model, most option traders do not use it.
They pick all their option trades based on directional beliefs. They feel the
model is only a theoretical tool that has no place in the real world of option
trading. Unfortunately, that is far from mle. The Black-Scholes Model allows
traders to gain access to one of the most important pieces of information before
jumping into a trade - it allows o'aders to judge whether the price of an option
reflects a good value.
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Before we can appreciate the significance of the Black-Scholes Model, it is
necessary for us [Q take a little demur at chis point in order [Q understand the
mathematical concept of fair value. Once we understand the meaning of fair
value then we can pur the Black-Scholes Model to use and show you how ro
create a winning trade from the quotes in Figure 1.

Fair Value-
How Much is a Bet Worth?

Let's say you are offered the chance m play the following game indefinitely: A
coin is flipped and you win $1 if it lands "heads" but lose your bet amount if it
lands ''tails.'' How much should you be willing to wager on chis game?

In order m solve this, you must understand that the value of any bet is
detennined by the reward and me probability of \vinning that reward. As the
reward or probability of winning increases, so does the value of the bet. In this
coin-tossing problem, we know mat the reward is one dollar so all we need to
determine is the probability of winning.

We can probably guess rhat rhe coin will land heads and tails about equally
often so we might decide to use 50% as the probability of winning (which
implies there is a 50'Yo chance of losing since the total probabilities must add up
to one). Now that we know the reward is $1 and the probability of winning the
reward is 50%, we can figure out how much to pay for this bet. We will show
you a mathematical way shortly but first let's see if we can figure it out intu
itively. What would happen ir yOLl paid $1.50 for the bet? Since we reasoned
the probability is 50%, we can guess that you would win $1.00 haIr the time
and lose $1.50 half th~ time. This results in a loss of 50 cents every [WO flips, or
25 cents on average. Although you might win an occasional bet here and there,
we can be sure that you would end up on the losing side after hundreds of flips.
So $1.50 is too high of a price to pay.

What would happen if you p.:'1id 50 cents? We would now expect that you
would win 51.00 half the time and lose SO cents half the time, which means
you should make about 50 cents every 2 flips or 25 cents on average. You could
certainly lose some bets bur, over the long run, you would be sure to end up on
the winning side.

Well, if $1.50 is too high of a price to pay and 50 cents is tOO low, then
there must be a price in between that is neither too high nor too low. That price
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is called the fair value of the bet. If a bet is priced at fair value then neither
player will sustain a long-run advantage. Both players are expected to just
break even over the long run.

You may have guessed that the fair value of this bet is $1.00. If you wager
$1.00, then you would win $1.00 half the time and lose $1.00 half the time
thus making you no richer or poorer over the long run. At a price of one dollar,
the bet is fair to both gamblers.

Fair Value Formula

We can fmel me same answer mathematically by multiplying the probability of
winning by the reward and adding that to the probability of losing multiplied
by the amount wagered. In this example:

(0.50) * +$1.00
+ CO.501 * -$1.00

Net ~ $0

This top line of this calculation is saying there is a 50% chance of winning
$1.00, which means that has a value to you of 0.50 * +$1.00 = 50 cents. But
the second line shows you also have a 50% chance of losing $1.00, which has
a value of 0.50 * -$1.00, which equals -so cents. The positive and negative so
cents cancel out Jnd you're expected to walk away with nothing after many
flips. We can even run a computer simulation to see if we are right. Figure 3
shows a computer model with the total profit or loss on the vertical axis and the
number of tosses on the horizontal axis:
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Fig. 3 Computer simulation offair value: Paying $1 to win $1

The SO mark on me vertical axis represents me break even point since mat is
the jX>int where zero profits or losses are incurred_ You can see mat after 500
tosses, you are about back at break even. However, prior to that, you can cer
tainly end up winning or losing due to chance. But in the long run, you would
just expect to just break even. The $0 horizontal line acts like a magnet for a
fairly valued beL. The profit and loss line does not get too far above or below
break even without being pulled back toward zero. Although the profit or loss
line can stray from zero, it cannot move away from it indefinitely. The profit
and loss line just tends to oscillate sideways around zero if the bet is fairly
priced.

Let's use the fair value fOlll1u]() to see what it says about paying $1.50 for
the $1 reward:

(0.50) * +$1.00
+ (0.501 *·$1.50
Net = -25 cents

The formula shows that we are expected to lose 25 cents per Aip, which is
exaetlywhat we reasoned earlier. Paying $1.50 for this bet is therefore tOO high
of a price. Figure 4 (following page) shows that a computer simulation agrees
with the formula:
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Fig. 4 Compucer simulation above fair value: Paying $1.50 to win $1

After sao flips, we are down roughly $90. Mathematically, we would expect
to have lost 25 cents per flip mulriplied by 500 flips for a total of $125. Of
course, there will be fluctuations around that $125 figure and the chan
shows that we are not too far off.

Notice that even though we are paying $1.50 for this bet (above fair value)
that it is still possible for us to end up on the winning side in the shan run.
Figure 4 shows that we ended up on me winning side even after 100 flips. But
after hundreds more, the profit and loss line does nm tend to get pulled toward
zero. Instead, it moves into a definite downward path and never rerums.

Let'S see what the fotmula has to say about wagering 50 cents for the $1
reward:

(O.50l * +$1.00
+ (O.50l • -$0.50
Net = +25 cents

As we found before, wagering only 50 cents to win $1.00 at the flip of a coin is
a good deal as you would expect ro win about 25 cents per flip. Figure 5 shows
a computer simulation of this arrangement:
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Fig. 5 Computer simulation beloH' fair value: Paying 50 cenrs to win $1

Notice that the profit and loss line is not pulled toward zero in the long run.
Instead, it heads into unlimited gains. Mathematically, we would have expected
to be up 25 cents' 500 flips = $125 and Figure 5 shows that we're up about
$100 so, once again, the computer simulation is not too far from what we'd
expect.

Figure 5 shows we actually lost money after about SO flips even though
the odds were on our side. So even though we could certainly lose in the short
run, we will end up on the winning side after hundreds of flips, which is con·
fim1ed in Figure 5.

Only when the price of the bet is $1.00 can we say that iL is "fair" for both
parties. As a reminder, just because the bet is fair does not mean that someone
cannot end up on the winning side (and the other on the losing side). The fair
value just means that, over cite long run, neither side is expected ro end up on
the winning or losing side.

Fair Value Depends on Perspective

In the coin toss gamble, we calculated that S1.00 was the fair value of the beL.
However, that result is due ro our assumption that the chance of winning (and
lusing) is 50%. Obviously, if we used different probabilities, we would get dif
ferent results. This means that the fair value of any bet depends on our per
spective; it depends on our views of the future probability of winning.
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For example, let's assume that somebody offered to pay S1.50 for this coin
W5S game. There are two ways we could look at it. First, we could assume dlere
is a 50% chance of winning and losing and say that it is too high of a price since
that resuJrs in an expected loss of 25 cents per nip:

(0.50) • + $1.00
+ (O.50) • ·$1.50
Net = -25 cents

However, we could also look at this bet another way. We could assume that the
51.50 price is a fair price since nobody should intentionally pay more dlan
what they think is fair. If we could assume that it is a fairly valued bet, we
would need to adjust the probabilities so that they balance to zero. IL works om
that if there is a 60% chance of winning the dollar (<:lod therefore a 40% chance
of losing your wager) then $1.50 isa fair price to pay for the game. If somebody
were willing to pay $1.50 to play this game, we would say that the gambler is
implying that his chances of winning are 60% (and the chances of losing are
4()0/o) since those probabilities result in a fairly valued bet:

(0.60) +$1.00
+ (0.40) , $1.50

Net ~ 0

Although the gambler may not specifically state that he believes the probability
of winning is 60%, the mere fact that he is willing to pay $1.50 for such a bet
implies a 60% probability of winning if we assume the bet is fair.

This shows thac there are two ways of looking at any bet. First. if we
believe there is only a 50"10 chance of winning then paying S1.50 is tOO high of
a price. Second, we can assume the $1.50 is a fair price and adjust the prob
abilities to make the bet fair. So is $1.50 a fair price to pay for this game? It all
depends on how we view the future probability of winning.

Now, as the gambler, it is up to yOll [0 decide which viewpoint is more
realistic. Should you assume the furure chances of winning are 50% and only
be willing ro pay $1.00? Or is a 6OO,-i) chance of winning more realistic? Notice
that ifyou assume that 500/0 is the correct probability that you will be outbid by
another gambler if he feels 60% is the more realistic probability. You would
only be willing to bid up to $1 for the bet while he would be willing to pay up
to $1.50. It is oiticaJ [hat we are confident 111 our assessments. If 60% sounds
like too high of a probability, we're probably better off not taking the bet. It's
bener [Q miss out on some reward rather than to lose some or all of our money.
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You can see from this example that your probability assessment of 50% or
60% (or something else) to value this coin flip game is an important assump
tion ifyou are to make money. It is even more important when valuing options.
However, as we said before, very few option traders ever check to sec how the
price of the option compares to their assessment of value. In order to do that,
option traders need to use the Black-Scholes Model before stepping into any
trade.

Using the Black-Scholes Model

The Black-Scholes Model is an option pricing model thar takes six inputs and
calculates what the call and put prices should be. The six factOrs are:

• Stock price
• Exercise price (strike price)
• Risk-free rate of interest
• Time to expiration
• Dividends
• Volatility

You can find Black-Scholes calculators at many websites bur one of the best is
available, free of charge, through the Chicago Board Options Exchange (CBOE)
at the following link:

http://www.cboe.com/LearnCenter/RCTools.aspx

Let's run through an example of how to use it. Assume that the underlying
stock is $50, the strike price is $SO, there are 60 days to expiration, volaLility is
30%, the risk-free interest rate is 2%, and no dividends are paid during the life
of the option. If we put these values into the calculator (as shown in Figure 6,
following page) and hit the "calculate" bar, we find that the call should be
priced at $2.50 and the put at about $2.35 as shown by the circles in Figure 6:
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Fig. 6 Call and put values based on the six inputs on left hand side:

Those circled values are not just some ambiguous values. They are the fair
values of the option "bets" based on the six inputs briven on the left hand side. in
this example, if you pay more than $2.50 for the call option (or $2.35 for the
put), you are expected [Q just break even in the long run. If you pay less, you'U
end up on the winning side and if you pay more you'll end up on the losing
side. This assumes that you are able to make this exact bet hWldreds of times,
which is an unrealistic assumption. In the real world, you are probably only
going (Q get one shot at any given option scenario. Still, understanding the fair
value of SUdl a bet over hundreds of crials gives us a benchmark for whm we
should be willing to pay for only one shot.

Black-Scholes Input Explanations

Style
The "style" pull down menu asks you to select either '~encan" or "Euro
pean" style options. An American sryle option is one that can be exercised at
any time prior to expiration while the European counterpart may only be
exercised at expiration. All equity (stock) options are American style while
mOSt index options are European (the OEX is about the only major excep
tion - it is an American style option). Ifyou are valuing stock options, make
sure you select the '1\rnerican" style.
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Interest Rate
The interest rate is always the annualized risk-free rate over the time period
of the option. In this example, we need the risk-free rate for a sixty-day
investment (expressed as an annual rate). However, the CBOEs calculator
automatically looks this up for you based on the "days to expiration" field
you provide. So the risk·free rate is not an input that you need to worry
about finding if you are using this calculator.

Volatility
This is the most important number in determining an opnon's value. We
used 30% for this example but, in the real world of trading, that number
could be anything from a low of about 10% to a high of 300% or more. The
volatility number is simply the standard deviation of stock price returns,
which we will talk about shortly. The volatility number gives us an idea of
how large we expect the furore price swings to be.

Dividends
The "dividends" field requires us to type in the amount of any dividend that
will be paid during the life of the option.

Of the six factors, volatility is the most critical since it is not directly observable
in the market. In other words, if you asked 100 rraders to fill in the six fields in
the Black-Scholes Model for a particular option, they would all use the same
current stock price, the same exercise price, the same risk-free interest rate (or
at least very close), the same dividend amount, and the same time to expira·
tion. Those five factors are fIxed at each momem in rime. I1owever, it is pos
sible that no two traders would use the same volatility since there is no way to
say [or sure what the COITl:'ct answer is. This is why volatility is so important to
understand.

Valuing an Option

According to the Black·Scholes Model, Lhe key ingredient in valuing an option
is the furure volatility - dle volatility of the stock's prices that will occur over
the life of the option. We do not need to know anything about the direction of
the stock (notice that the model does not ask you for a prediction on the direc.:
tion of the stock). The reason for this is that stock price changes follow a bell
shaped curve. Once we have the volatility (the standard deviation) we can
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detennine many probabilities since we know the following properties muSt
hold for bell curves:

1) 68% of the data fall within one standard deviation
2) 95% of the data fall within two standard deviations
3) Essentially all of <he data fall WIthin three standard deviations

As an example, if we have a $100 stock with 30% volatility, we know that in
one year:

J) There is a 68% chance <he stock', pncc will fall between 570 and 5130
(one standard deviation, or 30% on either side of the current $100 price).

2) There is a 95% chance the stock's plice wiJl fall between $40 and $160
(two standard deviations. or 2 300/0 on either side of $100)

3) There is virtually a 100% chance thar the stock's price would lay between
$10 and $190 after one year (three standard deviations, or 3 30% on
either side of $100).

Once we have a standard deviation (\'olatility), the Black-Scholes Model can
then find the probabilities and payoffs of the option and that means we can
find the fair value of the bet. If we are faced with low volatility, then there are
only a few possible stock prices that can occur and the option has only a few
possible small payoffs. Consequently. the option has a low price. But if there is
a lot of volatility then there are a lor of possible :)tock prices underneath that
bell CliNe and the bet becomes more valuable (the option has a much higher
price). For option trading it is irnpolt3m to remember the following: High vola·
tiliry equals high-pticed options (true for both caBs and puts). Low volatility
equals low-priced options.

Of course, we will never know what the nue volatility number is until
aher the fact but we can get an idea based on past volatilities. There is one
more concept thar we need to grasp before purting all of this infonnation to
gether. That is, volatility tends to move sideways over time. Let's take a closer
look at why this statement is true.
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Volatility Moves Sideways

283

In order to use the Black-Scholes Model to your ad\'antage. you must under
stand an important characteristic of volatility. That is, volatility tends to move
sid~\.'ays over time. For example, Figure 7 shows an 18-year history of the
Volatility Index, or VlX, which measures the volatility of the S&P SOO Index.
Although the index has risen substantially over this time period, notice that the
volatility did not - it just moved sideways.
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Fig. 7 Volaeility Index (VIX)

This sideways characteristic of volatility is about the only constant in options
trading and, consequently, is an imponant observation we can use to our ad
vamage. When volatility rises signit1cantly above the long-tem1 average, there
is a tendency for it to fall and vice versa. The tendency for volatility to fall
toward the long-Lerm average is called mean reversion. That is, volatility tends
to revert to the mean (average). Anytime an extreme event happens, chances
are that following eventS will be less extreme, not more. Mean reversion is easy
10 understand by looking at a real-world example - one that is often explained
by a jinx.
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Mean Reversion -
The Sports Illustrated Jinx

TIle Sports lllusrrarcd jinx states that if <1 professional athlete makes the cover of
Spons Illustrated; his or her performance has now been jin.xed and will slip me
following season. There is a long (and quite <..:onvincing) histOly of this phe
nomenon ever since Spons Illustrated WAS first published. In facl, in January
2002, nobody would even pose for the cover and it hit the newsstands with a
picture of a black cat and the caption "The Cover that No One Would Pose for:
Is the 51 Jinx for Real"?

But let's take [1 look at this "jinx" from a mean reversion strllldpoint. In
1998 basehall superstar Mark McGwire s~L ,m aU-rime record when he hit 70
homeruns. This is a remarkable feat that had never been done before in histoty
- that is the reason he made dle cover. The next season we should nm expect
him to omperform that record but, instead, fall back toward his long·tenn
homerun a,'erage. He did, in fact. hit 65, 32, and 29 homeruns in rhe following
three years. 111is is simply mean reyersion at work and not an apparem jin.x. as
many believe. People who believe in the SPOIlS Illustrated jinx are simply con
fusing cause and effect. McGwire's homeruns did not fall because hc made the
cover of Sports Illustrated. Instead, he made the cover because the number of
homeruns was abnonnally high and we should ha\'e expected his subsequent
homeruns 10 fall

If you look back at Figme 7, youll see that the VIX tends to oouncc back
and fonh benvecn 20'-'/0 and 400/0 most of the time suggesting that the long
tenn average may be around 30%. When ir moves significantly above or below
3CY%, it is a rarc fear and we should expect it to fall back to\ll.'ard the 30% mark
rather than continue in one direction or the other.

Putting it all Together

Now that you understand about fair value along \vith the fact that volatility
tends to move sideways, let's see if we can use this new knowledge to help us
check the value of an option.

Let's go back to the VIP trade we discussed at the beginning of the chapter.
To make the example easier to follow, let's just pick one of the call options.
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Since most option traders are tempted to buy the out-of-the-money strike, we
will assume that we are interested in buying the 533.375 calU

Figure 1 shows that the $33.375 call was priced at $2.50 on December 16.
But we also said that there can be significant differences bervveen an option's
price and its value. Before we buy this (or any) option, we need to check the value
by checking the past volatility of the underlying stock. Once we get a feel for how
the past volatilities have behaved then we can gauge how much we should be
willing to pay for the option.

By checking me historical volatilit)~ we are gaining an idea of the possible
payouts from the option. In other words, if VIP closes at 534.375 at expiration,
rhar call is wonh S1. If the stock closes at S35.375 it is wonh $2 and so on.
How likely is it that the call is worth either of these values? How likely is it that
it's worth more? To alL<>\ver that, we need to I\nO\\' the standard de"iation of the
bell curve representing the stock price dlanges and thar's exactly what the past
volatilities show liS.

One of the simplest ways to check the past volatility is to view a long-term
chan, perhaps one year or more, of the volatility on the underlying stock. Be
cause we are trying to determine the value of the $33.375 call, it is usually best
to match the expiration with the moving average. For example, the $33.375
call expires in about 30 days so we should use a 30-day moving average for the
historic volatility. Figure 8 shows a one-year chan of the 30-day moving aver
ages for the volatility of VIP stock:
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Fig. 8 Onc:veur hisroric l'Olatilities for VIP stock

2. Tec.:hnically, [he $31.625 call is ou£-of-l..he-mollcy too but l.hal would probably be
ron~idered the at-the-money strike by most traders since it is prim} close co the eurr~lIl

slock priet:o
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If yuu look at Fit-,'llre 8. you vvilJ sec t hat the average has just moved beween a
low of- 301);\ dlld high of about 70ll

;" with the eXl:epdon of the spike at the end of
the chalT appro.xhing the 120')0 le\(.'1.

l\;ow \\e ha\e a dcci<;ion to makf', Which volatility level will be correct for
the next rhlli\ days umil expiration of the calls? While we will nevel know the
correct answer until flfter tbe fact, we do know the long l1In histOlY has been
between low of 30%) and n high of 7011 !" SI) ollr esril11<lle shuuld probably lie in
this region rig-me 8. howe\ er. SllOW~ that the cunent level of volatility IS near
12~ 1, If we use this volatility to pnCt' the option \.....e will probably be fighting a
dO\vnward pull nn the option's prio~" as the volatilitv '1\111 most likely fall back
ro the avera~{·. Remcmher. tlw price 01 an opt ion IS directly li~ [0 tbe volatility.
U the volmility is high thell so is 1he price. Bur if we nrc cxpC'cnng volatility to
fall. then rhe pricc of rhe option williall as wdl if om expel-lations are correct.

Prior 10 rhe I,ugt' ~pikl.' III Fi~LIlt' 8. Ult 30-d3Y \·olatilil~ had Ju,r crossed
the 4QO/o so that mighr be an esrimilre for future vol•.tliJiry over the next 30 days.
AlLhough 4QO/o is one estimate. it is not the only one we could lISC. Remember
that volatility is thf" only true unknown in the Black-Scholes Model and now
yOll see why - volmility docs not stay constant. Hnwpvcr. most option traders
would agree that the future volatility estimme should be fairly representative
of the mOH"S we ob..erve in the chart. If \VC were [Q a<;k many option traders for
their opinion on future \'olati1ity~ \ve might obtain estimates in the shaded area
of Figure 9:
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Fig. 9 Range ~f \'olutililY e$rlmafe...; hoe might l'-\peCf to receive from many
traders
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Traders with a strong bullish convicrion may be willing co buy the option with
a volatility level at the high end of the shaded area, say 60%. Traders less
convinced of a large price move in the stock may only be willing co buy the
option at the lower end of around 40%. But very few traders should be willing
to pay the current level of 120% since that is a very rare volatility level. This
shows why it is not a good idea to rely on software thar compares a single point
(such as the 30-day average) to the current price. Under this system, the soft
ware would tell you that an option priced at 120% volatility is fairly priced
even though that's far from O1.Ie based on historical standards.

Let's assume we split the difference between the 40% and 60% levels and
use 50% for our future volatility estimate. What does the Black-Scholes Model
says about the value of this option?

We know the current stock price is $31.41, we're interested in buying the
$33.375 strike, there are 39 days Wltil expiration, no dividends are paid on the
stock over the life of the option, and we JUSt decided to use 50% as a future
estimate of volatility. (Remember, this calculator automatically finds the risk
free interest rate for you.) Figure 10 shows that the fair value of a call option
with these inputs is only about $1.30:
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Fig. 10 Fair value of the 533.375 call option assuming 50% volatility
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There is dearly a discrepancy benveen what we think the call is worth when
<.:ompared to the 52.50 market price. In other words, the 52.50 market price of
the option is far greaLer than the $1.30 value to us.

We S<.1.id carlier that there are two ways we can view a bel and now it's
time [Q rake a look at the second way. Let's assume that the market is correct
and iliat the $2.50 asking price is a fair value for this bet. Which volatility must
rhe market use to come up with a price of SZ.50? We can find out by simply
entering the $2.50 asking price into the "implied volatility" section in the lower
right hand comer of tbe calculator, which is circled in Figure 11. (Make sure
you also select "call" [TOm the drop down menu.) After we hit the "calculate"
bar in the same circle, the calculator shows that the market is using a volatility
estimate of nearly 80% (79.64%).
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Fig. 11 Implied vo/arilicy of the $33.375 call

The implied volatiJiry shows us the volatility level that must be used in order ro
make the current mClfket price true. The market does not agree with our 50%
e5timat~ and is, instetld, using a volmiliry of nearly 80%. If you rype 79.64 into
the "volRrility %" box on the left hand side of the calculator, the price of the caB
would show $2.50. JUSt as with our coin toss example, the market does not
need to specificaBy think that the future volatility is 80%. The mere fact that
traders are willing to pay $2.50 for the caU implies that they are using 80% as
an estimme of fi.lture volatility. It is for this reason that the 80% figure is called
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the implied volatility. What likely caused this high level of volatility is the fact
that traders continued to buy up these call options without consulting a pricing
model.

Now, as option traders, we have a decision to make: Does 80% seem like
a reasonable estimate of future volatility? After checking the volatility over the
past year we find that it does not seem to be in line with any of the volatilities
we've seen in the past with the exception of the recent spike. This does not
mean that it's impossible to make money with this option if we were to pay
$2.50. Instead, it shows that the oods appear to be smcked very much against
tis. It is a trade we're better off avoiding. In our opinion, this appears to be a
losing proposition if we were to make this exact rrade hundreds of times.

Why does $2.50 appear to be an unfair price? If you pay 52.50 for this
option, there is a very good chance that volatility will revert to the average 
dragging down the option's price with it. And that is exacdy what happened
with the ViP calls in Figure I.

Figure 12 shows an overlay of the stock's price (shaded line) and the 10
day historical volatility (bold line). You can see that the stock's price did rise
after December 16 bur that volatility also fell right back to the average as we
expected. The net result between these two forces was an overall loss. It was
the falling volatility that was the culprit of the call losses.
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Time Decay?

Mal1Y traders believe that the VIP calls lost money simply because of time
decay. Time decay means that time has been SUbtlaeted from the life of the
option and that the option must therefore be worth less money. However, that
assumes that all otherfactor$ stay the same. We can use the Black-Scholes Model
to see if time decay was the culprit. Figure 13 shows that if we use a volatility
of 79.64% then the price of the call is $2.50, which was the marker price at the
time we considered buying the 533.375 call:
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Fig. 1315 time decay the culprit?

Thirteen days later, the stock rose to 534. Figure] 4 shows the value of the
533.375 call thineen days later (26 days to expiration instead of 39) would be
$3.20 assuming that volatility remained constant at 79.64%:
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Fig. 14 Value of $33.375 call thineell days later assuming all else constant

So the fact that time decayed by thineen days was not the culprit of the loss on
the VIP 533.375 call'. Had thirteen days passed and volatility remained can·
stant, we would have been able to sell the call for $3.20 and gained a nice
profit. Instead, we faced a loss with ti,e call bidding only 51.80. Which volatil·
ity is necessary to create a $1.80 bid price?

Figure 15 shows that an implied volatility of about 40% (39.81%) equates
ro a $1.80 caU price. This shows that the reason the 533.375 caUlast money
was nOt because of time decay but rather that the implied volatility was cut in
half; it feU from 80% to 40% in thineen days.

3. Technically speaking, to show the true effect of time decay we should have used the
same starting stock price of $31.41 since time decay is a resu It of all factors remaining
COnsl<lnt (with the. exception of time). However, most traders believe that the reason
this trade lost money is strictly due to time decay even though the stock price rose. To
show thm is not true, we need to account for the current slock price and use $34.
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Fig. 15 Falling volatility wm rhe reason/or rhe loss on (he $33.375 call

The Black-Scholes Model allowed us to see the volatilities that the market was
using to price the $33.375 call. Had we not used the modeJ, all we would see is
the 52.50 call price and have to make our decision based on our belief of the
direction of the stock. Blit as we've seen, knowing the direction is not enough {Q

profit on options. We must also know something about the volatility that me
market is using ro price the options, Because the markel's assessment ofvolatil
ity was so high, we were faced with a very large premium ($2.50 market price
versus our estimate of $1.30). In order to overcome this large premium, the
call option had a high·speed component. Had VIP moved from $31.41 to $34
the next day, we would expect the call to be profitable. Bur it took thineen days
to get there and rhafs a different srory

Creating a Winning Trade

We've jusr demonstrated ¥\-1m a real-life example thar option rrading requires
more than a directional belief aoom the underlying stock. In other words, just
because you may be bullish does nOt mean that buying calls is the right strategy
to capitalize on that outlook. The reason is thar long positions have a "poim
spread" built into them in the form of a time premium. If that time premium is
roo high, we can lose on the option even though the srock may rise. By using
the Black-Scholes model, we could guess that it's probably nor wise to buy the
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$33.375 call when it's priced at 80% volatility. Does this mean we should sell
the call?

On the surface, many traders erroneously think that if the volatility ap
pears to be too high tilen we should simply be the sellers of the calls but that is
not necessarily true. There are two main reasons. First, in this example, VIP
appears to be priced at high volatility levels but it's possible there is a good
reason. If we sell the call and the stock price jumps much higher, we could end
up with sizeable losses. So we do not necessarily want to sell calls 'Just be
cause" volatility is high. Second, a high volatility does not equate to a bullish
bias. It's certainly possible that the market is equally negative on the stock.
Remember, high volatility just means that the market is expecting large price
swings in the hlture; volatility measurements do not take direction into ac
count but, instead, only the size of the price swings. So if the VIP $33.375 call
appears to be priced high, it could be due to traders bidding up the price of the
puts (as the price of puts rise so does the price of calls)4 . Since we determined
that volatility is exceptionally high, all we can really do at this point is decide to
avoid the trade. We have tremendous insights into the price swings (volatility)
that the market is expecting but nothing has been said about the direction. And
it is this point that makes candlestick charting so important for option traders. If
we can gain some insights into the direction of the stock, we can then deter
mine whether we wish to buy or sell the bet. Let's see ifwe can use candlesticks
to gain this critical additional infonnation.

Candlestick Charts

At the beginning of this chapter, we said that Honma discovered that emotions
playa significant part in the supply and demand for stock and therefore were
important in determining price. In this example, all we know right now is that
lhe market is bidding volatility to very high levels but that just means the
market expects large price move.~ in the near future. We need to know if these
large moves are due, for example, to an impending takeover (bullish) or corpo
rate scandal (bearish) that is about to hit the news. Let's take a look at a candle-

4. There is a mathematical relationship called put-call parity. which states that the
difference bctvveen the same-strike call and put prices must equal the difference be
tween the stock price and the present value of the exercise price. The important point to

underSland is that call prices will rise if put prices rise (and vice versa).
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stick chart on VIP and see if we can get a sense of how the supply and demand
is stacking up. Figure 16 shows a two-month candle::otid. l:hart right up to the
December 16lh date of our decision:

,1!l~1~.,
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Fig. 16 Bullish engulfing candle on our rrade date

At the right side of the chart, you'll see the last two candles fonning a classic
"Bullish Engulfing" pattern. In fact, the second "engulfing" candle never traded
below the opening price, as there is no lower shadow. This shows us that the
traders are stacking up as net buyers and we should expect the stock to con
tinue higher. There is no way to get the information that quickly from a We5tem
style "open-high-low-dose" chart. With one simple glance at a candlestick chan,
we now know the twO imporrant pieces of infonnation that are needed to trade
options profitable - direction and speed. We know the market demand is stack
ing up to the bullish side and that volatility appears to be toO high. So whal type

of strategy should we Lise? Because the market is bullish, we do not walll to be
caught holding short calls since that is a bean"sh bet. Lf d1e market is correct, we
could end up vvith huge losses even though we were COITect in selling theoreti
cally high volatility. In order to create a winning trade, we need to rake into
account that we are bullish along with our belief that volatility is high. Because
we're bullish, we obviously want a bullish bet. But because volatility is high, we
do not want to buy a bullish bet. Instead, we need to sell the bullish ber. And
that means we need to sell puts.

Figure 17 is a reprint of Figure 1 and Figure 2. You can see that selling the
533.375 pur for 53.40 would yield a nice profir after buying it back thirteen
days later for only $1.65.
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Fig. 17

How would the other puts have performed? The $31.625 puts could have been
sold for $2.40 and repurchased for $1.05 and the $35 puts could have been
sold for $4.50 and repurchased for $2.45. The sale of any put resulted in a
significant gain for the simple fact dlat this simple strategy properly aligned
both dIe directional and volatility aspects of options.

As we stated before, the purchase of any call resulted in a loss. And that's
hecause the huyers were correct on direction (the stock did rise) but they were
wrong aboUl volatility (they bought the high volatility). Many traders believe
thm if t:alls are expensive to buy then they must be a great deal to sell. Let's see
if that's UUe. Notice that ifyou had sold the $33.375 calls. you would have sold
for $1.75 and repurchased for $2.25, which leaves you with a loss. By selling
these calls, you were correct in selling volatility (you sold volatility when it was
high) but you were wrong aboll! the direction of the stock. In fact, the sale of
any of the calls resulted in a loss. It is only the short put trader that made money
since that strategy properly aligned direction and volatility. Only when both com
poncnts arc properly aligncd can you expect to make money with optiom.

Once again, notice that the one-dimensional stock trader would have made
money by purchasing at $31.41 and selling for $34. But in order to make
money with options, you must be correct on direction and speed. And that
means you must take volatility into account.

Your best source for understanding volatility comes from using the Black
Scholes Model and the best directional indicators come from candlestick charts.
It is the trader who uses both tools that will be able to separate price and value
of options.
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Utilizing Option Information

The use of candlestick signals, in their proper positioning for identifying tread
reversals and applying a few minutes of option analysis to a rrade, can produce
high profits that everybody always promises. Utilizing me same principles for
evaluating high profirstock trades will make srrucnning successful option trades
relatively easy.

Learning the candlestick signals enhances the ability to identify direction.
Being able to identify price movemenr enhancements signals, such as gaps or
bounces close off major technical levels, in conjunction with the candlestick
signals, increases the probabilities of establishing a profitable option trade.

Applying dlat information to various option expirations provide profitable
srraregies. Able to recognize profitable trading patterns might allow an option
investor to sell the near term calls while buying the calls of the next month
strike price. Options strategies become measurably more fined tuned when
having the abiliry to evaluate shon-term direction based upon candlestick sig
nals during a longer-term price partem.

The Black-Scholes option pricing model adds an additional element for
exploiting specific options that are over or under-priced based upon historic
market conditions. As an example, if a bullish candlestick signal indicates a $53
stock as a strong buy, the Black-Scholes model creates an additional profit
opportunity. In preparation of executing a c-dll. the S50 strike price and the $55
strike price might be evaluated. If the model indicates the $55 strike price
options are priced correctly and the $50 srrike price options are undervalued,
logic dictates purchasing the undervalued options. Or at least ov~rvveighting

the $50 options if a combination of both options were being purchased.
The same rationale would be applied to selling calls or puts. When an

option strategy was being implemented which involved selling calls are puts,
selling the overvalued options becomes a better probabiliry trade.
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Putting Candlestick and Option
Strategies Together
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The serious option investor can make very strong profits utilizing correct trade
analysis. The reduction of risk can be incorporated into the trade analysis. The
same analytical tools for finding high profit stock trades can dramatically im
prove profitability vvith some simple option strategies.

A successful option trade utilizes a series of quick and easy trade entry
steps. A successful option trader needs to prepare exit strategies the same as
they would when trading the underlying stock. When the stock trade does not
work, the option trade does not work. Unfortunately, this makes the effect of
the bid!ask spread more pronounced.

The benefit of being in a successful option trade is the large percentage
returns that can be made. Losses, as far as percent loss, on a particular trade
vvill be much more exaggerated than a stock trade, of course. That makes the
concept of the option trading "program" that much more important than each
option trade.

Keeping in mind, the basis for successful investing is to put the probabili
ties in your favor Probabilities imply that not all trades are going to be success
ful. The purpose of learning a trading strategy is to use the parameters and
historic observations that have worked successfully a high percentage of the
time. Utilizing the candlestick signals has that proven track record. Applying
that infonnation to option trading, leveraging the use of your funds, requires
the same mental process as a successful stock trading program. When all the
indicators/signals point to a successful trade, take advantage of what you have
learned.
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Chapter 8

Profitable Trading Insights

Ask the experienced rather than the learned.
Arabian Proverb

Candlestick analysis benefits all technical trading. Successful traders will
incorporate candlestick signals into other technical methods. For the sake of
providing the reader with other perspectives on how to use candlesticks, one of
the leading traders, Tina lDgan, has graciously contributed insights on her own
successful trading methods. She is a well-respected investor and her reputation
for utilizing excellent investment-discipline habits places her in the top ranks of
investment trainers. Tina Logan is primarily a swing trader, but periodically
day-trades or invests in longer-term positions, dependant upon market condi
tions. Over the years, Tina has had the good fortune to study vvith some very
experienced traders, including an author, a seminar leader and a hedge ftmd
manager.

The past decade has been devoted to studying and implementing success
ful technical analysis and trade implementation. Tina is an avid user of techni
cal analysis and feels it is cmcial to understanding when to enter, and exit
stocks. She has spent thousands of hours trading, testing, designing strategies
and developing very detailed and comprehensive training program for inves
tors. For several years, Tina has been providing training to small groups and
one-on-one private tutoring. Her insights illustrate the effectiveness of utilizing
candlestick signals vvith Western techniques. Although some of the information
vvill be redundant to what you have read so far in this book, it should illustrate
that candlestick signals can be applied to simple but successful investment
decisions.
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Presented by Tina Logan

Rather than debate the superiority of Japanese candlestick analysis or western
technical analysis. the smart trader utilizes them both. Savvy rraders blend me
two rypes of analysis in an effan to maximize their profits. Candlestick patterns
can help strengthen other Western technical signals. The Japanese candlestick
chart is visuaUy more representative of investor sentiment than a western price
bar. In addition, candlestick reversal patterns can help identify the likely turn
ing points so traders can react quickly (Q changes in price direction. Western
technical analysis is broader in scope. In addition to referendng the price bars,
many books on western charting provide discussion of topics such as:

• Volatility

• Ret1'acement of previous price moves

• Drawing trendlines

• Divergence between price and indicators

• Support and resistance levels

• Identification of large chart patterns, such as triangles and channels

Candlestick patterns provide a micro view of price action, while western sig
nals provide a bigger picmre look ar the chan, Traders can combine these
strengths to develop highly profitable strategies.
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Combining Eastern and Western Analysis

TI-aders must swvive before they can thrive. A major challenge for new traders
is simply lasting long enough in the markets to learn the ropes. Those who do
survive the early years eventually move from trading with emotion to trading
with technique and discipline. As they gain experience, their focus shifts from
that of mere smvival to risk management and increasing profitability.

Cluster of Signals

Often more than one reversal signal occurs near the same price level. Multiple
signals clustered together should give a trader more confidence that the set-up
will follow through in the anticipated direction. An example would be when a
Japanese candlestick panem fonTIS within a larger western chan pattern. For
instance, often the second top of a bearish Double Top is a bearish candlestick
reversal panern. Figure 8-1 shows a Double Top that fanned on the Waste
Connections chan during the sununer of 2005. An Evening Star fanned at the
second peak of the larger pattern. Stochastics confirmed by turning down from
the oversold line.
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Fig. 8-1 A bearish Evening Star formed the
second peak of a bearish Double Top.

Another technical event that may make a set-up stronger is when price tests a
long-term Moving Average, such as the 50- or 200-period. These Moving Aver
ages are watched closely by experienced traders. They often provide support
when price declines to those levels. Conversely, when a downtrend reverses,
longer-term Moving Averages above may act as resistance.

Figure 8-2 shows a chan of Remington Oil & Gas. This is a good example
of several signals coming together. A Double Bottom fonned at the 200-period
Moving Average. The additional support provided by the strong indicator should
increase rhe likelihood of a reversal. In addition to the Wesrern signals, a bull
ish candlestick reversal pattern fanned rhe second bottom of the larger par
rem. Usually the Stochastics will also curl up from the oversold level. However,
if the second bottom is slightly higher than the first bottom, because of the loss
of momenhlm on the second bottom, the Stochastics may not drop back below
the 20 line. It should still curl up though.
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Figo 8-2 A Hammer formed the second bottom of a Double Bottom pattern.
The 200-penod Moving Average also provided support and Stochastics turned

up"

Candlestick patterns are very common at reversal points. Figure 8-3 shows a
bearish Head and Shoulders Top that fonned on Take-Two Intera Software. A
bearish candlestick pattern fonned at each shoulder, and at the head, of the
larger pattern. The larger chart pattern alone is bearish. The fonnation of a
bearish candlestick at the right shoulder should increase the likelihood of fol
low through to the downside. Stochastics also continned the turns. By the time
the right shoulder of the Head and Shoulders Top fonns, price is already in a
downtrend. Because of that downward momentum, Stochastics may not rise
back up to the oversold level on the right shoulder.
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Fig. 8-3 Bearish candlestick patterns are common at reversal points.

To confinn a short position, price should dose below the neckline of the Head
and Shoulders panem. The neckline [Ouches the swing lows between the two
shoulders. Traders may choose to take an early enny rather than waiting for
confinnation, especially if there is bearish candlestick pattern that fonns the
right shoulder. By that time the neckline is breached, the move is well under
way [Q the downside.

In the Take·lWo example, there is potential support at the May low. If a
shorr position is still open by the time price reaches a visible support level, it
should be covered. Price generally bounces, at least temporarily, at a strong
floor.
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Consult the Sector

305

When a sector or industry group is in favor, the component stocks may run up
for several weeks or even months. Eventually the overbought condition will
cause a period of consolidation or a correction. A correction can be identified
by a retracement of the previous trend.
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Fig. 8-4 A Morning Star helped identify the end ofa correction.

A stock in a strong sector may resume the uptrend once price has corrected
sufficiently. Traders who wish to participate in the resumption of the prior
uptrend should watch closely for signals indicating that the correction may be
ending.

Many stocks in the Energy sector made significant advances during 2005.
Figure 8-4 shows XlE, the Spider Sector ETF for the Energy group. Arter the
price advance from the January low to the March high, price retraced a signifi
cant amount of the previous uptrend. The retracementwas approximately 62%,
a well-known Fibonacci level.
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A bullish Morning Star also formed near that level indicating a possible
end of the correction. Several days later price closed above the top trend-line of
a falling channel giving further evidence that price was rising again. The COf

rection provided an excellent opportunity for traders [Q purchase shares at
lower prices.

Oil srocks were a hot commodity during 2005. They were a major con
tributor to the run up in the XLE chaIt illustrated above. A challenge for traders
was to know at what point the 5w(ks in this industry had run up too far. Figure
8-5 shows a significant run up on Exxon Mobil. Traders who watched closely
for reversal signals received timely warnings that Ex..xon was about to reverse
direction.

Re,·ersal candlestick panerns fonned on both the daily and weekly time
frames. Figure 8-5 shows a beaIish Harami-Doji (also referred to as a Harami
Cross) on the weekly chan. Figure 8-Sa shows a Tower Top on the daily chan.
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Fig. 8-5 Reversal pattems fonned before a correction began.

Traders who primarily \iew chans on the daily time-frame can gain an edge by
also incorporating the weekly chan in dleir analysis. Support and resistance
levels, that may not be seen within the time-period displayed on the daily
chan, can easily be seen on the weekly chan.
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Sometimes support and resistance levels fanned months, or even years, in
the past. However, they will be seen by chartists consulting the higher time
frames, such as weekly or monthly. Just because a support or resistance level is
"old," does not mean it is not still srrong.

Figure 8-6 shows a weekly chart of Hudson City Bancolp. On this view, it
is easy to see that the stock has rraded in a range for a couple of years. Looking
at just a few months of data on a daily chart does not give as thorough a picture
as can be seen on the weekly chart.
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Fig. 8-6 Support and resistance levels seen on a weekly chart.

Candlestick patterns are visible on all Llmeframes. The higher the time frame
the more meaningful the implication of the pattern. If a bearish reversal pat
tern fonns at the end of an advance on the weekly or monthly chart, ignore it at
your own peril!
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J
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Fig. 8-7 A hean'sh Tower 7bp
fanned on a weektv chart.

TC Nel 2005

Fig. 8-8 A bullish Morning Star
fonned on Q weekly churt.

Trading with Multiple Time Frames

While browsing weekly chans, you may come across some imeresting set-ups
that offer great trading opponunities. For example, a TWeezer Bottom is a
pattern where the lows of two or more bars are at, or very neal~ the same price.
Often a TWeezer Bottom 011 a weekly chart will be a Double Bo([om down on
the daily chart. Vice versa for a Tweezer Top.
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Figure 8-9 shows a weekly chart of SPLS with a Tweezer Bottom. The tweezer
formed at a floor that had been established several months prior. On the daily
chart, traders see a bullish Double Bottom. However, they may not notice that
the pattern is testing a strong floor unless they compress the daily chart or shift
to the weekly time frame. SPLS trended up for several weeks following the
successful retest of the strong suppon.
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Fig. 8-9 A Tweezer Bottom f01med at a floor all the
weekly chart. 'l"he daily chart showed a Double Bottom.

Swing Trading Using Japanese
Candlesticks

Te Net 2005

Swing trading can be a very profitable method of trading. It is a style that
capitalizes on the concept that price does not usually move too far in one direc
tion before pausing or pulling back. Swing traders can make substantial gains
during those short-term moves. They then exit before price turns against them
robbing them of their profits. This type of trade is generally held from two to

six days. Some swing trades may be held longer, but usually not for more than
a couple of weeks.
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This method of [fading has become increasingly popular over the past few
years. It is not as demanding as day trading, and yet not as passive as a buy
and-hold strategy. The savvy swing trader has the ability to adapt quickly to

changing market environments. Swi.ng trading can be quite profitable in up or
down trends.

Swings within a Trend

Inrennediate-teml trends generally last from several weeks to a few months.
Within the trend, there may be several shorter-term price swings. A typical
swing may consist of a distance the equivalent of about four to five average size
bars for that particular stock. Every slock is different. The swings may vary
dramatically from one stock to another.
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Fig. 8-10 Shortcr-tcnn swings within a trend.
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You can enhance your swing trading skills by paying attention to overall
market conditions. In a choppy or bearish market, the swings up may be shorter.
In a bullish market, the moves up may be more significant as the broad market
rallies. Additionally, if a stock is in a strong sector, price swings may last longer,
and the dips to support may be shallower.

Sometimes stocks will trend upward making very recognizable price swings.
Other times the swings are not as orderly. It takes practice to learn to trade the
swings with precision. However, those who acquire the skill are usually re
warded with a steady stream of good trading opportunities.

Bearish reversal candlestick patterns often fonn at the end of an uptrend.
But they also are quite common at the end of the shOlter-teml swings within
the trend. These reversal patterns can be very helpful in assisting with exiting
long positions on swing trades. Conversely; bullish reversal patterns can be
used to fine-tune an exit on a short position.

Hanging Man followed
by a Shooting Star~.

Spinning Top followed by • JJ n~
a Shooting Star ~ rtf V

1" ~~
O!I~I!

Bearish Engulfing Pattern

Fig. 8-11 ShOlt ternl swings in an uptrend with bearish reversal candlesricks
patterns at the swing highs.
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Trading the Swings

After a swing up, the decline that follows is often referred to as a pullback, or a
dip, to support. Pullbacks are velY common occurrences caused primnrily by
profit raking by swing o·aders. When price swings up, it moves away from the
shon-term Moving Averages. The lO-period and 20-period Moving Averages
are popular shon~telm indicators. Price men rums down, often finding support
at one of lhose short-term Moving Averages, but sometimes declining farther.

The pullbacks are often on low or declining volume. This is an indication
of profit taking by shOrt~teml traders versus a more aggressive sell-off by a
large number of traders and investors. These swings, followed by pullbacks,
may give the appearance of a stair-step like motion in the trend.

The inverse can often be seen on swings (Q the downside when a stock is
falling. However, it is nO[ unusual to see downside declines of more magnitude
than upside swings. Panic sets in and traders msh ro eliminate pain. A wise
trader once observed that, ''The bull walks up the stairway, but the bear jUlllPS
OUl the window."
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Fig. 8-12 After ending the advance 11/ilh a bearish rewrsal signal, price pulled
back to support offering a new long ell try.
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A challenge with holding through a pullback in a trend is that you cannot be
certain how deep the decline will be. If price does not stop falling at the near
term support levels, a trader could watch much, or all, of the profits from the
swing up disappear. Therefore, many swing traders attempt to sell the high of
the swing and buy on the dips near a support level. Because of the short-term
nature of this type of trade, traders can gain an edge by learning the warning
signals that so often occur at the end of a price svving. Learning how to set price
targets, and using protective sell stops, can also help traders avoid giving back
profits.

Price Gaps

There are several types of price gaps. Their descriptions can be found in many
books published on Technical Analysis. A price gap leaves a void on the chart
where no trading took place. For a gap up to be present, the low of the current
bar must be higher than the high of the previous bar. On a gap down, the high
of the current bar must be lower than the low of the previous bar. All of the
major price gaps-breakaway, continuation, exhaustion and island reversals
leave a price gap on the chart.

There is one type of gap that is not as often discussed in the mainstream
publications, but is well known to experienced traders-the opening gap. An
opening gap does not require an actual void on the chart. This type of gap is
defined by the closing and opening prices of two candles. An opening gap up
only requires that today's open be higher than yesterday's close. The shadows
of the two bars can overlap. This leaves a gap between the two bodies. Vice
versa for an opening gap down.
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A pnce gap - A void was left on the chad
The gap was nol filled in the same day
This tumed out to be an Exhaustion Gap
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An openmg gap - No vOId was left on
the chart Price reversed at the open
and filled the gap within the same day

Fig. 8-13 A price gap compared to an opening gap.

The majority of opening gaps fill within the gap day. If price has already ad
vanced for several days and then gaps open, the chances of it filling should
increase. In most cases, exiting an opening gap will help maximize profits on a
short-tenn trade. It is importam to understand the difference between price
gaps and opening gaps. Most gaps described in candlestick patterns refer to an
opening gap, but may not require the gap leave a void on the chan. Trnders
should carefully read the description of the patterns.

Candlestick Warnings to Exit a Swing
Trade

One way traders can gain an edge is to recognize a timely sell signal that warns
that me swing up is probably over. That's where Candlestick charting can be
very helpful. One type of warning traders may see, at or near a swing high, is
one of the many bearish candlestick reversal patterns. These patterns can in·
form traders that price may be about to pull back. With some reversal patterns,
by the time the pattern can be identified, it is too late. Once the pattern be·
comes apparent, the pullback is already beginning and the gains from the swing
trade are slipping away. The Dark Cloud Cover and Bearish Counterattack
(Meeting) Line patterns both start our as an opening gap. Some, but not all,
Bearish Engulfing Patterns also start as an opening gap.
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Figure 8-14 illustrates these three bearish patterns. The difference between the
patterns is the depth of which the bearish candlestick intrudes intO the pre...i
ous day's bullish candle. The deeper rhe bearish candle, rhe furrher price is into
a pullback by rhe dose of rhe bar.

I...
Bearish Counterattack Line

Closes at or near the
previous day s close

Dark Cloud Cover
Closes well into the
prevIous day's bar.

Bearish Engulfing Pattern
The body engulfs the entire

body of the prevIous day.

Fig. 8-14 Bearish reversal parrems.

The Bearish Counterattack Line stops at, or near, the pre\ious day's close. The
additional gains that could have been locked in at the open are erased. The
Dark doud Cover is more ominous. It closes more than midway down the body
of the previous day's bullish candle. The additional gains at the open, plus most
of the previous day's gams, are erased. The Bearish Engulfing Pattern engulfs
the entire body of the bullish candle. It erases even mOTe of the gains than the
other two patterns.

For a swing down, the inverse of the patterns mentioned above are the
Piercing Pattern, the Bullish Counterattack Line and the Bullish Engulfing Pat
tern. In most instances, when price gaps up after an advance, or gaps down
after a decline, exiting at the open is the best strategy for a short-term trade.
Waiting until the end of the day to exit would result in a less profitable trade. It
is tme that traders cannot know for sure until the close of trading how the end
of day bar will look. However, because of the likelihood of an opening gap
filling within the same day, they can anticipate that the bar will probably end
the day bearish.
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Many Hanging Man panems also stan as an opening gap and can be exited at
the open. By the close, a trader can look back on this pattern and realize that
having sold at the open would meant not having held through the decline that
formed the long black candle. With this panem, price does tise back up and
closes near the high by the end of day. However. the trader has to watch a
considerable amount of their profilS disappear intladay before price nuns back
tip. Many naders may end up closing out the trade before price tums back up.
They could just sell the opening gap and avoid the roller coaster ride.

There are other bearish reversal candlestick patterns that may not gap up
at the open, bur by the dose of the bar, it becomes apparem that the opporru
nity to sell near the swing high was missed. For example, on those reversal
patterns that have long upper shadows, such as the Shooting Star or a Grave
stone Doji. Wherever an upper shadow remains, the candle was one a bullish
body that rraded up to the high of the shadow. Vice versa for a lower shadow.

A Shooting Star was
a long bullish candle
at some point dUring
the tradmg day

I ·T
A Hanging Man was
a long beansh candle
at some point dunng
the trading day

fig. 8-15 Bearish reversal pateerflS.

o ·1
A Gravestone Doji
was a long bullish
candle at some POint
dunng the trading day

It is always easy to look back on a chan and wish you had sold at a higher price.
These patterns aren't as easy to anticipate as dlose that gap up at the end of a
swing. However, sometimes they can be exited with more profit if a target has
been calculated in advance. For instance, if there is overhead resistance on the
chart, a target can be set for a bit below that resistance level.
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Figure 8-16 is an example where a sell limit order could have been placed in
anticipation of the resistance being tested. The sell order, set for just below the
ceiling, would have triggered while the candle was still bullish. By the close,
the candle had fonned a Spinning Top and pulled back more the following day.
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Fig. 8-16 A Spinning Tap fanned at resistance.

Maximizing Profits on Swing Trades

For rraders to increase their profitability, they must learn how to maximize the
profits on their rrades-not through greed or fear, but through technique.
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Sell the Opening Gap

A gap up at the end of a swing is a warning. It is usually a last hlast of buying
just before iI pullback begins. OllCt' pi ice rums down after a several day ad
wince. there are no more buyers wiHing to pay the higher prices. Suddenly
sellers hav€' 10 mID dleir ...ite, dmvnward lO find buvers at lower prices. the
stock begins to collapse on the intraday rimc-fri'ime. This is an unfommate
scenario fOJ inexpt'lienc.:ed traders who bought <It rhe swing high. They find
themselves immediatel} in a losing tr.:lde mar cominucs to decline. The hjgher
rhe yolatility of the slock Ihe more. ilnd the fa~l~l, rhe pain will M~t in. They
may end up exiting during the decline. often juSt before price turns back up.

Skilled swing traders know that the gilp is <l bonus al lhe end of a price
move. It can b~ looked ;Il as a stem \..vnming to tnke profite; before a pullback
begins.

A high percentage of gaps that occur at the market open are filled within
the same rmding da~. This is true of gaps up or down. Often a trader can lock in
additional profi~ by immediately exiting an opening gap that foons at the end
of a price advance or declme. In some cases the Jddltional profits can be suh
stantiaL for example, on a Dark Cloud Cover formation.

If the stock is trading actively in pre-mmkct and the spread is narrow
enough. which is likely if price is set La gap at the open, the stock can be exited
before the open. A limit order can be lISed to exit a trade in pre-market. MarkeL
orders are held until me open-they \'\'ill not be executed in pre-market or
after-hours trading.

If waiting until the open to exit. craders can begin monitoring the ptice
action on nlow inffilday time-frame. such as a S-minute chart. If price holds up
in dle first fev·,: minutes. it may nm m rhe opening direction lor a ShOlt lime
after thc o!,xm. There is a good chance price will still reverse by approximately
30 minutes into rhe trading day. The first few minutes after the open, and again
near 10:00 a.m. Eastern Time, are sU'ong reversal times.

Some (faders like a "stop and reverse" strategy. They may exit the long
position and go short. or \ice versa on a gap down. They may sell shon on {he
high likelihood of the gap filling. Traders should be cautious shorting against a
strong uptrend. The pullback may be short-Ii\"ed if the stock is in favor with
u-aders or belong::- to a strong secror: The stop and re\ierse method may be more
profitable if the swing up was quite significant, or if the swing up encountered
resistance.
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Set Price Targets
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Often a swing target can be detennined in advance. Traders can place a limit
order to trigger automatically as price approaches the target. Alternatively, an
alert can be set to warn that price is approaching the target. When the alert is
triggered, price can be obsetved on an intraday time-frame for an optimal exit
point. Rather than setting an alert or limit order for the exact target price, it is
usually best to exit a bit before the actual target price. Too often price turns just
before the target is reached resulting in a missed opportunity to exit at a desir
able price. It is penny wise but pound foolish to hold out for every cent.

If a stop order is in place for protection (recommended), then a limit order
to exit can be placed as a one-cancels-other order. Most brokers offer this type
of order. If this order is not familiar, contact your broker for instruction.

Tina Logan is located in San Diego, California. She is an experienced
trader and provides private tutoring for individuals and small groups.
For more information, visit her company website, Trader's Roadmap,
at www.tradersroadmap.com.

Each individual investor will have their strong points and their weak points.
Their likes and dislikes. Trading styles that fit their schedule and trading styles
that they would like to do but do not have the time to execute them properly.
Applying candlestick signals to a multiple of technical methods and timeframes
allows an investor to cultivate investment programs that is successful for them.
Utilize whatever methods work. Cultivate trading techniques to your comfort
level. Successful investing is easily achieved when an investor can put all the
parameters in the right places.
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Chapter 9

Profitable Candlestick
Entry and Exit Strategies

It is a great folly to struggle aga;n.st such things as thou can.st not over
come.

Desidenus Erasmus

Candlestick signals are in existence today because of their statistical probabili
ties. As can be imagined, the signals would not be in existence today if they did
not produce noticeable profits throughout hisrory. Profits showing significantly
more than random luck or normal market returns. The purpose for utilizing
the Candlestick signals is to pur as many probabilities in your favor as JX)ssible.
The fact that a signal is still around is due to its observed results over centuries.
Assuming that the probabilities of making a profit from that signal is above
50%, maybe 60%, 70% or even 80'%, and those percentages can be enhanced
by an additional factor. The signals indicate when to get out of failed trades
immediately; thus cutting losses. (To date, statistical perfonnance has been diffi
cult to obtain. The combination of severe misunder$tundings of when a signal is
truly a signal by mO$t investors has been a deterrent. That lack of knowledge and
the multitude of parameters required to do a statistical analysis makes program
l1lingfor statistical re.mIts an overwhelming task. What can be visually accessed in
the matter of milliwxond" involves a multitude of numeric calcularions and pa
rameters. The Candlesrick Forum is currently directing projects to accumulate
these statistics Qnd will make them available to Candlestick Forum members as
results are obtained. Because oj the magnirude of chis project, infonnation will
most likely be released in bits and pieces as complececL) How a position is per
forming, once the signal has appeared, is an immediate filtering element. We
are all eternal optimists and want every position to go up as soon as we buy it.
However, keep in mind, even with the possible phenomenal results of BO%
positive rrades, that still leaves 200/0 that will not work. The more steps taken
to reduce bad trades, (he better your results will be in your investment funds.
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The information revealed in this book and on the Candlestick ('ollJm website
is nor rhe revealing of cmcient "secrets" or dle development of sophisticated
computer generated fonnulas. It is rhe assembling of commonsense observa
tions from centuries of <lctual profitable experience.

Candlestick infonnation has been around in the U.S. investment arena for
several decades. Everybody knows about them. They use the candlestick graphics
for better viewing of chans. However, most inves(Qrs do not know how to
apply the signals for effective results. You, taking the time and effort to re
search the Candlestick method, are still in an exo'emely small minoriry of the
investment community. The Japanese rice traders made huge profits from dle
Candlestick method. They used rice paper to draw charts and backlit the charts
in candle boxes. The concepts applied to Candlestick analysis eventually be
came the backdrop of the Japanese investment cululre.

Common Sense

As you leam about the Candlestick mer.hod, keep in mind that the commonsense
approach is what distinguishes this invesnnent technique from most investors
trading practices. The information you are receiving is knowledge that is avail
able to everyone. However, you have the benefit of learning the correct inter
pretation, which means you get the desired results. Take advantage of this
knowledge. It will create a confidence in investing that most people never
expenence.

Just as the signals produce valuable information as to when to buy a posi~

tion, they are just as valuable for demonsrrating when to sell. This, sometimes,
is much sooner than expected. Simple logic tells us that if a Candlestick ''buy''
Signal appears in the right place with the right confirming indicators, the trade
should have a high probability of being a profitable trade. Unfortunately, real·
ity may show a different outcome. How a price 'opens' the next day is a very
important indicator as w how aggrcs..'iive the buyers are. (The same parameters
apply to sell transactions, but for illustration, the buy side will represent all
trades.) Utili:ting that infonnation can be instrumental in weeding out less
favorable [fades.

The logic behind the results of an opening price the next day after a signal
is simple. Is there evidence that the buyers are still around? That infonnation is
readily available through inexpensive live-feed services. Being able to view
how a stock is going to open, before the market opens, improves an investors
positioning dramatically. Renlms expand dramatically by eliminating bad trades.
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The shoner the trading period, the more critical the 'open' pricing. Op
tions are trading vehicles that require as exact timing as possible. Longer-tenn
investors have more leeway when putting on a position. A six-month trade or a
one-year trade is usually being bought when the monthly, weekly and daily
candlestick charts all coordinate, each chart shows that it is time to buy. (The
momWy and daily charts are the pivotal charts for long-tenn investors. The
weekly chatt is sometimes out-of-sync. It is better to do your own testing with
a four-day, six-day, seven-day, or eight-day chan. They may have more rel
evance than the one-week chart.)

Buy stocks that are going up; if they don't go up, don't buy them.
Will Rogers

Each formation is not a signal. A Candlestick "buy" signal in the overbought
area does not mean the same as a Candlestick "buy" signal in the oversold area.
Conversely, a Catldlestick "Sell" signal does not mean the same in the oversold
area as it does in the overbought area. Many investors confuse the fonnations
as signals. They do not take into consideration where the overbought or over
sold indicators (Stochastics, settings of 12,3,3) might be.

When do most investors want to buy into a stock? They usually want to
buy after the price has gone consistently up for days or weeks! Finally, they
become convinced that the stock is going to go up forever. That is the reason an
inordinate amount ofvolume appears at the tops. Finally, everybody has gained
enough confidence and wants in. After a sustained uptrend, the broadcasts
begin on tlle finatldal news stations. The "experts" discuss how great the com
pany or the industry is doing. The average investor perceives they will be left
behind if they do not get into the stock. Of course, that is usually the first sign
that the top is near. Prices start to pull back because uf profit taking. The new
investors hang on anticipating the uptrend will continue after some profit tak
ing. However, the pullback lasts a few weeks longer than everybody expects.
Then it moves slowly up to tlle area that tllOse investors bought, bumps into
resistance, then pulls back again. Soon they are sitting in a stock they have
owned for three months where the price still is not back where it was bought.
This is not a good return on the invested dollars.
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Altcmanvel)~ the mexperienced in\'eslors art' going [Q uy another approach.
They are going to buy a stock that Ihey have followed because it has pulled
back a hefty percentage. This is at least more logical than buying a stock be
cause it has gOlle up a great des I. IIowever. this also has its tlaws. if done
wil..hout u.sing any buying parameters or signals. Enron Corporation is a prime
example of not buying a stock just because it has backed off a good percentage
from irs high. The person, bUying a stock without any buying si~'Jlals because it
has gone down. is JUSt grabbing for the fallen knife. One of three things can
happen from [hm poim and [wa of dIem do nOt make y'ou money. The price
could easily continut' ils downward trek. Buying because you think that the
sellers have sold enough may not be a viable approach, The .stock price could
level out and trade flat for the next six months, not a profitable endeavor.
Finally. because you hnve a wonderful sixth sense, you happened to buy the
stock 3[ the horrorn and it turned up reasonably quick. If that is dle case, you do
nor want ro read this book or any book mat would screw up dlat talent.

fhe be.st investrncnr strategy is ro buy a ~tock that has botrorned and the
bUying is becoming more prevalent, Tall oroer? Nor really, when you can
visually see the buy signs, The probabilities are much greater to find the
srocks that are just starting to make an 'up' mQ\'e, It is better to buy a stock
where fresh buying is recently coming into the srock and getting in on
strength. Participating with other buyers at least indicates that there are
other buyers, logical! As in the famous investment strategy of Will Rogers,
"Buy stOcks that are going up. if they don't go up. don't buy them", As
backward as that philosophy appears in the real world, the Candlestick
signals get investors close to that concept.
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How Prices 'Open' Reveals Valuable
Information
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After the above wordy disseltation, the meat of this subject is being aware of
how to get into trades properly. What is the message of a "buy" signal? As
e.xpressed in the Profitable Candlestick Trading book, a .<;ignal is the cumulatl've
knowledge of all invescors parricipating ill [hac stock that day. If this is the only
statement that you remember about Candlestick analysis, you will easily com·
prehend the ramifications behind the signals. A "buy" signal forms by the re
versal of investor psychology in downward trend. That fonnation becomes
visually evident to the Candlestick investor.

Simply srated, the signal is showing the evidence of buyers coming into a
stock, reversing the previous downtrend. The Candlestick trader can identify
those si.!:,'Tlals, 12 major signals and approximately SO secondary signals and
continuation patterns. As discussed earlier, the signals each provide a positive
percentage of profitable trades. Upon recognizing a candlestick reversal signal,
the best test to detennine when to establish your position is based upon one
simple question. "On the open of the next day, are the buyers still showing their
presence?"' This may appear to be elementary, bur that is the basis for getting
into the position in the first place. The Candlestick signal represents a change
of direction. The magnitude of buyers present is an important factor on how
strong the reversal will pertorm.
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Fig. 9-1, the Pinnacle Entertainment chart opens near the previous close. This
clearly indicates that the buyers have not backed away. Witnessing the price
advance at the 'open' reveals that buyers are stepping in without hesitation.
Buy immediately. You have all rhe parameters evaluated. The probabilities are
in your favor. There should be no reason not to get into the position.
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Fig. 9-2 Province Healthcare Co.

Note in Fig. 9-2 Province Healthcare Co. that the buyers were still present. The
open, by remaining in the area of where the buyers dosed the price the night
before, indicates that there was nor a change of heart during the evening. "In
the area" can mean a slightly lower opening pric.:~. Consider the action of the
price the previous day. It had a big up day. As the end of the trading day is
gerting near, the sholts may have realized that buying was the overriding influ
ence. The shafts may have covered, pushing the price up further on the dose.
Profit taking or sellers still wanting to get out of the stock could lower the price
on me open. The next morning, prices opening slightly lower and immediately
moving higher indicate dlat the buyers have not disappeared. As soon as the
first few minutes of trading o-anspire aher the open, an investor should be able
to ascenain how the stock and markers arc perfonning.

If the market in generdl is not falling out of bed and the stock price does
not appear to want to move lower, it is time ro stan establishing the position. A
prudent method would be to buy half the position at the slighdy lower level
and put a buy stop at the previous days close for the other half. The rationale
being thar if the price comes up through yesterday's price, the buyers are still
present.
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The most promising fonn of evidence. indicating the price is getting strong
buyers' attention. is me gap up. Note in Figure 9-3, Meritagc Corp,. a gap up
fanned. As defined by the gap, the strength of the buyers is very strong. A gap
up, at the bottom of a downrrend, and after a cancUestick reversal signal, is one
of the best signs of buying strength. One should be committing funds immedi
ately.
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Fig. 9-3 Meritage Corp.

The gap up at a beginning of a trend bodes very well for an extended rally.
Whether the indexes are opening up weak or so-eng, a gap up in a stock de
serves immediate attention. The buying coming into this stock is not concemed
about the starus of the markets. Try to ger inw the srock as fast as possible. l1le
advantage of being able to view the bid and ask prior to the open is that it
prepares an invesror for an entry srrategy. Seeing a stock price biding up before
the open and knowing what a gap up indicates after a Candlestick signal allows
for placing a marker order on the open.
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Use that buying force to your advantage. Get in early as possible. Again,
the probabilities are in your favor and this time the gap is adding to the force of
the move.

Sometimes you are going to see a gap up; you get in and then watch the
price head back the other way. Don't worry. The buy signal was the reason to
buy. The buyers were still around if prices gap up. If profit taking occurs after
that, no big deal, the buyers are still around. Wait for a day or two and the
signal should confinn itself.

A substantial gap up may require watching to see if there is any immediate
profit taking. This might be better accumulated by buying one-half the position
on the open, the second half after observing the price move. In some substan
tial gaps up, the opening price might be the high for that day, creating a black
candle. The fact that it had many buyers on the open, followed by some imme
diate profit taking, still reveals that there was a strong change in sentiment.

I hear and I forget. I see and I remember. I do and I understand.
Chinese proverb
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Note in Fig. 9-4, the Meridian Gold Inc. chart, how the large bullish engulfing
pattem clearly illuso"ated that tile bulls had stepped in. This shows a great
buying influence. The next day gaps up. This could be the beginning of a very
strong rally. This has all the makings of a strong run up. There would be no
reason not to get into the pOSition. However, once the position is filled, the
profit taking sets in. Is this time to worry? Remember what the bullish engulf
ing pattern told you. The buyers were coming into this stock with great force
for some reason. It would seem velY unusual that the next day they would all
of a sudden disappear.
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Fig. 9-4 Meridian Gold Inc.

It is not unusual to see some profit raking after a 10% to 15% run up in two
days. The underlying factor remains that the buyers have come into this posi
tion with vigor. Sit comfortably for a day or two to see what happens after the
profit taking disappears. In this case, the strong 'buy' signal was the prelude to
more buying.

The appearance of a gap up is a dear indication that the "buy" signal is
having the follow through that is required to sustain a strong rally.
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Fig. 9-5, The Exploration Co. has every sign of strong buying. A Bullish
Engulfing pattern is the first signal. The gap up and the strong buying after
wards is more evidence. There would be no reason for not getting into the
position on the next show of srrength.

Once you have gonen into the position, Lhe price rolls back. Profit taking,
or the market in general starts getting weak. Your peace of mind is still in the
srrong buy signals. As in this illustration, it took a few days for the trend to stan
back up. During those few days, note that the sellers could not knock the prices
down.
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A Bullish Engulfing pattern
followed by a gap up and big
pricelvolume day is as confirming
a pattern as can be expected.
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strength is logical
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Fig. 9-5 The Exploration Co.

It may have tested some nerves, but after 3 or 4 days, the bulls starting gaining
confidence that the sellers did not have enough strength to push the price back
down. This leads to the continuation of the upward trend. It took a few extra
days but that is reality. Some positions look great when you get in but will be a
laggard for a few days. Nevertheless, if the message of the signals is correct, the
trend will be continuing. Sometimes that will take patience but the probabili
ties will be in your favor.
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BUY on a Strong Open

"Buy on a strong open." What does that mean? Once a Candlestick "Buy" signal
has made itself present, investors want to see Olle obvious element In the next
day's opening price; that the buyers are still commining. The signal in itself
reveals that buyers have moved into the Stock. Willlhar buying continue? That
is easily identified the next morning.

Establishing 3n iniLial position requires a small amount of research. What
is the direction of the indexes? What is the direction of the :sector index mO'it
related to that panicular stock? How are the other stocks doing in that seclOl;
the ones closely associated to the stock you are r~ady to buy?

The first hour has always been considered the amateur hour. However,
that repuration was created years ago when stockbrokers were directing
everybody's funds. They were buying with the orders they received before the
market opened. Buying early in the first hour, having the advantage of the
Candlestick signals allows an investor to exploit the buying of the fLrst hour.
Use that to your advantage.

The eony insrmctions "Buy on a strong open" has twO definable v31iables.
What is considered strong. and what is considered the open? First, let us dis
cuss the definition of me open. Some invesonenr gurus recommend not trad
ing in the first thirty minutes of trading. The volatility is too great during that
time. Most traders know the best trading opportUnities present themselves in
the first and last hour of each trading day. Probably 60% plus of the total daily
volume occurs in the first hour and the final hour of the tradmg day. The pent
up research since the close of the previous day, is implemented during the
opening hour of the next day. This is the time (Q take advantage of the Candle
stick signal.

A new dynamic is in force during the first hour of trading. lnvesonent
decision-making processes are put into action with buy and sell orders in the
opening hour. The Lnordinate volume is crossed and matched in market condi
tions. Once this volume is consLUned by the joining of buy volume and sell
volume, the price will begin moving in the direction of the remaining order
balances. This inordinate volume makes the first hour more volatile than me
other trading hours during me da)~ It also influences the direction and the
magnitude of the move. Take advantage of the first hour.
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Use Pre-open Indicators to Improve
Profits
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Knowing that the open consists of a IX'riod of inordinate volume, the Candle·
stick investors can watch the movement of the stock price. If it is consistent
with the other factors of a strong or weak open, the trade can either be ex·
ecuted or withheld untit the proper factors are evident.

The 'other' factors are simple indicators ofwhat the market direction should
be once the market opens. Each morning the futures can be observed in many
places. CNBC has the DOW, NASDAQ, and S&P 500 futures posted in the lower
right hand comer of the TV screen. If a position were ready to be implemented,
it would not be prudent to place the trade on the long side if the futures were
illustrating heavy selling on the open. The signals need continuing confirma
tion that the buyers are still around. Dramatic selling pressure on the futures
before the markets open is an indication that the buyers may not want to fight
the selling pressure that morning. The direction of the index may be projected
by what formations appeared prior to the next open. If it is expected to be in an
upward direction that day; then the futures should be confinning that senti
ment in their activity before the open.

If the direction of the market is projected to go highe~ a small pullback of
the futures should be tolerable. If the futures leave the "open" as questionable,
check the pre-ope:n prit'e of the stock itself. Having software that shows pre
market bids and asks provides a clear indication of what is happening in the
demand for that stock as it gets near the opening time. That will be the most
important illustration of how the buyers and sellers are lining up on the open.
That does not mean that is the final indication. Sometimes a buyer or seller will
commit their buy or sell order immediately after the market opens, not want
ing to show their hand too early.

If the level of tile bid and ask does not produce any concrete decisions,
investigate how some of the companies in the same indusoy are acting on the
pre-open. If they are opening above or below the previous nights close, that
information should add some insight as to how the stock in question is going to

aCt. ( Take norice of the volume, if possible, pre-marker. Sometimes very Iinle
voltmle will move prices more than what the regular market conditions war·
rant.)
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The first thirty minutes after Lhe market opens it will swing around a bit.
The general analysis should have reduced some of the potential possihiliries of
what might happen the next day. Buying 'long' when there is overwhelming
evidence thar the indexes arc going lower should nOI be done aggressively. Pan
of the previous nights evaluation involved seeing continued buying strength in
the markets in general the next day.

Buy on a strong open. Your analysis leans toward an "up" day. The slOck
you are trying to buy had a bullish signal the prior day_ Four combinations can
occur on the open.

]. The Indexes/Futures appear to be opening positive. The pre-markel indica
tion on the stock price is opening higher than the close of the night before.
The buyers have not disappeared. This scenario best fits with your analysis.
In mis case, there is no reason why the position should not be bought as
quickly as possible. Buy at the market on the open.

2. The Indexes/Furures are showing strength but the stock position is open
ing lower than the close of the previous day. Analyze the situation. If the
"buy" signal was created by extensive buying, which created the signal,
some of that buying may have been 'fearful' shan covering near the close.
That buying may have caused an exrra boost in the price on the close. It
would not be unusual to see some traders taking quick profits, moving the
price slightly down on the open. If tllis scenario happens, watch how the
price acts for the early minutes of rrading. If there does not seem to be any
sustained selling and the rest of the market seems to be staying strong, pick
up a parrial position. The ··buy'· signal showed a reversal the day before, the
market is staying up, and there is not any major selling going on in the
stock price. Anticipate that the lower open was just some quick profit tak
ing. As soon as you notice buyi.ng coming in, fill dle rest of the pOSition. On
the other hand, if you want to be more conservative, cry this strategy. When
the price opens lower, put a 'buy stop' at the previous days close. The ratio
nale being if it opened lower but came back up through the previous days
close, then the buyers were still around.

3. The Indexes/Futures appear to be opening weaker and the stock price is
opening higher. The signal from the previous day is the overriding factor.
The buyers are still around, but the indexes are not acting well. The buyers
are wimessing the weaker market indexes also. In this case. watch what
the stock price is doing. If it appears that me buyers are coming into the
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stock despite the lower market in general, the buying force is not consider
ing the market conditions, they want the stock. Buy it. Conversely, if the
stock opens higher and the market indexes are heading lower, watch to see
if the price does not fizzle and start backing off. If so, wait for a while. See
what the markets are going to do for the day. A safe approach under these
conditions would be to put a buy stop at the open price. The rationale being
if the price comes up through the opening price later in the day, the buyers
are back in control.

4. The worst scenario in the grid is a weak open on the indexes and the stock
opening lower. There is not much of a decision here. The trade should not
be considered. However, a buy stop at the previous day close acts as the
same beneficial strategy as before. In this situation, if the markets and the
stock price start coming back up before the end of the day, the buyers
should be back.

The Basic Entry Assumption

The primary element that should go into every enuy decision is simple. Is there
the evidence of buying, continuing the trend as indicated by the reversal sig
nal? Being able to recognize which trends are going to get stronger 'buy' par
ticipation will increase your portfolio returns impressively.

For example, a signal has indicated that the trend has reversed. It may be
a slow reversal; it may be a power move. The signal revealed that a new trend
was probable. Reviewing past charts to see what signals occurred at the rever
s(ll point,,> is a well-advised practice. Identifying the historical trading patterns
of a particular stock adds to the arsenal of information. Learning to recognize
how a strong up trend perfomls in the previous trading environments puts the
probabilities in your favor. The signals are going to reveal plenty of buying
opportunities. Evaluating the follow-through of the signals will allow you to
filter the best of those opportunities. Visual analysis of previous reversals will
take mere seconds of time.
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Invest with the Probabilities

ot every trade is going to shoot straight up after the buy signal appears. There
will be many enoy points that fit the perfect buying conditions, yet fade just
afrer you fill your position. Misrake? Depends on how the rcst of the day fin
ishes_ Will every trade work me way the signals indicate? Definirely om! Never
theless, back to the basics. You are looldng [or me best possible place for your
money to make the best returns while minimizing risk. Hopefully, the signal
itself is representing well above a 50/50 probability of making money. TI1is
ratio may be 60%, 68%, or 74%. Fine-tuning the eony process may increase
the probabilities another 3%, 4%, or 5%. A good evaluation of the enrry also
has the element for limiting the losses. If a trade is placed, and the hasis for
entering the trade disappears immediately, and the buyers have disappeared.
then liquidate the trade immediately. The loss may only be 1%, 3%, or maybe
as much as SOlo if it is liquidated that day or on the open the next day. The gains
get an opportunily CO run when the buy signal is not negated. The losses are
trimmed inmlediately if the signal fizzles. AU from a simple premise! Are the
buyers still in comrol?

There is a good rule of thumb for protecting a newly established position.
Ifafter a buy signal, a position is established, and the prices back off by the end
of the day, closing more than halfway down the bullish candle that idenrified
the buy signal, close out the position. Statistically this represents that the sell
ers still have the upper hand. However, keep in mind that a buy signal did form
at the bottom of the trend. Despite having [Q exit the rrade at a small loss, be
prepared to see new buying evidence soon. If so, re-establish the position. The
initial buy signal occurred for some reason.

The most important decision-making area is at the reversal points. Is it a
reversal or is it a pullback in the rrend? That is where the analysis and monitor
ing is most impOltant. A buy signal requires follow through. The weight of a
sustained downtrend needs srrong change of semimem to reverse its course. If
the reversal has only (Vola or three days of an up move, do not be hesitant to

take quick profits once a weak signal appears. There may be a more opporrune
time to get inw a position if a pullback occurs. Will the current low hold, acting
as a support level? You should be watching for a new buy signal. This is your
opportunity w gel into the position again.

If the previous low does not hold and prices go lower, watch for the next
buy signal to occur at lower levels. This is rrue whether a short-term trader or
the long-term holder.
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Fig. 9-6, Hovnanian Enterprises Inc. illustrates the Candlestick investors' minor
dilemma. All the parameters say to buy this stock. A Hammer is followed by a
Bullish Engulfing pattern. The stochastics have turned up, volume is picking
up. But the next day the price opens much lower than what would indicate that
buyers were still active. What is the best way to enter this position? Are the
sellers taking back control for some reason? Maybe the indexes opened much
lower. In keeping with the practice af buying a stock that is going up, the best
enny strategy would be to put a buy stop at the close of the previous day. If the
buyers are still participating, it will be evident when the price moves from the
lower 'open', and then back up through the close of the previous day. Buying
the stock at a slightly higher price is a small premium to pay for knowing that
you are getting in a position when the buyers are around.

If the buy stop never gets executed, the lower open and a close below the
previous days close would form a Harami. This fannation would indicate that
the buying had stopped. You are not in a position where the sellers may be
taking control again. If the buy stop is executed, a buy signal is being con
firmed.
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Fig. 9-6 Hovnanian Enterpri~es Inc.
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As described in "Profitable CancUestick Trading" a Hammer signal can show the
investOr great amounts of information. In the example of Hovnanian Enter
pnses lne, me buyers did come into the stock, executed the stop, and continued
to show srrengrh.. This made for a good trade.

If market conditions were weaker or profit taking comes into a srock, it
can create a different evaluation after the close. Fig. 9-7, Movie Gallery Inc.. for
example, creates an evening of less positive possibilities for the next day. In this
case, the price opened lower, came up during the day and executed the buy
srop. Now me position c1o<;ed lower than where it was hought, forming a DojV
Harami. That could lead co a few days of consolidation. However, it is still early
in the up-trend. Stochastics are heading up. Fonunarely, the buying continues
the ne;\1. day and move,; prices positive. Again, the overriding factor boils down
to the appearance of a Morning Star "buy" fom1anon. As seen in the chart. the
Morning star foonation was the bouom reversal point for a strong uptrend.
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One of the most common chart parrerns is the Doji after a big up day. Consider
the dynamics that are occurring in the investors' minds. In an example such as
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Fig, 9-8 (following page), Scansoft Inc., there has been a recent distinct
downtrend. All of a sudden, a Bullish Engulfing pattern emerges. The buyers
are stepping in. They have overwhelmed. the sellers to the point of reversing
the trend. The following day, after the big up surge, there will still be sellers
that will take advantage of being able to get out at a higher price than just a
couple of days prior. This continued. selling is met with buyers coming intO the
position. It is nor unusual to see a Doji day aher a big up day. However, when
the sellers see that the buying is now soaking up all the selling, they get con
cerned and step out of the way. The following day should see higher prices.

Don't let the Doji Day concern you. Tt is the transfer of stock from selling
hands into buying hands. If the price opens higher the next day, you can be
assured that the buyers have now gained control. The rally should continue.

A 00)1. after a strong up
Day, IS usually residue
sellers being soaked up by
buyers. a very common
chart set up.
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Fig_ 9-8 Scansoft Inc.

Emering a rrade involves a combination ofevaluations. Just as you would make
a decision about what you are going to wear today involves a number of obser
vations. You may have heard the weather report saying thar ir is going to be
cold and rainy roday. You peer our the window to see what conditions are. You
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look at the thermometer to see what the temperature is doing. You may open a
door to see if it is windy or calm. You do tile same process when getting ready
to enter a trade.

You in\'estigare. You have already done your research and decided on
what position you want [Q buy in the morning, if the conditions arc figh£. You
dleck the furures in the morning to see what the general market sentiment
appears to be. Vou can check to see if the bid and ask have moved one way or
the other during me non-market hours. You can check on other <;tocks in the
indusoy to see how they will open. VOll may look for any news reporrs since the
close yesterday that would influence the stock price.

If nothing seems out of kilter, based upon what the "buy" signc-ll was indi
cating to make your "buy" decision, then the final input will be how prices are
actually opening. If nothing appears to be out of line, purchase the position.
That is whal t..he Candlestick signal had indicated should be done.. Fine-runing
the enny process will minimize getting into a bad trade. For each bad trade
that can be avoided, the more opportunities are available to put invesrmelll
funds into a good trade. Eliminating a very small percentage of losing rrades
will increase your returns in geometricaJ proporrions. Avoiding a loss negates
having (Q make back those losses with a positive rrade, while using up that next
trade and time to get back to even.

Ifskills could be acquired just by watchin& every dog would be a butcher.
Thrkish proverb
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When is it Time to Get Out?
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O.K, you have the position on. You are in it to maximize your profits with
minimal risk. We all want to see a huge rally once we put the position in place.
But, reality tells us that hitting the right stock at the right time in the right
market conditions is a very long shor. Multirudes of events are going to happen
that will make us question whether to stay in or get out of a position. Fortu
nately, the candlestick fonnations provide a simplistic visual depiction of what
is going on in the minds of participating investors.

The probabilities of being in an up trend, after a bullish Candlestick signal,
are extremely good. The up trend may last for a day or MO; it may last for three
weeks. The signal itself cannot convey this infonnation. As illustrated from
some of the examples, there are signals that will show more potential than
others. The Gap and Kicker signals are likely to foretell a strong rally.

The up trend is assumed, but many factors can tenninate a rally. Market
conditions, news events, rumors, many outside influences can affect a stocks
upward move. Profit taking is another common pullback factor. Having knowl
edge of the common "sell" signal fOlmations improve the exit strategy. Combin
ing the knowledge of "sell" signal recognition with stochastics helps the Candle
stick investor distinguish between sellers stopping an up trend, or whether
profit taking is occurring. There are a number of continuation patterns that
reveal profit taking versus reversal patterns.

The same logic should be incorporated in the exit strategies as in entry
strategies. The bottom-line thinking should be, "have the sellers taken over?"
This can be easily analyzed by evaluating the buying that got the price to the
current level and the condition of the stochastics. Numeric fonnulas do not
work for Candlestick fonnations. The buys and sells are based upon a change
in investor sentiment. If the last candle represents buying, the trend should
continue umil the sellers demonstrate that they have overpowered the buying.
A sell signal or a weak price move will demonstrate the buyers are exiting the
trade.
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Note in Fig. 9-9, Meridian Gold Inc. had so"ong buy signals a few days before
the actual major run up. A gap up (Kicker Signal) formed followed by another
day of buying. Nothing in this chaIt would have indicated the next three down
days. How do you protect from this evem? Each evening, analyze each posi~

tion. What would the price action have to do me next day to reveal mat the
seller~ had taken over, more than just some profiT taking? in the Meridian Gold
price movement, it would have been logical that if the price closed below Lhe
halfway pOint of the previous days rrading range, the sellers may have taken
over control.

How does one prorect from this action. When a buy signal is negated by a
"sell" signal, there should be some immediate evaluation as to what the rrend is
doing. In this day of inexpensive commissions, if the situation is causing some
doubt as to the direction of a trade, get out. With Candlestick signals providing
more excellent picks every day chan what any investor could utilize. why stay
in a position that is casting doubts. Liquidate the trade and go on to a high
probability trade.
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As mentioned in "Profitable Candlestick Trading" there will be a common price
action described as a "scary" day. A scary day usually occurs about MO, three,
or four days into a new trend. After moving up for a few days, the sellers or
profit takers knock the price of the stock down hard early in the day. However,
by the end of the day, some of the sell-off is recovered. It creates an evening of
great investment decision turmoil. Was this day just a last gasp sell-off or was
there some new dynamic that was changing the trend direction. If the stochastics,
as well as the other indicators, appear to be acting strong, let the price play out
the next day. Stocks do not go straight up; expect a trend to have some pullback
days.

The ultimate up trend is a majority of white-bodied candles with an occa
sional dark body candle created by profit taking. Note in fig. 9-10, the up-trend
of Horizon Offshore Inc. the appearance of dark candles. Though scattered
through the up trend, they never fanned a "sell" signal, just periodic profit
taking days.
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Exiting a rrade uses the same simple premise that the buying side of the boacle

uses. Are the buyers still present? It is not uncommon to witness a double
bottom at the bottom of an extended downrrend. It represents the buyers COID

ing into a stock, moving it up, and then the last of the sellers come back. This
moves the price back down to, or close to, rhe recent lows. This format"ion is
observed after a few days of up move; the trend experiences some small sell
signals and moves back down to the recent lows. Recognizing rhe smf111 se1l
sit,'nals may take some time to get accustomed [0, but it is easy to review the
price action at the beginning of trends by looking through past charts. Find up
trends. Examine what price actions OCCUlTed. This will accomplish hVQ func
tions.

If you are still learning the signals, it will reinforce the recognition of
si,s,1J1als at the Ulrns. The next thing investors want [Q become familiar with is
what fommtions appear in strong up moves versus what formations appear in
rallies that fizzle out quickly. The visual advantage of the Candlesticks is the
definite conrrast created by the dark and light candle bodies. As can be imag
ined, the more dark bodies seen in a [[end, the tougher that trend is having
moving to the upside. The earlier you witness dark bodies, the greater the
probability the trend is experiencing new selling.

Studying the previous trading in this chart provides the insight that a
trend will continue because no definable Candlestick "sell" signal appeared.
There were some potentially doubtful moments, but the up trend was com
pleted because the selling candles showed consolidation versus an outlight
reversal, no major change of investor sentiment.

Simple Rules

Being that the Candlestick signals are formed by plice moves, and not by any
numelic quotas, percentage stop points cannot be applied. The basis for stop
losses in Candlestick analysis is simple. If a signal is created by the evidence of
buying, then a complete retracement of that signal reveals that the sellers have
undone what the buying did. Simply stated, if the confirmation of one of the
Candlestick formations was a price move from $10.50 to $11.25, then it would
be assumed if the sellers push that price back down through $10.50 they were
back in control. In other words, price coming back down through the begin
ning of a buy signal negates the signal.

Once an uptrend starts, if an opening price appears more than one-half
way down the previous white body, be ready to liquidate immediately. This
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implies that something changed during the non-market hours. Be prepared to

sell if prices appear to want to trade lower, especially if there is bad news
reported overnight. When a srock price gaps down dramatically, profitable strat·
egies can be implemented based uJX>n the trend, prior to the announcement.

Some charts will reveal a day that shows strong buying followed the next
day with some selling. Expect this as a new trend is developing. However, if the
Day 3 shows buying, then Day 4 shows selling, there is reason to be concerned.
The sellers are not stepping our of the way. The strong buying is not evident.
Take a tiny profit and find another trade with more upside potential.

When in doubt, get our. There is no economic reason to not get out of a
trade if it shows weak indications after you have just bought it on a strong buy
signal. First, there are many more trades to be found. Second, there is no rule
to say that if a position looks doubtful, get out and warch for the next buy
signal. Nor all stocks go up on a "buy" signal. The majority do! It is sometimes
prudent to get out of a position, and then come back in later when the signals
demonstrate a more bullish siruation. The point is not [Q make the most money
from each trade; the purpose of successful investing is to make the most with
me dollars available.

The Trend has Started

Once the rrend has gotten our of the initial up tum, it becomes much easier to
set stop losses. Buying because of a 'buy' signal now becomes selling because of
a 'sell' signal. The beginning of a trend reversal has the additional weight of
clearing out all the previous trend sentiment. That is why double bottoms are
so prevalent. The initial reversal moves prices up. The sellers, feeling that they
are able to get out at a better price, start selling again. Be prepared for the
typical bottoming patterns. The advantage of the candlestick signals is that it
prepares investors for instantly acting upon a panem setup.

As a trend begins to move, create your own mental image of what would
have to happen to indicate that the forces of the trend have been altered. The
review of charts showing turning of trends will give you an idea of what price
movements occur, as the reversals get undeTWay. It is visual. Occasionally a sell
signal will appear after a few days into the uptrend. The srochastics may be rhe
indicator thar reveals thar profit raking is occuning and nor a trend reversal.
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The most importam invesunent defense should be, 'When in doubt, get
OLlt." If your original game plan was to trade the position, or hold it for a two
week move, two-momh move, six-month move, it makes little difference if you
liquidate a trade because it does not appear to be maintaining a direction.
There is absolutely nothing wrong with closing out a trade when it doesn't look
good and buying it back when it does, even if it is at a higher price. The hang
up about buying a position, closing it when things luuk sloppy. then buying it
back when all indicators look good again is our own egos. "What ifafter I sell it,
it rums right around and goes back up?" That is what most investors fear. How
foolish we would look afLer selling out of a position, amI then it made a major
move up without being in it. But that would have been true ten years ago. Back
when it rook thirty minutes to hear back from your broker and the cost was
$250 or more in commissions.

Today, if you decide to get out of a position, or you get stopped out, and
then the position tums back up, buy it! Today's commissions, gening in and
our, can be as low as $10.00, maybe as high as $54.00 roundtrip. If you have a
$12,000 position on, 554.00 to get our when things looked bad and back in
when everything in that price movement looked good again, is very small in
surance to protect your downside.

Our egos get really bent our of shape if there is the possibility of having to
get back into a position at a higher price than we got out. How srupid we look!
We could have just left our position alone and made out much better. Except
for MO things: 1. The position was closed when all indications were that the
price could head lower and 2. Look stupid to whom? Over ninety-nine percent
of the time, no one else sees any of the trades you put on. A punch of a button
and a bad situation is closed. A touch of a button and the position opens again.
If you had to get back in at a little higher price than what you just sold for, so
what! The point of maximizing profits is not to make the most on each srock
move. Maximizing profits involves making the most with the invested dollar.
Nobody cares that a stock you were in went up ten dollars and you only nened
seven dollars. If the probabilities were not always good to stay in the position,
the prudent srrategy was ro be out. The important function of investing is to
make the most from your invested dollar, not the most from every trade.

Get in when the probabilities say to get in. Utilize the signal, the stochastics,
market direction, sector activity and any other parameter that indicates it is
time to buy. Get out when the signals tell you ro get out. Sometimes thar will be
romanow, sometimes that will be MO weeks, two months, or two years. The
signals reveal when the buyers have taken over. The signals reveal when the
sellers have taken over. Nothing in the strllcnU'e of today's investment world
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requires you to stay in a position any longer than needed. If a trade does not
appear to be doing what it is suppose to after being in it nvenry minutes or [wo
days, get our. Go find a trade mat has all the probabilities in your favor. There
are dozens of profitable trades every day. Once your knowledge encompasses
the general thought processes behind the signals and high profit patterns, your
investment acumen will expand immensely.

There is a vast difference in investment philosophy between buying stocks
with fundamental potential of going up and identifying stocks that are going
up_ Most investors live and die by the theory that a good company, held long.
term will reap the best returns. This is not the best investment strategy avail
able today. Look at Enron, Lucent, Worldcom Inc., or dozens of other stocks
that were the leaders of their industries JUSt a few years ago.

Today's market requires roday's investment strategies. Those srrategies
require the ability to identify when a trade is not working. Use the insights
developed by the Japanese rice traders to decide when a trend has been stifled.
There is nothing wrong with taking two or three 3% losses, and not taking a
20% loss, to finally get into the 30% gain. Profits should be you ultimate mo~

rive.
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Chapter 10

Candlestick Stop Loss
Strategies

Progress always involves risk; you cannot steal second base and keep
your foot on first.

Frederick B. Wilcox

Protecting your assets is the main function of putting on stop losses. It is to
provide a point where the reason for "buying" becomes null and void. Many
trading srrategies incorporate them into their trading formulas for closing a
trade that has gone sour. Usually this is done by establishing a percentage loss
as the parameter. The Candlestick method completely disregards a preset for
mula for stopping out.

There is a major flaw in using a prescribed percentage loss as the stop loss.
Your purchase price becomes an important function of where you are to stop
out. Some investment advisors recommend three percent as the stop out level.
Others suggest eight percent. But where you buy a trade position now becomes
the quantitative element of where you should place your stop. A couple of
extreme disadvantages become apparent.

A buy recommendation is placed on a stock. You are advised to place a
stop at a preset number, for example, three percent below your enrry price. The
buy is placed on a sTock at $50.00. However, by the time you get executed, you
have paid $50.80. Buying the stock at $50.00 would have meant your stop out
level was $48.50. Your entry at $50.80 now means that the stop loss is to be
placed at $49.27. As often mentioned in candlestick analysis, where you bought
a stock or sell a stock does not mean a hill a beans to the market. Your arbitrary
level of where to come out of a trade has absolutely nothing to do vvith what
the price trend should be doing. What if $48.50 is a level that negates the
uptrend move, but $49.27 does not change the rrend direction.
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Your emry level. although may nor have been the ulrimme point La get in,
does noy have ilnyrhing to do widl what the trend is domg. Plices coming back
down through 549.27 may nm be a level thm affected the uptrend. The "per
centage stop" Illay have stopped you out while the trend direction was still
v3lid.

Everything comes to he who hustles while he wails.
Thomas A Edi~on

Addirionall)~ the volatility of a particlI..Iar stock has a great bearing on whemer
a trend has been affected. A three percent pullback on some stocks might be
more than big enough to reverse a trend. whiJe a ten percenr move in others
stocks is common and isn't a factor on the trend direction.

The most important factor for establishing a Stop loss is very basic. What
price point would indicate that the esmblishcd trend has been negated? This
now becomes Cl SlOp loss level thar is established based upon the rrend being
stalled andi or negared. As wim all of Candlestick analysis, this becomes a "com
mon- sense" evaluation. If you have put on a long position, based lIpon a bull
ish buy signal, where would the price have to pull back in order ro confillll thal
the sellers were sri]] in comrol?

The simple visual evaluation establishes the proper SlOp loss poim as ir
pcrrnins to that specific stock position, taking into consideration the volatility
of the srock and the signal that created the buy signal. A stop loss on one srock
may be relevanr at a close level where as the next stock position requires grearer
latiUlde. Candlestick analysis allows me investor to establish a Stop loss that
would logically indicate when the sellers were still tn comrol, and the buyers
have been overcome.
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What Does the Signal Tell You?

351

Keep in mind, not all trades work. "Probabilities" of a successful trade, after
witnessing all the parameters that make for a successful trade, is the key word.
Although the probabilities are greatly in your favor, there is also the small
probability that a trade will not work.

The signal itself is still dIe result of centuries of observations. ObselVations
that were reinforced by profitable trades! The signals have meaning. They rep
resent the change in sentiment of the buyers and sellers. The signal comprises
that new change. The candle formation is the basic element of the reversal
signal. However, when that reversal signal illustrates that a new force has en
tered the market but it is immediately negated by the original trend force, that
makes it clear that the new trend is now nullified. Get out of the trade immedi
ately.

Does that mean the analysis was not correct after identifying the signal?
No. If a buy signal was formed in an oversold condition, Candlestick analysis
establishes that there is a high "probability" for that trade to make money.
Again the word "probability" is what needs to be addressed. The trade should
make money. However, if the trend does not establish itself, it becomes obviolls
when knowing the candlestick signals. Your stop loss strategy now becomes
customized to that particular trade setup. This is an easy visual process. Take
each signal setup, knowing what makes it work, and set your stop loss price
based upon where that signal would be negated.

Negating the Signal

What cteated the signal? The Bullish Engulfing pattern, the Doji followed buy
a bullish confirmation day, a Hammer signal confirmed, a Kicker signal? When
a signal is created, we will see the candle formations that established the new
trend. Trading back down through the signal formation indicates the sellers are
still in control. That becomes the stop loss criteria. The same rules for what
makes a successful signal can be used for showing what makes the signal un
successful.

A candlestick investor is able to establish the level where the signals dem
onstrate the trade is not working, gaining more control in the investment psyche.
Establish where to get in and out of the trade instead of arbitrarily setting stops
that have nothing to do with how a trend should be perlomling. That control
can be directed to making pro-active decisions versus reactive decisions. It also
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allows the candlestick investor to prepare srraregies to re-establish a trade in
the same position, selling when the trade was not working and getting hack in
when the trade was working again.

Initiating a Trade

A signal has significant meaning. Knowing that, the thought process for when
to stop out of a trade becomes easy. A buy signal indicmes a new trend. What
would counter that "indication"? Being in that trade has favorable odds fur
profitability, not any guarantees. Even though a majority of the trades should
work rrom llSing the signals, it also means that some trades will not work.
Keeping that mindset in focus, stop loss analysis creates a formal for identifying
when a trade is not working and getting out of the trade as soon as possible.

Establishing the stop loss point is using the same commonsense approach
that is incorporated throughout the candlestick method. Examine the chan of
Wynn Resorts Ltd. Fig. 10-1. Note the three spinning tops on July 23,24, and
25.
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The gap up on July 28 should have been the buy signal, the entry being at
$16.50. A big bullish candle forms the next day followed by a couple of Doji.
The Bearish Engulfing signal the following day, with stochastics still heading
up, may not have convinced anybody that this uptrend is over. What becomes
an obvious level that would indicate that they were not taking the trend up
anymore? That is where a stop should be placed. The bottom of the large white
body on the 29th becomes a logical level. If the sellers take it back down through
that level, the trend is obviously not 'up' anymore.

What does that do for profits? Break even. But if you can break even on
the bad trades, that is not bad at all. Built into the candlestick trading concept
is a factor not evident in most other trading systems. The signals provide an
extra day or so, getting in earlier than the other technical methods; other tech
nical methods needing more confirmation than what the candlestick signals
provide. Getting in at a more optimal level makes the sellstop more effective.
The negation of a 'buy' signal is less extensive. For example, getting into a
position at $10.00, when the $9.50 level indicates a failure of that trade, is
much better than getting in the trade, using other techniques at $10.70. The
failure level, after entering the trade using a candlestick signal, makes the loss
much smaller and less time consuming.
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What are you expecting to wimess after a buy signal? More buying, of course!
That sounds tJ;te but that is exactly what the buy signals should reveal. Note in
Fig. 10-2, the Millennium Phannaceutica1 chart, the Bullish Engulfing pattern
on January 23, 2002.
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5[()chastics oversold and rurnmg up, and the Bullish Engulfing signal followed
by a gap up open the next day. repressems is the perfect buy scenario. However,
as we see, it closes lower that day. Not disconcening, it is nor unusual to see
residue selling from the previous rrend still around. The important point is that
a Bullish Engulfing signal, in an oversold area, has appeared. The following
day a Spirming Top signal, a good sign, the seUing of the previous day may have
stopped. The following day begins with a higher open, but then closes lower.
What should now be gleaned from the chan? The obvious, there is no exten·
sive bUYing now for three days after the buy signal. Common sense tells us mat
if a buy signal occurs, then we shouJd see the buyers continuing the rrend.
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The fourth day after the bullish engulfing signal results in a close more
than half way down the Bullish Engulfing candle body. The half-way point of
that body represents an important factor. The sellers are now more evident
than the buyers that fanned the white Bullish Engulfing signal. The sellers are
stronger, get out of the trade. Plus it is now four days after the buy signal and
no additional buying has been evident. The trend is not up. Move to a better
trade.

The half-way point of a body, that created a signal, is the pivotal point.
At that level, the existing trend has negated the new trend indicator. This works
for both directions, bullish and bearish trend reversals. Does that mean the
trade should be ib'llored? Definitely not! The reason for buying in the first place
was due to a buy signal appearing in oversold conditions. The conditions have
not changed. It is still oversold, and there were buyers that stepped in once at
these levels. If the first entty does not work, keep an eye open for the next buy
signal. That will be stronger because the sellers will see that even though the
sellers overcame the first buying signal, another buy signal illustrates that new
buying is starting again. The sellers usually give up and get out of the way.

The half way point is crucial. As seen in Fig. 10-3, the Kana Communica
tions chart, the bullish breakout signal indicated new investor sentiment. Trad
ing at the $3.00 range for six weeks suddenly experiences a new dynamic
coming into the price of the stock. This is a good time to buy. But the next day
it backs off. Should that be a worry? Not really. Remember, it is not unusual to
see some residue selling after a big percent.:1.ge move. A Hammi is formed. At
this point in the new trend, the Hammi indicates a day or two of consolidation
before the next leg up.

The next day continues to back off. However, note the candle fonnation, a
Hammer. That alone reveals that the buying has started back in. Secondly,
notice where it closes, above the half-way point of the body of the white candle
that initially indicated the new sentiment in the stock. More imponantly, that
day reveals the buying has presented it<;elf again. It illustrated that the buyers
were still slightly in control.
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The halfway pomt of a bullish candle
provides significant Information. ~I
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Now the SlOp loss decision making process becomes simplified. If the price
closes below the halfway point of the large white candle on the third day after
the bullish candle, it should be obvious that the buyers are nor around any
more. The sellers arc a so-anger force. Close the trade. On the other hand, the
overriding facet to dlis trade was that strong bllllish candle day. That should
have been evidence thm a new attitude was being ClppJied to this stock price.
The direcrion will persist until there are signal::> to indicate the direction has
been negated. Expect the 'probabilities' to conlinu~ the uptrend. As seen in the
chart, the third day showed the buyers continuing what the first big bullish
candle indicated.

To reiterate, use the half-way point of the bullish candle as the level that
would demonstrme that the buyers were not in control anymore. Also, a buy
signal should represent thac me buyers were takmg control. Afrer the third day,
if no new buying becomes apparent, that should imply that the buyers are not
around. Take those funds and move to a bener "prohahility" trade.
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The Inverted Hammer is an excellem buy signal. Remember the basic rule
when witnessing an Invened Hammer signal. Seeing the price open positive
the following day, with stochastics in the oversold area, the probabilities are
extremely high this will be a profitable trade. As expected, the trend should
continue upward. With that knowledge, placing a stop becomes very logical A
positive open indicates that the trend should be up. It will usually continue up
immediately, but if it does close below the open of the previous day, the bottom
of the Inverted Hammers small body, that would indicate that the signal did not
work. Put the 'sell stop' at the previous days open price and be ready to close
out immediately

Review Fig. 10-4, the Kana chart again. June 16, 2003 created the perfect
set up for an Inverted hammer trade. It opened higher that day with stochastics
curling up. This is the exact proper set up for starting an up move from the
Inverted Hammer signal. But there was no follow through in the buying.
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l11e price, moving back down through the previous days open, the bottom of
t.he white1:xxiy of thl:: Inverted hammer, would be the telling story. The buyers
are not present, as hundreds of years of candlestick charting analysis revealed
l.hat dley should be. Breaching that point should be the stop loss level.
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The same Ilnalysis can be seen in Fig. 10·5. the Neowale Systems Inr.
chart. The Spinning Top signal, followed by the hullish candle credte~ a
perfect Morning Star signal in the oversold stochastics area. Two uay~ afrtl
the Morning Star signal, a black candle close... 1110re than halfway down the
white body of the Morning Star "buy" formation. The seller.s are suB domi
nant. Take those funds and move to a higher probabiliry lrade.
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The same rationale can be applied to the Hammer buy signal. To re\le,..·, upon
seeing a Hanuner signal in the oversold stochastics area, with (l positive open
the ne.xt day, indicates that the buyers are back in the trading. There is a high
probability that the trend has reversed. That given, the rrend should be moving
up from that point. Rarely will you see a Hammer In the oversold area, with a
positive open the next day, fizzle and move back down. Thar is the reason thm
we utilize d,e signal after hundreds of years. The signal discloses that a new
invesmlenr sentiment has entered the stock price. However, the operative word
is "rarely".
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This same scenario should not see a positive open and a close below the
lxxiy of the Hanuner signal. A close below the body, whether a white or black
body. negates the concept of the bullish implications of the signa1. Close the
position. As seen in Fig. 10·6, the Kindred Healthcare stock price, the buy
signals are followed by sell signals. Even whar should be considered a strong
Doji;Hammer signal, confirmed the next dCly with a positive open, irrunedi·
ately shows weakness. This now becomes a trade that has no follow through
buying, not a o'ade you want to be in.
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Fig. 10-7 Advanced Micro Devices illustrates a chaIt pattern dlat set up with a
Doji at the bottom. Followed the next day with a positive open, a strong buy
indicator. Even the next day it gapped open [Q the upside. l3ut it traded lower
from that point, creating a black candle. The black candle, three days after that
Doji, becomes a significant indicator. The dose, being lower than the Doji that
first indicated the reversal to the upside, now reveals that the sellers have
overpowered the buyers. Nor a position that represents buying anymore. A bad
trade? Close it and move those funds to a strong chan.
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lIluscrated in Fig. 10-8, the Sports Authority Inc. chan is another lnvened Ham
mer that is set up exactly as it should for producing a profitable trade. The
stochastics nearing the oversold area and a strong lnvened hammer should
have prepared the candlestick investor for an opponunity the next day. That
opponunity would have presented itself by revealing a positive open after the
Inverted hammer signal. Buying on the open that next day was the right execu
tion. The little selling day after that did not change the direction of the trend.
However, the fact that the sellers could push the price back down through the
body of the Inverted Hammer gave a clear indication that the sellers had over
powered the buyers.

,-
The positive open after an
Inverted hammer day, a
high probability signal
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As illustrated in the chart examples, the basis for proper Stop loss levels, using
candlestick analysis, boils down to one simple obseTValioll, what level demon
strates more sellers than buyers. That revelation can occur the next day or
after three days or more. If no new buying has come into the stock price, the
buy signal is not being confinned. Take those funds and move to a chan that
shows buyers.
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Does mat mean that trade is dead? No. Walch it. It has already been evalu
ated as being oversold. The buyers may stl1l be ready to buy in at mat price
level. Again, the neXl buy signal will reveal that the buyers are back again. This
same message will be noticed by the sellers. They may start backing away from
their selling or stan covering their shorts.

Stop Losses During the Uptrend

The previous examples were illustrating stop loss reasoning In the initiation of
a trade. The next srrmegy to consider is. "what should be done when the uprrend
has smrted." This again incorporates commonsense planning. Back to the ba
sics, what does the candlestick buy signal represem? h is the change of investor
senriment, the '"[fend" should be up. Does a trend go straight up? As much as
we would like it to, there will be zigs and zags in the price movemem. The only
reason for purring a srop loss on, during a good rrending situarion, is ro protect
yourself from that rare catasnuphic announcement. Otherwise a stop loss, too
close 1O the price oscillations, could Stop you out ar Cl low point of an up
rrending trade.

Once the trend starts, candlestick analysis can be applied. The same think
ing process can be used for evaluating wherher a trade is still working or not. A
price level can be predetemlined as to where it would be indicating that the
sellers have raken control. During an uptrend, more latirude can be given. The
longer the uptrend continues, the more definite a 'sell' signal needs to be to

reveal that the trend has terminated.
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Note in Fig. 10·9, the NASDAQ chart the trend was apparent until the gap
down in price broke the trend lines.
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The trend that has been established for a
reasonable length of time requires a sell
signal with the magnitude that breaches
the trend

That eXIstence of a trend should
prepare an investor to watch for
high profit patterns such as a Jay
hook pattern
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Fig. }(J.9 NASDAQ

Since March 10, 2003, the NASDAQ chart has shown a steady uptrend. These
rrends would continue for a month and a half at a time. Upon closer observa
tion, it will be seen that there were definite sell signals in those periods. Does
that diminish the validity of the signals? No, the signals need to be heeded.
However, they need to be evaluated based upon the environment that they are
being viewed.
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As seen in Fig. 10-10, the DOW chan, the signals divulge selling at the wp of
the trend channel. That provides valuable information. For the shOlt-tenn u"atler.
it becomes evidem thm the upside channel is not going LO be breached. Indi
vidual stock charts may have already produced a strong run up. The charts
showing toppy signals can be liquidated. Why own a stock that appears w have
grem probabilities of going back down? Take profits! Positions can always be
bought back when sell signals are negated.
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Will the stocks with toppy chart patterns be flIlished as far as furrher upside?
That can be determined by seeing what the next down move will do. Observa
don reveals that for the past few weeks, the pullbacks have been supported by
the bottom chaJmel rrendline.

If not as aggressive a rrade, the longer-term position holder can sir through
a pullback, using the borrom of the trend channel as a guide, alleviating dle
need for bopping in and ou[ of a trade.
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Note the third week in May; the bottom of the trend charmel is breached,
occurring about three months after the start of the uptrend. Not a bullish sign.
Take some profits. But keep in the back of your mind that a strong reversal
signal is required to change the trend. The longer the rrend, the more powerful
the reversal has to be demonstrated. That is a function of the invesnnent psy
chology in the markets. The longer a trend continues the more compelling a
sell signal needs to be to show investors that the trend is finally over. The
optimistic (or pessimistic) attitudes that are being ingrained during me trend
are hard to dispel as the direction of the trend changes.

Further analysis of the NASDAQ chart shows that the selling that broke
through the bonom of the trend immediately stopped with the appearance of a
couple small hammers, and then continued buying. Other technical analysis
would have evaluated this as consolidation in the beginning of a downtrend.
The candlestick analyst has the benefit of visually seeing that buying is o,:cur
ring, srochastics at the lxmom, curling up. Instead of a full fledged selling
program, the candlestick investor would be watching to see ifcontinued strength
was coming back into the market.

Would a sell stop have been prudent when the trading breached the lower
rrend channel? The "probabilities" indicated that the sellers were taking con
trol. However, the individual stock positions should have been evaluated as to
what their chart signals indicated. This would have eliminated a mass selling
spree. Seeing the hammers, after the bottom ofthe trend channel was breached,
gave a forbodence of the downtrend not being a powerful move. If stopped
out, it was probably done in positions that had good. profits from the preceding
uptrend. That does not preclude an investor from getting right back in to the
same positions after they have consolidated and started moving back up. Bet
ter yet, those funds could be moved to new sectorS/positions that were coming
out ofoversold conditions, with much greater upSide potential and lower down
side risk.
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Stop Losses/ Exit Strategies at the Top

The other major concern for most investors is where does one start trying to

protect profits. TIle easy answer is, "when you start witnessing sell signals."
That should be the ultimate method. But that does nol work for all investors. If
the trades cannot be watched at the beginning of trading or the end of each
day's trading, a problem that most working investors face, then a stop-loss
strategy can be implemented that protects most of the profits. The phrase "most
of the profits" has a significance.

Our ego's have a severe deterrent for allowing us to make money. The
majority of investors feel that a trend needs to be bought at the very bottom
and sold at the very top. To take profits before a uend peaks out or after the
high has been seen is a blow to the ego. "Why didn't I get out when it was a
pouu and a half higher?" the question always asked with a tinge of anguish in
the voice. A defeat to the ego if that trade was not maximized to the hilt. The
point to maximizing profits is not to maximize the profits from each trade. It is
to maximize the profits in the account. Two completely different objectives!

The aspects of the 'built in' psychology behind the signals produce im
mense advantages. Knowing what the nonnal investor flaws occur in invest
ment actions provides an effective trading strategy. Placing stop-losses, based
on where a price should not move back to in an uptrend, becomes an easy
function. The depiction of human emotions is charted in the price action of the
trend. To reiterate, the average investor panic sells at the bottom and is an
exuberant buyer at the top. Knowing this (and probably having experience
with those flaws U1 our own previous investing habits) the candlestick investor
can be prepped for when a sell signal should be occurring.

What do we see at the top of the trend? Exuberant buying! Buying that is
usually shown as larger white bodied candles after an extensive uptrend. Or, a
gap up at the top. Being armed with that knowledge pennits the candlestick
investor to extract a high amount of profit from a trade.
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As seen in Fig. 10-11, the Tivo chan, the gap up when the stochastics were
peaking out indicated that the exuberance had culminated. The gap up was the
signal. What is the best way to exit from this trade? First, the gap at the top is
the sign to be ready to sell. A couple of simple stop-loss applications make
getting out of a trade an easy mechanical procedure. When the price gaps open
in the overbought area, a few things can occur. The price can continue to go up
from that point. The price can stay the same, or it can go down. Undoubtedly,
these are not eaITh moving revelations. Fonunately, dissecting what each will
do, as far as a candlestick signal indicates produces an easy-to-execute exit
strategy. This is where placing stops becomes an excellent mechanical process.

S.TWO lito IlK. ~ly p.oliyed by 15 mI.-I
-------- -

Witnessing a price gap up in the
overbought area should immediately
instigate stop-lOSS placements
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Fig. 1()'11 '!'Iva Inc.

If the price gaps up, the first action should be to place a sell stop at the previous
day's close. If the price gaps up and immediately shows strength, moving higher,
place a sell stop at the opening price. What is the rationale behind these moves?
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Consider what signals will be created after a gap up move. Closing at or
below the open now produces a Shooting Star signal or a DojVShooting Star,
both sell signals. Even a close slightly above that day's open will produce a
Shooting Star. A close back at the previous day's close will form a Meeting Line
signal. A close half-way down the previous white body produces a Dark Cloud
signaL A close below the previous day's 'open' produces a Bearish Engulfing
pattern. All sell signals.

If the price gaps up, the fIrst procedure is to put a sell stop at the previous
day's close. If prices immediately back off from the open price and the 'stop' is
executed, the probabilities indicate that the majority of the profits have been
extracted from a trend.

If the price opens higher and continues to move higher, moving the stop
up to opening price becomes more advantageous. If the price moves up, then
back down through the open price, the probabilities lean toward a candlestick
sell signal fonning.

The only bullish scenario that can occur after the price was up and came
back down through the open would be to rum around and have the price move
back up substantially. Substantially, being far enough up not to create a I-lang.
lng Man signaL A gap up at the top, whether it opens and continues higher or
it opens and immediately retraces, has many more sell signal opportunities
versus the continuation of the uptrend. Back to a basic premise, maximize
profits for the account. A gap up at the top is now a high probability profit
taking situation. Be ready to move the funds elsewhere.
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Fig. 10-12, Siebel Software is another example of the gap up at the lOp. A sell
stop at the open would have provided a very profimble execution. Not all trades
will give you time to place the order at the open price, if upon opening, it
immediately moves up and quickly falls back. The next safe stop is at the last
white candle close, which in this case did not get executed until the following
day.

s sun 511,loel SYUI!mS Int. Udlly (O.....,.,d loy 15 mImI
---------------~ -- ------ - -- ---~-
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Fig. 10-12 Siebel Systems Illc.
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Fig. 10-13, Cree Inc's chart illusu"ates another example of the open or the pre
vious closing price becoming the best strategy poim for placing a sell stop. This
chart reveals the warning signal four days earlier, a Shooting Star. It would
have taken a huge up move, after pulling hack through those levels, to elimi
nate the possibilities of a sell signal forming. Upon seeing the srochastics in the
overhought range and a gap up at the top of the trend, get OLlt. Why try to buck
the odds. Take the profits and go La a low risk, high probability trade.

S (RH Cr(!(! Inc, Dally IDelli)'l;ld by 15 minsl
-- ---

A gap up after candlestick sell
signals reveals the POSSibility of
another candlestick sell signal
about to form
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Candlestick Stop Loss Reasoning
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Limiring your losses, using visual analysis, with the candlestick method has
immense advantages. Understanding the signals, knowing why it is time to
enter a trade, makes it easy understand when to be out of a trade. Applying
arbitrary percent movements do not pertain to what the price movement is
expected t:o do.

The basic premise being that the majority of trades will be profitable uti
lizing candlestick analysis. That still means some trades are not going to work.
Having a prepared mind set for addressing the losing rrades keeps funds mov
i.ng to the best probabilities. Most invesnncm programs teach very little aoom
gerting Ollt of losing trades. Cutting losses short is pnldcnt advice. Yet very lirtle
is taught on how to recognize lhe losing trade. Even less is taught on how to
effectively close out the losing trades.

Learning when a trade is not working has two benefits. Limiting the loss is
lhe obvious benefit. Additionally, getting those funds our of a nonproductive
trade and plaling them immediately back into a jX)tentially positive trade greatly
enhances the ability for those funds to create gains for the jX)rtfolio. Doing so
immediately creates more opportunities to make profits. Plus it keeps the mind
clear, not having to lise mental energy worrying ahout a position that should be
closed out.

How often do we hear investors say when their stock position is going
down, -'that's alright, I'm in this position for the long term, and it wiU come
back?" Poppycock!!! That is the answer of somebody that does not have a
strategy for coming out of a position.

Know why you are going into a position. Know why you want to be back
out. That gives you control of your ponfolio management. The price moves are
1101 throwing you around; you are maintaining control of your portfolio_ The
constant cultivation of placing invesnnem funds where they should be or clos
ing positions thar are not doing what the signals indicated will greatly enhance
1he profit potential of a portfolio. Remember, this is not rocket science, this is
Simple commonsense evaluation of what the buyers and sellers are doing.
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Chapter 11

Trading Rules

If you step in a puddle, do not blame the puddle.
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Japanese proverb

Having the ability to identify reversal signals creates an extremely beneficial
dynamic for investors. Once an investor becomes comfOJtahle that the signals
represent a high-probability simation, invesrmenr trading rules can be better
followed. The elimination of emotions, especially fear and greed, should be the
prime goal for investors.

The biggest failure factor for most investors is the emotion element. In
vestment trades become skewed with imestors "hopes" versus what indicators
are telling. Every time an im'estor puts on a position or rakes off a position, a
mental decision process has been made. Our mental decision process! Our
egos come into pla~,: Of course, we are all smarter than rhe rest of the world.
That is what we all like to believe. To confim1 that, our mental prowess be
comes quantified eveI)' time an investment decision is ffi<:ldC'.

To buy a stock and walch it go down nOI only hurts the pocketbook but
also hurts the ego. We cannot be smart in somebody else's eyes if our invest
ment decision was wrong. When we are right, and get into a position of big
profits, our sell parameters become fluid. What was our original selling strat·
egy nm-\" gets modified by the euphoric rheLOric that may be surrounding the
circumstances. Ibe "sell" decision now becomes based upon other people's
opinion or a few mort' points higher will allow us to buy a better car, new sct of
golf clubs, pay for next quarter's hlition, or anything else that has absolutely
nothing to do with what the price should do.

The candlestick signals produce a high-probability fomlat for when it is
time to buy and when it is lime to sell. Utilizing that fOmlat creates a self
imposed discipline. Why trade against the probabilities? As we are often told
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by the professionals, you GomBar time the markets. However, as can be clearly
seen, the Japanese Rice traders have successfully timed lhe markets for centu
ries. The ability to see high-probability potential reversals in market rrends
allows an investor to apply simple trading mles.

The following list of rules has been derived from many years of investing
experience from numerous sources. It will also incorporate rules specifically
applied to the use of candlestick signals. Since investing has become a more
active pan of people's lives, general investing rules are also included in this
chapter. The mental state of an investor. as well as mechanically imposed disci
plines, is important to successful investing.

Incorporate Good Investment Procedures

Just Like any profiwblc endeavor, investing requires a srructured business plan.
Successful money managers establish a set of business disciplines. Money allo
cation, trading environment, consistent evaluation processes, and clear and
concise planning are all required to maintain a good mental analytical process.
The analysis of candlestick signals and patterns, although a primary element of
a successful invesunent program, still requires a business atmosphere for suc
cessful implementation. The tTading area should be organized, whether at a
business office, a home office, or a laptop on the back deck overlooking the
lake. Having one's mind clear of distractions allows for better evaluation of the
investment signals and patterns.

Document Winning and Losing Trades

A well-maintained accounting of transactions and writing the results of
good and bad trades in a journal is a good investment habit. Having ajour
nal of what the thought processes were during a good or bad trade situc!
tion frees an investor's mental energy for analysis versus trying to remem
ber previous trade occurrences. The mind is a vel)' nebulous entity. Impor
tant factors that should be remembered can often slip away through time or
be lost when trying to analyze massive amounts of information. Having a
documented journal of past trades allows an investor to refresh their memory
on what worked or did not work in rhe past. Keep a journal at your work
station.
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Do Not Trade When Not Feeling Well
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Investing requires clear memal thinking. Most people experience different
mental outlooks when feeling under the weather. Having a bad cold, the
flu, a toothache, headache or a multitude of other ailments can dramati·
cally affect an individuars outlook.

Investing is just like any other acti\it): There will be times an investor may
not "feel like" investing. Take a break. Getting mentally refreshed is often a
crucial aspect for thinking clemly. Investing docs not require pal1icipating in
t.he markets every single day. Investing should be taking advantage of market
conditions when me investor wants to participate in the markets.

There are times when the market is not moving well enough to produce
profits that would warrant spending mental time and energy. Often, during the
summer, market acti\ity/volume decreases dramatically when everybody is
vacationing. Do not try to squeeze blood from a tUrnip. Go relax, rest up.

There will be times when rrades do nor seem to work. Positions put on,
despite how strong a signal indicates a high probability trade, do not seem to

work. Take a break. Go clear out the cobwebs. When you come back after a few
days of rest, the analysis process should be clearer.

When in Doubt - Get Out!

The most important aspect about investing is the ability to pur the probabilities
in your favor. The primary hmction of candlestick signals is to identify high
probability investments. The purpose of the step·by-stt:p analysis of the mar
kets, sectors, related stocks, and other trading entities, that would support the
reasons for a candlestick signal to be acted upon, is to develop a high·probabil
ity correct trade scenario.

The primal)' reason for establishing a trade is the identification of favor·
able indicators. Taking advantage of centuries of observations of investor reac·
dons has created signals that make a profitable ITadl:' V~IY plausible. That was
the reason for putting on the trade. The im'esmr has made an evaluation of a
trade set up lhar hi:ls worked correctly in the past.
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The candlestick signals are indicators of what price movements should
occur m the fllntre, vvith a reasonahly high predictability. If the trend/price
movement, after the candlestick signal, does not produce the results expected,
or the price action starts creating some concern, close OUl the position. The
reason for establishing the trade was to benefit from the probabilities estab
lished from historic previous results.

Why remain in a position where the favorable probabilities appear to have
diminished? Remaining in the position puts your investment funds exposed LO

market moves that do not enhance your profit potential. A high probability
profitable trade signal still has the potential for creating losses. Hopefully the
potential of a loss is diminished. Keeping funds expused lU a position, where
the favurable probabilities have disappeared, makes the potential of losses thar
much greater.

If the premise of your investment strategy is to keep placing funds in high
probability trade situations and a trade does not appear to be working, close
it!!! Preserve your capital when ever in doubt. The capabilities of the candle
stick sit,'llals and pattems are always going to be available. The purpose of
investing is to maximize your profits. The benefit of candlestick signals is to

identify high profit situations. When a candlestick investor does not have a
strong feel for what the trend is indicating, close the position. There are more
strong trade signals occurring every single day/week/month, one minute/five
minutes/ fIfteen minutes on a candlestick dlart somewhere. Preserve the capi
ta] to take advantage of the next trade.

Preserve Capital

The concept of preserving capital is as imponanr as the function of maximizing
profits. That is the mainstay of most investment advice. How does maximizing
profits and preserving capital intermix? Utilizing the candlestick signals and
high-profit patterns establishes expected price movements. Once a trade has
been established, historic results demOIlSrrate price movements that should be
anticipated. Results should be somewhat predictable. If the projected trend
does not confirm those expected results, then another analysis should be made
immediately.

The analysis should be made on a very simplistic basis. Are my funds
being allocated into a position that will benefit the portfolio? Are those funds
utilizing the benefits provided by the signals in the patterns? If an evaluation
does not confirm both of those questions, then investors needs to ask them
selves, 'Why am I in this trade?"
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j

There will always be a supply of excellent buy signals or sell signals pro·
vided by candlestick signals. Each day or whatever time period you are trading,
there will be more trade opportunities than most investors will ever be able to
take advantage. Why stay in a trade where you do not have analytical control?
There is always somewhere ro invest your funds where the signals indicate a
high probability rrade direction.

• I •
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.,t """" Doubtful price movements, in what could -- 1 "I •.
be an uptrend, should be closed The ~

be better opportunttles elsewhere ItI' I' I_
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Fig. 11-1 Rigel Pha7711QCeuticals fllc.

The decision process is made easier with a doubtful chart, as seen in fig.ll-I,
the Rigel Pharmaceutical Inc. chan. When there does not appear to be a strong
probability ofupside }X>tentia \J moving fi.mds to another rrade such as the Daystar
Technologies Int. chan, fig, 11-2, makes sense. The probabilities for upside
potential are much greater when all the indicators line up. Moving funus from
the low probability positions to high probability positions will produce consis
tent profits over the long mn.
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Fig. 11-2 Dayswr Jechnologies, Inc.

Don't Look Back!

The Ma emotional factors that affect investing the most are fear and greed.
These emotions are found in many situations. Fear can be found when every
thing in the invesnnenr world looks terrible; there is no viable reason to be
putting money into the markets. Greed is jumping in to the markets/stocks as
they have continued moving up over an extended period of time and the world
looks rosy. Everybody wants to jump on board because nothing can go wrong.

Those are the normal circumstances for identifying fear and greed. How
ever, fear call be experienced when it's time to sell a profitable position. For
example, a stock is bought for S10 a share. Over the next wo weeks it moves
up to $14 a share. Candlestick sell signals stalt appearing. What happens when
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a stock price gets strong? EVeI) body finds grear things to sa) about the com
pany.

What is the fear factor for selling the stock? What if!!! What If the stock is
sold at $14 and after a few days it goes straight to $18? Boy, would we look
stupid! So what do most investors do? They hang on [Q the stock even though
the candlestick "sell" signals said it was rime LO get out. Finally they get out of
their position at a much lower price. All for the sake of not looking stupid had
the stock gone to $18.

The candlestick signals produce an important message. They visually d~m

onstrate when the "probabilities" indicme it is rime to sell. The effe<.:tiveness of
candlestick signals is the ability (Q show high probabiliry buy and sell situa
tions. When the signaL'! say it:.. time to sell. dose out the po..;ition.

There is nothing wrong with buying when it is time to buy and selling
when it is time to sell. If, for some unforeseen reason, the price immediately
spikes up after yOli sell it. don't look hack. The rrade was dosed based upon
high probability facmrs. To hope for additional price increases is exacdy that,
·'hope." If a rrade was closed based upon the signals indicating that it was time
to sell, that was the trade.

The purpose of using candlestick signals is to get investors into a position
when the probabilities say it's time to buy and get them out when it is time to
sell. Under that investment phIlosophy. those funds coming out of a sold posi
tion should have been pUt into another trade where the probabilities were in
the investor's favor.

Worrying about a stock price moving up after the position is sold becomes
detrimental to rational investment thinking. Stocks prices will move up after
the signals shows "sell". ~ot nearly as often as prices will continue dovm. Even
if the price of the stock moved up after the sale, it was 11m\.' in a higher risk area.
Those funds should have been moved to another chart signal where the prob
abilities were t,'Teat and the risk factor was much lower

Take profits when it is time to cake profits. There is absolutely norhing
wrong with coming out of a position when the probabilities say it is time to

come out. There is absolutely nothing wrong with huying that position back if
the sell signals are negated. The J-hook pattern is a prime example of getting
out when the signals said to sell and gelting back in when the J-hook pattern
shows buying. The purpose of investing is not to maximize your profits on
every trade. The purpose of investing is to maximize your profits for your ac
count.
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Cut Your Losses Short,
Let Your Profits Run

Cut your losses short and let your profitS run is the advice provided by practi
cally every investment adviser in the world. The unly problem widl their advice
i~ they do not teU you how to do it. Candlestick analysis provides a framework
for keepmg losses small. The visual analysis thar identifies a buy signal or a sell
signal incorporates the change of invesw[ sentiment. The result of the inveswr
sentiment change :should lead [0 confinnation of a new direction.

If a candlestick buy signal, which should indicate a new upward trend, is
immediately negated by more selling, the message provided by the buy signal
loses its relevance. Simply stated, if the sellers are still present, aher a candle
stick buy signal is fanned, to the magnirude {hat plices move back down to a
point where they ovenide the buy signal. close the position inunediarciy. The
buy signaJ did not work.

Trades are established based upon a signal providing a high-probability
situation. lf that signal is negated, the high·probabiHty situation does not re
main. Close the position. Move on to an identified high-probability situation.
Does that mean this trade will not work? No, it just means that is not working
right now. If that trade was implemented because of a candlestick buy signal in
an oversold condition, and it does not work, the oversold condition has not
disappeared. Continue to warch for the next buy signal. However, the neJl,1: buy
signal may occur twO days later or two months Imer. If a trade is nor working,
get back out immediarely and use mose funds to take advantage of another
high- probability trade.

Set Your Stops

A major human flaw, setting a stop, and then changing our mind when prices
get near the stop price. That process defeats the purpose of setting the stops in
the first place. Why do investors change their minds? When making irrational
evaluations, inveswTS wiU make irrational decisions. However in the heat of
rrading, emotions (.'orne into play. As demonstrated in our Enny and Exit Strat
egy chapter, candlestick analysis places srap losses based upon logical selling
indications. If you find yourself in a situation where you are questioning your
own stop-loss decision, remind yourself that you made that stop- loss point
based upon clear, non-pressured analysis.
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Setting a stop at a pre-derived percentage movement means nothing. The
markets do not care where you bought. The price is going to move up and
down in a trend. Trends can have short·tenn puHbacks. The basic reason for
establishing a stop loss is to be out of a position if it is not confinning the
reason for being in the position. Candlestick signals make stop-loss proce~

dures relatively easy. If you are buying based on what a candlestick signal
implies the buyers should now be in the trend. Price moving back down through
the level that suggested the bllyers were taking conO'ol, reveals that the sellers
were still in control.

Entering a position is based upon a signal. Visually, a trading level should
be recognized as an area that would indicate d13l the buyers did not follow
through; the sellers were still in control. Use that as your stop. Prices breaching
that area negates the reason for being long. Close out the position. That is how
you cut your losses short.

When you visually analyze where the stop loss point should be, it will not
change the scenario once you have put your position on. If you anticipate that
a percentage of the established trades may not work, then utilize the candle~

stick stop-loss process.
There will be more high~probabiJity trades to move your invesnnent funds

into. Get OUL of the bad ones immediately and move to the good ones.

The Fear of Selling Too Soon

Fear works against most investors when ir is time ro take profits. Fear and
greed! The fear after taking profits on a trade, greed in that the price may
continue higher! How stupid we would look after buying a srock at $10, took
profits at $16 and MO weeks later it was O'ading at $241 The first question
should be, "looking stupid to whom?" 99.9% of the time nobody other than
yourself, knows what n-ade you have made. The other .01% doesn't give a
hoot. They have their mvn problems. What it boils down to is not looking
stupid to you. Unfortunately this ego problem induces the majority of investors
to continue ro hold a position well pasr the optimal "sell" time.

The inherent armbutes candlestick signals provide is a fannat that indi
cates when the "probabilities" say it is time to sell. Most investors lose sight of
the premise of their invesnnem program. A good investment program indi
cates when it is time ro buy and when is rime to sell. These are the outstanding
features found in candlestick signals.
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ProfitClhle investing requires discIpline. That discipline involves following
the signClls/indicmors that are the basis for one's investment program. There is
nothing wrong with buying a position when the indicators say to buy. There is
nothing wrong vvith selling a position when the indicators say it's time to sell.

Will there be occasions when a price continues higher after you close out
a position? Definitelyl There are MO ways to resolve the emotions of that issue.
First, when an investor comes to the realization that if they execute their trades
based upon a trading program that provides a high percentage of profitable
results, they can always look back at a trade that continued higher with solid
investor Iogle. They bought when it was time to buy and they sold when it was
rime to sell. That trading discipline will work in favor of the investor over the
long run.

There is nothing wrong vvith taking profits when the probabilities indicate
that it is time to mke profits. Are there times when the signals are indicating a
profit-raking pullback in an uptrend versus a full-scale reversal? Certainly, but
being able to identify candlestick signals in the formation of high-profit pat
terns allows an investor to take advantage of anticipated price movements.

The perfect example is the J-hook pattern. After a strong positive move,
candlestick signals usually indicate rhe probability of a sell off.

Will that sell off he 5% or 55%? That is a question that cannot be an
swered when the reversal signals first appear. Why take the chance of holding
a position that lTICiy give back mosr of the profits?

The worst case scemuio is a candlestick sell signC'l1 indicating it is time to
take profits. Four days later the price starts moving back up. If it appears as if a
trading pattern is fonning, buy the position back. There is nothing vvrong vvith
buying it back at a higher price. The point of investing is to put funds in posi
tions that show a high pwbabiliry of producing profits. Thm will mean rhere
will be trends that provide opportunities to make "most'· of the profits available
from that price move. The point of investing is to meu:i1/lizc your profit" for your
account, not to by to rnQ.x"IITlizc profils Oil l:'VflY trade.

Averaging Down

The concept of averaging down should not be in the realm of candlestick analy
sis. Averaging down is performed by investors that do not incorporate a trading
strategy. Averaging down is the rationale for holding a position too long in the
first place. The swing trader dearly has analytical benefits using candlesticks
signals. Once a trade is executed, rhe negation of the candlestick buy signal
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should create cause to close the position quickl~: Cut your losses short. let your
profits run. Utilizing the simple Stop loss analysis that candlestick signals offer
eliminates the need to consider averaging down.

The long-tem1 investor may have a different perspective. Averaging down
might occasionally be applied if the long-term chan has experienced a pullback
but not a sell signal. Even then, the analysis needs to involve one imponant
factor, "Is this the best place to be committing funds nt this rime?" Money
should nor be allocated to a position for the sake of averaging dOVVIl just be·
cause an existing position is already in place.

Do Not Preset Profit Targets

Analyzing profit targets and setting profit targets are t\vo dramatically differ·
em functions. To arrange taking profits at a specific percentage gain is like
cutting off your nose to spite your face. Unless an extensive statistical stlldy has
been made upon a specific trading entity, discovering what the average/me·
dian price move has been historically, then a lot of effort may be wasted. For
most investors, it is difficult to find positions rhat will move in a profitable
direction. If a trading program has been devised to identify high probabilities
of a trend direction, then it should be utilized to its fullest porential.

When analyzing a reversal from a chart panern, profit targets should be
utilized for anticipating what the porential gains might be. That \vill he taking
into consideration where the next resistance level might be. This anal}'Sis would
involve trend lines, moving averages, Fibonacci numbers. or any oilier techni
cal indicator thm might reveal the potential end of the next trend. Logic dic
tates that a bullish signal or panern that has a potential of a 15°111 return is
much better than a chart analysis that reveals only a 5% return. Use that analy
sis to decide which rrade to enter.

Once entering the trade, do not let the target be the sole 'sell' factor. The
candlestick signals remain the main factor for when to sell. A signal to sell the
position may occur well before the target is reached.

The candle...tick signals identify when a price re\ersal has occurred. Indi
cators can project the potential strength of the price mo\e. Orher technical
factors can project potential targets. However. me majority of the time the
signals simply indica.tc that a new trend is in the making. To imeIjel1 a self
imposed profit targct greml) reduces the benefits that candlestick signals pro·
vide. Once a price rrend moves, which was bought based upon a ccmdlestick
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buy signal. it becomes a relatively simple procedure to analyze when to sell.
Identifying the candlestick sell signal should be the determining facror.

The time and effort of finding positions that are going to move in a profit
able direction should not be compromised by a preset function that has abso
lutely nothing ro do with how far the pJice will move.

Take Windfall Profits

The major benefit of interpreting candlestick signals is thar it rells you when
buying or selling is coming into a position. You may not necessarily know why
buying or selling is coming into the position bur apparently somebody does.
The smart money, or the money that has knowledge of a company or a rrading
entity, will be making buy and sell decisions based upon their knowledge. The
graphics of the candlestick signals is the representation of that knowledge.

The results of that knowledge will creare candlestick signals. Infonnation
from candlestick signals belumes a source of recognizing where buying and
selling is occuning. They visually portray what is occurring. This often leads to

being able to participate in situations where the signals indicated something
major is about to happen. Essentially the signals position an investor to be in
the right situations at the right time.

When a big price move does occur. do not be hesitant to take some profits
immediately. Most investors are happy when their portfolio or a position pro
vides a 10010 return annually. Getting a large price move, in a one or two-day
period, warrants laking some profits. If stock price moves up 10%, 20%, 40%,
or 1001J/o in one day; sell half me position. Moving profit" into your account was
lhe purpose of being in the position in the first place. Could the price move
higher? Cenainly, and you will still make profits with the remaining half of the
position. Will there be profit-taking after the first big move? Certainly, if so, you
can fonnulate your strategy for exiting now with half a position. If yOll get a big
move fast. take profits. Remember, greed has killed more men than lighming.
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If you are buying based upon a daily signal, sell based upon a daily signal. If a
daily candlestick "buy" signal is me reason for entering a trade, then let a
candlestick "sell" signal indicate when to come out of a trade. A common mis
take technical investors make is exiting a trade because of price movement
occurring contrary to expectation on a shorter tirneframe.

An example would be buying a stock or commodity position based upon
the criteria of a good bullish trade; a candlestick buy signal with stochastic> in
the oversold condition, starting to curl up. After hvO or three positive trading
days the price sells off hard early in the day. It would form a candlestick sell
signal if it closed at that level. However, the stochastics or other trend param
eters may still be in an upward o-ajectory. What should be the course of action?
Nothing! Wait until the end of the time frame that your investment program
involves. If you are buying based lIpon a daily buy signal, then sell based lIpon
the completion of a daily candlestick sell signal. Whatever price movement
occurs in bet\>veen the open and the close is noise. The signal is created at the
end of the timeframc.

Will there be selling during an uptrend? Of course_ If the price goes into
the dose at the same levels it did during the early part of the day, it would
create a candlestick sell signal. Although stochastics are heading up, a new
invesnnenr strategy can be analyzed with that infonnation. More than likely,
prices may end up near the top of the trading range at the end of the day. Keep
in mind, the candlestick buy signal provided a high probability indicator that a
trend reversal had occurred. Allow the signals to dictate what plices should do.
The signals are formed at the END of the timeframe.

Other Opinions

One major human flaw is listening to what other people verbalize. Hearing
somebody else's opinion can stan causing doubt when maintaining a position.
The exposure to financial news stations and a multitude of invesOTlenr chat
rooms creates the opportunity to hear many 'opinions'. If you buy based upon
a set of parameters, do not change your investment decision parameters rnid~

stream. Everytxxly will have an opinion on what should be done with specific
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investrnenQ>. Yom decisions should be hclsed upon your analysis for entering
amI exiting trades.

There are ['"..to major reasons for not leTtmg others mfluence your deci
sions. First, (he eSlablishment or <1 rrade was based upon evaluations of the
indicators that you knO\\: or are teaming, tor making profitable trade~. To cir
cum\ent the exiting of;s rTade. because of another source's influence. does not
allow the im'esror lO concetly analyze the success or failure of thal trade-. If the
rrade does not work, ,m investor vvanb to be able to analyze Lht' re....uh based
upon the failure of the indicators the) dIe using, E.xiting a trade h:<1sed u]JOn
other criteria does 110l add infommtion to your program knowledge.

Secondly, the opinions of others mav be fom1ulated by completely differ
ent or unlmown factors. Their viewpoint could be Influenced by <'I rnultil"llde of
factors that hilVt' nothing to do with the fedson you have put on a lr~lde. Their
rimeo'ame, lheir risk LOlerance, tile information that they based their oplOion
on may nor have anything in common \;\'ith your investment techniqup. Does
this necessarily me~m that all orner opinions need [Q be ignored? Not necessar
ily, but that information should be a~sil11ilated into your lOLal analysis, not as a
prime decision factOr.

Watch the Charts - Not the News

The major benefiL of camllesl:ick signals is that it tells you exactly what inves
tors are doing. The strongest element of the signals is dlat it provides a graphic
account of what investor sentiment IS domg righr /lOW.

Consider the definition of smart money Smarr money usually knows what
is going on in n stocklindusny well before it hecomes public knowledge. When
the average investor gets the news. it is usually old news. That is plainly illus
trated when a chart has been declining for two months, then gaps down ar the
bottom on bad news.

It has to be assumed rhar the smart money knew what was gOing on months
ahead of rune. They were selling anticipming the news corning out sometime
in the future. A gap dO\\1l or a big candle da~ to the downside on a news
announcement should imoke one impolti.lnt question. VVhen evel)'body else
was selling, who was bu~ing?

There are usually very few surprise~ in the imesnnenr world. Somebody
usually knows things well in advance 01 <l news allllOUTIcement. When ne\;'~"s

stories are being reported on dle major financial news stations, the news has
probably been buill into the stock for a long \;\'hile. Watch the candlestick sig-
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nals. When the news appears so bleak that there can't be any possible way thar
cmybody would want to buy and the chalts start showing candlestick buy sig
nals, it provides some very important infonnation. Somebody is buying. Con
,ersely, how often do you hear Imesrors complain when a company comes out
widl a great millouncemem and the price of th stock gOl:~ down? The an
nouncemen(l news is already built into the price.

The candlestick signals produce a \ isual corfinnanon of what is actually
happening. Buywh~n candlestick signals indicate tl buy; even though the news
is terrible surrounding that company/sector. You will have a high likelihood of
making profits. Sell \-, hen the cnndlestick signals indicate a .sell. Although dle
fumre appears trernendoLC;, tht: question always remains. , ....hy is somebod:
sl'lling if the news and the outlook is so wonderfu17

Trade the Chart Pattern,
Not the Name

Often an im'estor will not put mane) into a trading ennt) when they ha\ e lost
mane} in it before. "1 lost money in that stock in the past: I don't want to much
it ngain.' R€'mel11bel~ the mark~ts and stocks do nor give a hool \vhat yOll think.
what you're going to do, or what you've done in the past. Prices are going to
move in the manner thnt will be predictable based upon patterns.

If yOll nm acroc;s a chart pattern that shows a very strong signal but then
you see thar It is a position that lost :Oll money before, do one simple proce
dure, Put your hand over the n~me and look at the chan. If the chart re\-eals a
SLrong reasun to buy, do not let the name mtlu _nn \-our dt·'(:i~ion.

Stay With Your Indicators

-I he candlestick signals are stati"tic..all} .')ro\·en r~\ersal patterns_ The candle
rOnTIatlol1s are the illusrration of in\"estor sentiment. more specifically of ac
tual investor sentiment. fhe finanCIal news program... or financial newspapers
are full of so-called plOfessiol1nl opinions. Do not let others affect the analysis
of a chart pattem.lfyou are bllying based upon technical reasons, then base your
$clling upon technical reasorl.s.

The advantage candlesllck investors have is being able to see a graphic
depiction of \\'hat the true ime.stor sentiment of a price is doing despite all the
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verbal rh~[Qric. Quite often negmivc commentary will persl\( about an indus
cry/seetol istock. At the same time, the candlesl iek ...ih'llals indic<:tte buying. The
signaJs ilJusrrate what is acrually happening.

Once ,m invc<;tor learns to sucl'essfullv illlerpret uu.' signals and the con
firming indicmors, [lU other opinioned infonnalJon will become incidenwl. If
your indkamTS work successfully [I high percentage of the time, follow whi.it
dley express. TItis a11O\\ s an investor to cut through all mformational rhetoric.

Stay With Your Trading Program

Trading programs should he definrd. If eln inv('slor does nOlunderstanJ what
their trading program ~houkl be. they will not make money A large percentage
of investors do not have a trading pro~rram.The\ g~t money to invest. and then
look for something to buy immedialel~_

Once you have dc\'e!oped your tr<tdmg program, sta~ '""ith it. Fint of all. it
will help identify whidl trading techniques arL' working. To move from one
invesmlent program to another whent:'\er som thing is Ilot working never 01
lows an investor to figure out how to correct v. hat is not WOI king.

Using the candlestick signals as a basis raJ" a trading program allows an
investor to trade and analyze the results of ..l signal formJtion. It pennirs an
investor to stay with a trade thm may not currently be producing big profits,
knO\\.ing through p.."t experience lhat the signals h<l\'e 110l been negared.

Set your parameters based upon the candlestick signals. Other indicators
can be applied in specitlc market ('ondirions. Whether using candlestick c;ignals
or not, mO\ing from one trading ..,traft"g) to anotlwr ,-\-ill neyer allo\\' an inves
tor to analyze changes that can be pronwblc <1<, Jntlrket condirions ch'mge.

Learn a trading sln.negy extreme!) well. Constantly tweak it as conditions
change. If somebody recommends another tr~dil1g strategy or system, research
it before jumping into it. Once it's researched, experiment by raking It,'i good
points ~1l1d appl~ing it to your existing tr<lding program.

Too often im'estors will buy stocks based upon the a\~lil<lhilit:yof informa
tion when they hm'e tunJ to invest \\o1(h no str,m'~ for getting in. This means
there is probably no strar€'g} fOi wht:>n to get alit Learn \OUI' in\'esunenr trad
ing strategy \"\'ell. Then q(lrt impro\'mg uIXln r bv integrating what you learn
as you go, into YOUR 0\\'11 proglam.
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Not to have control over the senses is like sailing in a rudderless ship,
bound to break to pieces on coming in contact with the very first rock.

Mahatma Gandhi

Trading rules are established to provide guidelines. Are there exceptions to the
rules? Definitely! But rules for your investment program should be for the
development of proper rrading habits. Correct invesnnent perceptions are de
veloped through a minefield of emotional hurdles.

Utilizing a set of rules keeps the investor from backsliding into old habits.
The s[arisrical value of candlestick signals provides a fonnat for an investor to
have the probabilities constantly in their favor. Establishing a set of rules for
your investment procedures is also putting favorable guidelines into an invest
ment program. Utilize the experience conveyed by successful investors. The
rules that were expressed in this chapter were provided by the inve<;trncnt
knowledge of successful inve<;tors throughout the years.

Trying to formulate a successful invcsonent program without guidelines is
like running in quicksand. The basis for the successful consistent extraction of
profits from the rrading markets is not only learning a high-probability trading
technique, but also establishing invesnnent procedures to keep those profits.
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Chapter 12

Candlesticks Applied

A man, although wise, should never be ashamed of learning more and
must unbend his mind.

Sophocles

What was dlC term most often used in the explanation of candlestick signal
benefits? "Probabilltie.~r The primary factor for placing investment funds at
risk. Having the probabilities in one's favor for making good investment re
rurns! Investments arc made because they have a good probability to make
money. Many investment methods promote favorable investing results. Many
investment methods ha\ e elements incorporated into their system that im
prove investor probabilities. Some have been tested for a reasonable length of
time, 10 years, 20 years. and 50 years. The trust in what candlestick signals
provide is based upon hundreds of years of proven results. They do not work
100% of the time, Bur to ignore what candlestick signals are conveying is to go
against the odds.

The information glcClJ1cd from the appearance of candlestick signals pro
vides immediate knowledge. Because results can be analyzed, with a high de
gree of accuracy, candlestick analysis contains important trading components.
It provides a signal for when to enter trades. It also provides the graphic infor
mation fur when d high-plUbability trade siruation is not performing. Simple
mferences can be made- for what a price or trend should do, when candlestick
signals appear in the correct conditions. Evaluation can be acted upon with
some certainty. The ensuing price move has expected results. The price move,
not performing as expected., should provide additional infomlanon. The high
"probability" expectations were not occuning. Move the money elsewhere.

]>dttems can be employed to further increase the probabilities of being in
a corn.'t't trade. Parrerns occur for the same reason candlestick signals form.
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Human emotions involving investment decisions have recuning characteris
tics. The fear factor! The greed factor! Both become assimilated in the price as
trends move. ViSually recognizing a panern increases investment probabilities.
The reason a pattem can be recognized is because of the resules it has produced
many rimes in past trend situations.

The hasis of technical analysis is the recognition of chart formations that
pcrfonn consistently. The results of a chalt pattern become greatly enhanced
when applying candlestick signals into the pattems evaluation. This is nothing
morc than taking £\'\10 "probability" oriented graphics and combining their posi
live results.

This book was \¥ritten for the purpose of training the eye to instantly
r~(,;all profit 'potentials.' The ability to identify the graphic s~t-ups of having had
high profit trade situations in the past, becomes very advantageous. 'Funda
Olema!' reasons for a price to be moving may not be known (Q all investors.
Huwever, the educated eye can detect when price behavior resembles previ
ouslywitne.~ed price behaviors that have produced profits. Utilizing <.:onsisrem
investor behavior patt~ms provides a fOlmar that Cfln increase inves011ent re
tums dramatically.

Human emotion becomes the faml flaw for most investors. Candlestick
signals and muting patterns are a graphical depiction of those flaws. Being able
to eliminate the presence of emotions in invesonent decisions is the discipline
mOst invesrors should snive for.

Discipline

Candlestick signals and high-profit patterns create the groundwork for elimi
nating the emotional input involved in financial decision-making processes.
As a result, understanding what a signal or pattern should cause as a result,
calms the jitters. The simple process of watching a pattern develop and
knowing what that pattern should be doing. allows an investor to exhibit
composed patience until the pattern completes itself. At the same time, an
investor can establish stop loss areas. These levels can be established by
projecting what and where would constitute a failure of rhe pattern.

Fundamental-based investing incorporates a much longer timeframe for
an anticipated price move. The fundamental factors that should cause a price
to move may not be recognized for months or years down the road. Holding a
position long-term, with the anticipation of particular results, becomes a risky
endeavor when not analyzing price movement. The application of candlestick
signals and high profit panems as n guideline for a long-term hold has benefi-
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cia} aspects. If fundamental results 'should' produce a positive move in a trad
ing entity, the analysis of its chart pattern can be valuable. A price movement
contrary to what should be expected from fundamental improvements of a
company, would indicate mat something might have altered the future poten
tial of that company. Whether an invesnnent decision is made or not, based on
price patterns, at least it would forewarn the "fundamental investor" that fur
ther research was required. Something may have changed the outlook for that
company.

A "technical investor" executes trades based upon expected results from
chart patterns. The discipline that should be followed becomes a function of
adhering to simple rules. Letting your profits run and cutting your losses shorr
does not need to be a nebulous invesnnent procedure. As discussed previously
in this book, the candlestick signals are as effective for illustrating when a trade
is not working as well as when a trade is working. The maintenance of good
discipline involves making decisions based upon rational analysis. The candle
stick signals and high-profit patterns incorporate price levels that would indi
cate an investment situation NOT working. When they do, closing a trade im
mediately is the proper investment process. The purpose for establishing a
trade is that the 'probabilities' are all in alignment. When the signals or patterns
reveal that the probabilities are no longer favorable, an investor can close a
trade without emotions hampering the decision.

Money Management

If emotions are the downfall of most investors, then everything possible needs
to be put in place to eliminate emotional aspects. That process should be car
ried through to the money management of a portfolio. Unfortunately, as debili
tating as fear and greed are to most invesnnent decision-making processes, the
human ego is also a major hurdle. Of course, we are all smarter than the aver
age investor. Unforrunarely, that thought process usually skews good money
management.

As important as it is to take the emotions our of when to buy and when to

sell, ir is also important not to have egotistical reasons to stay in a trade. The
easiest way to eliminate that factor is to pre-establish and maintain uniform
position sizes. Why should each position be the same size as the next position?
To keep from putting our emotions into the decision-making process!

For example, after going through a scanning process, an investor finds the
perfect tnlde. It has every confinning indicator in the exact correct conditions.
The chart suggests this could be a killer trade. What is the first inclination?
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Because we are a little bit smarter than everybody else is, we put 1 1/2 times
the nonnal investment funds into this perfen trade. What has just been crc
ared? A position that has a little bit of our ego involved. Reality check! What
has occurred when all the indicators have aligned pelfectly? A trade where the
"probabilities" are extremely high that it will be profitable. Unfortunately, the
qualifier to this statement is the word "probabilities." The best trade setups still
have the possibility of nor petforming.

After putting a more than normal allocation of funds into this trade, a new
mental dynamic occurs. "This trade should go up" because our mental pro
cesses said it should go lip. What happens when the u'ade does nor petforrn as
expected? We give it another day or two longer than we should because our
'smaner than average' investor prowess expects the price to eventually do what
we evaluated it will do. Instead of making a decision on a 'unit' of our portfolio,
we are trying to prove ourselves right and hold a position too long. Money
management involves simple and mechanical processes for correctly executing
the positioning of a portfolio.

Establish a Money Management Plan

Just as an investment srrategy needs to be learned and maintained with disci
pline, money management in an investment account needs to be planned. The
establishment of a successful investment strategy involves identifying signals
and patterns that are going to be successful. Once that strategy is put in place,
an investor becomes more comfortable because enny and exit strategies have
been thought out. That same comfon should also be extended to how funds
are allocated. The function of a successful investment strategy is one that pro
duces profits and does not overburden an individuals time constraints. Addi
tionally, the allocation of funds should not be such that it causes tossing and
turning at night.

Having too many positions will involve extensive analytical time. Fonu
nately, not very extensive when utilizing candlestick scans. Not having enough
positions could involve too much possibility of one position greatly hurting the
portfolio. An optimal number of positions for a portfolio should range between
6 positions and 14 positions, depending upon the size of a portfolio. Commod
ity accounts and futures accounts will have different position numbers. The
main purpose of establishing a comfortable position number is important. The
exposure of each individual position should be small enough as to not severely
hurt returns if something drastically bad occurred in a particular position. On
the other hand, the nwnber of positions should not be so great as to require
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extensive analysis for when to get out of positions. Additionally, the size of the
position should be significant enough to warrant attention every day or every
time an analysis is made.

Once the number of positions has been established as a comfortable num
ber for the investor, the size of those positions should be an equal dollar amount.
That produces the element of a 'unit.' Each time an analysis is done, it is [Q

evaluate whether that 'unit' is going to be a positive factor or a negative factor
to the overall performance of the portfolio. The component of being an emo
tionally derived decision is dramatically reduced.

Develop Your Own Investment Style

The major advantage of candlestick signals and high-profit patterns is that they
can be incorporated into any trading strategy. Whether rrading stocks, bonds,
currencies, commodities or day rrading, swing trading, or long-tenn investing,
the signals and patterns can be used profitably wherever fear and greed are
involved.

Unless you are an investor with super analytical capabilities or have access
to research staffs that can follow an immense number of stocks/sectors/indus
tries, your investment program should be suited to your schedule. The candle
stick signals dramatically reduce the time required to analyze what is affecting
price movements. The signals and patterns are the accumulative results of
everybody's research. The billions of dollars spent annually, for projecting and
anticipating the future price movements of all rrading entities, can be seen in
the signals themselves. Once an investor becomes comfortable with the infor
mation that can be exrracted from candlestick signals, investment strategies
can be put in place that fit each investor's schedule and capabilities.

The graphics porrrayed in this book are the result of centuries of profitable
observations. High-profit patterns are going to occur constantly. The human
psyche will not change. Experienced investors become wiser. Newbie investors
will make the same invesunent faux pas. The supply of "newbie's" inro the
investment markets is constant. The rrading resulLS of trends will remain con
Stant for centuries to come. Use the candlestick signals and high-profit patterns
as the framework for your invesonent srrategies. As new investment techniques
are introduced, they can be applied to your existing chart knowledge. Some
investment reclmiques will improve your rrading strategies. Others will not.
Some will work during certain market conditions and then fizzle out in other
conditions.
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Using candlestick analysis as your basis for your investment strategies
provides a format that can continuously improve your investment results.

As seen more than once in lhis book. this is not rocket science. This is
common sense invcsnnent philosophies put uno a graphic depiction. Use it and
lllak~ money.

www.candlestickforum.com

Investing requires practice. The experienced investor became thm way because
of 'experience.' There is a vast difference be[Weel1 knowing what to do and
doing it. A ground ball hit to a professional baseball first baseman requires an
actiun from the pitcher. The pitcher needs to move in a path to first base, giving
the first baseman a target to throw roo A very simple maneuver. However, this
defensive maneuver is practiced over and over. The fact that it is practiced over
imd over ha~ important implications. Although professional baseball players
fully understand what is needed to execute the play, as simple as it is, it is
pral1ked so that the thought process is automatic when a real-life situation
occurs. The same input is required for sUl-cessfuJ investing. The study of the
major candlestick signals and the reviewing of high-profit patterns should be a
constant practice. This is so that when an actual trade set up is forming; an
investor is nor only considering whether to do the rrade, but how to properly
execute the rrade.lt is strongly suggested that me investment process be shared
with an investment partner or friend, This provides mental reinforcement for
learning and remembering the signals.

The Candlestick Rmun website was established in 2002. Its' sole purpose
is for providing a forum where investors continuously hone their investment
abilities, utilizing candlestick signals. The website offers daily stock and com
modity picks. This selvice is not to provide a 'pick' setvice. It is to constantly
illustrate the investment rationale made for a chart pattern to be recommended.
The opportunity to master a powerful invesonent technique is constantly avail·
able.

There are evening live audio/video chat rraining sessions, twice a week,
describing and teaching the ramifications of sign(lls and patterns OCCUlTing in
d1e current market conditions. These sessions provide continuous education as
wen as interaction from the participants wanting to learn candlestick panerns.
The ",'ebsire provides an open forum where investors can ask questions about
specific topiCS and get feedback from other candlestick invesrors.
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The Candlestick Forum pro\ides a library of training CDs that delve into
specific topics of candlestick analysis in great detaiL These learning CDs are
highly informational and provide valuable insights into the profitable use of
candlestick signals.

This is not rocket science! Learn the important candlestick signals. They will
transform investor thought processes. Preparing one's mind with graphic infor
mation that has proven irsclf for centuries will become the basis for a successful
invesonenr oudook for the rest of your life.

Learn as though you would n.ever be able to master it; hold it as though
you would be in fear of losutg it.

Confucius
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Glossary

The following is a list of terms used in association with Japanese Candlestick
Analysis. Some tenns are purely of Western origin; others are purely of Japa
nese origin. Many are used for description in botlt Western and Japanese tech
niques, becoming intermingled through the years.

Bar Charts: The conventional graphic depiction of price activity. The trading
range is illustrated with a vertical line representing the high to low prices dur
ing a time period. Open price is shown by a sholt horizontal line attached to the
left side of a vertical line, the close is a horizontal line to the right side. Price is
represented on the vertical scale of the chart. Time is represented on the horizon
tal scale

Blow-offs: A topping or bottoming acrion. Occurring at the end of an extended.
move. Prices move sharply and rapidly Ln the direction of the current trend on
high volume. If the price reverses direction after this movement, a blow off has
occurred.

Breakaway gap: When prices gap away from a technically defined area, such
as a congestion area or a trendline.

Breakout: The movement that pushes through a resistance level or a support
level.

Confinnation: When a move or an indicator substantiates the anticipated ac
tion resulting from another indicator.

Congestion area: Trading activity where the price movement stays within an
observable trading range for an extended period of time.

Consolidation: Trading in a range of the congestion area with the implication
that the rrend is resting and will resume the direction of the current rrend.

ConLinuation patterns: A pattern that has been obsented to indicare that the
current trend will continue.
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Cradle pattern: fanned with the appearance of a large dark candle at t.he
bottom of a down trend. A fiat rrading period consisting of Doji, Spinning Tops,
and small indecisive rrading days 15 then followed by a large bullish candle.

Dead cross: When shon-term moving averages cross under the longer-renn
moving averages and a bearish signal is given.

Deliberation pattern: Also known as a stalling pattem, prices are coming to a
point of a reversaL

Divergence; The disparity between indicators when a price action has made a
move. One indicator confirms mat the move was correct, the other shows the
opposite. ror example, if prices hil high and the relative strength index does
nOl, a divergence has occurred.

Double bottoms: An easily recognized technical pattern illustrated by a W
shaped bottom where prices reverse at approximately the same lows.

Double tops: Price movement t..hat resembles an M where the highs are ap
proximately the same.

Downgap: Prices gap down in the next time period to levels below the total
trading range of the previous time period.

Downtrend: Prices trading lower usually represented by lower lows amI/or
lower highs.

Elliot wave: Ralph Nelson Elliot developed a system for forecasting price move
ments based upon oscillations in investor sentiment. The basis of the lheory
revolves around five waves in a general direction (five-wave upmove) followed
by three corrective waves in !.he opposite direction (three-wave downmove).

Exponential moving average: A moving average calculated by exponentially
weighted input.

Fibonacci numbers: The series of numbers that are derived by adding the twO

previous numbers to obtain the next number. That number added to the previ
ous number results in the next number. The series of nwnbers produces ratios
used extensively by Elliot wave advocates, 38 percent, 50 percent, and 62 per
cent.

Filling the Gap: A gap becomes filled when prices move back into the black
area of trading. Candlestick tenninology describes this as "closing the win
dow".
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Fry Pan Bottom pattern: A slow downward trajectory of a trend consisting of
indecisive rrading days is then followed by a slow upward trajectory of a rrend.
When prices come back up to the beginning of the panem, strong buying oc
curs as investor confidence has built back up.

Gap: A price void where the trading range between one time period does not
overlap with a price trading of dle next time period.

Golden cross: Abullish signal created by the short-tenn moving averages cross
ing above the long-term moving averages.

High-wave: A group of candlesticks with long upper and/or lower shadows.
This grouping of formations foretells a market rum.

Implied volatility: A measure for the market to forecast funrre volatility.

Inside session: This is a trading session where the high and the low of a
trading period remains within the high and the low of the previous trading
session.

Intra-d.ay: Trading periods that begin and end within a one-day time frame.

Islands: A fonnalion created at the end of a trend where prices gap away from
the current rrend, rrade for two or more days at those levels, and then gap back
in the opposite direction. This leaves an island of trading at the end of the
trend. Commonly known as island reversals. Strong reversal indicator.

Jay-hook (J-hook) pattern: A fonnation identified with candlesuck sell sig
nals at the top of a strong uptrend, followed by a pullback that wanes when
small candlestick buy sib,rnals stop the downtrend. New bUying cremes a hook
back up to the recent highs with a good possibility that the new uptrend will
breach the recent highs and cOlllinue.

Locals: Floor traders that make their living by trading a particular entity.

Lower shadows: The trading range below the body of a candle.

Meeting lines: Ar. the end of a trend, the open of the final day opens away from
the previous days close, gapping up at the tOp of a trend or gapping down from
the bottom, and by the end of the day the price has come back to close at the
previous days close. This is a secondary reversal signal

Momentum: Related to the velocity of a price move. The most recent close is
compared to a specific number of closes in a specific time frame.
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Morning attack: 1\ Japanese definition tor a large buy or sell order on the
opening that is designed to significantly move the marker.

Moving Average Convergence-Divergence oscillator (MACD): A combina
tion of three exponentially smoothed moving averages.

Neckline: The level that lOdicates the lows of the head In the head and shoul·
clers fonnarion or the high points in an inverse head and shoulders fumlatiofl.

Night attack: A large order placed m the close to moyc the market.

Offset: The term for closing rrades. Longs arc said to liquidate. Short:; are said
to cover.

On-Balance Volume (OBY): A LlJmulati\c \oluffit:! figure. If prices dose higher
than the prior trading session, the volume for the higher day is added to the
DBV. Conversely, volume hi subtracted from the OBV on days when prices close
lower than the previous day.

Open interest: Penains to future contraClS. It is the number of conrmcts that
are still oU15nmding. It will be equal to the total number of long and shall
positions, not the combination of the twa.

Oscil1ator: An indicarol' based upon a momentulll fomlula that moves above
or below a zero line or on a chan grid bet\veen aand 100 percenr. They depict
overbought and oversold conditions and positiVI: or negati\'e divergences; r
measures the velocity in a price movement.

Overbought: A teml associmed with specific oscillaro[s to denote when a price
has moved tOO far, tOO fast in an upward direction.

Oversold: The same as the oyerbought definition excepr for it being in the
downward direcLion.

Paper trading: A popular method using real-life trade circumstances and trad
ing with imagmary rrading funds.

Petrifying pattern: Another name for the Harami cross.

Protective stop: An order placed to limit losses on all existing position. If
prices move to thal level, a trade is initiated co liquidale me position avoiding
further loss potential

Raindrop: Another name for the star fonnatioll.
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Rally: Usually a strong upward price movement.

Reaction: A price movement that moves opposite the current trend.

Real body (or body): The boxed area from the open to the close is what forms
the body of the candle. When the close is lower than the open, a black body is
produced. A dose above the open causes a white body to be fonned.

Relative Strength Index (RSl): An oscillator developed by Wenes Wilder. It
compares the ratio of positive closes to negao\'e doses over a specific time
period.

Resistance level: A trading level where obvious selling keeps the prices from
advancing any further.

Retracement: The price movement in the opposite direction of the recent trend.

Reversal session: Mer a move experiences a new high (or low), the next close
is below (or above) the previous day's close.

Rickshaw Man: A long-legged Doji where the body, although small. is in the
center of the formation.

Selling climax: After a move downwards, prices push sharply lower on heavy
volume. If prices move higher from these levels, a selling climax has occurred.

SeUoff: The downward movement of prices.

Shadows: The extreme price movement outside the body of a candle creates
the shadows. The lower shadow extends from the bottom of the body to the
low price of the day. The upper shadow extends from the top of the body to the
high price of the day.

Shaven bottom: A candlestick with no lower shadow.

Shaven head: A candlestick with no upper shadow.

Simple moving averages: The smoothing of price data where prices arc added
together, and then averaged. The term moving is included due to the faet that
as each flew day's information is added to the numbers, the oldest data is
dropped.

Spring: When prices break below a conge,tion area, and then spring right
back above the broken support area, it has produced a bullish signals.
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Star: A small body that gaps away from the previous long body. A smr indicme~
the reduction of force illustrated by the previous long candle. A star following
a long black body is called a raindrop.

Stochastics: An oscillator that measures the reldtive position of closing prices
compared to the trading range over a specified period of rime. %K inchcates the
fast srochastic, %D indicates the slow stochastic.

Support level; An obvious level where buyers Me shown to slep in and hold
prices flbove that level.

Tick volume: The number of uades occurring dUring a specific time interval.

Time filter: A price level that prices have to Slay above or below for a specific
period of time to confinn that a technical level has been broken.

Toppy - Toppiness: Term for indicating that plices can not move higher, sig
nals starr forming that would show selling coming in at Lhe top of a trend.

Trend; A plice's prevalenr directionnl movement.

1Tend-line: A line that can be drawn along a series of highs or lows. This
requires at least two pointS for a line to be drawn. The more points that are
associated with the line, the more slTength the trend~linecarries.

Trend reversals (or reversal indicators); Pri<.:~ action thm indicmes the high
probability of a trend reversing its direction.

Tweezer tops or bottoms: His;::llS or lows of a rrend that are duplicmed in back
to back trading days or within the next few sessions. The name is d€'rived from
the price mO\'ement to dlose levels fanning a tweezer-like visual. It is a minor
reversal sib~a], however, itS significance becomes grearer if the highs or lows
are touched WitJl long shadows or if the identic.:1..1 bottoms are part of another
reversal signal.

Upgap; A gap in prices to the upside.

Upthrust; The price movement that carries prices through and above observed
resistance areas. If these new price levels do not hold and prices pull back
under the breached resistance level, il is called an upthmst. It now becomes a
bearish signal.

Uptrend: Prices that are trading higher.

V bottom or top: A sharp reversal fanning a V panem at [he bottom of a trend
or an invened Vat the top of a trend.
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Volwne: The tOtal number of shares or cOntrdcts rrading in a given day on that
trading emity.

weighted moving average: A moving average where the most recent data is
given greater value than the oldest data.

Window: The same as a Western gap. Windows can indicate the beginning of
a strong trend as well as the end of a trend, exhaustion window. As Western
technicians say that prices will always fill the gap, the Japanese expect to close
the window.

Ym and Yang: The Chinese name for rhe black (Ym) and rhe white (Yang).
Good and bad, positive and negative.
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meaning of, 2
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81, 370
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settings for, 323
stop loss strategies, 344, 345,
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reasoning of, 371
setting levels, 353, 357, 361
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swp orders, 319
"stop and reverse" strategy. 318
strike price, 279
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swing trading, 309-319

maximizing profits on, 317·319
and volatility, 318

tail, 3-4
Takuri, 53-59
technical investor, 393
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three·wave pattern, 141-146, 196·
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time decay and options, 290-292
time frames and trading, 308-309
time premium and options, 292-
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timeframe for signals, 385
timing the market, 9-10, 374
timing in option trading, 264-265
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trades

losing, 371
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trades that don't work, 351-352
trading channel, 249
trading patterns, 335
trading programs, 388
trading rules, 373-389
trend lines, 203-214, 216, 219
trend reversals, 17, 197
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u
upper shadow, 3

v

High Profit Candlestick Puttems

value vs, price, 266-267
visual analysis, 380
volatilicy in option trading, 265,

267-268
volume, and pre-opening activity,

333
volume, large, 61, 66, 71

on engulfing day, 38, 47
and gap down, 175
on Hammer day, S4
and Inverted Hammer, 92
and Shooting Star, 88

w
weighted moving average (WMA),
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White Marubozu, 19
windows, 153-162

y
Yang lines, 18
Yin lines, 18
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